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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
DEVELOPING AN ENHANCED MODEL FOR COMBINED HEAT AND AIR 
INFILTRAION ENERGY SIMULATION  
by 
Chadi Younes 
Florida International University, 2012 
Miami, Florida 
Professor Caesar Abi Shdid, Major Professor 
The need for efficient, sustainable, and planned utilization of resources is ever 
more critical. In the U.S. alone, buildings consume 34.8 Quadrillion (1015) BTU of 
energy annually at a cost of $1.4 Trillion. Of this energy 58% is utilized for heating and 
air conditioning. 
 Several building energy analysis tools have been developed to assess energy 
demands and lifecycle energy costs in buildings. Such analyses are also essential for an 
efficient HVAC design that overcomes the pitfalls of an under/over-designed system. 
DOE-2 is among the most widely known full building energy analysis models. It also 
constitutes the simulation engine of other prominent software such as eQUEST, 
EnergyPro, PowerDOE. Therefore, it is essential that DOE-2 energy simulations be 
characterized by high accuracy. 
 Infiltration is an uncontrolled process through which outside air leaks into a 
building. Studies have estimated infiltration to account for up to 50% of a building’s 
energy demand. This, considered alongside the annual cost of buildings energy 
viii 
 
consumption, reveals the costs of air infiltration. It also stresses the need that prominent 
building energy simulation engines accurately account for its impact. 
 In this research the relative accuracy of current air infiltration calculation methods 
is evaluated against an intricate Multiphysics Hygrothermal CFD building envelope 
analysis. The full-scale CFD analysis is based on a meticulous representation of cracking 
in building envelopes and on real-life conditions. The research found that even the most 
advanced current infiltration methods, including in DOE-2, are at up to 96.13% relative 
error versus CFD analysis. 
 An Enhanced Model for Combined Heat and Air Infiltration Simulation was 
developed. The model resulted in 91.6% improvement in relative accuracy over current 
models. It reduces error versus CFD analysis to less than 4.5% while requiring less than 
1% of the time required for such a complex hygrothermal analysis. The algorithm used in 
our model was demonstrated to be easy to integrate into DOE-2 and other engines as a 
standalone method for evaluating infiltration heat loads. This will vastly increase the 
accuracy of such simulation engines while maintaining their speed and ease of use 
characteristics that make them very widely used in building design.     
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
A wealth of Building Energy Simulation software and tools is available. The 
United States Department of Energy Building Technologies Program lists under its 
“Building Energy Software Tools Directory” three hundred and eighty nine building 
software and tools from 28 different countries. These software and tools range between 
databases, component and system analysis tools, spreadsheets, and whole-building energy 
performance simulation programs (Building Technologies Program, 2010). 
Traditionally, the two primary reasons for performing building thermal 
performance calculations are to (1) size and select the required mechanical equipment, or 
to (2) obtain a prediction of the building’s annual energy consumption and costs. Some 
programs can handle either of these tasks while others can handle both (Paradis, 2010). 
Sizing programs are mainly designed to perform hourly calculations of peak heating and 
cooling loads. Many of these programs are based on algorithms established by ASHRAE. 
Energy cost programs, on the other hand, are principally set up to predict building annual 
energy consumption in BTUs, dollars, or pollution/pollution avoidance (Paradis, 2010). 
DOE-2 is one of the most widely well-known full building energy simulation 
models. It also serves, either fully or partially, as the simulation engine of several other 
renowned software such as eQUEST, PowerDOE, Energy Plus, Energy Pro and others. 
DOE-2 was developed by James J. Hirsch & Associates (JJH) in collaboration with 
Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL). (www.DOE2.com, 2010).  
“DOE-2 is an hourly whole building Energy Analysis program calculating Energy 
Performance and life cycle cost of operation” (Building Technology program, 2010). 
2 
 
Using a description of a building layout, construction, operating schedules, conditioning 
system along with user-provided utility rates, and weather data, DOE-2 is capable of 
performing hourly energy simulations of a building and providing an estimation of the 
various building utility bills (www.DOE2.com, 2010). Other features include its use in 
rebate programs, comparison and implementation of energy efficiency standards and 
compliance certification (Building Technology Program, 2010). 
A subsequent development to DOE-2 is eQuest. DOE-2 is eQUEST’s “simulation 
engine”. eQUEST   provides the sophisticated building energy simulation of DOE-2 in an 
easy-to-use Graphical User Interface (GUI) and wizards medium. eQUEST can be simply 
defined as (www.doe2.com/equest, 2010): 
eQUEST = DOE-2 + Wizards + Graphics 
DOE-2 & eQUEST have been both time proven and are well known and widely 
used. DOE-2 is well recognized as an industry standard. It is used by more than 800 
major user organizations within the United States and 200 organizations internationally; 
where each organization includes of up to 20 users or more. Similarly, eQUEST is one of 
the most widespread building energy simulation programs. eQUEST registers more than 
10,000 full program downloads annually (Building Technologies Program, DOE-2 & 
Building Technologies Program  eQUEST , 2010). 
The simulation capabilities of DOE-2 and eQUEST and their widespread use 
make them of high significance and impact. This also highlights the essentiality of 
accuracy in their building energy simulation. Both eQUEST and its simulation engine 
DOE-2 have been proven in many aspects by experimentation and are based on 
ASHRAE in many algorithms. Examples include Kerrisk et al. (1980), Meldem et al. 
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(1998), Loutzenhiser and Maxwell (2006), Hong et al. (2009), and others.  However, 
some major energy demand components are treated by the software with less complexity 
and are accounted for using overly simplified approaches and algorithms. It is therefore 
essential that such shortcomings be improved in order to provide a more accurate 
building energy simulation. With the prevalent use of these two software packages, any 
improvement in their calculation model of a major energy load would be of high 
importance and impact. Therefore, all building energy simulation model improvements 
developed in this work will be applied using DOE-2 & eQUEST as the demonstration 
software. However, these improvements should be easily applicable to any alternate 
building energy simulation software. 
Any work to be done shall focus on DOE-2. Since DOE-2 is the simulation 
engine of eQUEST (also of EnergyPro, PowerDOE, EnergyPlus - in part- and others). 
Then, any developed improvements to DOE-2 shall be consequentially incorporated into 
eQUEST.  
 Improvements to DOE-2 can be of different levels and from many aspects. One 
aspect could be the improvement of an existing DOE-2 algorithm to correct a built-in 
flawed. For example, in the Design Day weather feature, users can define their own 
weather. This would create an hourly weather that is used in the building energy 
simulation and in the HVAC sizing process. The algorithm, however, doesn’t revise the 
user-inputted weather which could be defining indoor humidity levels exceeding 100 % 
humidity (indoor rain!). Another improvement approach could be to add to an existing 
DOE-2 subprogram. Therefore, allowing it to account for more heating/cooling load 
sources. For instance, the software accounts for shading of a building by adjacent 
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structures and bodies. Yet, it overlooks the solar radiation reflected onto the building 
under study from surrounding surfaces. Especially important are surrounding surfaces 
with a high Surface Reflectance Index (SRI), such as surrounding buildings with white 
painted (light colored) or mirror glass facades. Such veneers could reflect a considerable 
portion of the solar radiation incident on them onto the building being simulated. A third 
DOE-2 improvement approach could be to add or create an entirely new feature into the 
software. For example, developing green roofs as a material with different variations and 
properties (R-value, Insulation…etc). This will make green roofs available as a feature 
for use in the Energy Simulation of Green Buildings. 
 
 Infiltration is an uncontrolled process through which outside air leaks into a 
conditioned space in a building (Brownell, 2002). Air infiltration affects both indoor air 
quality and building energy consumption. It significantly contributes to the overall 
heating and cooling loads in a building. The magnitude of the impact of infiltration on the 
overall heating/cooling load depends on several factors. These include environmental 
conditions, building design and operation and construction quality (Buchanan & 
Sherman, 2000). A 40 % of the heating/cooling cost in homes is attributed to infiltration 
as was shown by field measurement of residential buildings (Caffey, 1979). Estimates by 
the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) attributed, based on a study of 
U.S. office buildings, 15 % of the heating loads in office buildings to air infiltration 
(NIST 1996). Other studies estimated air infiltration to account for up to 25% to 50% of 
space heating demands for both commercial and domestic buildings (Nevrala & 
Etheridge, 1977; Kirkwood, 1977). Similarly, Persily (1982) concluded that infiltration 
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accounts for one-third of the heating and cooling requirements of a building. A 
comparable conclusion was also affirmed by Sherman & Matson (1993) who studied the 
Ventilation-Energy liabilities in U.S. dwellings. They inferred that a large fraction of the 
space conditioning load in U.S. residential buildings is due to infiltration. 
 The prediction and measurement of infiltration rates for buildings has been the 
subject of extensive work and research. An example is the Feustel & Kendon (1988) 
comprehensive review of the multitude of available methods. However, determining the 
energy consumption due to this infiltration has been the subject of limited research 
(Bhattacharyya & Claridge, 1992). The energy impact of air infiltration has been 
classically evaluated as a product of the infiltrating air mass flow rate, the air specific 
heat capacity and the inside-outside temperature gradient. The classical expression for 
heat loss due to infiltration is given by equation 1-1. 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ																																												ሺ1 െ 1ሻ      
Where:        
- Qinf = Air infiltration energy load (W)  
-  ሶ݉  =  Air infiltration mass flow rate (kg/s) 
- Ti = Inside(indoor)  room temperature (oC) 
- To = Outside (ambient) air Temperature (oC) 
- Cp = Specific heat of air (J/kgoC) 
 
The classical method and current design methods assume that solar radiation, conduction 
and air infiltration are independent and behave independently. Those methods overlook 
the interaction between these three phenomena. However, such an assumption is 
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unrealistic and embracing it can result in extensive errors in the evaluation of design 
loads and annual energy consumption by a building (Liu & Claridge, 1992). 
Cold air infiltrating into a room or a building through porous material can attain a 
temperature closer to the room temperature than the outside air temperature (Claridge et. 
al, 1995). Especially through brick, concrete masonry, concrete and other material 
commonly used in building construction. Heat exchange occurs between the infiltrating 
air and the building envelope allowing the air to absorb/release energy and become closer 
to the indoor space temperature; a phenomenon known as “Heat Recovery”. While, as 
shown in equation (1-1), the general assumption is that the amount of energy required for 
heating/cooling infiltrating air is the same as that required for heating/cooling the outside 
air to indoor conditions (Bhattacharyya & Claridge, 1992). It has been shown by 
Anderlind (1985) that the infiltration energy load can attain a maximum value of equation 
(1-1); however it is generally smaller due to heat exchange occurring in the walls 
between the walls and the infiltrating air. This has also been confirmed experimentally by 
Claridge, Liu and Bhattacharyya (1990, 1992, 1995, 1996 and 1999), Anderlind (1985) 
and Guo & Liu (1985).  
Anderlind (1985) introduced a reduction factor to the classical equation (equation 
1-1) to account for the heat recovery. Thus, modifying the classical equation as shown in 
equation 1-2 below: 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ܴ	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ																																													ሺ1 െ 2ሻ       
Where: 
- R  = a multiplier ranging between 0 and 1 , depending on the structure and 
construction of the walls 
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Claridge and Bhattacharyya (1992) put forward the Infiltration Heat Exchange 
Effectiveness (IHEE). Where, IHEE (ε) represents the fraction of energy consumption 
that was recovered during the Heat Recovery process. The expression for ε is given in 
equation 1-3: 
ߝ ൌ 1 െ ܳ௜௡௙ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ																																												ሺ1 െ 3ሻ	
       
Where: 
- ε =Infiltration Heat Exchange Effectiveness 
- Qinf = Air infiltration energy load (W) 
-  ሶ݉  =  Air infiltration mass flow rate (kg/s) 
- Ti = Inside(indoor)  room temperature (oC) 
- To = Outside (ambient) air Temperature (oC) 
 
Several building energy simulation software account for the impact of infiltration by 
utilizing a variety of models. However most of the models utilized are either overly 
simplified or at best suffer from several deficiencies and fail to capture the full physics of 
the phenomenon. As a sample software, DOE-2 in its building energy simulation 
accounts for infiltration. In the DOE-2 Engineers Manual, the major impact of infiltration 
on the building energy load is well acknowledged and infiltration is defined as “One of 
the largest components contributing to heating loads” (DOE-2 Engineers Manual, 1982). 
However, in defining the models used to simulate the energy impact of infiltration it is 
prominently stated that Infiltration in building Energy Analysis is “Usually treated by 
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very simple approximate models” (DOE-2 Engineers Manual, 1982). In modeling 
infiltration, DOE-2 employs five different models: 
- Air Change Method 
- Crack Method 
- Residential (Achenbach – Coblentz) Method. 
- Sherman & Grimsrud 
- ASHRAE Enhanced 
These models are (respectively) overly simplified, purely empirical and based on curve 
fitting, or deficient in considering the various factors contributing to air infiltration. 
 Like the majority of building energy simulation software available, DOE-2 
infiltration models overlook a variety of aspects that significantly contribute to the 
infiltration energy load. This inadequacy becomes more critical when considering the 
significant contributions of infiltration to the heating/cooling load in buildings, as 
discussed earlier. Among the aspects unaccounted for by the DOE-2 infiltration models 
are: 
- Infiltration heat recovery 
- Neglecting the resistance to intra-room airflow 
- Infiltration through doors : manual, automatic, revolving and others 
- Infiltration through windows 
- Infiltration through doors and windows sealings 
- Infiltration due to a fireplace 
- Others  
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Main Objective 
The main objective of this research is to build a comprehensive infiltration energy 
load model that integrates the interaction between solar radiations, conduction and 
infiltration into building energy load calculations along with a better evaluation of the 
infiltration airflow rate; and to apply this model onto prominent building energy 
simulation software. The model developed in this research will be referred to throughout 
this research as the Enhanced Model. 
 Specific Objectives 
The main objective of this work are to improve the accuracy of building energy 
simulations by incorporating into their calculations the impact of the interaction between 
solar radiation, conduction and infiltration in contrast with current methods that consider 
these three phenomena to act independently. Also, to provide a better evaluation of the 
infiltration airflow rate, for use in the infiltration load calculations, based on local 
conditions, terrain and building characteristics. Therefore this study performs a 
comprehensive review of infiltration and how it is accounted for in current models and in 
prominent building energy simulation software. It also determines the latest research on 
studying the interaction among these three phenomena and to decide on a model to build 
upon, further develop and later apply onto prominent building energy simulation 
software. Next it develops a dynamic model for evaluating the infiltration airflow rate (to 
be used in the infiltration energy load model) that accounts for wind speed, wind 
direction, topography, terrain, building characteristics, and others. The third objective is 
to build a comprehensive infiltration energy load model that integrates (1) heat recovery, 
(2) interaction between conduction, solar radiation and infiltration and (3) incorporates 
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the developed airflow rate model. The fourth objective is to verify the relative accuracy 
of the developed Enhanced Model versus a hygrothermal multiphysics computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) model. This is done by comparing the simulation output of the 
Enhanced Model for a demonstrative building to the results of a finite elements CFD 
analysis of the same building.  The final objective is to demonstrate the improvement in 
infiltration load calculation relative accuracy (versus complex CFD analysis) by 
comparing the obtained Enhanced Model’s simulation output to the regular DOE-2 
output for the same building.  Flowchart 1-1 highlights the major steps followed to 
achieve the stated objectives. 
Justification 
The significance of the work lies in building a comprehensive model that 
incorporates into building energy load calculations, the interaction between solar 
radiation, infiltration and conduction, while considering factors such as building height, 
topography, terrain roughness, wind speed and direction, and others. The developed 
Enhanced Model is a tool that helps designers to quickly, accurately and efficiently 
simulate infiltration heat loads. The the current dilemma of accuracy versus efficiency is 
overcome by reducing by six orders the simulation time necessary for obtaining an 
accurate simulation while compromising  relative accuracy by 2 % only. The classical 
method for evaluating the infiltration energy loads which considers infiltration to act 
independently from conduction in the building envelope and other phenomena has been 
proven to result in significant errors in building energy loads estimation. Building energy 
simulation software are of wide spread use and high impact, yet most still deploy the 
classical infiltration load calculation method or other overly simplified methods. 
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Therefore, it would be of large significance and impact to apply the obtained Enhanced 
Model onto building energy simulation software, which could significantly improve their 
simulation accuracy, most importantly to an industry standard and widespread software 
such as DOE-2. Aside from DOE-2 and the software that it is a simulation engine for, the 
built model shall be easy to incorporate into other building energy simulation software. 
The resulting improvement in building energy simulation accuracy will allow several 
benefits including: 
- More accurate HVAC (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning) equipment 
sizing. Oversized equipment will not efficiently perform and result in higher 
operating costs. Also HVAC over sizing  leads to increased initial costs, larger 
than required meters, low system distribution pressures during peak demand, and 
others (Regester and Reinauer, 1981) 
- Improved energy audits and more accurate energy utility estimation costs. In 
sustainable building design, during the parametric comparison of various design 
alternatives, this allows a more confident selection of the most energy efficient 
building design.   
- Controllable ventilation rates that fallout onto a healthier building. Since the 
infiltration energy load can be more accurately calculated, controlled natural 
ventilation through infiltration can be Permitted (Brownell, 2002). 
- Allowing an optimal distribution of insulation, due to enhanced knowledge of 
conduction losses. 
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- Making available the application of dynamic insulation: Replacing ventilation 
systems with “breathing walls” that provide fresh yet thermally condition air 
(through heat recovery) (Brownell, 2002). 
 
The various outcomes of the Enhanced Model amount to a better evaluation of the 
energy requirements of a building. This, results in a building with less energy demand, 
lower lifecycle costs, and increased occupant comfort. 
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Flowchart 1-1: Major Steps Followed to Achieve the Stated Objectives 
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Chapter 2  
Background 
The Energy Information Agency reports that 99.402 Quadrillion (1015) BTU’s of 
energy were consumed in the United States in 2008. This includes energy used in 
residential, commercial, industrial and transportation applications. All at a total cost of 
$1,396.69 Billion (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2010). Buildings consume 
36% of all the energy produced (Brownell, 2002); the equivalent of 35.784 quadrillion 
BTU’s. Of all the energy consumed annually by buildings, 58 % is utilized for heating 
and air conditioning (Brownell, 2002). This represents 20.75 Quadrillion BTU’s a year. 
That, by proportion, stands for $ 291.56 Billion spent annually on heating and cooling of 
buildings. As a result, even minor factors influencing the heating/cooling of buildings 
become of significant importance, much less factors such as infiltration that can 
contribute to more than a third of the heating/cooling load of a building.   
 
The large and constant need of energy for heating and cooling in buildings results 
from undesired thermal losses in these structures. The primary forms of thermal loss are: 
(1) conduction losses through the building envelope, (2) heat loss due to ventilation, and 
(3) unwanted heat loss due to air leakages known as infiltration. With infiltration 
representing up to 40% of the heating/cooling load cost (Caffey, 1979) and the magnitude 
and cost of energy consumption discussed earlier; the importance of accurate simulation 
and modeling of infiltration energy loads becomes evident and highly necessary. 
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This literature review includes a discussion of DOE-2 and it various components. 
Since a common basic structure is shared by DOE-2 and several other hourly building 
energy simulation software, the following discussion can be made applicable to 
understanding the layout and inner workings of similar energy simulation software.   An 
overview of the component programs LOADS, SYSTEMS, PLANTS and ECONOMICS 
common to several hourly building energy simulation software and their interaction is 
presented. Included also is a discussion of weighting factors and response factors and 
their use in DOE-2. An explanation of DOE-2 basic principles and the underlying 
philosophy of load calculations is also presented. The progress of a DOE-2 Energy 
simulation is illustrated through especially developed flow charts. Similarly, the review 
includes a general overview of eQUEST, its component wizards and principles. The 
literature review also contains a discussion of the presentation of Infiltration in ASHRAE 
according to the ASHRAE 2009 and 2007 Handbooks. The final section of this literature 
review is dedicated to a comprehensive review of infiltration. The various methods of 
evaluating infiltration energy loads and their classification as well as the two major 
categories of air leakage and infiltration, concentrated and diffuse are discussed. 
Presented is a breakdown and a discussion of each, including the role of heat recovery 
and all relevant research done.  
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Building Energy Simulation Programs 
 A diverse body of building energy analysis programs is available. This includes a 
wide array of spreadsheets, databases, component and system analysis tools, and whole 
building energy simulation programs. The U.S. Department of Energy Building 
Technologies program directory lists a set of 389 of these tools and software with varying 
capabilities and origins (Building Technology Program, 2010). Two prominent entries on 
this list are DOE-2 and eQUEST. Both software are full hourly Building Energy 
Simulation software, with DOE-2 representing the simulation engine of eQUEST. They 
are both widely recognized, time proven, widely used and considered to be an “Industry 
Standard” (Building Technologies Program, 2010). 800 large organizations in the United 
States and 200 other international organizations use DOE-2 for building energy 
simulation. Similarly, eQUEST averages more than 10,000 full program downloads 
annually (Building Technologies Program, 2010). The widespread use of these two 
software makes them of high impact and emphasizes the importance of their simulation 
accuracy. Consequently, improvements made to DOE-2 (and accordingly eQUEST) 
would reflect in considerable energy and cost savings. 
 The majority of the following discussions will involve DOE-2 since it 
concurrently represents the simulation engine of eQUEST. Included in the literature 
review is an explanation of the basics of DOE-2. This entails and overview of the 
software’s basic equation, essential and core operations, main programs and 
subprograms, and the interaction between its various components. 
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Origins of Energy Simulation Programs: Historic Overview 
 Early on efforts for the use of computers in building mechanical/electrical service 
design were first acknowledged by the industry in 1965 (Lau & Ayres, 1979). Automated 
Procedures for Engineering Consultants Inc. (APEC) was created by a group of 
mechanical engineering consultants. They developed their first program The “APEC 
Heating and Cooling Peak Load Calculation (HCC) program (HCC-Heating/Cooling 
Load Calculation program, 1967). The program was used in the design of heating, 
ventilating and air conditioning systems in buildings. The work on the program was 
concluded in 1967. It was designed to calculate peak heating and cooling loads and air 
quantities. The calculations were performed based on input summer and winter design 
days climatic data. This primal program alleviated design engineers from tedious hand 
calculations as well as provided essential data for the selection of suitable heating and 
cooling equipment and the design of air distribution systems (Lau and Ayres, 1979) 
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning engineers 
(ASHRAE) formed in 1976 the ASHRAE Task Group on Energy Requirements (TGER). 
As a result, building heat transfer sub-routines, algorithms, and HVAC system and 
component simulation procedure for computerized energy calculations where established 
(Lau and Ayres, 1979). The availability of such procedures permitted the development of 
the first generation of Loads/Energy programs. This Includes the National Bureau of 
Standards (Kusuda, 1974) and the U.S. Post Office (Lokmanhekin, 1971) who developed 
public domain energy software. Simultaneously energy calculation computer software 
developed by the private sector thrived (Lau and Ayres, 1979). 
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The major systems involved in building energy analysis are particularly thermal 
loads calculation, system simulation and central plant simulation (Lau and Ayres, 1979). 
Building Energy Analysis programs are commonly structured in such composition and 
order with sub-programs performing each of these sub-steps. A number of building 
energy programs, such as DOE-2, expands further to include economic analysis. 
Accordingly, building energy simulation programs are usually composed of four 
fundamental analysis programs: LOADS, SYSTEMS, PLANT, and ECONOMICS 
(shortly known as LSPE), as shown in Flowchart 2-1. Various software simply differ in 
the degree of mathematical complexity of their chosen models and the extent they match 
real world conditions (Lau and Ayres, 1979). 
DOE-2  
The DOE-2 Engineers Manual (1982) illustrates the philosophy of the DOE-2 
computer program. It describes and explains “What happens to the input data”. The 
following section describes the inner operations of DOE-2 and is mostly based on the 
latest DOE-2 engineers manual available; DOE-2 ENGINEERS Manual, Version 2.1 A, 
November 1982.  
DOE-2 Programs 
 A building’s energy consumption is governed by its shape, thermal properties of 
its constituting materials, size, location & orientation, and the positions of walls, floors, 
roofs, windows and doors. Also contributing are the transient affects of shading, 
occupancy patterns, lighting schedules, equipment operation, ambient conditions, and 
temperature and humidity conditions. Finally, is the role of the building HVAC systems 
and their efficiencies. A Building Description Language (BDL) was therefore written for 
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use in DOE-2. This language helps in describing a building and its various properties that 
contribute to the energy consumption calculations. Following, is a general description of 
the various processor and program components of DOE-2 and their role. 
BDL Processor 
 The BDL Processor successively checks every BDL instruction. It verifies each 
instruction’s form, syntax and content. Additionally, the BDL Processor checks input 
values and verifies that they fall within the input range. The BDL Processor also retrieves 
from various libraries user specified data (e.g. Materials Library). Also, it calculates the 
Response Factors. These factors characterize the transient heat flow through exterior 
walls and roofs and are used by the LOADS program. Moreover, it calculates the custom 
weighting factors, if required by the user, which account for thermal lag in heating and 
cooling. Finally, the BDL processor assembles and prepares the LOADS, SYSTEM, 
PLANT and ECONOMICS (LSPE) simulators input files. 
LOADS Program   
 The LOADS Program uses an array of algorithms to calculate hourly heating and 
cooling loads. LOADS performs a separate calculation for heat gains and losses through 
walls, roofs, floors, windows and doors. It utilizes the response factors generated by the 
BDL processor to calculate heat transfer through the building skin by conduction and 
radiation. The impacts of thermal mass, insulation placement, sun angle, cloud cover, 
building location and orientation are all considered in the weighting factors generated by 
the BDL processor and used in LOADS. In LOADS, each generated weighting factors set 
is placed in a designated file to be consequently used by LOADS and SYSTEMS 
programs. Loads due to infiltration are also calculated based on the difference between 
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the inside and outside conditions using the “Crack Method” or “Air Change Method”. 
Heat gains due to lighting, equipment and occupants are also calculated in LOADS based 
on user-assigned schedules and occupancy hours. 
It is essential to note that all LOADS computations are performed based on a 
fixed temperature for each space. The LOADS output is then modified in the SYSTEMS 
program to produce the factual thermal loads based on variable hourly internal zone 
temperatures.  
SYSTEMS Program 
 The SYSTEMS program includes a set of algorithms for simulating the 
performance of secondary HVAC systems. These systems control building zones 
temperatures and humidity. An array of preprogrammed space conditioning systems is 
available for the user to pick from. To use the SYSTEMS program, the user has to select 
one of these preprogrammed systems and provide the necessary input data. 
The LOADS output along with the user defined airflow rate, thermostat settings, 
equipment operation schedules and other user-defined system characteristics are used by 
SYSTEMS to calculate hour-by-hour energy requirements of the secondary HVAC 
system. Finally, SYSTEMS program recalculates all the thermal loads previously 
calculated in the LOADS program (based on a fixed space temperature), adjusting them 
based on variable zone temperature conditions. 
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PLANT Program  
 Boilers, absorption chillers, compression chillers, cooling towers, hot water 
storage tanks, solar heaters and other Plant components have their operation modeled in 
the PLANT Program. This program contains all the equations essential for calculating the 
performance of various primary energy equipment. Hourly outputs of LOADS and 
SYSTEMS Programs are also used by PLANT Program to calculate the electrical and 
thermal energy consumption of the building. Finally, the life cycle cost of Plant 
equipments is calculated by PLANT using subroutines contained in the program. 
ECONOMIC Program  
 The ECONOMIC Program utilizes user-input utility rates, interest rates, building 
and equipment costs and others, along with the output of previous programs. It is used to 
calculate the life-cycle costs of a building. ECONOMICS Program can also perform 
economic comparisons of possible project alternatives. 
REPORT Program 
 Data and information from the output files of all the LSPE programs are collected 
by REPORT. The output data are then arranged by REPORT into lists, tables and others. 
Various types (by complexity and detail level) of reports are provided by REPORT, 
including reports with extensive details and hourly values 
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Flowchart 2-1: Summary of DOE-2 Program Components and Program Tasks 
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How a DOE-2 Simulation Works 
 The fundamental concept at the core of a DOE-2 simulation it that input brought 
together with a Transfer Function results in the output. The Input represents heat gain or 
loss, the output is the cooling/heating load and the Transfer Function is the weighting 
factors. This concept can be represented by the relationships in equations 2-1 and 2-2.  
ܱݑݐ݌ݑݐ ൌ ሺܶݎܽ݊ݏ݂݁ݎ	ܨݑ݊ܿݐ݅݋݊ሻ	ݔ	ܫ݊݌ݑݐ																													ሺ2 െ 1ሻ	
 
∴ 				ܪ݁ܽݐ݅݊݃/ܥ݋݋݈݅݊݃	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ ሺܹ݄݁݅݃ݐ݅݊݃	ܨܽܿݐ݋ݎݏሻ	ݔ	ܪ݁ܽݐ	ܩܽ݅݊/ܮ݋ݏݏ							ሺ2 െ 2ሻ 
 
Where: The use of weighting factors represents a compromise between the use of 
complex methods, such as full energy balance, and overly simplified methods, such as 
steady state. 
  
The core thermal simulation process of DOE-2 can be summed up in two major 
phases. The first phase happens in the LOADS program and is heavily dependent on 
processes performed by the BDL Processor (i.e. weighting factors calculation, response 
factors calculation and others). The second major phase of simulation occurs in the 
SYSTEMS Program and produces the actual space air temperatures, corresponding 
thermal loads, and others. 
 In the calculations of Phase I, LOADS assumes a fixed reference air temperature 
for each space, Tref. Then, using a list of available algorithms and user-defined building-
specific data, LOADS calculates instantaneous heat gains/losses due to solar radiation, 
lighting, people and occupants, equipment, conduction in walls and so on. LOADS then 
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deploys the relationship represented in equation 2-1 and the various sets of weighting 
factors calculated by the BDL Processor to calculate the resulting space cooling/heating 
loads resulting from each of the heat gains previously mentioned. This represents the 
energy needed to maintain the temperature of the space fixed at Tref in response to the 
recorded heat gain/loss. Phase II is then subsequently performed in the SYSTEMS 
Program. In this phase, cooling/heating loads from Phase I are combined with HVAC 
system data and air temperature weighting factors. As a result, the actual space air 
temperatures, total heat extraction, and thermal loads (based on variable space 
temperature) are determined. The output of Phase II is then used by subsequent 
components of the software. For example, it is used by ECONOMICS Program to 
calculate various utility costs and lifecycle costs. 
  
Weighting Factors 
 Weighting Factors are utilized by DOE-2 in calculating thermal loads and room 
air temperatures (York and Tucker, 1980). They represent a z-transfer function relating 
the heat gained to the resulting cooling load. The weighting factors method is one of 
several methods that are commonly used in building energy simulation. It was first 
introduced by Mitalas and Stephenson (Stephanson & Mitalas, 1967; Mitalas and 
Stephenson, 1967). This method represents a compromise between overly simplified 
methods, such as steady-state computations that disregard thermal mass storage; and 
overly complicated methods like energy balance calculations. As a result, the weighting 
factor method is - according to DOE-2 ENGINEERS Manual - an efficient, simple, 
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flexible and fast method that at the same time considers all important parameters 
affecting building energy analysis. 
 The use of weighting factors in DOE-2 entails 2 general assumptions. First, since 
heat gains due to various sources are calculated individually and then summed up (by 
superposition) to obtain the total load; all modeled processes are assumed to be 
adequately represented by linear differential equations. As a result, linear approximations 
of nonlinear processes, such as natural convection and radiation, must be made. Second, 
it is assumed that all system properties influencing the weighting factors are constant. 
Namely, these system properties are not functions of time or temperature. Therefore, any 
varying system properties are represented by an averaged value. These Two major 
assumptions signify some limitations arising from the use of weighting factors and the 
weighting factor method. 
 DOE-2 operates using either precalculated weighting factors or custom weighting 
factors. Precalculated weighting factors, as the name implies, have been precalculated for 
typical building rooms. They are stored in DOE-2 and can be selected for use. These 
factors are largely based on ASHRAE original weighting factors for rooms with Light, 
Medium and Heavy construction; characterized by 30, 70, and 130 lb/ft2 construction 
weights respectively (Lokmanhekim, 1975; ASHRAE Handbook and Product Directory, 
1977). For floor weights other than those stated, interpolation and extrapolation is used to 
obtain the required precalculated weighting factors. The use of these precalculated 
weighting factors entail a set of assumptions in addition to the two general assumptions 
of linearity and constant system properties (associated with the general use of the 
weighting factors method). Foremost, the user is accepting the “Typical Construction” of 
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the “Standard Rooms” that were used in the precalculated weighting factors calculation. 
Among others, this includes: Wall construction and thermal properties, window area and 
orientation, furniture quantity and properties, incident solar radiation properties and 
distribution, walls radiative properties (absorptivity, reflectivity and others), and interior 
film coefficients. Therefore, precalculated weighting factors are approximate descriptions 
of building rooms and their use is rarely encouraged. 
 Custom weighting factors are especially calculated for every room by DOE-2 
based on the room's actual description. Custom weighting factors can be of two 
categories, either Heat-Gain or Air-Temperature weighting factors. A Separate set of 
custom heat-gain weighting factors is calculated for each source of heat gain. Namely, 
solar radiation, lighting, task lighting, occupant people and equipment in a room, and heat 
conduction into a room. Similarly, air-temperature gain weighting factors that relate a 
specific room’s air temperature to the net energy load on the room are calculated. Since 
custom weighting factors are particularly calculated for each room, they represent a 
major improvement over precalculated weighting factors. Their use is therefore 
recommended. Furthermore, the use of custom weighting factors is a must when 
modeling buildings with heavy construction, indirect gain, passive solar buildings, and in 
buildings where a significant part of the load is due to solar energy. 
 
 Custom weighting factors represent z-transfer functions that relate the hourly 
cooling/heating load to instantaneous heat gains/losses (heat-gain weighting factors); and 
a room air temperature to net energy loads on a room (air-temperature weighting factors). 
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This relationship can be illustrated using equations 2-3 and 2-5 below for heat-gain and 
air-temperature weighting factors respectively 
. 
Heat-Gain Weighting Factors:  
 
ܳሺݖሻ
ݍሺݖሻ ൌ
ݒ଴ ൅ ݒଵݖିଵ ൅ ݒଶ	ݖିଶ
1 ൅ ݓଵݖିଵ ൅ ݓଶ	ݖିଶ 																																													ሺ2 െ 3ሻ 
 
∴ 	ܳఛ ൌ 	ݒ଴ݍఛ ൅ ݒଵݍఛିଵ ൅ ݒଶݍఛିଶ െ ݓଵܳఛିଵ െ	ݓଶܳఛିଶ																						ሺ2 െ 4ሻ 
Where: 
- ݍ௜ ൌ 	ݍ଴	, ݍଵ	, ݍଶ … 		ൌ 	݄݋ݑݎ݈ݕ	݄݁ܽݐ	݃ܽ݅݊	ሺܫ݊݌ݑݐሻ 
- ܳ௜ ൌ 	ܳଵ	, ܳଶ	, ܳଷ … ൌ 	݄݋ݑݎ݈ݕ	ܿ݋݋݈݅݊݃	݈݋ܽ݀	ሺܱݑݐ݌ݑݐሻ 
- ݒ଴, ݒଵ, ݒଶ, ݓଵ, ݓଶ	ܽݎ݁		ܪ݁ܽݐ െ ݃ܽ݅݊	ݓ݄݁݅݃݅ݐ݊݃	݂ܽܿݐ݋ݎݏ	ሺܶݎܽ݊ݏ݂݁ݎ	݂ݑ݊ܿݐ݅݋݊ሻ 
 
Air-Temperature Weighting Factors: 
 
ܳሺݖሻ
ݐሺݖሻ ൌ
݃଴ ൅ ଵ݃ݖିଵ ൅ ݃ଶ	ݖିଶ ൅ ݃ଷ	ݖିଷ
1 ൅ ݌ଵݖିଵ ൅ ݌ଶ	ݖିଶ 																													ሺ2 െ 5ሻ 
 
	∴ 	ܳఛ ൌ 	݃଴ݐఛ ൅ ଵ݃ݐఛିଵ ൅ ݃ଶݐఛିଶ ൅ ݃ଷݐఛିଷ െ ݌ଵܳఛିଵ െ	݌ଶܳఛିଶ									ሺ2 െ 6ሻ 
 
But ܳఛ can already be determined from the Heat-Gain weighting factors, equation 2-4, 
thus use equation 2-6 to determine	ݐఛ: 
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⇒	ݐఛ ൌ 	
1
݃଴ ሾܳఛ ൅ ݌ଵܳఛିଵ ൅	݌ଶܳఛିଶ െ ଵ݃ݐఛିଵ െ ݃ଶݐఛିଶ െ ݃ଷݐఛିଷ	݌ଶܳఛିଶሿ								ሺ2 െ 7ሻ 
Where: 
- ݃଴, ଵ݃, ݃ଶ, ݃ଷ, ݌ଵ, ݌ଶ		ܽݎ݁		ܣ݅ݎ െ ݐ݁݉݌݁ݎܽݐݑݎ݁	ݓ݄݁݅݃݅ݐ݊݃	݂ܽܿݐ݋ݎݏ 
- ݐఛ ൌ ܶ	ሺݖሻ െ	 ோܶ																																																																																																									ሺ2 െ 8ሻ 
Where:  
- T(z) = z-transform of the actual air space temperature 
-  TR = The Reference temperature used in LOADS calculations 
  
Custom weighting factors are calculated by applying a unit pulse onto a network 
representing the heat balance for each room; with the heat balance incorporating response 
factors that characterize the heat flow through the room walls. The calculation of the 
weighting factors is performed at the onset of the simulation, using heat balance, by 
repeating the hourly simulation for the first day 3 times. Once the weighting factors 
stabilize (due to the repeated calculation) they are used from there on - repeatedly - to 
calculate hourly cooling (heating) loads from heat gains (losses) instead of performing an 
hourly full heat balance calculation. 
Response Factors 
 With the inside temperature (user specified) and outside temperature (from 
weather file or other) known, the problem becomes finding the heat flux at both the inside 
and outside surfaces of the wall. DOE-2 considers a once dimensional heat flow across a 
wall. The equation is then defined by equation 2-9. 
ߜଶܶ
ߜݔଶ ൌ
1
ߙ	
ߜܶ
ߜݐ 																																																												ሺ2 െ 9ሻ 
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Where: 
- T = Temperature 
- t = time 
- x = distance from the outside surface 
- ߙ = diffusivity = ݇ ܥߩൗ  
- C = Specific heat 
- ߩ = Density 
The solution to this equation defining the heat flow in the wall is obtained in DOE-2 by 
superimposing a series of simple cases in order to obtain the general solution. These 
simple cases represent triangular pulse excitations (Figure 2-1). As a result a series of 
response factors are obtained. 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Overlapping triangular pulses defining a function (DOE-2 Engineers manual, 1982) 
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These response factors represent the heat flux response to temperature excitations. DOE-
2 deploys three different series of response factors defined in DOE-2 Engineers manual 
as follows; and with reference to Figure 2-2.  
 
 
Figure 2-2: Flow of Energy through a multilayer wall (DOE-2 Engineers manual, 1982) 
 
- X Response Factor Series: Represents the response (heat flow out of the outside 
surface) at x = 0 to a triangular temperature excitation at x = 0 
- Z Response Factor Series: Represents the response (heat flow out of the inside 
surface) at x = L to a  triangular temperature excitation at x = L 
-  Y Response Factor Series: Represents the response (heat flow out of the inside 
surface) at x = L to a  triangular temperature excitation at x = 0 (outside surface) 
 
Heat Balance 
 A heat balance network for each room is established. The heat balance is pulsated 
in order to determine the custom weighting factors for the room. The weighting factors 
ܮ ൌ෍ሺd୧ሻ
௡
௜ୀଵ
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are then used, to calculate hourly cooling/heating loads and space temperatures. The heat 
balance is constructed on the interior surface of the walls in the room. Four processes are 
considered in the heat balance of the room: conduction through the walls and furniture, 
Convection from interior surfaces to the room, radiation between the room’s interior 
surface, and impinging radiation on the interior surfaces. Infiltration is considered in 
DOE-2 to be a direct communication between the air in the room and the outside; and 
therefore is not considered by DOE-2 as part of the heat balance equation.  
Following, is an overview of the expressions representing each of the heat balance 
equation components. The equations generally resemble the standard conduction, 
convection and radiation equation; yet they involve z-transfer functions due to the nature 
of the data.  
Conduction through walls 
Conduction heat flow, QDi (z), to the inside surface is represented by equation 2-
10 below. 
 
ܳ஽௜ሺzሻ ൌ Kୈ୧ሺzሻ	T୧ሺzሻ െ	K′ୈ୧ሺzሻ	T′୧ሺzሻ																																				ሺ2 െ 10ሻ 
Where: 
- ܳ஽௜ሺzሻ = z-transform of conduction heat flow into the interior surface of the wall i 
- 	T୧ሺzሻ   = z- transform of the wall’s inside surface temperature 
- 	T′୧ሺzሻ  = z- transform of the wall’s outside surface temperature 
-   Kୈ୧	&		K′ୈ୧	= z-transfer function representing the conduction heat flow 
coefficient 
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The thermal resistances (Ri) of the wall layers are directly represented in Kୈ୧	&		K′ୈ୧ 
transfer functions in the case of Quick Walls (walls with no thermal storage). Or, they are 
represented through the, previously discussed, response factors that are constituents 
of	Kୈ୧ 	&	K′ୈ୧ in the case of delayed walls (walls with thermal storage). 
Convection 
 The convection component of the heat balance equation representing convective 
heat transfer between the wall surfaces is expressed by equation 2-11. 
 
ܳ஼௜ሺzሻ ൌ Kେ୧ሺzሻ	ሾTୟሺzሻ െ		T′୧ሺzሻ	ሿ																																						ሺ2 െ 11ሻ 
Where: 
- ܳ஼௜ሺzሻ = z-transform of convective heat flow from the room air to the wall, i, 
surface. 
- 	Tୟሺzሻ   = z- transform of the air temperature 
- 	T′୧ሺzሻ  = z- transform of the wall , i, surface temperature 
-   Kୡ୧ ൌ 	hୡ୧A୧	= z-transfer function of the convective heat transfer process of the 
wall i.                                                                                                          	ሺ2 െ 12ሻ 
Where: 
- hୡ୧ = convective heat transfer coefficient for wall, i 
- 	A୧	= Area of wall, i 
Radiative Heat Exchange Between walls  
 The Radiative heat exchange between walls in a room is expressed in equation  
2-13. 
ܳோ௜௠ሺzሻ ൌ Kୖ୧୫ሺzሻ	ሾT୫ሺzሻ െ		T୧ሺzሻ	ሿ																																						ሺ2 െ 13ሻ 
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Where: 
- ܳோ௜௠ሺzሻ = z-transform of the radiative heat flow from surface, i, to another 
surface, m. 
- 	T୫ሺzሻ	&	T୧ሺzሻ  = z- transforms of the corresponding surface temperatures 
- Kୖ୧୫ሺzሻ ൌ 4	ሺε୧ሻ	σ	ሺTୖଷሻ	ሺF୧୫ሻ	A୧												ሺMcAdams, 1954ሻ																							ሺ2 െ 14ሻ                       
Where:  
- ε୧ = Surface emissivity (usually assumed by DOE-2 as: ε୧ ൌ 0.9) 
- σ = Stefan –Boltzman constant 
- TR = Surface reference temperature (usually assumed by DOE-2 as: 
Tୖ ൌ 530 K୭ /70 F୭ ) 
- 	A୧ = Area of radiating surface 
- F୧୫ = View factor between the 2 surfaces (if to surfaces don’t see each 
other then F୧୫ ൌ 0 ) = ୅ౣ	ሺ୰ୣୡୣ୧୴୧୬୥	ୱ୳୰୤ୟୡୣሻ୅౐	ሺ୘୰ୟ୬ୱ୫୧୲୲୧୬୥	ୱ୳୰୤ୟୡୣሻ 																																				ሺ2 െ 15ሻ 
 
With all the terms Accounted for, the resulting heat balance equation is therefore give by 
equation 2-16. 
ܳ஽௜ሺzሻ ൌ ܳ஼௜ሺzሻ ൅ ෍ ܳோ௜௠ሺzሻ
୒
୫ୀଵ
൅ ܳ௦௜ሺzሻ																												ሺ2 െ 16ሻ 
Where N = Number of surfaces in a room. 
By replacing each of the previous terms in the heat balance, the equation becomes 2-17: 
Kୈ୧ሺzሻ	T୧ሺzሻ െ	Kᇱୈ୧ሺzሻ	Tᇱ୧ሺzሻ ൌ Kେ୧ሺzሻ	ሾTୟሺzሻ െ		Tᇱ୧ሺzሻ	ሿ																																													
൅ ෍ Kୖ୧୫ሺzሻ	ሾT୫ሺzሻ െ		T୧ሺzሻ	ሿ
୒
୫ୀଵ
		൅		ܳ௦௜ሺzሻ																		ሺ2 െ 17ሻ 
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To determine the custom weighting factors, as described previously, the heat balance 
equation is pulsated. The term to be pulsed is chosen based on the type of custom 
weighting factors required. The “pulsated term” choice is illustrated in Table 2-1. 
 
Heat-Gain Weighting Factors Air-Temperature weighting Factors 
 
Pulse QSi 
 
෍ ܳௌ௜ሺ0ሻ ൌ 1
୒
୫ୀଵ
 
 
ܳௌ௜ሺkΔሻ ൌ 0	for	k ൐ 0 
 
௔ܶሺkΔሻ ൌ 0	for	k ൒ 0 
 
 
Pulse Ta 
 
 
௔ܶሺ0ሻ ൌ 1		 
 
 
௔ܶሺkΔሻ ൌ 0	for	k ൐ 0 
 
ܳௌ௜ሺkΔሻ ൌ 0	for	k ൒ 0 
 
Table 2-1: Choice of pulsated term in the heat balance equation 
 
Heat-Gain Weighting Factors 
 The determination of the heat-gain custom weighting factors from the heat 
balance equation is illustrated below. Air-temperature weighting factors are determined 
in a similar manner by pulsating the corresponding term. To obtain the heat-gain 
weighting factors, the heat balance equation is rearranged as shown in equation 2-18 and 
with a unit pulse of	ܳ௦௜ሺzሻ. 
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ܳ௜ሺkΔሻ ൌ 	A୧	hୡ୧ ෍ ܦ௜௠ ൥A୫Z୫ሺkሻ෍D୫୬B୬
୒
୬ୀଵ
ሺ0ሻ൩
୒
୫ୀଵ
െ	A୧	hୡ୧ ෍ ܦ௜௠ ൝
1
	hୡ୫෍Z୫ሺJሻQ୫
୒
୬ୀଵ
ሾሺk െ jሻΔሿൡ
୒
୫ୀଵ
																							ሺ2 െ 18ሻ 
Where: 
- ܳ௜ሺkΔሻ: Represents the cooling load from each wall at time kΔ , expressed in 
terms of previous values of ܳሺkΔሻ 
- ܦ	&	ܤ ∶	Characteristic matrices resulting from incorporating the various wall 
layers into the heat balance equation. 
The cooling loads ܳሺkΔሻ at each kΔ represent the coefficients of the temperature z-
transfer function described earlier. Therefore T(z) is expressed as shown in equation 2-19 
below:  
ܶሺݖሻ ൌ 	ܳሺ0ሻ ൅ 	ܳሺΔሻzିଵ ൅ ܳሺ2Δሻzିଶ ൅	…																										ሺ2 െ 19ሻ 
 
 
	∴ ܶሺݖሻ ൌ 	݀଴ ൅	݀ଵzିଵ ൅ ݀ଶzିଶ ൅	…																																						ሺ2 െ 20ሻ 
However Q (z) has been already expressed in equation 2-3 as:  
ܳሺݖሻ
ݍሺݖሻ ൌ
ݒ଴ ൅ ݒଵݖିଵ ൅ ݒଶ	ݖିଶ
1 ൅ ݓଵݖିଵ ൅ ݓଶ	ݖିଶ  
∴ ܶሺݖሻ is expressed in a similar format resulting in : 
ܶሺݖሻ ൌ 	݀଴ ൅	݀ଵzିଵ ൅ ݀ଶzିଶ ൅	… ൌ 	
ݒ଴ ൅ ݒଵݖିଵ ൅ ݒଶ	ݖିଶ
1 ൅ ݓଵݖିଵ ൅ ݓଶ	ݖିଶ 														ሺ2 െ 21ሻ 
Therefore, by combining coefficients of the same power we obtain: 
ݒ଴ ൌ 	݀଴ 
d0 d2 d1 
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ݒଵ ൌ ݀ଵ ൅ ݀଴ݓଵ 
ݒଶ ൌ ݀ଶ ൅ ݀ଵݓଵ ൅ ݀଴ݓଶ 
… . ݁ݐܿ.																																																										ሺ2 െ 22ሻ 
Solving the resulting system of 5 equations with 5 unknowns yields the values of the 
Heat-Gain weighting factors. The heat-gain weighting factors can now be used to 
determine the cooling/heating loads from instantaneous heat gains/losses using equation 
2-4 shown earlier. This is the way by which cooling loads are calculated in DOE-2. 
∴ 	ܳఛ ൌ 	ݒ଴ݍఛ ൅ ݒଵݍఛିଵ ൅ ݒଶݍఛିଶ െ ݓଵܳఛିଵ െ	ݓଶܳఛିଶ																						ሺ2 െ 4ሻ 
Where: 
- ݍ௜ ൌ 	ݍ଴	, ݍଵ	, ݍଶ … 		ൌ 	݄݋ݑݎ݈ݕ	݄݁ܽݐ	݃ܽ݅݊ 
- ܳ௜ ൌ 	ܳଵ	, ܳଶ	, ܳଷ … ൌ 	݄݋ݑݎ݈ݕ	ܿ݋݋݈݅݊݃	݈݋ܽ݀ 
- ݒ଴, ݒଵ, ݒଶ, ݓଵ, ݓଶ	ܽݎ݁		ܪ݁ܽݐ െ ݃ܽ݅݊	ݓ݄݁݅݃݅ݐ݊݃	݂ܽܿݐ݋ݎݏ 
The air-temperature weighting factors are determined in a similar manner as the heat 
gain weighting factors. Once determined, go, g1, g2, g3, p1, & p2, can be used to determine 
the space temperature using equation 2-7 shown below.  
ݐఛ ൌ 	
1
݃଴ ሾܳఛ ൅ ݌ଵܳఛିଵ ൅	݌ଶܳఛିଶ െ ଵ݃ݐఛିଵ െ ݃ଶݐఛିଶ െ ݃ଷݐఛିଷ	݌ଶܳఛିଶሿ								ሺ2 െ 7ሻ 
Where: ݐఛ ൌ ܶ	ሺݖሻ െ	 ோܶ 
 
Custom Weighting Factors “Modification” by Heat Load Type 
DOE-2 considers heat gain due to (1) Solar radiation in the room, (2) People and 
equipment, (3) Lighting & task lighting, (4) Heat conduction through the walls, and (5) 
Heat conduction through furniture. Therefore, a variety of models is utilized in the heat 
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load calculation, one for each category of heat gain. The custom weighting factors are 
therefore, for each category of heat gain (input), tailored to provide a transfer function 
specific for calculating the required hourly cooling load (output). As a result, 5 different 
sets of custom weighting factors are obtained, corresponding to each of the above stated 
categories of heat gain. 
 
Determination of Hourly Loads & Space Temperatures 
 LOADS deploys a variety of algorithms and subroutines to calculate the hourly 
heat gains, by category. The respective weighting factors are applied to each set of heat 
gain to result in sets of hourly cooling/heating loads. These cooling/heating loads (due to 
each separate category) are then summed up to result in a Total Hourly Cooling/Heating 
Load. This is the method by which DOE-2 calculates hourly cooling/heating loads. 
SYSTEMS then applies the air-temperature weighting factors onto the calculated hourly 
heat gains/losses and cooling/heating loads to correct for using a fixed room temperature, 
Tref, in LOADS calculations; and to calculate the actual hourly space temperatures. 
SYSTEMS also simulates the distribution equipment that provide heating, ventilation, 
and/or air conditioning in the building. 
 The use of the fixed reference temperature in DOE-2 in LOADS alleviates the 
computational time and load. Also, it results in a tight coupling between the calculations 
of the cooling/heating loads in LOADS program and the HVAC equipment calculation in 
SYSTEMS. The disadvantage of using a fixed reference temperature, however, is that it 
introduces slight approximations.The DOE-2 core simulation process is depicted in 
Flowchart 2-2 
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Flowchart 2-2: Flow of DOE-2 Core Simulation Process   
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eQUEST  
 
 eQUEST, the Quick Energy Simulation Tool, is a graphical user interface based 
tool that facilitates for users the creation of DOE-2 building models. It includes building 
creation wizards that generate the DOE-2 model based on the user input. The wizards 
also help in automatically running parametric simulations for comparing alternative 
designs. Another important aspect of eQUEST is providing graphical outputs with key 
charts, values, and tables; along with the detailed regular DOE-2 output files. The 
following section contains an overview of the eQUEST wizards and distinctive properties 
that make it a very popular building energy simulation tool. Information in the following 
synopsis are obtained from the “Q eQUEST Introductory Tutorial, version 3.63” by 
James J. HIRSCH & Associates, April 2009; the “Q eQUEST Modeling Procedures 
Quick Reference Guide” by James J. HIRSCH & Associates, May 2007; and other 
software documentation on the eQUEST website (www.equest.com). 
 eQUEST includes three main wizards, the Schematic Design Wizard (SD 
Wizard), the Design Development (DD Wizard), and the Energy Efficiency Measure 
Wizard (EEM Wizard). Both the SD and DD wizards are used in creating a building 
model. The EEM wizard is used, on the other hand, for evaluating and comparing design 
alternatives. The main difference between the SD and DD wizards is the degree of 
complexity of the models being created. The SD wizard is most suitable for smaller and 
simpler structures or for obtaining rough estimates in the early design phase of a 
structure. It has within it predefined generic shapes that can be manipulated by the user to 
define a simple building’s plan and layout. Users can instead import drawing files 
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containing the building layout. Another limitation on the SD wizard is the number of 
HVAC systems that can be simulated. This is limited to a maximum of 2 HVAC 
templates per shell, with a maximum of 2 building shells allowed with this wizard. The 
SD wizard offers choice of simplified building schedules and allows defining no more 
than 2 seasons per year. 
 The Design Development wizard is designed to be used for large and more 
complicated buildings. Also, for buildings with complex HVAC system assignments 
and/or intricate internal loads and schedules. The DD wizard has no limit on the number 
of different HVAC systems that can be used. Schedules and season options in the DD 
wizard are also more intricate and detailed. The DD wizard is preferably used during late 
stages of a building design, a phase where most of the building data essential for a more 
detailed building energy simulation are available. 
 Energy Efficiency Measures wizard (EEM) provides a quick and easy tool for 
comparing the energy performance of various design alternatives. EEM permits defining 
and comparing up to 9 alternatives at the same time. This wizard makes available for 
designers a valuable means of comparing the impact and evaluating the tradeoff of 
alternative designs. For example, the designer is able to evaluate the cost tradeoff of 
adding extra insulation versus the resulting savings on reduced heating/cooling costs. 
Similarly individual alternatives (up to 9) can be compared individually versus each 
other, or collectively (i.e. modifying two or more alternative versus a third for example). 
Examples of the possible alternative comparison runs include: 
- Modifying/adding roof insulation 
- Introducing top day lighting 
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- Installing high efficiency lighting 
- Installing high efficiency chillers 
- Switching to high performance glass 
- Others 
In addition to the wizards, eQUEST allows users to modify and edit models 
directly without using a wizard. This is known as the Detailed Interface. The detailed 
interface allows modifying specific/individual components. It also allows copying, 
creating, and linking of objects. Furthermore, it allows modifications to the building 
geometry and/or individual components. The detailed interface also includes an 
abundance of methods to define shades, including fixed shades and shades that rotate 
with the change of a building’s orientation. Another aspect of the detailed interface is 
allowing users to adjust HVAC zone assignments. Comparison of alternatives is available 
in the detailed interface and is defined as Parametric Runs. These runs are similar to the 
EEM wizard used with the SD and DD wizards. However, parametric runs offer more 
detailed and comprehensive methods of investigating design alternatives. Some examples 
of possible parametric runs in the detailed interface include: 
- Varying the properties of HVAC systems (performance curve, head …etc) 
- Varying the solar/optical characteristics of user-defined glass types 
- Varying the windows glass type assignments 
- Modifying the walls and roofs insulation 
- Changing the building orientation 
- Modifying operating schedules of light, equipment and people occupancy 
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- Modifying the geometry of building components (walls, roofs, 
shades…etc) 
- The impact of adding skylights 
- The impact of utilizing daylight controls 
- The impact of installing/adding shades 
- Others 
 
 
Flowchart 2-3: Possible Model Flows In eQUEST 
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Infiltration 
 
 Infiltration is a significant aspect of heat loss calculation. The determination of 
the thermal load resulting from the passage of outside air into the interior of a building is 
necessary. This thermal load is traditionally viewed as principally dependent on the flow 
rate of the infiltrating air and the inside-outside air temperature gradient. The driving 
pressure of outside airflow into the building is mostly caused by one of 2 forces or a 
combination of both. This driving pressure is either caused by the influence of outside 
gusting winds or the pressure difference across the building envelope resulting from the 
difference between inside and outside air temperatures (Jackman, 1974). In most 
situations, a combination of both persists as the driving force. The pressure gradient on 
the face of a building resulting from gusting wind is mostly the controlling infiltration 
driving force in low rise buildings (under 3-story rise buildings). In high rise buildings, 
the driving force of infiltration is primarily the stack effect. The difference in air 
temperature across the building envelope and height results in air buoyancy differences 
and as a result a pressure difference between the inside and outside of the building is 
established. During the heating season, for example, warm air rises inside a high rise 
building creating an inside positive pressure at the top and a lower pressure in the bottom 
floors, thus resulting in air infiltration at the bottom of the building (Brownell, 2002). The 
two infiltration driving mechanisms do not act independently. The air leakage driving 
force is usually an inside-to-outside pressure difference caused by a combination of both 
mechanisms (Blomsterberg and Harrje, 1979). Air infiltration, along with ventilation, has 
a major influence on a building’s internal environment. Most importantly, infiltration has 
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a profound impact on the energy demand of a building. Relatively high infiltration rates 
excessively burden a building’s heating and/or air conditioning system. This results in 
unnecessary waste and over-consumption of energy; or in surpassing the heating and 
cooling ability of the HVAC system in a building and resulting in a thermally 
uncomfortable interior environment (Liddament, 1986).  
 Studies estimate that infiltration accounts for 25% to 50% of the heating load in 
both residential and commercial buildings (Nevrala and Ethridge, 1977; Kirkwood, 
1977). Caffey (1979) attributed 40% of the heating/cooling load in houses to infiltration. 
Similarly, Persily (1982) concluded that one third of the heating and cooling loads in a 
building are due to infiltration. The National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(1996) estimates that 15% of the heating loads in commercial building to be due to air 
infiltration. Similarly, other studies assert the significant impact of air infiltration on 
thermal loads in a building.  
 The following sections include a review of ASHRAE definitions, guidelines, and 
procedure for dealing with infiltration as well as an overview of infiltration calculation 
methods and their categorizations. A review of different infiltration types, the 
corresponding sources and gateways, and the impact of each is also presented. Finally, a 
discussion of major problems and inadequacies with the currently adopted infiltration 
load calculation models. 
  
 
Infiltration in ASHRAE 
 Infiltration is primarily addressed in Chapter 16 of the 2009 ASHRAE Handbook 
of Fundamentals® “Ventilation and Infiltration”.. According to ASHRAE infiltration, 
along with ventilation, is classified under “Air Exchange” of outdoor air with a building's 
indoor air. Ventilation is defined as the intentional introduction of outside air into the 
inside of a building. Ventilation can be natural, through naturally planned openings in a 
building envelope, or forced (mechanical) ventilation. On the other hand, infiltration (air 
leakage) is defined by ASHRAE as “The flow of outdoor air into a building through 
cracks and other unintentional openings and through the normal use of exterior doors for 
entrance and egress”. Infiltration is either driven by natural or artificial pressure 
differences. 
 
 
Figure 2-3: Typical Infiltration & Ventilation Airflow 
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 ASHRAE emphasizes the discussion of infiltration majorly in residential houses, 
while in commercial buildings the focus in ASHRAE is on ventilation. However, it 
clearly advises that infiltration in commercial buildings should not be ignored. This is in 
agreement with the previously discussed literature overview were studies showed 
infiltration to account for 40 % of the heating/cooling load in residential buildings versus 
15 % in commercial buildings (Caffey, 1979; NIST, 1996). 
 ASHRAE, with reference to Dickerhoff et al. (1982) and Harrje and Bur (1982), 
estimates the percentage distribution of infiltration air leakage by building components as 
follows: 
- Walls: 18% to 50%, with an average of 35%.  
- Ceiling Details: 3% to 30%, with an average of 18%. This leakage undermines the 
purpose of insulation in attics, residential houses, and ceiling insulation in buildings. 
- Forced-air and/or Cooling systems: 3% to 28%, with an average of 18%. This 
category represents air leaks in conditioning/heating air paths and ducts. 
- Windows and Doors: 6% to 22%, with a 15% average. The infiltration air leakage in 
windows is a matter of the window type rather than age (Weidt et al., 1979). It is 
important to note that this percentage represents the infiltration through doors and 
windows seals and cracks, not due to the opening of doors by passing individuals, for 
instance. 
- Fire Place: 0% to 30%, with an average of 12%. Similar to the case of doors and 
windows, this percentage represents the air leakage through a “cold fireplace”; not a 
running fire place with open dampers, plugs, caps or such. 
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- Vents in conditioned spaces: 2% to 12% with an average of 5%. This refers to 
undamped or improperly damped small exhaust vents in a conditioned space. 
Other infiltration (air leakage) sources count for 1% or less of the total leakage. 
   
Residential Calculation Models 
 ASHRAE references a list of simplified models for use in the calculation of 
infiltration in residential buildings. The referenced calculation models vary between 
simple estimation models and more advanced models. The model categories include: 
Empirical Models 
 These residential infiltration models are found on statistical fits of infiltration rate 
data collected from specific houses. The data used is collected from pressurization tests 
on houses and reduced to a low order equation. These models define, at most, a very 
simple relationship between infiltration rate, some air tightness factor and a weather 
condition. The referenced models include Sherman (1987), Kronvall (1980), Reeves et al. 
(1979) and Shaw (1981). 
Multizone Models 
 Multizone models consider the building to be a series of interconnected zones, 
assuming a well mixed air within each. They are based on a mass balance requiring a 
balance between the inflow and outflow in each of the interconnected zones. Among the 
Multizone methods referenced in ASHRAE Fundamentals Handbook are: Allard and 
Herrlin (1989), Etheridge and Alexander (1980), Herrlin (1985), Liddament and Allen 
(1983), and Walton and Dols (2003). Multizone models require a user input describing 
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the leakage in the building envelope, wind pressure on the building envelope, zone 
temperatures, and ventilation air flow rates. Estimates from available literature are 
usually used and assumed as input. 
Single Zone Models 
 These models are developed and based on the principal of accounting for the 
building interior as a single zone with no internal resistance of air flow. Some of the 
ASHRAE referenced models are: Cole et al. (1980), Sherman & Grimsrud (1980), warren 
and Webb (1980), and Walker and Wilson (1998). All single zone models require inputs 
of wind speed, temperature, wind shelter and leakage distribution over the building 
envelope. These models are extremely sensitive to the required input data, which in turn 
are rather difficult to determine. 
Superposition of Wind and Stack Effects 
 Infiltration is caused by two driving forces, wind and stack effect. Superposition 
models calculate the infiltration due to each driving force separately and then combine 
the two results. 
 
Infiltration in Commercial Buildings 
 Commercial and institutional building envelopes, according to ASHRAE, are 
commonly assumed to be rather airtight. Conversely, ASHRAE emphasizes that 
according to Persily & Grot (1986), if measured air leakage flow rates are normalized by 
building envelope area (rather than building volume), the results obtained show envelope 
air tightness levels in commercial buildings resembling those of typical residential 
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American houses. Office building envelopes are therefore found to be leakier than 
expected. There are several negative consequences to infiltration in commercial 
buildings. This includes reduced thermal comfort, degradation of indoor air quality, 
increase in energy consumption, moisture damage, and others. 
 Important to evaluating air leakage in commercial buildings, according to 
ASHRAE, are leakages associated with internal partitions, elevators, stairs, shaft walls, 
doors and others. As a result, included in ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals are 
charts that help, for example, in quantifying the air leakage through elevator shafts and 
similar components. 
 
Chart 2-1: Air Leakage Rates of Elevator Shaft Walls (2009 ASHRAE® Handbook of Fundamentals) 
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 Infiltration through doors depends on several factors such as the type and use of 
the door, room and building. Also critical are the air speed and pressure differentials 
across the door. In residential and small buildings, infiltration through doors is more 
defined by air leakage through cracks and openings between the door and its frame; 
primarily due to the infrequent use of the doors. However, as the frequency of the door 
use increases, the infiltration calculation becomes dependant on the air flow through the 
door (when open). Automatic doors (swinging, sliding, or rotating), for example, 
represent a major venue of air infiltration. These doors stay open much longer than 
manual doors and allow significant amounts of air infiltration. In the case of a facing pair 
of doors, air flow becomes an even more significant issue to be considered in heating and 
cooling load calculations. In ASHRAE fundamentals, for doors, an air flow rate chart is 
provided (Figure 2-5) and air flow coefficients charts (Figure 2-6) along with the relevant 
equations necessary for calculating the resulting air flow.  
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Chart 2-2: Air Leakage Rate of Door versus Average Crack Width (2009 ASHRAE® Handbook of 
Fundamentals) 
 
Chart 2-3:Airflow Coefficient for Automatic Doors (2009 ASHRAE® Handbook of Fundamentals) 
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Air Infiltration Calculation Techniques & Methods 
 Even though air infiltration is an important facet of building physics, it still 
involves substantial uncertainty. This is mostly due to the difficulty of measuring 
infiltration in buildings, which limits the experimental database available for use in 
developing infiltration evaluation techniques and methods. Another reason is the wide 
variety of available construction techniques and practices, each of which is distinguished 
by diverse infiltration characteristics (Liddament, 1986). Several models and algorithms 
have been developed for evaluation infiltration. Among these are Walton (1984), 
Jackman (1974), Reeves (1979), Crall (1983), Warren (1982) and several others. 
Following, is a general review and classification of the available infiltration techniques 
and methods. 
 Infiltration calculation models are essential in the building thermal design 
process. They are used in calculating the resulting air change rates, energy requirements, 
and, ultimately, costs. Flowchart 2-4 shows the role these models play in the design 
process. The output of a model can be used to modify the building properties and 
optimize the design. 
 Air infiltration calculation is primarily a measure for calculating the rate of air 
change in a building under given conditions (Liddament, 1986). The air change rate is a 
measure of the number of times the volume of air within a fixed airspace (room, building 
or other) is replaced by infiltrating outside air. The number of air changes per hour in a 
fixed space is defined by equation 2-23.  
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Flowchart 2-4: Role of Air Infiltration Model in the Energy Design/Analysis Process (Liddament, 1986) 
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ܰ ൌ	60	ܸܳ 																																																							ሺ2 െ 23ሻ 
Where: 
- N = Number of air changes per hour 
- Q = Volumetric flow rate of infiltration air 
- Volume of Space 
 
Air infiltration is primarily affected by the building overall tightness, the influence of 
climate (primarily wind speed and air temperature) on the driving mechanisms, and the 
location of the building (topography). The concurrent influence of these factors on 
infiltration can be represented in the following graphical form, Figure 2-7 (Liddament, 
1986). 
 
Chart 2-4: Infiltration Characteristics (Liddament, 1986) 
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The various infiltration, and ventilation, calculation techniques fall into five general 
categories listed below. 
1. Air Change Methods 
2. Reduction of Pressurization Test Data 
3. Regression techniques 
4. Theoretical Network Methods 
5. Simplified Theoretical Methods 
Air change methods, reduction of pressurization test data and regression techniques are 
all empirical models, while the remaining 2 methods are classified as numerical methods. 
These various categories can be organized in a hierarchal order in terms of complexity 
and range of applicability. Theoretical network multizone methods top the hierarchy in 
complexity; while air change methods are considered the least complex with the least 
range of applicability. Shown in Flowchart 2-5 is the infiltration calculation methods 
hierarchy as defined my Liddament (1986) along with a summary of the data 
requirements, advantages, and disadvantages of each in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 
 
  
Empirical Models 
Theoretical Models 
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Flowchart 2-5: Hierarchal order of Infiltration Calculation Techniques (Liddament, 1986) 
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Summary of Calculation Techniques 
(A) Empirical Models 
Technique Data Requirements Advantages Disadvantages 
Air Change Methods 
Basic Bldg Design 
Details 
- Size 
- Height 
- etc 
- Ease of use 
- No computing 
facilities required 
Doesn’t provide 
detailed infiltration 
predictions 
Reduction of 
Pressurization test 
data 
Pressurization test 
data 
- Ease of use 
- No computing 
facilities required 
- Applies only to  
  existing buildings  
  (that have been  
  pressure tested) 
- Doesn’t indicate the 
affects of  weather, 
sheltering and/or 
terrain 
Regression Methods 
Infiltration 
measurement data 
with parallel wind and 
temperature records 
- Fairly easy to use 
- Gives weather 
dependent 
infiltration 
prediction 
- Only applies to 
existing buildings 
(Tracer gas tested) 
- Regression data 
can give unreliable 
results 
Table 2-2: Empirical Infiltration techniques (Based on Liddament (1986)) 
(B) Theoretical Models 
Technique Data Requirements Advantages Disadvantages 
Network Models 
- Bldg Description 
- Size 
- Height 
- Etc 
- Surrounding Shield   
   data 
- Terrain 
- Flow data (location  
   and description of   
   leaks) 
- Predicts air 
distribution pattern 
- Determine internal 
pressure 
- Responds to 
weather& terrain 
variations 
- If moderate, it can 
be run on regular 
computers 
- Substantial data 
required  to 
describe flow 
- Considerable 
computational 
power required 
Simplified Theoretical 
Models 
-  Building air 
leakage 
characteristics 
- Shielding & terrain 
data 
- Compromise 
between theoretical 
models complexity 
& inaccurate 
empirical 
techniques
- Applies to single   
  zone only 
- No information on  
  air movement 
Table 2-3: Theoretical Infiltration techniques; Based on Liddament (1986) 
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Empirical Techniques 
Air Change methods 
 The air change method depends on a tabulation of average air changes per hour, 
as shown in sample Table 2-4. The values in such tables are based on construction 
tightness. The tightness of the construction depends, largely, on workmanship. Typically, 
residential construction falls in the low end of the “Medium” category shown in Table 2-
4 (Bobenhausen, 1994). 
Tightness of Envelope 
Construction 
Average Winter Air Changes per 
Hour 
Tight 0.2 to 0.6 ACH 
Medium 0.6 to 1.0 ACH 
Loose 1.0 to 2.0 ACH 
Table 2-4: Air Changes per Hour (ACH) estimated by Construction Tightness (Bobenhausen, 1994) 
The calculation of heat loss due to infiltration using Air Change Methods is expressed by 
equation 2-24 (Bobenhausen, 1994) 
ݍ௜௡௙ ൌ ሺܥሻ	ݔ	ሺܣܥܪሻݔ	0.018																																										ሺ2 െ 24ሻ 
Where: 
- qinf = Infiltration heat loss (Btu/oF.hr) 
- C = Space volume (ft3) 
- ACH = Air Change rate per hour 
- 0.018: Air heat capacity (Btu/oF.ft3) 
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Reduction Pressurization Test Data 
  The reduction of pressurization test data method is a very simplified technique for 
calculating the average infiltration in a building. This method, as stated in Table 2-3, is 
limited to the evaluation of infiltration in pre-existing buildings. It depends on pressure 
data test results. This method doesn’t offer any information on the impact of wind, 
temperature, terrain, or shielding on the infiltration levels in the building (Liddament, 
1986). The mathematical expression of this method is shown in equation 2-25. 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ
ܳହ଴
20 																																																								ሺ2 െ 25ሻ 
Where: 
- Qinf = Infiltration rate/hr 
- Q50 = Measured air change rate at 50 Pa, from building pressure testing 
Regression Techniques 
 Regression techniques are based on curve fitting of statistical data. Accumulated 
long term infiltration data measurements are coupled with some climatic data into an 
empirical equation. The resulting expression can be of increasing complexity, starting 
with a linear relationship. The general format of the resulting relationship is shown in 
equation 2-26 and has been reported by several researchers including Jordon, et al. 
(1963), Tamura and Wilson (1964), Elkins and Wensman (1971), Hill and Kusuda 
(1975), and others. 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ܽᇱ ൅	ܾᇱ∆ܶ ൅ ܥᇱܸଶ																																								ሺ2 െ 26ሻ 
Where: 
- Qinf = Infiltration rate (t-1) 
- ∆ܶ = Internal/external temperature difference 
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- ܸ = Wind speed 
- a' , b’ , & c’ are regression coefficients 
 
Theoretical Methods 
 Existing theoretical models vary in their degree of complexity in calculating 
infiltration. Correspondingly, the choice of a specific method depends on the building 
type and internal application (Liddament, 1986). The simplest form of theoretical models 
is single zone models. More complex methods are multizone models that breakdown a 
building into a series of interconnected zones. The underlying concept of all theoretical 
methods is mass balance. Infiltrating air displaces and equivalent volume of internal air; 
thus maintaining a mass flow balance (Liddament, 1986). Theoretical models require a 
description of the flow mechanism. The representation of the air flow varies between 
large openings and small cracks. In large openings, such as windows, doors and large 
cracks, the flow is usually turbulent. The flow is therefore commonly represented by an 
orifice equation as in equation 2-27. 
ܳ ൌ ܥௗ	ܣ	 ൤
2
ߩ 	Δܲ൨
ଵ
ଶ 																																															ሺ2 െ 27ሻ 
Where: 
- Q = air flow rate (m3/s) 
- Cd = Discharge coefficient 
- ߩ = Air density 
- A = Area of opening 
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Alternatively, in small cracks like those found in mortar or among tightly fitting 
components the flow tends to be laminar and controlled by the affect of viscosity. Such 
flow can be characterized by equation 2-28 (Liddament, 1986). 
ܳ ൌ Δܲߤ	ܮ 	ሾߨ	r
ସሿ																																																					ሺ2 െ 28ሻ 
Where: 
- ߤ = dynamic viscousity 
- L= Length of the flow path 
- ݎ = Radius of opening 
In application, the flow mechanism is defined by an equation combining both flow 
schemes as in equation 2-29 
ܳ ൌ ݇		ሺΔܲሻ		௡																																														ሺ2 െ 29ሻ 
Where: 
- ݇ = Flow coefficient 
- n= Flow exponent (0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1) characteristic of the flow regime 
- Δܲ = Pressure gradient across the crack/opening 
An understanding of the value of ( k ) can be acquired by referring to the equation of flow 
through an orifice (equation 2-30) (Walton, 1984) 
ܳ ൌ ܿ	. ܣ	. ߩ	. ඨ2	. Δܲߩ 																																														ሺ2 െ 30ሻ 
Where: 
- ܥ = Flow coefficient 
- A= Area of opening  
- ߩ = Air density 
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The flow coefficient, C, holds a value of 0.6 for a wide range of Reynold’s Number, as 
shown in Figure 2-8. Therefore, C is usually assumed to be 0.6.  
 
Chart 2-5: Orifice Flowmeter Coefficient (ASHRAE 1977) (Walton, 1980) 
Single-Zone Models 
 Single zone models, as discussed previously, calculate infiltration by considering 
the whole building interior as one enclosed space. Essential to the single zone method 
calculation are (Liddament, 1986): 
- Flow paths and flow characteristics (k & A values) 
- Building height 
- Internal/External temperature gradient 
- Area wind speed 
- Any local shielding conditions 
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- Terrain roughness factors 
- Mechanical ventilation system properties 
The total infiltration into a space is then quantified using equation 2-29 and following 
equation 2-31 below (Liddament, 1986) 
ܳ௜௡ ൌ෍ܳ௜
௝
௜ୀଵ
																																																							ሺ2 െ 31ሻ 
Where: 
- j = Total number of flow paths 
- Qi  >  0 : Infiltration Flow 
Qi  <  0 : Exfiltration Flow 
Multizone Models  
 Multizone models differ from single zone models by accounting for internal 
partitions. These partitions obstruct the internal movement of air. Similar to single zone 
models, multizone models require knowledge of flow paths details and characteristics, 
building geometry and others. Added to the mass balance in these methods are airflow 
equations representing the air flow/leakage across internal zones and partitions 
(Liddament, 1986). However, according to Etheridge (1998), internal room air flow is of 
secondary effect on infiltration. The influences of wind gust and room air buoyancy 
induced pressures are the prominent infiltration driving force. Therefore, for each case, 
the amount of effort involved in using multizone models has to be weighed against the 
significance of accounting for the impact of internal partitions on the infiltration load 
calculations. A general depiction of a multizone calculation model layout is presented in 
Flowchart 2-6.  
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Flowchart 2-6: Multizone Models Calculation Models (Feustel, 1985 - Modified) 
 
Single and multizone theoretical models represent an improvement over empirical 
methods. However, these methods require substantial data input and considerable 
computations. Multizone models also require a large amount of input and in many cases 
need for their variables values that are hard to obtain, such as wind and stack pressure 
coefficients and others. A building needs to be tested in order to obtain such coefficients, 
and therefore at a design stage obtaining such factors becomes problematic and a major 
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source of simulation error. When these values are substituted for by scarce tabulated data, 
the level of simulation inaccuracy is elevated. This is due to the fact that generic 
coefficients are being used that do not represent local conditions, building characteristics, 
and other important building related factors. Furthermore, despite accounting for 
important infiltration related aspects, such as wind and stack pressure, using coefficient 
or some other form; existing multizone models still ignore other important factors that 
influence infiltration loads such as heat recovery and solar radiation. 
CFD, FFD, AND COMBINED MULTIZONE-CFD METHODS 
 Multizone models, in addition to having the capability of simulating infiltration, 
can calculate the amount of mass flow between different zones within a building (inter-
zonal airflow). Such information is essential for the design of heating/cooling and 
ventilation systems in buildings (Haghighat and Li, 2004). However, the underlying 
assumption in most multizonal models is the presumption of perfect mixing of indoor air. 
This assumption of well-mixed zones permits these models to predict indoor conditions 
and the Hygrothermal performance of the building envelope (Steeman et al., 2009). 
Multizone models also assume a uniform temperature for each zone and neglect airflow 
momentum preservation inside a zone. These assumptions affect modeling accuracy and 
can result in errors (Wang and Chen, 2006). As a result was the promotion of 
Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods in modeling infiltration airflow. These 
methods reduce the number of assumptions otherwise necessary when using multizone 
methods. CFD methods are also capable of providing detailed airflow values, 
temperatures, and pollutant distribution conditions (Wang and Chen, 2006; Stamou and 
Katsiris, 2006). There are 3 general groups of CFD methods: Direct Numerical 
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Simulation (DNS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES), and Raynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 
(RANS) methods (Stamou and Katsiris, 2006). 
Encountered flows can be turbulent and characterized with eddies falling into a wide 
range of lengths and time scales. Using a very fine grid resolution is required by DNS 
methods. Therefore though theoretically a direct solving of the Navier-Stokes equations 
is permissible, the use of DNS methods can be self-prohibitive. Alternatively, a filtering 
of eddies and Reynolds averaging can be performed. When filtering is applied, eddies 
smaller than the filter size (grid size is usually taken as filter size) are removed. 
Consequently large eddies are modeled using the filtered equations using what is known 
as LES (Large Eddy Simulation) CFD methods; small eddies are then separately modeled 
independent of the geometry of flow. Other methods rely on applying transport equations 
for quantities of mean flow only. These methods are known as RANS (Raynolds 
Averaged Navier-Stokes) CFD methods. The majority of CFD models utilize RANS 
Methods (Stamou and Katsiris, 2006). 
 One of the major draw backs of using CFD methods is simulation time. A single 
simulation of a building at even steady-state conditions can take from several hours up to 
several days. CFD methods are consequently unfeasible for use in hourly dynamic 
simulations of a building for the span of a full year (Wang and Chen, 2006). CFD is a 
very versatile and important tool for the study of flow and contaminant transport, yet 
when the simulated flow is complex and/or its domain is large a large and complex load 
of computation results. This could become severely prohibitive to the use of CFD in full 
building energy simulations (Zuo and Chen,2010). Therefore, the use of CFD has 
generally been reserved to air flow studies in single rooms (Mora et al., 2003). 
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 Combined multizone-CFD methods have been proposed in which CFD would be 
used for zones in which a uniform well-mixed condition assumption cannot be held, and 
a multizone model would be used for the remaining zones. As a result, since CFD would 
be applied to limited zones in a building, the computation load and required simulation 
time would be reduced compared to when applying the CFD method to the full building 
(Wang and Chen, 2006). Some proposed coupled multizone-CFD methods include Clark 
et al (1995), Negrao (1998) and Jayarman et al (2004).  Another approach to reducing the 
computation complexity of CFD approaches are the proposed Fast Fluid Dynamics (FFD) 
methods such as Stam (1999). The same Navier-Stokes equations solved by CFD are 
solved by FFD methods. However, FFD methods utilize an alternative set of numerical 
methods in solving the governing differential equations which allow the model solution 
to proceed faster than when using a typical CFD method (Zou and Chen, 2010). 
Nevertheless, FFD methods are still not rapid enough for a real-time building simulation 
(Zou and Chen, 2010); setting aside performing an hourly simulation for a full building 
over a full 1 year time span. 
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Types of Air Infiltration 
 Air infiltration results in higher energy consumption, thermal un-comfort and can 
cause moisture accumulation problems in walls and other infiltration flow paths. Air 
leakage can occur through two venues. Leakage can occur through large opening, through 
large cracks such as cracks in windows and door frames and seals and other large leakage 
points. Or, the air leakage can be spread over small cracks all over the building envelope. 
In reality, air infiltration occurs through a combination of both venues (Anerlind, 1985). 
Leakage through large openings, large leakage points, and cracks through which air 
follows short paths is referred to as “Concentrated” leakage. On the other hand, 
infiltration through small cracks in walls and others, in which air travels several feet 
before reaching the interior, is denoted as “Diffuse” leakage (Anderlind, 1985). 
Traditionally the energy load due to air infiltration is calculated as a product of the 
infiltration mass flow rate and the inside-outside enthalpy difference. This method of 
calculating infiltration loads might be well acceptable when calculating the load due to 
concentrated air infiltration. In diffuse infiltration, heat exchange (along the infiltrating 
air flow path) between the infiltrating air and the walls (or medium) results in a 
somewhat conditioning of the infiltrating air. Therefore, calculating the energy load due 
to diffuse infiltration using the classical infiltration calculating entails a considerable 
overestimation of the energy impact of this type of infiltration. 
 The subsequent sections include an overview of the quantification of the impact 
of both modes of infiltration, concentrated and diffuse. The infiltration through large 
openings such as doors, windows, fireplaces, and others will be discussed. Similarly, a 
recount of the impact of diffuse infiltration will be included. 
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Concentrated Air Infiltration 
Doors 
Building entrance doors have always been a predicament for heating and air 
conditioning engineers. The problem is especially significant in stores and commercial 
buildings with an excessively heavy traffic of people utilizing the doors. During the 
summer cooling season entrance doors admit unwanted hot air from the outside; and 
during the heating season they let in cold air (Simpson, 1936). As in other forms of 
infiltration, air leakage through doors is driven by a pressure difference across the door. 
This pressure gradient is due to wind, stack effect or the ventilation system (Zmeuranu et 
al., 2001). Air infiltration through entrance doors cannot be considered as a good 
ventilation air. For example, during summer the air infiltrating through a door is a 
superheated and dust loaded air that has swept over hot pavements (Simpson, 1936). The 
air flow through doors influences, in addition to the heat load, the air circulation patterns 
and air contaminants distribution in a building (Wilson and Kiel, 1990). The amount of 
air infiltrating through doors is a summation of (1) the air infiltrating through cracks and 
openings between the door and its framing; and (2) the air infiltrating through open door 
as a function of the door area, open time, people traffic, temperature, and others. The 
amount infiltrating through a door, under a given pressure differential, varies from one 
door to another depending on (Min et al., 1985; Schuturm et al., 1961, Vatistas et al., 
2006): 
1. Entrance type : single bank door, vestibule…etc 
2. Door dimensions 
3. Doors arrangement: 
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- Opposite doors 
- Parallel doors 
4. Direction of door swings: 
- All swing out 
- All swing in 
- One swings out & one swing in 
5. Door rotational speed (for rotating doors) 
6. Open time 
7. Vestibule depth (if any) 
8. Size of door cracks 
9. Rates and patterns of traffic across the door 
10. Tightness of other building parts and components 
Several experimental studies have been performed in order to determine the 
infiltration through various forms of doors. The outcomes of such studies are charts and 
tables reporting the volumetric inflow of air as a function of the number of persons 
passing through the door per hour. Examples include Yuill (2000), Mc Quisten et al. 
(2000), Yuill (1996), Min et al. (1958) Simpson (1936) and others. Samples of such door 
charts and tables are shown in Tables 2-5 and 2-6 and Figures 2-9 and 2-10. Some works 
establish a neutral level in a door below which there is air inflow and air flow above such 
as Vatistas et al. (2007) 
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No. of 
Passages 
per Hour 
upto 
Single Swing Doors Swing Doors - Vestibules Revolving Doors 
Infiltration 
per Passage 
ft3 
Heat Gain 
per Passage 
per Degree 
Temp Diff. 
BTU
Infiltration 
ft3Per 
Passage 
Heat Gain 
BTU per oF 
Per Passage
Infiltration 
ft3Per 
Passage 
Heat Gain 
BTU per oF 
Per Passage
100 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54
200 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54
300 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54
400 110 1.98 83 1.49 29 0.52
500 110 1.98 83 1.49 29 0.52
600 110 1.98 82 1.47 28 0.50
700 110 1.98 82 1.47 27 0.49
800 110 1.98 82 1.47 26 0.47
900 109 1.96 82 1.47 25 0.45
1000 109 1.96 82 1.47 24 0.43
1100 109 1.96 82 1.47 23 0.41
1200 108 1.95 82 1.47 21 0.38
1300 108 1.95 82 1.47 19 0.34
1400 108 1.95 81 1.46 18 0.32
1500 108 1.95 81 1.46 17 0.31
1600 108 1.95 81 1.46 16 0.29
1700 107 1.93 81 1.46 15 0.27
1800 105 1.89 80 1.44 14 0.25
1900 104 1.87 80 1.44 13 0.23
2000 100 1.80 79 1.42 12 0.22
2100 96 1.73 79 1.42 11 0.20
 
Table 2-5: Infiltration Through Entrances – Doors in One Wall Only (Infiltration Through Doors, 1937) 
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No. of 
Passage
s per 
Hour 
upto 
Single Swing 
Doors 
Swing Doors - 
Vestibules
Revolving Doors 
(6ft x 6ft)
Revolving Doors 
(7ft x 7ft)
Infiltrati
on per 
Passage 
ft3 
Heat 
Gain per 
Passage 
per 
Degree 
Temp 
Diff. 
BTU 
Infiltrati
on ft3 
Per 
Passage 
Heat 
Gain 
BTU per 
oF Per 
Passage 
Infiltrati
on ft3Per 
Passage 
Heat 
Gain 
BTU per 
oF Per 
Passage 
Infiltrati
on ft3Per 
Passage 
Heat 
Gain 
BTU per 
oF Per 
Passage 
100 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54 48 0.86
200 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54 48 0.86
300 110 1.98 83 1.49 30 0.54 48 0.86
400 110 1.98 83 1.49 29 0.52 47 0.85
500 110 1.98 83 1.49 29 0.52 46 0.83
600 110 1.98 82 1.47 28 0.50 4 0.81
700 110 1.98 82 1.47 27 0.49 43 0.78
800 110 1.98 82 1.47 26 0.47 41 0.74
900 109 1.96 82 1.47 25 0.45 39 0.70
1000 109 1.96 82 1.47 24 0.43 36 0.65
1100 109 1.96 82 1.47 23 0.41 33 0.59
1200 108 1.95 82 1.47 21 0.38 30 0.54
1300 108 1.95 82 1.47 19 0.34 28 0.50
1400 108 1.95 81 1.46 18 0.32 25 0.45
1500 108 1.95 81 1.46 17 0.31 23 0.41
1600 108 1.95 81 1.46 16 0.29 21 0.38
1700 107 1.93 81 1.46 15 0.27 19 0.34
1800 105 1.89 80 1.44 14 0.25 18 0.32
1900 104 1.87 80 1.44 13 0.23 17 0.30
2000 100 1.80 79 1.42 12 0.22 16 0.29
2100 96 1.73 79 1.42 11 0.20 15 0.27
 
Table 2-6: Infiltration through Entrances – Doors in More Than one Wall (Infiltration Through Doors, 1937) 
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Chart 2-6: Entrance Coefficients for Single Bank Entrances (Min, 1958) 
 
Chart 2-7: Infiltration versus RPM and indoor-outdoor temperature difference (Revolving Door) 
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 To reduce the energy load due to infiltration through doors, some designers resort 
to using air blowers. These blowers are installed above a door and blow in hot/cold air to 
compensate for the cold/hot infiltrating air. Such mechanisms also depend on charts and 
tables, similar to those shown above, to calculate the amount of air that needs to be 
introduced. Calculations are also done by equations similar to equation 2-32 (Fuller, 
1949). 
ܣଵ ൌ
ܣ௚ሺ ଵܶ െ ଶܶሻ
ሺܮܶ െ ଵܶሻ 																																																								ሺ2 െ 32ሻ 
 
Where: 
- A1 = Volume of  Air introduced by blower 
- A2 = Volume of inrushing outside air (from table/chart) 
- T3 = Outside temperature 
- T4 = Inside temperature 
- LT = Temperature of the Introduced (blown in) air. 
Windows 
 Air infiltration through windows is of less bearing on the cooling/heating load of 
buildings then the infiltration through walls or open doors. The major energy impact of 
windows is rather through radiative heat flow. Studies of heat transfer in double glazed 
windows indicate that 70% of the heat flow is through radiation (Arasteh et al., 1985; 
Selkowitz, 1979). Nevertheless, the ramifications of air infiltration through windows are 
considerable. Significant damages to the building material can result from air leakage at 
the wall/window interface. This includes mold, fungal growth and damages to interior 
finishings, seals, insulation and even structural elements (ASHRAE Handbook – HVAC 
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Applications, 2007). As with other venues of infiltration, air infiltration through windows 
is a function of: the inside-outside pressure difference, air speed, inside-outside air 
temperature difference, mechanical air balance, and the sealing characteristics of the 
window (Klems, 1983; Weidt and Weidt, 1980). In windows, the rate of infiltration is 
mostly affected by the construction quality, material used, weather stripping material and 
the method of operation (if any) (ASHRAE Handbook – HVAC Application, 2007). 
 The estimation of air infiltration through windows has 2 possible approaches; 
either calculating the air infiltration through a “particular” window, or evaluating the total 
infiltration through an average window. In the latter approach, all windows in a building 
level are considered to be identical and the net impact of window air leakage on the 
building is then calculated (Klem, 1983). Both methods deploy a form of the previously 
discussed orifice equation. Yet, when considering the averaging second approach, half of 
the windows are assumed to be in infiltration mode and the remaining windows are 
assumed to be experiencing exfiltration. Therefore a multiplication by half (1/2) factor is 
added to the orifice equation as shown in equation 2-33 (Klems, 1983). 
ܳ ൌ 12݇		ሺΔ ௪ܲሻ		
௡																																																				ሺ2 െ 33ሻ 
Where: Pw account for both the stack and wind driven pressure across the window. 
Fire Place  
 Fire places are used in many houses for heating during the heating season. A 
burning fire place adds a definite amount of heat to a room, especially in the vicinity of 
the fire place. However, fire places result also in a considerable air flow and the escape of 
warm air from the room up through the fire place flue (Anon, 1937). In order to maintain 
a mass balance, the warm air being lost through the flue of a fire place must be replaced. 
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The only source of replacement air is the outside. Therefore, a volume of cold outside air 
will infiltrate into the house equivalent to the volume of warm air lost through the flue. 
Thus, even though the space temperature rises in the vicinity of a running fire place, the 
temperature of all the other rooms in the house will drop (Anon, 1937). Fire places, even 
when not burning, are venues for air leakage and even with the dampers (fire place 
throat) and the J-vent closed. In an experimental study, Dickson (1988) found that in a 
non-burning fire place a single opening (J-vent or throat) increases the infiltration rate 
from 0.15/0.2 ACH (air changes per hour) to 02/0.4 ACH in the whole house and from 
0.15 ACH to 1 ACH in the room containing the fire place. This increase in air change 
rate adversely impacts the heating load since indoor warm air is now being replaced 
faster by large volumes of cold air that needs to be heated in order to maintain the set 
indoor room temperature. Also, under the common practiced “fault” of leaving both the 
fire place and the J-vent open the infiltration rate in the room hikes up to 2 ACH, 
seriously impacting the heating energy load. Finally, a burning fire place creates an 
infiltration rate of 5 ACH in the room and an increase of up to 1 ACH for the whole 
house (Dickson, 1988).  
The net energy impact of a running fire place depends on the amount of heat 
being delivered by the fire place onto the house versus the amount of heat required to 
warm up the infiltrating cold air. In many situations the latter exceeds the former and as a 
result it would be more energy efficient to not run the fire place. This conclusion is 
evident in Figure 2-11 (Anon, 1937). Below a certain fire place heat production rate 
cutoff point, the energy needed to heat up the infiltrating air (due to the running fireplace) 
exceeds the amount of heat produced by the fire place. In Figure 2-11, for example, if the 
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fire place is producing less than  ~ 16,000 Btu/hr it would be more efficient to shut it off, 
since heating up the infiltrating air (due to the running fire place) is consuming more heat 
energy than being put out by the fire place. 
 
Chart 2-8: The intersection point of the two curves in this chart shows the point where there is no addition or 
loss of heat (Anon, 1937) - Reproduced 
Diffuse Air Infiltration: Heat Recovery  
 Diffuse air infiltration occurs through minute cracks and paths in the walls and the 
overall building envelope. In diffuse infiltration, in contrast with concentrated infiltration, 
infiltrating air travels through the wall for several feet before reaching the interior. Air 
infiltration through cracks surrounding doors and windows is classified as concentrated 
infiltration. Even though the air is infiltrating through small openings and cracks, it 
doesn’t travel a relatively long distance in the wall and therefore this infiltration is 
considered concentrated not diffuse. Diffuse leakage of air through a wall shifts the 
 
Heat
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temperature distribution of the wall from a straight line distribution (if 1 layer on is 
considered, for example) to a curved distribution; thus changing the temperature 
distribution in the wall (Anderlind, 1985). A heat exchange occurs between the wall and 
the infiltrating air, a phenomena known as heat recovery. Heat recovery plays a 
significant role in evaluation the heating/cooling loads due to air leakage (Anderlind, 
1985). 
 Early observations of heat recovery include Harrje (1977) and Beyea et al. (1977) 
who found that actual attic temperatures exceeded those predicted by typical insulation 
resistance models. Several other studies also reported the observed impact of heat 
recovery in reducing heating/cooling energy loads. Claridge et al. (1985) reported a 
calculated overall house energy loss factors 50% above those obtained through regression 
analysis of recorded experimental house data; indicating a “Heat Recovery” in infiltration 
energy. Other similar work includes Claridge and Bhattacharyya (1990) who measured 
infiltration loads equivalent to as low as 20% of those calculated using classical 
infiltration calculation methods. Classical methods for calculating the additional energy 
load due to infiltration, including computer models and hourly simulation programs, 
assume a load increase due to infiltration equal to the infiltrating air mass flow rate times 
the inside-outside air enthalpy difference. The classical expression for infiltration is 
shown in equation 2-34. 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ																																															ሺ2 െ 34ሻ 
 Classical methods generally ignore the interaction between infiltration and 
conduction. The heat load is therefore calculated as a summation of the heat loss due to 
conduction and the heat loss due to infiltration (Claridge and Bhattacharyya, 1990; 
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Claridge and Liu, 1996). A handful of combined heat loss models where therefore 
proposed to account for this interaction between conduction and infiltration; including 
Anderlind (1985), Liu (1987), Bailly (1987) and Arquis (1986). However, the model 
provided by Anderlind was considered to provide the most intuitive and logical 
expression (Liu, 1992). Anderlind considered the classical infiltration expression to give 
the maximum heat loss due to infiltration and therefore defined a reduction factor “R”.R 
is defined as varying between 0 and 1 (0 < R < 1). For a purely concentrated flow 
infiltration R approaches 1 and as a result the heat loss is given by the classical 
expression (equation 2-34). Conversely, for purely diffuse flow infiltration R approached 
0. However, in reality, infiltration through a building envelope is a combination of both 
concentrated and diffuse flows. Therefore, R varies between 0 and 1 based on the flow 
distribution. The general expression given by Anderlind is shown in equation 2-35. 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ܴൣ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ൧																																															ሺ2 െ 35ሻ 
Where:  
- 0 < R < 1  
Claridge and Bhattacharyya (1990) introduced a new non-dimensional factor representing 
the effectiveness of heat recovery resulting from the heat exchange between 
infiltrating/exfiltrating air and the walls. This factor is known as the “Infiltration Heat 
Exchange Effectiveness “or IHEE (ε). In simple terms, IHEE (ε) is a measure of the 
success of the building in “recovering” the otherwise lost (gained) heat due to infiltration 
of outside air (Claridge and Bhattacharyya, 1990). Research on IHEE has shown ε to 
increase as (Claride and Bhattacharyya, 1990; Bhattacharyya and Claridge, 1996): 
- Flow rate decreases 
R → 0  : Diffuse Flow 
R → 1  : Concentrated Flow 
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- Flow path length increase 
- Crack/hole size diminished 
The general expression of IHEE is given by equation 2-36 (Claridge et al. 1995). 
ܫܪܧܧ ൌ ߝ ൌ ܷܣ଴ ൅ ሶ݉ ܥ௣ െ ܷܣ௔௖௧௨௔௟ሶ݉ ܥ௣ 																																				ሺ2 െ 36ሻ 
Where: 
- ܷܣ଴ = heat loss factor due to conduction only 
- Cp = Specific heat of air  
- ሶ݉  =  Air infiltration mass flow rate  
- ܷܣ௔௖௧௨௔௟ = Actual heat loss factor with airflow included  
Consequently, the infiltration heat loss is expressed as in equation 2-37 
ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ሺ1 െ ߝሻൣ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ൧																																							ሺ2 െ 37ሻ 
 
The value of IHEE (ε) depends largely on the relative distribution of air leakage between 
concentrated and diffuse leakage (Claridge and Bhattacharyya 1990). The range of ε was 
originally assumed to be 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1. 
The dependence of (ε) on air flow rate is expressed in terms of a non-dimensional factor 
α, defined in equation 2-38. For no air leakage flow ( ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ ൌ 0ሻ α = 0; and α = 1 for an 
infiltration loss coefficient ( ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣) equal to the conductive loss coefficientሺܷܣ଴ሻ. 
Therefore, the dependence of (ε) on air flow rate was approximated by equation 2-39 
(Bhattacharyya and Claridge, 1990). 
ߙ ൌ ሶ݉ ܥ௣ܷܣ଴ 																																																							ሺ2 െ 38ሻ	
ߝ ൌ ߝሺ0ሻ ൅ ݉ߙ																																																	ሺ2 െ 39ሻ 
Infiltration Only 
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 Further research by Claridge and Liu (1992) highlighted the dependence of heat 
recovery on an additional component, solar radiation. The combined impact and 
interaction between conduction, infiltration and solar radiation in walls and attics was 
studied. With the role of solar radiation included; the influence of flow rate and air 
leakage configuration (diffuse versus concentrated) on IHEE where still consistent with 
the previously stated observations. However, solar radiation further impacted the actual 
energy loss due to air leakage compared to the classical equation. The combined effect of 
solar radiation and infiltration helped carry more solar energy to the interior, further 
reducing the energy loss due to infiltration compared to the classically calculated value ( 
in the case of the heating season for example). In the cooling season, however, the same 
phenomenon helps increase the cooling load by carrying more solar energy inside. A 
reversed effect is observed due to exfiltration. Summer exfiltration helps enhance heat 
recovery in the walls by expelling to the outside incident solar radiation; however 
exfiltration has a reduced affect on IHEE (Claridge and Liu, 1996; Claridge and Liu, 
1992). Due to the introduced impact of solar radiation ε was found to now be capable of 
exceeding 1 or going below 0 (contrary to the initial assumption 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1). Claridge and 
Liu (1996) suggested a modified heat recovery factor ε, incorporating the affect of solar 
radiation shown in equations 2-40 and 2-42. 
ߝ௧ ൌ
ܷܣ௖௟௔௦௦௜௖௔௟ െ ܷܣ௔௖௧௨௔௟
ܷܣ௖௟௔௦௦௜௖௔௟ 																																							ሺ2 െ 40ሻ 
Where: 
- ߝ௧ = Ration of recovered energy to the energy loss calculated using classical 
method 
- ܷܣ௖௟௔௦௦௜௖௔௟	= ܷܣ଴ ൅ ሶ݉ ܥ௣																																																																																						ሺ2 െ 41ሻ 
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ܳ௜௡௙ ൌ ܷܣ଴ሺ ௥ܶ െ ௦ܶ௔ሻ ൅ ሺ1 െ ߝሻൣ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௜ܶ െ ௢ܶሻ൧																			ሺ2 െ 42ሻ 
Where:  
- ௦ܶ௔ = Appropriate sol air temperature 
Neglecting the interaction of conduction and solar radiation with infiltration explains 
a large portion of the overestimation/underestimation of building energy consumption 
due to air leakage. Models considering the simultaneous interaction of infiltration, 
conduction, and solar radiation (in an idealized situation) have shown a 38% to 100% 
saving on heating energy and up to 33% saving on cooling energy compared to a leaky 
house with no heat recovery (Liu and Claridge, 1992). 
 Buchanan and Sherman (1998 and 2002) performed 2D and 3D computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations for studying the fundamentals of infiltration heat 
recovery. They found infiltration heat recovery to be of substantial affect. At low leakage 
rates, the classical method vastly over predicted the loss by 80% to 95%. Even at high 
leakage rates, the infiltration energy load was overestimated by 20% by the classical 
calculation method. Flow and energy transport were modeled using Navier-Stokes and 
the energy equations 2-43 and 2-44. 
߮	ߩ
߮	ݐ ൅
߮	ߩ	 ௜ܷ
߮	 ௜ܺ ൌ 0																																									ሺ2 െ 43ሻ	
߮	ߩ	ܶ
߮	ݐ ൅ ܥ௣
߮	ߩ	 ௜ܷܶ
߮	 ௜ܺ ൌ k			
߮ଶ	ߩ	ܶ
߮	 ௜ܺଶ
൅ ߮	ߩ	߮	ݐ ൅	 ௜ܷ
߮	ߩ	
߮	 ௜ܺ 															ሺ2 െ 44ሻ 
 Buchanan and Sherman’s CFD model results compared within 10% in one case 
with Claridge and Bhattacharyya. Buchanan and Sherman (2000) also developed a 
simplified “macro-scale” mathematical model for infiltration heat recovery. The model is 
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based on steady state one dimensional convection-diffusion. However, the purpose of the 
model is reported by the authors to be for giving a rough idea of the effect of heat 
infiltration recovery and “not (for) incorporation into network codes for dynamic building 
simulation” and “doesn’t capture the full physics of the problem”.  (Buchanen and 
Sherman, 2000). 
 Brownell (2002) conducted experimental tests to collect data for verification of 
the Buchanan and Sherman model (1998, 2000) using a methodology resembling that of 
Bhattacharyya and Claridge (1990, 1995). The experimental data extended the range of 
the non-dimensional flow rate α measured. Claridge and Bhattacharyya (1990) expressed 
(ε) in a linear relationship with α. However, Brownell data demonstrated a non-
immediately linear relationship (Brownell, 2002). The experimental data of Brownell 
agreed within 10% with Buchanan and Sherman (2000) in some aspects, yet the 
agreement was not quite good in the remaining sections; especially at high flow rates 
(Brownell, 2002). 
 Understanding the heat recovery phenomenon and its impact is of large 
significance; especially in the field of building science, building physics, and 
hygrothermal engineering. A better understanding of infiltration heat recovery allows a 
better estimation of the heating and cooling requirements of a building. This in turn 
reflects in a more accurate sizing of the required HVAC system. Also, allows a better 
management of required building tightness criteria. Engineers might, for example, rely on 
more natural ventilation by allowing a certain amount of air leakage; while depending on 
heat recovery in the walls to keep the building energy loads in hand. Or, in other cases, 
seek tighter construction (for example when ε is low or below zero). Furthermore, a 
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better understanding of this phenomenon helps better understand attic (and radiant 
barriers) and insulation behavior (Bhattacharyya, 1999).  
The wide spread use of building energy simulation software makes important the 
integration of the heat recovery phenomenon impact into the calculation models of 
energy simulation software. As discussed earlier, most building energy simulation 
software predominantly deploy the classical methods in calculating infiltration energy 
loads. It is therefore essential to alter infiltration calculation models in building energy 
software from classical infiltration theories to models that take into account the 
interaction between conduction, solar energy, and infiltration. Thus incorporating the 
impact of heat recovery in their building energy loads calculations. Various literature 
discussed in this review have emphasized the large effect of heat recovery has on the 
calculation of air infiltration energy loads. It is therefore crucial that infiltration heat 
recovery be incorporated into the principal energy building energy analysis software. 
Especially, into DOE-2 (discussed in this review) due to its wide spread use, intricacy, 
and its role as the simulation engine of various prominent building energy analysis 
software. 
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Building Energy Simulation Infiltration Evaluation Approach  
Current Approach 
Infiltration, as discussed in previously, is a major contributing factor to the 
heating/cooling load of a building. However, it is the component that most building 
energy simulation software struggle to model. Infiltration is primarily dependent on the 
building construction, tightness of the building envelope, building surrounding and local 
topography, wind speed, wind direction, local weather and others. Thus to avoid these 
complexities, infiltration is usually modeled using overly simplified and approximate 
models in building energy simulation software. Such models also ignore the impact of 
heat recovery in the building envelope on the infiltration load, and the interaction 
between solar radiation, conduction and infiltration despite of the proven key impact of 
the interaction of these phenomena. Among these prominent building energy simulation 
software is DOE-2. Three models were majorly employed by DOE-2 for evaluating the 
energy impact of infiltration: (1) Air change, (2) Crack Method and the (3) Residential 
(Achenbach – Coblentz) model. Recently added were also the (4) Sherman-Grimsrud 
method and (5) ASHRAE Enhanced Method. These methods are shortly described below 
with reference to DOE-2 Engineers Manual, Version 2.1A (1982) and DOE-2.2 Volum2: 
Dictionary (2009). 
Air-Change Method 
The air change method is based on evaluating infiltration based on the number of 
infiltration-caused air changes per hour. This method is based on a reference wind speed 
of 10 mph accompanied by a wind speed correction factor. The air change method basic 
equation is described by equation 2-45. 
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ܫ݂݈݊݅ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊	ሺ݂ܿ݉ሻ ൌ ሺݓ݅݊݀	ݏ݌݁݁݀ሻሺܣ݅ݎ	݄ܿܽ݊݃݁ݏ/݄ݎሻݔ	ܸ݋݈ݑ݉݁	݋݂	ݏ݌ܽܿ݁		
																																																											൅ሺ݂ܿ݉/ݏ݌ܽܿ݁	ݏݍݑܽݎ݁	݂݋݋ݐሻሺܵ݌ܽܿ݁	ܣݎ݁ܽሻ		ሺ2 െ 45ሻ 
 
 In equation 2-45, only one of the two parts of the equation is utilized at one time while 
the other is set to zero, depending on the user input. If the first part of the equation is 
utilized it allows a linear wind speed correction to the local wind speed. However, neither 
term provides any correction/consideration for the prevalent temperature difference 
across the building envelope. 
Residential Method 
The residential method has no theoretical justification but rather represents a 
statistical fit to collected residential infiltration data (Achenbach and Coltz, 1963; Ross 
and Grimsrud 1978, Peterson 1979). The general expression of the residential method is 
given by equations 2-46 and 2-47. 
ܣ݅ݎ	݄ܿܽ݊݃݁ݏ/݄ݎ ൌ ܣ ൅ ሺܤሻሺܹ݅݊݀	ܵ݌݁݁݀ሻ ൅ ሺܥሻ൫ห ௭ܶ௢௡௘ െ ஽ܶ௥௬	௕௨௟௕ห൯							ሺ2 െ 46ሻ 
ܫ݂݈݊݅ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊	ሺ݂ܿ݉ሻ ൌ ሺܣ݅ݎ	݄ܿܽ݊݃݁ݏ/݄ݎሻݔ	ሺܸ݋݈ݑ݉݁ሻ ൬ 160൰									ሺ2 െ 47ሻ 
Where: A, B & C are curve fit coefficients 
The default values of A, B and C are (Peterson, n.d.): 
 A = 0.252 
 B = 0.0251 
 C = 0.0084 
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Crack Method 
The crack method considers, yet inadequately, the impacts of wind velocity and 
the stack effect. The infiltration driving pressure caused by each of these two phenomena 
is evaluated separately as shown by equations 2-48 & 2-49. 
 
ௐܲ௜௡ௗ ൌ ሺܥ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐሻሺݓ݅݊݀	ݏ݌݁݁݀ሻଶሺcosሺݓ݅݊݀	݀݅ݎ݁ܿݐ݅݋݊ሻሻ									ሺ2 െ 48ሻ 
ௌܲ௧௔௖௞ ൌ ሺܥ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐሻሺ ௔ܲ௧௠ሻ ቆ
1
஽ܶ௥௬	௕௨௟௕
െ 1
௭ܶ௢௡௘
ቇ	ሺܪ݄݁݅݃ݐ	ܾܽ݋ݒ݁	ܰܲܮሻ							ሺ2 െ 49ሻ 
Where: NPL = Neutral Pressure Level 
∴ ܶ݋ݐ݈ܽ	ܦݎ݅ݒ݅݊݃	ܲݎ݁ݏݏݑݎ݁:	 ்ܲ௢௧௔௟ ൌ ௦ܲ௧௔௖௞ ൅ ௐܲ௜௡ௗ											ሺ2 െ 50ሻ 
		⇒ 			ܫ݂݈݊݅ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊ ൌ ሺܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐሻݔ	 ்ܲ௢௧௔௟	ݔ	ܣݎ݁ܽ																ሺ2 െ 51ሻ 
 
Sherman – Grimsrud Method & ASHRAE Enhanced Method 
The Sherman-Grimsrud method and ASHRAE Enhanced method both apply only 
to single zones. The Sherman-Grimsrud incorporates the neutral level concept and 
leakage area distribution between floor, ceiling and other components. The ASHRAE- 
Enhanced method was defined by Walter and Wilson (1998). It depends on leakage 
coefficients obtained using house pressurization tests. This method is highly dependant 
on these coefficients that are rather difficult to determine (DOE-2 Dictionary, 2009). 
DOE-2 employs for these coefficients default values given in a calculation example 
presented in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals with no other coefficient 
references or value lists. The infiltration air flow rate with this method is calculated using 
equations 2-52 and 2-53 (ASHRAE Fundamentals, 2009). 
ܳ௦௧௔௖௞ ൌ ܿ	ܥ௦	∆ݐ௡																																																									ሺ2 െ 52ሻ  
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ܳ௪ ൌ ܿ	ܥ௪	ሺܵ	ܷሻ	ଶ௡																																																					ሺ2 െ 53ሻ 
Where: 
 - Qs = Stack airflow rate, cfm 
 - Qw = Wind airflow rate, cfm 
 - C = flow coefficient 
 - Cs = Stack ceofficient 
 - Cw = Wind coefficient 
- n = pressure exponent 
- ∆ݐ = temperature difference between indoors and outdoors, 
 - S =  Shelter factor 
 House Height (Stories) 
 One Two Three 
Stack Coefficient 0.0150 0.0299 0.0499 
 
Table 2-7: Stack Coefficient Cs (ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 2009) 
 
 
 Local Shelter Classes 
Shelter Class Description 
1 No Obstruction or Local Shielding 
2 Typical shelter for an isolated rural area 
3 
Typical shelter caused by other buildings across street from building 
under study 
4 
Typical shelter for urban buildings on larger lots where
sheltering obstacles are more than one building height away 
5 
Typical shelter produced by buildings or other structures
immediately adjacent (closer than one house height) 
 
Table 2-8: Local shelter classes (ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 2009) 
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 House Height (Stories) 
Shelter Class One Two Three 
1 0.0119 0.0157 0.0184 
2 0.0092 0.0121 0.0143 
3 0.0065 0.0086 0.0101 
4 0.0039 0.0051 0.0060 
5 0.0012 0.0016 0.0018 
 
Table 2-9: Wind Coefficient Cw (ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, 2009) 
 
Final Calculation 
Once the infiltration flow rate is determined using any of the previously discussed 
five methods; the resulting sensible and latent infiltration loads are calculated using 
equations 2-54 and 2-55. 
ܵ݁݊ݏܾ݈݅݁	ܫ݂݈݊݅ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊	ܮ݋ܽ݀
ൌ ሺܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐሻݔ	ߩ௔௜௥	ݔ	ሺܨ݈݋ݓ	ܴܽݐ݁ሻ	ݔ	ሺ ஺ܶ௠௕௜௘௡௧ െ ௭ܶ௢௡௘ሻ													ሺ2 െ 54ሻ 
 
ܮܽݐ݁݊ݐ		ܫ݂݈݊݅ݐݎܽݐ݅݋݊	ܮ݋ܽ݀ ൌ ሺܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐሻݔ	ߩ௔௜௥	ݔ	ሺܨ݈݋ݓ	ܴܽݐ݁ሻ	 
ݔ	ሺܱݑݐݏ݅݀݁	݄ݑ݉݅݀݅ݐݕ െ ܫ݊݀݋݋ݎ	ܪݑ݉݅݀݅ݐݕሻ	ሺ2 െ 55ሻ 
 
 Several other building energy simulation software utilize these or other similar 
methods, especially that DOE-2 represents a simulation engine and a base for many other 
building energy simulation software. 
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Chapter 3  
Methodology 
Combined Infiltration, Conduction & Solar Model 
  
 Infiltration, conduction and incident solar radiation act jointly allowing heat 
recovery to occur in the building envelope and to impact the energy load due to 
infiltration. Several models have been suggested to enhance infiltration calculations and 
incorporate heat recovery into infiltration energy load calculations. Earlier models such 
as Anderlind (1985), Kohonen (1985), Kohonen and Nirtanen (1987) and others tend to 
be based on some linear reduction factor, depend on steady temperatures and a steady 
inside/outside enthalpy difference, and ignore the role and impact of solar radiation. Solar 
radiation has been shown by Liu (1992), through experimental testing, to contribute to 
infiltration heat recovery and affect the intensity of heat exchange efficiency (IHEE). A 
later model to incorporate the impact of heat recovery is the model by Sherman and 
Buchanan (1998). Similar to previous models, this model disregards the experimentally 
proven role of incident solar energy. CFD models created by the authors to verify the 
method suffered from convergence issues. A 3-D CFD grid reduction from 140,000 to 
33,000 nodes was performed in order to obtain CFD model convergence, yet no 
verification was performed for grid dependency of the solution. Later experimental work 
(Brownell, 2002) revealed feeble agreement with the Sherman and Buchanan (1998) 
model results. Finally, according to the authors the model is not for incorporation into 
network codes and “doesn’t capture the full physics of the problem” (Sherman and 
Buchanan, 1998). 
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 The model that will be used and built upon in this methodology was proposed by 
Liu and Claridge and presented in Liu (1992), Liu and Claridge (1992), Liu and Claridge 
(1995), Claridge and Liu (1996). The model presented is based on a second order non-
linear dynamic differential equation. This model accounts for variable temperatures, 
changes in infiltration flow rate ( ሶ݉ ሻ, accounts for the role of solar radiation, and finally 
considers the interdependence and interaction between solar radiation, conduction and 
infiltration. The model will be presented below based on Liu (1992) and using 
simplifications from Patankar (1980). This infiltration energy load model will be 
incorporated into the hourly calculations of hourly building energy simulation software 
for the calculation of infiltration energy load as shown in Flowchart 3-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flowchart 3-1 : Model Incorporation into hourly calculations 
Differential Equation 
 The underlying concept of the differential equation is that the energy gained is 
equal to the difference between the “in” and “out” energy flux flows. There are 2 
Hourly Load 
Calculation
PeopleConductionInfiltration
Total Hourly 
Load
Lighting Task Lighting ...etc
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assumptions inherent into the use of this equation. Primarily is the assumption that air 
and solid material have an identical temperature at any position and that the infiltration 
flow is represented by the air mass flow rate	 ሶ݉ . The controlling differential equation is 
then defined by equation 3-1 and with reference to the control volume shown in Figure 3-
1. 
ܳ௫ െ ܳ௫ାௗ௫ ൅ ܳ௔,௫ െ ܳ௔,௫ାௗ௫ ൌ 	ߜܳ																											ሺ3 െ 1ሻ 
Where:   
- Qx          = Heat flux entering the control volume due to conduction 
- Qx+dx    = Heat flux leaving the control volume due to conduction  
- Qa,x        = Energy carried in by airflow 
- Qa,x+dx  = Energy carried out by airflow 
- ߜܳ       = Heat storage rate in control volume 
 
 
Figure 3-1: Heat flux flow control volume  
Qx 
Qa,x Qa,x+dx 
Q x+dx 
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The terms in equation 3-1 can each be represented as: 
ܳ௫ ൌ െ݇	
ߜܶ
ߜݔ ߜ߬																																																																																																																							ሺ3 െ 2ሻ 
ܳ௫ାௗ௫ ൌ െ݇	
ߜܶ
ߜݔ ߜ߬ െ ݇	
ߜଶܶ
ߜଶݔ ߜݔߜ߬																																																																																					ሺ3 െ 3ሻ 
ܳ௔,௫ ൌ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ܶߜ߬																																																																																																																						ሺ3 െ 4ሻ 
ܳ௔,௫ାௗ௫ ൌ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ܶߜ߬	 ൅ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 	
ߜܶ
ߜݔ ߜݔߜ߬ െ ܥ௣ܶ	
ߜ ሶ݉
ߜݔ ߜݔߜ߬	
∗ଵ																																						ሺ3 െ 5ሻ 
ߜܳ ൌ ߜܶߜ߬ ൫ߩܥ ൅ 	ߛߩ௔ܥ௣൯ߜݔߜ߬	
∗ଶ																																																																																				ሺ3 െ 6ሻ 
Note: 
- *1 There isn’t much change in airflow rate with path, this term can be ignored 
- *2 Air heat capacity is << Solid heat capacity, thus this term can be ignored 
Where:   
- ሶ݉ 	 = Air infiltration rate 
- ܥ௣  = Specific heat of air  
- C    = Specific heat of solid 
- ߩ   = Density of solid material 
- ߩ௔ = Density of air 
- ߛ  = Porosity of wall 
- ݇  = Conductivity of solid material 
- ܶ  = Temperature 
- ߬  = Time 
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 Replacing all the terms in equations 3-2 to 3-6 in equation 3-1 and reducing it 
results in equation 3-7 shown below, a one dimensional, second order non-linear 
equation. 
ߩܥ ߜܶߜ߬ ൌ ݇
ߜଶܶ
ߜଶݔ െ	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 	
ߜܶ
ߜݔ 																																								ሺ3 െ 7ሻ 
The above equation is a second order nonlinear dynamic differential equation and 
therefore has no analytical solution. A numerical solution will therefore be used for the 
differential equation and the equation will be discretized as follows. The discretization 
will utilize expressions from Patankar (1980). 
 
Differential Equation Discretization 
 The differential equation is discretized for a set of nodes. The central node is 
denoted as P. The node on its east is denoted as E and the node on the west is denoted as 
W. The midpoint of the distance between the nodes P & E is denoted as e and that 
between P and W is denoted as w. These nodes and notations are shown on Figure 3-2.  
 
Figure 3-2: Nodes and notation 
Internal Node/Layer 
A control volume is taken over Δx between w and e and a double integration of equation 
3-7 over time and space is performed as shown in equation 3-8. 
Δ x 
dxw dxe 
P E W 
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න න ߩܥ ߜܶߜ߬
௫ା୼௫
௫
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀ݔ ݀߬ ൌ න න ݇ ߜ
ଶܶ
ߜଶݔ
௫ା୼௫
௫
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀ݔ ݀߬ െ න ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 	
ߜܶ
ߜݔ
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀ݔ ݀߬		ሺ3 െ 8ሻ 
 
For a small enough control volume,  ఋ்ఋఛ, ߩ, ܥ, ሶ݉ , ܥ௣	&	݇ are constant within the control 
volume. Therefore, integrating over space (Δx), equation 3-8 results in equation 3-9. 
න ߩܥ ߜܶߜ߬ 	Δݔ
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬ ൌ න ൤൬݇ ߜܶߜݔ൰௘ െ	൬݇
ߜܶ
ߜݔ൰௪൨
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬ െ න ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௘ܶ െ ௪ܶሻ
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬						ሺ3 െ 9ሻ 
Utilizing term simplification from Pantakar (1980) equation 3-9 can be expressed as: 
 
න ߩܥ ߜܶߜ߬ 	Δݔ
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬ ൌ න ൤൬ ݇ߜݔ൰௘ ሺ ாܶ െ ௉ܶሻ െ	൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪ ሺ ௉ܶ െ ௐܶሻ൨
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬ 
െ න ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ௘ܶ െ ௪ܶሻ
ఛା୼ఛ
ఛ
݀߬												ሺ3 െ 10ሻ 
Integrating equation 3-10 over time results in equation 3-11 
ߩܥΔݔሺ ௉ܶ െ ௉ܶ଴ሻ ൌ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ሺ ாܶ െ ௉ܶሻΔ߬ െ	൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪ ሺ ௉ܶ െ ௐܶሻΔ߬ 
െ	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣	ሺ ாܶ െ ௐܶሻΔ߬													ሺ3 െ 11ሻ 
Where: 
- ௉ܶ଴ = Previous temperature of center node 
- ௉ܶ = Current temperature of center node 
- ாܶ = Current temperature at east node 
- ௐܶ = Current temperature at west node 
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Rearranging equation 3-11 results in equation 3-12: 
௉ܶ ൤
ߩܥΔݔ
Δ߬ ൅ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ൅ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪൨ ൅ ௐܶ ൤െ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪ െ 	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣൨ 
൅	 ாܶ ൤െ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ൅ 	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣൨ ൌ
ߩܥΔݔ
Δ߬ ௉ܶ
଴									ሺ3 െ 12ሻ 
Following simplifications from Liu (1992), let: 
ܽ௪ ൌ െ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪ െ 	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 
ܽ௘ ൌ െ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ൅ 	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣																																																																																																								ሺ3 െ 13ሻ 
ܽ௉଴ ൌ
ߩܥΔݔ
Δ߬  
ܽ௣ ൌ ܽ௉଴ െ ܽ௪ െ ܽ௘ 
Therefore equation 3-13 becomes: 
ܽ௪ ௪ܶ ൅ ܽ௣ ௣ܶ ൅ ܽ௘ ாܶ ൌ ܽ௉଴ ௉ܶ଴																															ሺ3 െ 14ሻ 
Since conductivity is non-homogeneous and can vary between nodes, then define Kw and 
Ke as (Patankar, 1988) (Equations 3-15 and 3-16): 
ܭ௪ ൌ
2
Δݔௐߜݔ௪݇ௐ ൅
Δݔ௣
ߜݔ௉݇௣
																																									ሺ3 െ 15ሻ 
ܭ௘ ൌ
2
Δݔ௉ߜݔ௉݇௉ ൅
Δݔாߜݔ௘݇ா
																																									ሺ3 െ 16ሻ 
External Node/Layer of wall 
 The outside surface of the wall receives the incident solar radiation and is also 
exposed to ambient air temperature. Similarly the inside surface of the wall is exposed to 
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the indoor ambient temperature. Therefore, separate discretizations are presented for 
nodes on the outside surface and inside surfaces of a wall.  
Outside wall surface 
 A node on the outside surface of the wall is subject to solar radiation, outside air 
temperature and the infiltrating air. The node P is taken on the surface of the wall and the 
control volume has half the volume of the regular control volume, as shown in Figure 3-
3. The energy balance equation for the external node is therefore defined by equation 3-
17. 
 
Figure 3-3: Node on the outside surface of the wall 
௉ܶ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ െ
1
2 ሺ ௉ܶ െ ாܶሻ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ ൅ ܫ ൅ ݄௢൫ ௔ܶ െ ௣ܶ൯ ൅ ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ሺ ாܶ െ ௉ܶሻ 
ൌ ൬ߩܥΔݔ2Δ߬ ൰௘ ൫ ௉ܶ െ ௉ܶ
଴൯									ሺ3 െ 17ሻ 
Where: 
- ௉ܶ  = Temperature of outside surface 
- ாܶ  = Temperature of east node 
- ܫ    = Solar radiation absorbed by the wall 
Δ x 
P E 
dx Solar 
Conduction 
ሶ݉ ܥ௣ 
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- ݄଴ = Heat transfer coefficient by outside boundary layer of the wall 
- ௔ܶ  = Ambient air temperature 
- Δ߬ = Time step 
Therefore equation 3-17 is expressed as: 
ܽ௣ ௣ܶ ൅ ܽ௘ ாܶ ൌ ܽ௉଴ ௉ܶ଴ ൅ ܵ																																					ሺ3 െ 18ሻ 
ܽ௘ ൌ െ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௘ ൅
1
2 	 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 
ܽ௉଴ ൌ
ߩܥΔݔ
2Δ߬ 																																																																																																																												ሺ3 െ 19ሻ 
ܽ௣ ൌ ܽ௉଴ െ ܽ௘ ൅ ݄଴ 
ܵ ൌ ܫ ൅ ݄଴ ௔ܶ 
Inside surface of the wall 
 A node on the inside surface of the wall is influenced by the indoor room air 
temperature and the temperature of the node on the west of it. The energy balance 
equation of the interior node is given by equation 3-20. 
 
Figure 3-4: Node on the inside surface of the wall 
Δ x 
P W 
dx 
Conduction 
ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 
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൬ ݇ߜݔ൰௪ ሺ ௐܶ െ ௉ܶሻ ൅
1
2 ሺ ௐܶ ൅ ௉ܶሻ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ െ ൫ ௣ܶ െ ௥ܶ൯݄௜ െ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ ௉ܶ ൌ ൬
ߩܥΔݔ
2Δ߬ ൰ ௉ܶ
଴			ሺ3 െ 20ሻ 
 Rearranging equation 3-20 (as previous), then: 
ܽ௣ ௣ܶ ൅ ܽ௪ ௐܶ ൌ ܽ௉଴ ௉ܶ଴ ൅ ܵ																																						ሺ3 െ 21ሻ 
ܽ௪ ൌ െ൬
݇
ߜݔ൰௪ െ
1
2 ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣ 
ܽ௉଴ ൌ
ߩܥΔݔ
2Δ߬ 																																																																																																																												ሺ3 െ 22ሻ 
ܽ௣ ൌ ܽ௉଴ െ ܽ௘ ൅ ݄௜ 
ܵ		 ൌ ݄௜ ௥ܶ 
Where: 
- ௥ܶ  =  Room temperature 
- ݄௜ = Heat transfer coefficient by inside boundary layer of the wall 
 
 
Final Discretization 
A wall with n-1 layers has n nodes. Each node type has a specific equation as defined 
above, with special equations for each of the: 
- Node on the outside surface of the wall 
- Interior nodes (for interior layers) 
- Node on the inside surface of the wall 
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Figure 3-5: A wall with multiple layers and n nodes 
All the equations (one for each node) are assembled into the matrix in equation 3-23. The 
solution for the matrix is the temperature of each node.  
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
ܽ௣ଵ
ܽ௪ଶ
⋮ 			
ܽ௘ଵ
ܽ௣ଶ
⋮ 			
0
ܽ௘ଶ
⋮ 			
0
0
⋮
			
.		.		.
.		.		.
⋮
ܽ௪௡
			
0
0
⋮
ܽ௣௡
			
ی
ۋ
ۊ
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
ଵܶଵ
ଶܶଵ
⋮
௡ܶଵی
ۋ
ۊ ൌ	
ۉ
ۈ
ۇ
ܽ௣଴ሺ1ሻ ଵܶ଴
ܽ௣଴ሺ2ሻ ଶܶ଴
⋮
ܽ௣଴ሺ1ሻ ௡ܶ଴ی
ۋ
ۊ												ሺ3 െ 23ሻ 
Once the layer temperatures are determined, the combined conduction and infiltration 
heat flux in the case of infiltration are determined using equation 3-24. 
ݍௗሺ݅ሻ ൌ ൫݄௜ ൅ ሶ݉ 	ܥ௣൯൫ ௥ܶሺ݅ሻ െ ௡ܶሺ݅ሻ൯																												ሺ3 െ 24ሻ 
Where: 
- ሶ݉   =  Infiltration mass flow rate 
- ݄௜ = Heat transfer coefficient of inside boundary layer of the wall 
- ܥ௣ = Specific heat capacity of air 
- ௥ܶ = Room temperature 
- ௡ܶሺ݅ሻ = Node temperature 
From this combined conduction and infiltration hourly heat flux, the hourly 
infiltration energy loads can be obtained by subtracting hourly conduction loads 
1 2 3 n-1 n 
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obtained from DOE-2 (calculated using the weighting factors method discussed in 
Chapter 2). The model’s framework is presented in Flowchart 3-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Flowchart 3-2 : Buleprint of the Enhanced Model 
 
  
m
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Infiltration Mass Flow Rate 
 
 In order to evaluate the energy load of air infiltration, it is essential to determine 
the infiltration flow rate. This indicates the amount (volume) of air infiltrating into a 
building, based on which the energy load due to this infiltration flow rate can be 
determined. Air infiltration into a building is driven by pressure differences that emerge 
across the building envelope under various ambient conditions. Several traditional 
methods evaluate the infiltration flow rate using fixed constants or percentages. An 
example is the Air Change method, a widely used method. In the air change method the 
volume of infiltrating air per hour is defined as a fraction of the total volume of a room. 
For instance, an air change rate of 0.2 ACH (air changes/hour) implies that the volume of 
infiltrating air is equal to 20 % of the room/space volume. Such methods assign a fixed 
value to the infiltration flow rate and do not take into account various dynamic factors 
that control and fluctuate the infiltration flow rate. Weather conditions, air temperature, 
wind speed, wind direction and several other dynamic factors influence the air infiltration 
flow rate and therefore defining this flow rate using a fixed constant is a major source of 
inaccuracy. Consequently, it is essential to devise a methodology for calculating hourly 
infiltration airflow rates based on prevalent weather/climatic conditions and local 
characteristics. 
 Infiltration airflow is driven by a pressure gradient across the building envelope. 
The driving pressure is composed of two primary components: Wind Pressure and Stack 
Pressure (Stack Effect). The stack pressure is a function of the building height and 
ambient air temperatures (indoor and outdoor); while the wind pressure is mainly affected 
by the wind velocity, wind direction, local terrain & topography, and building shape 
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characteristics. Evaluating infiltration airflow by considering the stack effect and local 
wind pressure allows various dynamic driving factors and building specific 
characteristics to be considered rather than using a generic fixed constant or even a 
statistical fit. Following is a discussion of the methodology utilized for evaluating the 
stack pressure and wind pressure. 
 
Stack Effect 
 The roots of the stack effect lie in the temperature differences across the building 
envelope. As expresses by the ideal gas law (equation 3-25), air density is a function of 
temperature. Therefore the different temperatures on the inside and outside of a building 
result in a difference between the inside and outside air densities. 
ߩ ൌ ܴܲ	ܶ 																																																			ሺ3 െ 25ሻ 
Where: 
- ρ = air density 
- P = air pressure  
- R = Specific gas constant 
- T =  Temperature 
In turn, this difference in air density across the building envelope results in air buoyancy 
differences and different air pressures on the inside and outside of the building. This 
pressure difference across the building envelope results in a pressure gradient over the 
height of the building known as the “stack effect” which partially drives the flow of 
infiltrating air. The “stack pressure” gradient varies with the height of the building since 
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as defined by equation 3-26, at a specific air density (ρ), the air pressure value varies with 
the height of the air column. 
ܲ ൌ 	ߩ	݃	݄																																																			ሺ3 െ 26ሻ 
Where:  
- g = gravitational acceleration constant 
- h = height of air column  
The neutral pressure level (ynpl) is defined as the height at which the interior pressure 
equals the outside pressure as shown in Figure 3-6. 
  
 
Figure 3-6: Stack Effect on a building wall 
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The stack pressure can be defined by equations 3-27 to 3-32. The underlying assumption 
is that the air is well mixed on both sides of the building envelope. 
௜ܲ௡ሺݕሻ ൌ 	 ௢ܲ		௜௡ െ ߩ௜௡	݃	ݕ																																		ሺ3 െ 27ሻ 
Similarly  
௢ܲ௨௧ሺݕሻ ൌ 	 ௢ܲ	௢௨௧ െ ߩ௢௨௧	݃	ݕ																														ሺ3 െ 28ሻ 
 
	∆ ௦ܲሺݕሻ ൌ 	 ௜ܲ௡	ሺݕሻ െ ௢ܲ௨௧	ሺݕሻ																													ሺ3 െ 29ሻ 
∴ 	∆ ௦ܲሺݕሻ ൌ 	 ሺ ௢ܲ		௜௡ െ ߩ௜௡	݃	ݕ	ሻ– ሺ ௢ܲ	௢௨௧ െ ߩ௢௨௧	݃	ݕ	ሻ											ሺ3 െ 30ሻ 
	∆ ௦ܲሺݕሻ ൌ 	 ሺ ௢ܲ		௜௡ െ ௢ܲ	௢௨௧ሻ െ ݃	ݕ	ሺߩ௜௡ െ ߩ௢௨௧ሻ														ሺ3 െ 31ሻ 
Define:  
ݕᇱ ൌ ݕܪ ൌ
ܪ݄݁݅݃ݐ	ܾܽ݋ݒ݁	ܾ݋ݐݐ݋݉	݋݂	ݐ݄݁	ݖ݋݊݁
ܼ݋݊݁	ܪ݄݁݅݃ݐ 		ሺܦ݁ݎݑ	&	ܤݑݎ݊ݏ, 2003ሻ 
∴ 	∆ ௦ܲሺݕ′ሻ ൌ 	 ሺ ௢ܲ		௜௡ െ ௢ܲ	௢௨௧ሻ െ 	ݕ′	ሾ݃	ܪሺߩ௜௡ െ ߩ௢௨௧ሻሿ														ሺ3 െ 32ሻ 
Where:  
- Po in = Internal pressure at base of wall 
- Po out = Outside pressure at base of wall 
- y  = Distance from bottom of wall 
- H = Total zone height 
- y’ = Y/H = Ration of height above bottom of zone to total zone height 
- ρin = Density of inside air 
-  ρout = Density of outside air 
- g = gravitational constant 
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For simplification, a reference pressure is taken on the outside surface at the bottom of 
the wall. Therefore Po out is taken as Po out = 0. Po in is therefore defined with respect to the 
reference pressure as follows: 
௢ܲ		௜௡ ൌ 	ߩ௜௡	ܴ	 ௜ܶ௡																																											ሺ3 െ 33ሻ 
௢ܲ		௢௨௧ ൌ 	ߩ௢௨௧	ܴ	 ௢ܶ௨௧																																											ሺ3 െ 34ሻ 
⟹ ௢ܲ		௜௡ ൌ 	 ሺߩ௜௡ െ ߩ௢௨௧ሻ	ܴ	ሺ ௜ܶ௡ െ ௢ܶ௨௧ሻ				ሺ݂݋ݎ	 ௢ܲ		௢௨௧	ܽݏ	ݎ݂݁݁ݎ݁݊ܿ݁	݌ݐሻ		ሺ3 െ 35ሻ 
Where:  
- R = Specific gas constant 
- T = Zone temperature in oK 
 
Wind Pressure 
 The flow of air around a building creates a wind pressure on the building. The 
pressure intensity, distribution, and nature over the building envelope vary by location. A 
generic illustration of wind pressure distribution over a low rise building is shown in 
Figure 3-7. The wind pressure intensity depends on the air density, wind speed and 
building shape characteristics expressed as a pressure coefficient, Cp. The general 
expression of the wind pressure intensity is given by equation 3-36. 
௪ܲ ൌ
1
2	ߩ௔௜௥	ܥ௣	ܸ
ଶ																																											ሺ3 െ 36ሻ 
Where:  
- Pw   = Wind pressure 
- ߩ௔௜௥ = Outside air density 
- ܸ     = Wind speed  
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Figure 3-7: Wind pressure on a typical Gable, Hip roof house (Figure 6-6, ASCE 7-05) 
 The wind speed is usually recorded by weather stations at a height of 10 meters 
(~30 feet) over a flat terrain. However, this might not reflect the actual terrain, 
surroundings at the building location or the actual height of the building. Therefore, it is 
essential to incorporate a set of corrections to adjust the wind speed to local conditions 
and topography at the building site.  
 Wind pressure coefficients, Cp, are non-dimensional coefficients that represent the 
wind pressure distribution over a body and from which the wind pressure at a specific 
location over the building envelope can be calculated based on the local wind velocity 
and using equation 3-36. The general expression of the Cp coefficient is given by 
equation 3-37. Pressure coefficients are generally calculated from data obtained through 
experimental testing, wind tunnel or full scale tests, on various building shapes and 
heights. 
ܥ௣ ൌ
ܲ െ ௢ܲ	
1
2	ߩ௔௜௥	ܸଶ
																																																	ሺ3 െ 37ሻ 
Following is a discussion of the methodology used for calculating all the components of 
the wind pressure expression (equation 3-36). Included is a discussion of all the 
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corrections performed to account for wind direction, local shielding, terrain roughness 
and building shape properties. 
Wind Pressure Coefficients 
 Wind pressure coefficients can be obtained from several sources and databases. 
However, the wind pressure coefficients can vary largely over the surface of a structure. 
This would make wind pressure computations for infiltration airflow rate calculations 
overly complicated and computationally expensive. Therefore, average Cp values will be 
used for each surface. These values can be obtained from ASCE 7, Figure 6-6 shown in 
Table 3-1 below. 
Wall Pressure Coefficients, Cp 
Surface L/B Cp 
Windward Wall All values 0.8 
Leeward Wall 
0 - 1 - 0.5 
2 - 0.3 
≥ 4 - 0.2 
Side Wall All Values - 0.7 
 
Table 3-1: External Pressure Coefficient, Cp (ASCE 7-05, Figure 6-6) 
Wind Direction 
 Cp values are primarily based on a wind direction normal to the receiving surface. 
However, under normal conditions wind directions vary and are not necessarily normal to 
the receiving surface. In order to correct the pressure coefficients for variations in wind 
direction the Swami and Chandra (1988) model will be used. Other possible choices are 
Walton (1982) and COMISGroup Fuestel and Rayner-Hooson (1990). However, the 
Swami and Chandra model is more intricate than the Walton (1982) model, yet less 
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complex than the Fuestel and Rayner-Hooson (1990) model. The general expression of 
Swami and Chandra (1988) is given by equation 3-38, along with a comparison plot 
against Walton (1982) in Figure 3-9 (Deru and Burns, 2003). 
ܥ௣ᇱ ൌ
ܥ௣
ܥ௣ሺߠ ൌ 0ሻ 			݈݊ ൦
1.248 െ 0.703 sin ߠ2 െ 1.175 sin
ଶ ߠ ൅ 0.131 sinଷሺ2ߠܩሻ
൅		0.769	 cos ߠ2 ൅ 0.07ܩ
ଶ sinଶ ߠ2 ൅ 0.717 cos
ଶ ߠ
2	
൪ ሺ3 െ 38ሻ 
Where: 
- θ = Wind incidence angle 
- G = lnሺܵሻ ൌ ݈݊ሺ݈ଵ/݈ଶሻ 
S = Side ratio, ration of the length of adjacent walls ( ݈ଵ& ݈ଶሻ 
 
Chart 3-1: Surface pressure coefficient as a function of wind incidence angle for the Walton model and Swami & 
Chandra model (Deru and Burns, 2003) 
Note: As shown in Figure 3-9, when S varies from 0.5 to 4.0, the difference in pressure 
coefficients at each wind direction and for different S values is relatively small. 
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Therefore, in order to simplify calculation S will be taken as: S =1 (Deru and Burns, 
2003), consequently G =  lnሺܵሻ = 0. Thus equation 3-38 can therefore be expressed as: 
 
ܥ௣ᇱ ൌ
ܥ௣
ܥ௣ሺߠ ൌ 0ሻ ൌ ݈݊ ൦
1.248 െ 0.703 sin ߠ2 െ 1.175 sin
ଶ ߠ
൅0.769	 cos ߠ2 ൅ 0.717 cos
ଶ ߠ
2	
൪		ሺ3 െ 39ሻ 
 
 The above relationship was developed for vertical surfaces and walls. Therefore, 
an expression is needed to determine the pressure coefficients for tilted surfaces such as 
gabled roofs. Deru and Burns (2003) proposed, for inclined surfaces, to calculate θ using 
equation 3-40, and to use a normal surface pressure coefficient of 1.0 (rather than 0.8 as 
in ASCE 7 Figure 2-2). 
cos ߠ ൌ sinߚ cosሺߛௌ െ ߰ሻ																																					ሺ3 െ 40ሻ 
Where:  
- β = Surface tilt 
- γs = Surface azimuth (South = 0o , East = - 90o) 
- 3߰  = Wind direction from weather file ( North = 0o, East = 90o) 
Results obtained using this method match published experimental results from Aikens 
(1976) for flat roofs and ASHRAE Handbook of fundamentals data for sloped roofs 
(Deru and Burns, 2003). Therefore this model will be adopted in this methodology for 
use in the case of tilted roofs. 
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Wind Incidence Angle 
 The wind incidence angle will be obtained from DOE-2 location weather data. 
However, in DOE-2, wind angles are reported by sector number. The full 360o is divided 
into 24 sectors of 15o each. Therefore, in order to determine the wind direction, the wind 
incident angle will be taken to be at the middle of the DOE-2 reported sector. Therefore, 
the wind incident angle can be calculated using equation 3-41. 
ߠௗ௘௚ ൌ ሺܹ݁ܽݐ݄݁ݎ	݂݈݅݁	ܵ݁ܿݐ݋ݎ	#ሻሺ15଴ሻ ൅
15଴
2 																												ሺ3 െ 41ሻ 
Wind Speed 
 Wind speed measurements are usually performed in airports or local weather 
stations with an open terrain. The measurements are usually performed at a height of 30 ft 
(~10 m). Buildings, however, exist in various terrains that could differ in roughness from 
a flat terrain, and at heights that could differ from the 30 ft wind speed measurement 
height. In order to determine local wind speeds the power law is used. The recorded mean 
wind speed will be used along with coefficients that account for variation in terrain 
roughness, building height, and measuring station height in order to calculate the local 
wind speed. The general expression of the power law is given in equation 3-42. 
ܸ ൌ ൫ ௓ܸ	௥௘௙൯ ቆ
ܼ
ܼ௥௘௙ቇ
ଵ ఈൗ
																																	ሺ3 െ 42ሻ 
Where: 
- Z= Elevation 
- Zref = Elevation of measuring point 
- VZref = Measured wind speed at Zref 
- V = Wind speed at elevation Z 
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- 1 ߙൗ  = Coefficient corresponding to surface roughness  
Class 3 Sec Gust Speed Mean Hourly Speed 
Description 
 ૚ ࢻൗ  Zg ft(m) ૚ ࢻൗ  Zg ft(m) 
I 1/11.5 700(213)  700(213) Open water body/ocean 
II 1/9.5 900(274) 0.16 900(274) Open terrain, flat terrain with 
isolated obstacles 
III 1/7 1200(366) 0.28 1200(366) Suburban terrains, towns 
IV  1500(457) 0.4 1500(457) Centers of large cities 
 
Table 3-2: Surface Roughness Coefficients (Simu and Miyata, 2006) 
 The general form of the power law can be used to calculate the wind speed at 
different heights for the same location. However, to calculate the wind speed at a location 
different from the wind speed measurement location and at a different height and surface 
roughness, a compound form of the power law will be used. The used expression is given 
by equation 3-43. 
ܸ ൌ ൫ ௓ܸ	ை௣௘௡൯ ቆ ௚ܼ	ை௣௘௡ܼை௣௘௡ ቇ
ଵ ఈ	௢௣௘௡ൗ
ቆ ܼ
௚ܼ
ቇ
ଵ ఈ	ൗ
																				ሺ3 െ 43ሻ 
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Figure 3-8: Hourly Temperature and Wind data available from weather file (DOE-2/eQUEST) 
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Flowchart 3-3: Wind Pressure calculation based on local factors and building characteristics 
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Local Shielding Parameters 
 Local obstructions surrounding a building can actively shield it from the full 
impact of wind. For instance, large adjacent buildings, lines of trees, or such can shield 
the building under consideration consequently reducing the wind pressure incident on it. 
A single row of high-density wind shielding can result in a 60% reduction in infiltration 
airflow when present within four tree heights from a building (Stathopoulos et al., 1994). 
Therefore due to its proven impact, it is essential to take into account the affect of 
shielding in reducing the wind pressure, Pw, on a building and consequently the affect of 
shielding on infiltration airflow rate. Sherman and Modera (1986) developed coefficients 
that can be applied onto Pw to account for shielding effects and accordingly reduced 
infiltration flow rates. Deru and Burns (2003) normalized those coefficients by the 
shielding coefficient of Class I (minimum shielding) for use in situations in which only 
the effects of local shielding are required. In this methodology, these shielding 
coefficients will be used and will be applied onto the wind pressure Pw as shown in 
equation 3-44. 
௪ܲ ൌ
1
2	ߩ௔௜௥	ܥ௣′	ܸ
ଶ																																																											 
௪ܲ	ାௌ௛௜௘௟ௗ௜௡௚ ൌ ሺܵܥሻ ௪ܲ																																							ሺ3 െ 44ሻ 
Where:  
- Pw + Shielding   = Wind pressure with shielding effects taken into account 
- ܵܥ = Normalized shielding coefficient 
- CP’ = Pressure coefficient corrected for wind direction 
- ܸ = Local wind speed corrected using the power law  
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Class ࡿ࡯ Description 
I 1.0 No obstructions or local shielding 
II 0.880 Light local shielding with few obstructions 
III 0.741 Moderate local shielding , some obstructions within 2 house heights 
IV 0.571 Heavy shielding obstructions around most of the perimeter 
V 0.315 Very heavy shielding, large surrounding obstructions within 2 house heights 
 
Table 3-3: Normalized shielding coefficients from Deru and Burns (2003) based on Sherman and Modera (1998) 
 
Infiltration Mass Flow Rate 
 The infiltration flow rate through the building envelope can be represented by and 
orifice equation. The general expression for flow through an orifice is given by equation 
3-45. 
ሶ݉ ൌ ܥ஽ܣ	ඥ2	ߩ	Δܲ																																											ሺ3 െ 45ሻ 
Where:  
- ሶ݉  = Mass flow rate 
- ܣ = Opening Area 
- ρ = Leaking air density  
- ΔP = Total driving pressure 
  Complex leakage through complex holes and small openings has been shown to 
have a slightly different dependence on the pressure difference. Therefore the flow rate is 
expressed in equation 3-46 (Deru and Burns, 2003). 
ሶ݉ ൌ ܥܣ௘	ඥ2	ߩ		ሺΔܲሻ௡																																					ሺ3 െ 46ሻ 
Where:  
- ܥ= Flow Coefficient 
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- ܣ௘ = Approximate leakage Area 
- ρ = Density of infiltrating air  
- n = Flow exponent (0.5<  n < 1) 
In order to calculate the infiltration mass flow rate using equation 3-46, the various 
equation entries must be finalized and determined as shown below: 
Effective leakage area: Material effective leakage area can be obtained from ASHRAE 
Handbook: Table 1 page 25.15. The effective leakage area for various materials has been 
determined in ASHRAE at a pressure difference of 0.016 in of water and a CD value of 1. 
These values have been obtained through a study by Colliver et al.(1992).   
 
Figure 3-9: Effective air leakage are, ASHRAE Handbook Chapter 25 Table 1 (partially) 
For different reference pressures, air flow rates and flow coefficients, the values of 
effective leakage area can be corrected using equations 3-47 from the ASHRAE 
Handbook. 
ܣ௥,ଶ ൌ ܣ௥,ଵ ቆ
ܥ஽,ଵ
ܥ஽,ଶቇ	ቆ
∆ ௥ܲ,ଶ
∆ ௥ܲ,ଵቇ
௡ି଴.ହ
																														ሺ3 െ 47ሻ 
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Where:  
- ܣ௥,ଵ= Air leakage area at reference pressure difference ∆ ௥ܲ,ଵ 
- ܣ௥,ଶ= Air leakage area at reference pressure difference ∆ ௥ܲ,ଶ 
- ܥ஽,ଵ= discharge coefficient used to calculate ܣ௥,ଵ 
- ܥ஽,ଶ= discharge coefficient used to calculate ܣ௥,ଶ 
- n = Flow exponent  
 
Flow Exponent: The flow exponent ranges between 0.5 & 1.0 (0.5 ≤ n ≤ 1). Where 0.5 is 
in the case of turbulent flow and 1.0 is for the case of laminar flow. Diffusive air 
infiltration is characterized by a laminar flow and therefore n = 1 will be adopted in this 
methodology. 
 
Pressure gradient, ΔP: the driving pressure gradient is a combination of the Stack Effect 
and Wind Pressure. Thus ΔP is calculated as follows: 
Δ	ܲ ൌ ௌܲ௧௔௖௞ ൅	 ௐܲ௜௡ௗାௌ௛௜௘௟ௗ௜௡௚ 
Δ	ܲ ൌ ଴ܲ		௜௡ െ	Δ ௌܲ,଴	– ܻᇱ ௌܲ,ு ൅ ሺܵܥሻ ௪ܲ 
Δ	ܲ ൌ ฬ ଴ܲ		௜௡ െ	Δ ௌܲ,଴	– ܻᇱ ௌܲ,ு ൅
1
2ܥ௣
ᇱܸଶฬ																											ሺ3 െ 48ሻ 
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Flowchart 3-4: Mass flow rate calculation and components 
 
  
Evaluate Mass 
Flow Rate :
Fixed rate/percentage: 
Air Changes/hr, ... 
(Currently used in DOE-2)
Case Specific, Account For:
- Temperature
- Building Height
- Material
- Wind velocity
- Wind direction
- Topography
- Building Charateristics, 
Cp Values
OR
Stack Effect
Wind Pressure
( )ne PCAm Δ= ρ2
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Solar Calculation and Shading 
Integrating heat recovery and the interaction between solar radiation, conduction 
and infiltration into building energy simulation requires an evaluation of the intensity of 
solar radiation incident on the building. The incident solar radiation depends on several 
factors including: building location, season, day, time of the day, building orientation, 
cloud cover and others. Both direct normal solar radiation (incident radiation 
perpendicular to receiving space) and diffuse solar radiation (diffuse non-perpendicular 
radiation) must be considered. Shading should also be taken into account. A shade could 
reduce or eliminate the incident solar radiation onto a surface, this should be accounted 
for and therefore shading calculations are to be considered also. The solar and shading 
calculation model is based on the DOE-2 existing calculation model as defined on DOE-2 
Engineers Manual Version 2.1 A (November 1982), along with Threlkand and Jordon 
(1958), Stephenson (1965), and ASHRAE Hanbook of Fundamentals. 
Solar Calculation 
 A brief description of the deployed solar calculation model is provided below. 
Essential to the methodology is, primarily, defining the following fundamental quantities. 
 
Declination Angle (DECLN) 
 The solar declination angle represents the angle formed between the earth’s 
equatorial plane and the earth-sun line. Since the earth axis tilts to a maximum of 23.5o 
and is perpendicular to the equatorial plane, the declination angle ranges between +23.5o 
(June) and -23.5o (December). 
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Solar Equation of Time (EQTIME) 
 The equation of time is a correction term used to calculate the apparent solar time 
from local clock time. It is important to consider the solar equation of time since it takes 
into account the varying perturbations in the earth’s orbit and rotation rate. The equation 
of time is given by equation 3-49 (Duffet-Smith, 1988) and plotted in Figure 3-11 over a 
year span. 
∆ݐ ൌ ሺߤ െ ߴሻ ൅ ሺߣ െ ߙሻݓா 																																								ሺ3 െ 49ሻ 
Where: 
- μ : Sun mean anomaly (relating the position & time of an object in orbit) 
ߤ ൌ ݊ݐ ൌ ඨܩሺܯ௫ ൅݉ሻܽଷ ݐ			ሺܯݑݎݎݕ	&	ܦ݁ݎ݉݋ݐݐ, 1999ሻ		ሺ3 െ 50ሻ 
   Where:  
   - n = mean motion (measure of angular orbiting speed) 
   - a = length of orbit’s semi-major axis 
   - Mx & m = mass of orbiting objects 
   - G = Gravitational constant  
  ∴ For the sun: 
ߤ ൌ 	 360365.242191݀ௗ௔௬			ሺܦݑ݂݂݁ݐ െ ݏ݉݅ݐ݄, 1988ሻ											ሺ3 െ 51ሻ 
- ߴ = Sun’s true anomaly (defines angular position of a mass in orbit) 
- λ = Angle from vernal equinox to the sun in the elliptical plane 
- α = Angle from vernal equinox to the sun in equatorial plane 
- wE = Earth’s axial rotation rate: 1 rev/day = 0.001389 π/min 
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Chart 3-2: Plot of solar equation of time, minute correction by day of the year 
Solar Constant (SOLCON) 
 The solar constant represents the intensity of solar radiation falling on a surface at 
the top of the atmosphere normal to the sun rays. It is obtained from a curve fit of 
measured solar data. 
Atmospheric Excitation Coefficient (ATMEXT) 
 This coefficient corrects for the reduction of solar energy by the atmosphere. 
ATMEXT is also obtained from curve fitting of measured data (as in Threlkland and 
Jordan (1958) and Stephenson (1985)). 
Sky Diffuse Factor (SKYDIFF) 
The sky diffuse factor is obtained from curve fitting of measured experimental data (as in 
Threlkland and Jordan (1958) and Stephenson (1985)) and allows the calculation of 
diffuse radiation obtained from normal solar radiation. 
 
Monthly values of the above listed entities are shown in Table 3-4 (ASHRAE, 1977). The 
listed values are for the 21st day of each month. 
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 DECLN 
(deg) 
EQTIME 
(hrs) SOLCON ATMEXT SKYDFF 
January - 20.00 - 0.19 390 0.142 0.058 
February - 1.08 - 0.23 385 0.144 0.060 
March 0.0 - 0.123 376 0.156 0.071 
April 11.6 0.020 360 0.180 0.097 
May 20.0 0.060 350 0.196 0.121 
June 23.45 - 0.025 345 0.205 0.134 
July 20.6 - 0.103 344 0.207 0.136 
August 12.3 - 0.051 351 0.201 0.122 
September 0.0 0.113 365 0.174 0.042 
October - 10.5 0.255 378 0.160 0.073 
November - 19.8 0.235 387 0.149 0.063 
December - 23.45 0.033 391 0.142 0.057 
 
Table 3-4: ASHRAE 1977 Handbook of Fundamentals 
 For ease of use in software, these five quantities have been expressed in a 
truncated Fourier series equation (equation 3-52). 
tanሺܦܥܮܰሻ
ܧܳܶܫܯܧ
ܱܵܮܥܱܰ
ܣܶܯܧܺܶ
ܵܭܻܦܨܨ ۙ
ۖ
ۘ
ۖ
ۗ
ൌ ܣ଴ ൅ ܣଵ cosሺݓሻ ൅ ܣଶ cosሺ2ݓሻ ൅ ܣଷ cosሺ3ݓሻ																														 
൅ܤଵ sinሺݓሻ ൅ ܤଶ sinሺ2ݓሻ ൅ ܤଷ sinሺ3ݓሻ							ሺ3 െ 52ሻ 
Where: 
 -  ݓ ൌ ଶగଷ଺଺ ሺܦ݋ݕሻ 
 -  Doy = Day of the year 
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 Ao A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 
Tan 
(DECLN) - 0.00527 -0.4001 -0.003996 -0.00424 0.0672 0.0 0.0 
EQTIME 0.696 x 10-4 0.007006 -0.0533 -0.00157 -0.122 -0.156 -0.00556 
SOLCON 368.44 24.52 -1.14 -1.09 0.58 -0.18 0.28 
ATMEXT 0.1717 0.0344 0.0032 0.0024 -0.0043 0.0 -0.0008 
SKYDFF 0.0905 -0.0410 0.0073 0.0015 -0.0034 0.0004 -0.0006 
 
Table 3-5: Fourier series equation constants 
 Using the 5 quantities discussed above, the solar calculations are performed using 
the following major steps (Method deployed by DOE-2). 
1. Determine the sunrise hour angle (GUNDOG)  
ܩܷܰܦܱܩ ൌ cosିଵሾെ tanሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻݔ tanሺܦܧܥܮܰሻሿ 
ሺ݄ݎ	݈ܽ݊݃݁	݋݂	ݏݑ݊ݎ݅ݏ݁ሻ ൌ cosିଵሾെ tanሺ݈ܽݐ݅ݐݑ݀݁ሻݔ	 tanሺܦ݈݁ܿ݅݊ܽݐ݅݋݊ሻሿ			 	ሺ3 െ 53ሻ 
Where:  
- DECLN = Solar declination angle 
- STALAT = Latitude 
2. For each hour of the day : Calculate Hour Angle (HORANG) 
ܪܱܴܣܰܩ ൌ	ቆ2ߨሺݎ݀ሻ24	ሺ݄ݎሻቇ ൬ܫܪܴ െ 12 ൅ ܫܶܫܯܼ ൅ ܧܳܶܫܯܧ െ
1
2൰ െ ܵܶܣܮܱܰ				ሺ3 െ 54ሻ 
ൌ		 ቆ2ߨሺݎ݀ሻ24	ሺ݄ݎሻቇ ൤ሺ݄ݎ	݋݂	݀ܽݕ െ 12ሻ ൅ ሺݐ݅݉݅݊݃	ݖ݋݊݁ሻ ൅ ሺ݁ݍݐ݊	݋݂	ݐ݅݉݁ሻ െ
1
2൨
െ ܮ݋݊݃݅ݐݑ݀݁ 
Note: Subtracting (1/2) is because all calculations are performed at the middle of the 
hourly interval. 
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Figure 3-10: Daily Solar Geometry (DOE-2 Engineers Manual, 1982) 
 
3. Determine if sun is up or down for the current hour 
- Find the boundary of current interval nearest to noon (= TEST) 
ܫ݂	ܫܪܴ ൏ 12, ܶܧܵܶ ൌ ܪܱܴܣܰܩ ൅ 2ߨ	ݎܽ݀/݀ܽݕ48	݄݈݂ܽ	݄ݎݏ/݀ܽݕ
ܫ݂	ܫܪܴ ൐ 12, ܶܧܵܶ ൌ ܪܱܴܣܰܩ െ 2ߨ	ݎܽ݀/݀ܽݕ48	݄݈݂ܽ	݄ݎݏ/݀ܽݕۙۖ
ۘ
ۖۗ
														ሺ3 െ 55ሻ 
Where:  IHR = Hour of the day 
- If |ܶܧܵܶ| ൐ |ܩܷܰܦܱܩ| 		⇒ 		ܵݑ݊	݅ݏ	݀݋ݓ݊	݂݋ݎ	ݐ݄݁	݁݊ݐ݅ݎ݁	݄݋ݑݎ 
ܫ݂	|ܤ݋ݑ݊݀ܽݎݕ	݋݂	ܿݑݎݎ݁݊ݐ	݅݊ݐ݁ݎݒ݈ܽ| ൐ |ܵݑ݊ݎ݅ݏ݁ ܵݑ݊ݏ݁ݐ⁄ 	݄݋ݑݎ	݈ܽ݊݃݁	|			 
																																																																						⇒ 		ܵݑ݊	݅ݏ	݀݋ݓ݊	݂݋ݎ	ݐ݄݁	݁݊ݐ݅ݎ݁	݄݋ݑݎ  
 
4. Determine if the sun is up fully or partially for current hour 
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- Find the difference between the hour angle and the boundary of the current interval: 
ܦܫܨܨ ൌ 	 |ܩܷܰܦܱܩ| െ |ܶܧܵܶ|																																						ሺ3 െ 56ሻ 
ሺܦ݂݂݅݁ݎ݁݊ܿ݁ሻ ൌ ሺܵݑ݊ݎ݅ݏ݁ ܵݑ݊ݏ݁ݐ	⁄ ݄݋ݑݎ	݈ܽ݊݃݁ሻ																																			 
െ	ሺܫ݊ݐ݁ݎݒ݈ܽ	ܾ݋ݑ݊݀ܽݎݕ	݈ܿ݋ݏ݁ݏݐ	ݐ݋	݊݋݋݊ሻ 
- If 0 ൏ ܦܫܨܨ ൏ ଶగ	௥ௗ/ௗ௔௬ଶସ	௛௥௦/ௗ௔௬ ൌ 0.2618	 ⇒ Sunrise/Sunset in current interval 
∴ ܨݎܽܿݐ݅݋݊	݋݂	ݏݑ݊	ݑ݌	ሺܨܷܷܵܰܲሻ = 
	൞
	ܨܷܷܵܰܲ ൌ 1																				݂݅	ݏݑ݊	݅ݏ	݂ݑ݈݈ݕ	ݑ݌					
ܨܷܷܵܰܲ ൌ 24	ሺ݄ݎݏሻ2ߨ	ሺݎ݀ሻ 	ܦܫܨܨ			݂݅	ܵݑ݊ݏ݁ݐ/ܵݑ݊ݎ݅ݏ݁
						ሺ3 െ 57ሻ 
5. Determine the Solar Direction Cosines  
Three solar direction cosines define the position of the building with respect to the sun 
and sun rays. They are defined as RAYCOS (1), RAYCOS(2) and RAYCOS(3), in 
equations 3-58, 3-59, and 3-60.   
ܴܣܻܥܱܵሺ1ሻ ൌ 	 ሾcosሺܪܱܴܣܰܩሻ cosሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ sinሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻ 			
െ sinሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ cosሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻሿ sinሺܤܣܼܫܯሻ					 
െsinሺܪܱܴܣܰܩሻ cosሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ cosሺܤܣܼܫܯሻ					ሺ3 െ 58ሻ 
 
ܴܣܻܥܱܵሺ2ሻ ൌ 	 ሾcosሺܪܱܴܣܰܩሻ cosሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ sinሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻ 			
െ sinሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ cosሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻሿ cosሺܤܣܼܫܯሻ 					 
െsinሺܪܱܴܣܰܩሻ cosሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ sinሺܤܣܼܫܯሻ					ሺ3 െ 59ሻ 
                     
ܴܣܻܥܱܵሺ3ሻ ൌ 	 sinሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻ sinሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ 
൅	cosሺܵܶܣܮܣܶሻ cosሺܪܱܴܣܰܩሻ cosሺܦܧܥܮܰሻ 		 ሺ3 െ 60ሻ 
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Where : BAZIM = Building Azimuth angle measured from the north. 
 
6. Determine solar data 
Solar data are usually included in weather files. However, if not available in the 
weather file, the solar data are determined using the 5 previously discussed quantities; 
primarily the Solar constant (SOLCON), Atmospheric extinction (ATMEXT) and Sky 
diffusion (SKYDFF) factors. Both direct (RDN) and Diffuse (BSUN) solar radiations can 
now be determined. RDN and BSUN are defined in equations 3-61 and 3-62. 
ܴܦܰ ൌ ܱܵܮܥܱܰ	ݔ	ܥܮܴܰܧܵ	ݔ	݁ି
ಲ೅ಾಶ೉೅
ೃಲೊ೎೚ೞሺయሻ																				ሺ3 െ 61ሻ  
 
ܤܷܵܰ ൌ ቀ ௌ௄௒஽ிி஼௅ோோௌమቁ ܴܦܰ																																			ሺ3 െ 62ሻ  
Where : CLRNES = Clearness number. The atmospheric clearness number reflects the 
attenuation of solar radiation by the atmospheric conditions. Twelve local 
monthly clearness numbers are available. The clearness numbers are usually 
included in the weather file. However when not included/appropriate, twelve 
(monthly) ASHRAE defined numbers can be used for each locality. 
 
If Cloudy Conditions 
7. Determine Cloud Cover 
Cloud cover presence reduces the incident solar energy intensity. Therefore on cloudy 
days a correction factor is defined to account for this reduction. The cloud cover 
correction factor (CLDCOV) is obtained by an empirical function of the third order and 
as a function of the clouds amount present (defined between 1 and 10) 
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8. Determine Normal and Diffuse Radiation (Cloudy condition) 
With all the necessary factors established, the amount of direct and diffuse solar 
radiation is determined. Taken into account are the cloud cover, atmosphere clearness, 
hour of the day, location and direction of the building and all the other discussed factors. 
The amounts of incident direct and diffuse solar radiation are therefore defined by 
equations 3-63, 3-64 and 3-65. 
Total Solar Radiation:  SOLRAD (considering possible cloud cover) 
ܱܵܮܴܣܦ ൌ	 ሾܴܦܰ	ݔ	ܴܣܻܥܱܵሺ3ሻ ൅ 	ܤܷܵܰሿܥܮܦܥܱܸ	ݔ	ܨܷܵܰܲ				ሺ3 െ 63ሻ 
Direct Normal Solar Radiation:  RDNCC (considering possible cloud cover) 
ܴܦܰܥܥ ൌ ܴܦܰ൫1 െ ܥܮܦܣܯܶ 10ൗ ൯	ݔ	ܨܷܷܵܰܲ															ሺ3 െ 64ሻ  
 
Diffuse Solar Radiation:  BSCC (considering possible cloud cover) 
ܤܵܥܥ ൌ ܱܵܮܴܣܦ െ	ሾܴܦܰܥܥ	ݔ	ܴܣܻܥܱܵ	ሺ3ሻሿ															ሺ3 െ 65ሻ  
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Shading Calculation 
 Adjacent buildings, overhanging structures, and other miscellaneous objects and 
structures present in the vicinity of the building under study cast shadows onto it. These 
shadows affect the intensity of solar radiation incident on various parts of a building. It is 
therefore essential to perform shading calculations and account for the shading effect of 
surrounding sun obstructions. Presented below is a general description of the shading 
calculation method. This method is also utilized by DOE-2 and presented in the DOE-2 
Engineers Manual (1982). 
Shading Polygons 
 In the shading calculations three major polygons are defined. Those polygons are 
the Shading Polygon (SP), Receiving Polygon (RP), and Shadow Polygon. The surface 
on which the shadows fall is denoted as the receiving polygon, the surface casting the 
shadow is defined as the shading polygon, and the shape of the shadow falling on the 
receiving polygon is defined as the shadow polygon (Figure 3-13).  
 
Figure 3-11: Shading calculations related polygons 
Receiving Polygon (RP) 
Shading Polygon (SP) 
Shadow Polygon  
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 The shading calculations for each receiving surface area are performed 24 times a 
day (once for each hour) for 1 day of each month. The underlying assumption is that 
there is no major variation in the shading properties of a single hour over a period of 1 
month. 
Shading Calculation Description 
 The intensity of light falling on the RP polygon (depending on the SP polygon 
transmittance) is expressed as a function݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ. As a result, the total amount of solar 
light incident on the RP polygon is defined by equation 3-66. 
ܮ݄݅݃ݐ	ܣ݉݋ݑ݊ݐ ൌ 	ඵ݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ ݀ݔ ݀ݕ																															ሺ3 െ 66ሻ 
However, considering that for an individual shade the intensity ݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ is constant, then 
the mount of incident light can be defined in equation 3-66. 
ܮ݄݅݃ݐ	ܣ݉݋ݑ݊ݐ ൌ 	݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ	ݔ	ܣݎ݁ܽ	݋݂	݄ܵܽ݀݋ݓ	ܲ݋݈ݕ݃݋݊														ሺ3 െ 67ሻ 
 In order to determine the shadow polygon area the following procedures are 
followed: 
1. The receiving polygon is divided into a large number of bars/strips. 
2. The points of intersection of the shadow polygon with the midlines of each strip 
are saved, thus defining the contour of the shadow polygon. As a result, the 
shadow polygon is transformed into a set of rectangular strips as shown in Figure 
3-14. 
 
Therefore, the incident sunlight intensity is equal to the product of the constant ݂ሺݔ, ݕሻ by 
the area of the covered portion of each rectangular strip. 
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Figure 3-12: Shading calculation strips 
 
 Similar to the solar calculation, the position of the sun is checked (using the sun 
cosine angles defined previously) to verify that the sun is up, the location of sun, and the 
capability of the SP polygon to cast a shadow on the RP polygon. The SP polygon is then 
projected on to the RP polygon based on the sun position as defined by the sun cosine 
angles RAYCOS (1), RAYCOS(2), and RAYCOS(3). Also, any portions of the shading 
polygon dipping below the RP polygon are clipped off; since these part of the SP polygon 
cannot cast a shade on the RP polygon. 
  
Rectangular 
Strip 
Strip 
Middle-line
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CFD Modeling of Cracks and Airflow Paths 
 Air flows across the building envelope through a multitude of cracks and flow 
paths. These air leakage paths fall into 2 categories in terms of location. Air leakage paths 
can either be within the plane of a face/wall or at interfaces/joints. Examples of interfaces 
include wall-wall (corners), wall to ceiling, wall to floor, and others. Existing models of 
air flow through the building envelope have mostly had either a generalized 
representative area utilized in calculations of infiltration. On the other hand, CFD models 
of infiltration are few and have solely modeled a small 2-D section of a building envelope 
(wall) with a clearly defined single airflow path as shown in Figures 3-15 below. 
Examples Include Chebil et. Al (2003) and Boussa et. Al(2001). In generalized non-
building envelope related fluid flow through cracks simulations researchers have modeled 
cracks by inducing them in a model using an applied structural load rather than 
predefining the flow path’s properties An example is shown in Figure 3-16 below. This 
technique is mostly used in nuclear leakage safety research as in Danko and Bahrami 
(2004). 
  
Figure 3-13: Sample 2-D Infiltration CFD Models 
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Figure 3-14: Sample 2-D Infiltration CFD Models With Loading Induced Cracks 
 
 In this research a full 3D representative building envelope will be modeled. 
Therefore, it is essential to identify all possible shapes and locations of air leakage paths 
for use in building the CFD model. Using a combination of data from available literature, 
the AIVC (Air Infiltration & Ventilation Center), and ASHRAE it is possible to identify 
the most common crack shapes in building envelopes and their corresponding path 
dimensions. The following sections provide an insight into this process and the 
corresponding resulting 3-D building envelope models. 
Air Leakage Cracks & Paths 
  Emulating building cracks and air leakage paths entails 3 main stages: 
1. Quantification of the amount of cracks existing in building envelopes within a 
representative area or span 
2. Identification of possible shapes of cracks/flow paths 
3. Identification of the dimensions/dimensional ratios of these flow paths in both: 
a. Plain of a wall (Face) 
b. At envelope joints, interfaces, and corners 
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It is import to note that the data determined should be a realistic representation and 
applicable to the construction methods and materials being used whether brick, concrete, 
wood or other. 
For each type of crack, the data adopted was obtained through a cross matching of at least 
2 different sources. Flowchart 3-5 provides a representation of this process. 
Literature ASHRAE AIVC
- Hopkins & Hansford, 1974
- Liu & Nazaroff, 2001
- Liu, 2002
Effective Air 
Leakage Areas
(F26.15 Table 1)
- Orme, Liddament, & Wilson, 1998
- Orme, 1994
Leakage through
Walls
Leakage at
Joints/Corners
Crack 
Data
Crack 
Data
 
Flowchart 3-5: Crack Properties Determination Process 
Equations Utilized 
 In some situations crack dimensional properties are not readily presented but 
rather back calculated from airflow rates and noted flow coefficient values. The situation 
is as such in the available AIVC databases. Consequently, Equations 3–68 through 3-71 
shown below are utilized for calculating equivalent leakage areas (ELA) from the data 
provided. 
ܳ ൌ 	ܥ	ሺ∆	ܲሻ	௡																																													ሺ3 െ 68ሻ 
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ܧܮܣସ ൌ 	ܥ	4௡ି଴.ହට
ߩ௔௜௥
2 																																			ሺ3 െ 69ሻ 
ܧܮܣସ ൌ 	ܳସ	ට
ߩ௔௜௥
8 																																												ሺ3 െ 70ሻ 
݀௖௥௔௖௞ ൌ 		ඨ
4	ܧܮܣ
ߨ 																																												ሺ3 െ 70ሻ 
Where : ܳ ൌ ܣ݅ݎ	ܨ݈݋ݓ	ݎܽݐ݁	ሺ݉ଷ/ܵ݁ܿሻ 
ܥ ൌ ܨ݈݋ݓ	ܥ݋݂݂݁݅ܿ݅݁݊ݐ	ሺ݉ଷ/ܵ݁ܿ. ܲܽ௡ሻ 
ܧܮܣସ ൌ ܧݍݑ݅ݒ݈ܽ݁݊ݐ	ܮ݁ܽ݇ܽ݃݁	ܣݎ݁ܽ	ܽݐ	4	ܲܽ	ሺ0.016	݅݊	ݓܽݐ݁ݎሻ 
݊ ൌ ܨ݈݋ݓ	ܥ݋݂݂݁݅ܿ݅݁݊ݐ 
ߩ ൌ ܣ݅ݎ	ܦ݁݊ݏ݅ݐݕ	ሺܭ݃/݉ଷሻ 
 
Cracking in Walls 
Existing Literature  
 A through literature review performed in search for air leakage cracks 
dimensional characteristics. In most literature, air leakage is presented using an overall 
estimated leakage area for the building envelope rather than crack specific dimensions. 
Few sources provided dimensional characteristics for cracks in the plain of a wall; 
primarily Hopkins & Hansford (1974), Liu & Nazaroff (2001), and Liu (2002). The 
results shown in Figures 3-17 and 3-18 below are obtained from Hopkins & Hansford and 
have been cross matched and verified versus crack properties indicated in other literature 
as shown in flowchart 3-5. Two predominant crack shapes are observed to be reported in 
literature, straight cracks (Figure 3 – 17) and Angled Cracks (Figure 3-18). Therefore, 
these two shapes of cracks will be adopted in the following simulations. 
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 A (mm) d (mm) 
1 25 
1, 3, 5, 8 
mm 
2 19 
3 50 
4 6 
Figure 3-15: Crack Shape and Dimensions 
 
 
      mm A B C d 
1 20 29 24 3.5 
2 25 29 32 5 
Figure 3-16: Crack Shape and Dimensions 
ASHRAE  
 In ASHRAE Fundamentals (2001) Chapter 26 Table 1 “Effective Air Leakage 
Area (Low Rise Applications only) “provides leakage areas for common construction 
material and building components. The data is provided as per a unit length or a unit area 
of the corresponding material/component. Backward calculations using equation 3-71 
allow obtaining a crack dimension. An example of the data provided in ASHRAE is 
 A d 
 A 
d  C 
 B 
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shown in Table 3-6 below. A representative crack dimension/ft2 of a sample material can 
be calculated using the data provided in ASHRAE. 
 Unit Best Estimate Minimum 
Estimate 
Maximum 
Estimate 
Cast-in-Place Concrete in2/ft2 0.007 0.007 0.026 
Precast Concrete in2/ft2 0.017 0.004 0.024 
 
Table 3-6: Sample ASHRAE Material leakage Data 
In-Wall Leakage Path Crack Dimensions 
 The simulated test case will utilize brick cavity walls.  The choice of this type of 
construction is dependent on the chosen geographical location of the building envelope to 
be simulated. The choice of location and building material will be discussed in following 
section in this Chapter. Using data discussed in the 2 previous sections calculations for 
crack diameter characteristics are performed and summarized in Table 3-7 below. By 
matching the results obtained from literature sources versus ASHRAE data the 
representative crack diameter for in-plain brick cavity wall is taken as 5 mm for every ft2 
of the wall surface. The length of the crack, both for straight and angled cracks, depends 
on the thickness of the wall. Proportions for crack span lengths presented in literature for 
angled cracks will be observed in dimensioning crack span length in the CFD test case. 
ASHRAE (in2/ft2) Literature 
Best Estimate Max Estimate Use Straight Crack d = 5 mm 
0.0098 0.033 0.033 Angled Crack d = 5 mm 
                 ⇒ d = 5.12 mm (0.205 in2)   
Comparing Results from Both Sources ⇒ use crack diameter d = 5 mm 
 
Table 3-7: In-Plain Crack Diameter for Brick Cavity Wall 
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Leakage Path Dimensions at Joints and Interfaces 
 As previously discussed, tabulated data from ASHRAE data and AIVC databases 
are used to determine the dimensions of leakage paths at corners and Interfaces (i.e. wall-
ceiling). A summary of the calculations and cross verification between the 2 sources is 
shown in Table 3-8 below.  
 AIVC ASHRAE (in2/ft2) 
 C m3/Sec.Pan n Soleplate, Floor/wall, uncaulked 0.53 0.6
ELA 0.22 in2/ft2 0.26 in2/lfc  1* 
Gap (mm) 0.5 mm (0.019 in) 0.25 mm (0.01 in)  2* 
Comparing Results from Both Sources ⇒ use Gap at corner/interface = 0.5 mm 
1*:  lfc = Linear Foot of Crack 
2*:  Gap = 0.25 mm per single crack however multiple cracks can exist on a corner/interface.  
 
The ASHRAE result is per linear foot of crack (lfc). However, in a building multiple 
cracks exist usually at an interface. Assuming 2 cracks exist per corner/interface, the 
result from ASHRAE will match that of AIVC. Consequently the crack opening 
dimension (gap) at corners and interfaces is taken to be: 
Wall-Wall / Wall – Ceiling: Gap = 0.5 mm 
Notes: 
1. At floor – wall interface the leakage gap opening is considered to be negligible. The 
bearing weight of the wall helps keep crack opening at the floor – wall interface 
negligible. 
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2. The floor and ceiling are considered (in the current simulations) to be of material with 
minimal leakage properties. Emphasis is given to the leakage through cracks within 
the wall plain and at interfaces. 
3. One (1) crack per wall is provided to account for leakage area resulting from an 
electrical outlet. According to the adopted building code at the chosen location of the 
test case geometry the electrical outlet should be no less than 12 inches from the 
top/bottom of the wall. According to ASHRAE, the estimated equivalent leakage area 
for an electrical outlet is 0.3 in2 each. Consequently, the diameter of the cracks 
representing leakage through electrical outlets is 15.5 mm (0.61 inches) each.   
 
 Crack Diameter / Gap Opening (mm) 
In-wall  d = 5.12 mm 
Wall – Wall (Corner) Gap = 0.5 mm 
Wall – Ceiling Gap = 0.5 mm 
Wall - Floor Gap = 0 mm 
Electrical Outlet d = 15.5 mm 
 
Table 3-8: Summary of Adopted Crack and Gap Dimensions 
 
Simulated Test Case: Location, Properties & Others 
 A sample location and construction method/material are selected for the building 
envelope to be simulated. The construction material, location and other properties of the 
building envelope should be emulated in both eQUEST and the ANSYS CFD simulation. 
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The selection of the building envelope geographic location and construction 
characteristics is done with consideration to the following: 
1. Highlight Infiltration 
The selected building location should be as to provide ambient conditions that 
highlight infiltration. This is specifically in terms of weather and temperature 
conditions at the selected location. For example, selecting a location in a cold weather 
region provides conditions that promote infiltration as discussed in previous sections. 
2. Highlight Heat Recovery 
In addition to selecting a location with convenient weather conditions that highlight 
infiltration, the selected location should be characterized by building construction 
methods and materials that promote heat recovery 
3. Hourly Data Availability 
Essential to both the ANSYS and eQUEST simulations is the availability of hourly 
weather data. Therefore, the chosen location should have an hourly weather file 
available containing all necessary hourly data. 
4. Agreement with Published Statistical Data 
Statistical averaged infiltration rate maps are available for the United States. The 
maps depict the variation in the severity of air infiltration across building envelops by 
county. The choice of a sample location for simulation should agree with published 
maps in terms of statistically recorded infiltration levels. The chosen location should 
be in a county with typically high recorded infiltration rates. 
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Model Location 
The selected test case location is the City of Fargo, North Dakota. The location agrees 
with the up stated location guidelines. Provided below are detailed information of the 
location of choice. 
- Location: Hector International Airport area, Fargo, North Dakota (Figure 3 –19). 
Weather Station is located on site.  
- Location matches published statistical infiltration data as shown in Figure 3 – 20 
below (Sherman and McWilliams, 2007). 
- Latitude : 46o, 52’, 38” ; Longitude: 96o, 47’, 22” 
- Weather: Long, cold, windy & snowy winters 
- Season Chosen : Heating season 
- Simulation Duration: 1 month, January. General weather conditions for January 
are shown in Table 3 – 9. 
Month Jan Feb 
Record high °F (°C) 54 (12.2) 66 (18.9) 
Average high °F (°C) 15.9 (-18.9) 22.8 (-5.1) 
Average low °F (°C) -2.3 (-19.1) 5.4 (-14.8) 
Record low °F (°C) -48 (-44) −47 (-44) 
Sunshine hours 140 155 
-  
Table 3-9: Averaged Weather Conditions for Fargo Over the Simulation Span Time Period 
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Figure 3-17: Chosen Location of Building Envelope, Vicinity of Fargo Intl, Fargo, North Dakota 
 
Figure 3-18: Air Leakage By County (Sherman and McWilliams, 2007) 
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Model Material and Construction Method 
The material and construction selected for the simulated test case resemble the 
construction methods and materials observed in the selected location. Following are the 
construction details of the model: 
- Material: Brick and Concrete 
- Walls : Running Board, Brick Cavity Walls 
- Wall Dimensions: 6ft x 6 ft each 
- Crack Shapes:  
- Wall Plain : Straight cracks & Angled Cracks 
- Joints/Interfaces : Open Gap (All-through Crack) 
- Metal Ties : No Metal Ties 
Following adopted construction codes the total number of required metal ties for a 
6ftx6ft wall are 2 ties per wall.  Therefore it is elected to ignore the metal ties in the 
construction of the envelope walls. Calculation Details are shown below: 
Horizontal Ties:  
Building Code: Ties placed horizontally at 3 ft intervals → 1 Line of Ties / 6 ft wide 
wall. 
Vertical Ties:  
Building Code: Ties placed horizontally at 2 ft intervals → 2 Line of Ties / 6 ft Tall 
wall. 
Therefore: Total = 2 Ties/ Whole 6ft x 6ft wall → Ignore 
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CFD Model 
Model Construction 
 The 3D Building Envelope was built following the guidelines of the calculated 
crack diameter. That is in terms of diameter of cracking per foot squared. Therefore, 
individual 1 ft x 1 ft x 10 in basic building blocks were modeled each with built-in crack 
with a diameter corresponding to one of the calculated cracking diameters. This resulted 
in 4 types of 1 ft x 1 ft x 10 in Basic Building Blocks: 
- Block with a straight through crack 
- Block with an angled crack 
- Block with a straight through crack + Electrical outlet/inlet crack 
- Block with an angled crack + Electrical outlet/ inlet crack 
 
Figure 3-19: Basic Block with Angled Crack and 
Electrical Inlet Crack 
 
Figure 3-20: Basic Block with Angled Crack and 
Electrical Outlet Crack 
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The individual basic building blocks were used to assemble the 3 required wall types to 
be simulated: 
- Wall with Straight Cracks 
- Walls with Angled Cracks 
- Wall with mixed alternating straight Cracks and angled Cracks. 
An example assembled wall consisting of mixed cracks (angled cracks + straight cracks) 
is shown in Figure 3-23. Individual blocks are then merged to create a uniform wall and 
then a cavity is introduced inside the wall to create the desired representative brick cavity 
wall. An example is shown in Figure 3 – 24. The resulting individual walls can then be 
used to assemble the 3 required CAD geometries for the CFD simulation: 
- 3D Envelope with Straight Cracks 
- 3D Envelope with Angled Cracks 
- 3D Envelope with mixed alternating straight Cracks and angled Cracks. 
 The combined effects of conduction, solar radiation and infiltration significantly 
impact the energy load due to infiltration. Once this interaction the actual energy load due 
to infiltration deviates from that determined using the classical method of calculating 
infiltration energy load as merely a product of the inside/outside enthalpy difference by 
the specific heat of the infiltrating air. In this methodology an existing model that 
considers this interaction is built upon and further developed to calculate the energy load 
due to infiltration. The obtained model is then applied onto eQUEST/DOE-2 building 
energy simulation software. Though the developed model would be easily applicable to 
any other hourly building energy simulation software, these software packages were 
chosen due to their widespread use and their status as an industry standard. 
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Figure 3-21: A Mixed Crack Wall Created by Assembling 36 of the Basic Building Blocks 
 
Figure 3-22: A Resulting Representative Concrete Cavity Wall 
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Figure 3-23: Wall Section Showing Internal Cavity 
and In-plain Cracks 
 
Figure 3-24: Close-up Showing Corner/Joint Cracks 
 
 
Figure 3-25: An X-ray of A Resulting 3D Model Geometry Showing All In-plain and Joint Cracks 
Inside Cavity
In-plain Crack 
Corner Crack
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The majority of building energy simulation software utilize a form of the classical 
method or some other crude method for calculating the energy loads due to infiltration; 
despite acknowledging its considerable effect on building energy demand. With the wide 
spread use of building energy simulation software and the major impact that infiltration 
can have on the energy loads in a building; it is essential to develop such a model that 
represents the true physics of the problem and more accurately represents the energy 
loads on a building due to infiltration. Once the Infiltration energy load is calculated for a 
demonstrative structure using eQUEST/DOE-2 “+” the model developed applied upon, 
the simulation results will be compared to those obtained using a finite element CFD 
analysis of the same structure. Based on the comparison results with the finite element 
analysis, the developed model’s accuracy will be established and consequently any 
necessary modifications to improve its accuracy will be determined. 
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Chapter 4  
Modeling and Simulation 
 The methodology and modeling methods discussed in Chapter 3 were utilized and 
followed in the building and simulation of all models. This includes the DOE-2/eQUEST 
analyses, CFD hygrothermal simulations, and the developed Enhanced Model.  In this 
Chapter we present an overview of the modeling and simulation process of each of the 
aforementioned model types. 
Hygrothermal Multiphysics CFD Analysis 
Model Meshing  
A good quality mesh is essential for obtaining a good solution and avoiding simulation 
errors. A mesh with poor element quality, high levels of element skewness, low 
orthogonality, and other issues adversely affects the accuracy and stability of the 
numerical solution. 
 In meshing the CFD infiltration models it is essential to pay close attention to 
additional critical factors beside the regular general mesh quality considerations. 
Particularly important are the following: 
- Element size: particularly within in-wall cracks and joint cracks in order to insure 
the meshing of all airflow paths. 
- Proper contact between fluid in cracks and inner domain fluid 
- Contact between fluid in corner joints and inner domain fluid 
- Contact between fluid in ceiling joint cracks and inner domain fluid 
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- Proper mesh attachment between the mesh of fluid in cracks and the mesh of fluid 
in joint/corner cracks where applicable (the first 1 foot on each side of the two 7”-
8” walls). 
- Proper tessellation of the mesh to avoid having a missing mesh or mesh gaps in 
thin sections. This is most critical in corner and ceiling joints. 
 
Figure 4-1: Sample Full Model and Domain Mesh 
 Assembly meshing is utilized in meshing the CFD models. Assembly meshing 
allows considering the meshing of the entire model as a single process rather than 
meshing each model by parts. This is particularly important due to the complex crack 
shapes and overlapping face geometries that exist in the infiltration models. Assembly 
meshing thus allows creating a good quality conformal mesh in this situation. The 
assembly meshing method utilized is CutCell meshing available in Ansys Fluent. 
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Figure 4-2: Sample Full Model Mesh 
 
Figure 4-3: Meshing of Minute Airflow Cracks 
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CutCell meshing is a Cartesian meshing method that performs patch independent 
volume meshing and utilizes advanced size functions (Ansys 14.0 Help, 2011). 
Furthermore, the advanced features included along with the CutCell meshing method 
allow addressing the major meshing concerns stated earlier. In particular, through 
applying advanced sizing functions on both edges and at proximity & curvature. Thin 
sections and contacts were also defined and tessellation was utilized to insure mesh 
continuity in thin sections. Figures 4-1 thru Figure 4-5 highlight the mesh quality and the 
achieved connections and tessellations at points of interest common throughout each of 
the CFD models. 
 
Figure 4-4: Tessellation of Thin Sections and Proper Mesh Attachment (contact) Between Fluid Outside the 
Envelope (1), Infiltrating Through Cracks (2), Inside Wall Cavity (3), In Corner Joints (4), and In Inner 
Domain(5) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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Figure 4-5: Meshing of Cavity Brick Walls, Proper Contact Between Solid & Fluid Meshes, and Close Up on a 
Sample Leakage Crack Mesh 
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CFD Analysis Fundamentals 
The computational fluid dynamics multiphysics hygrothermal simulation of 
building air infiltration incorporates wind flow (and pressure), heat transfer, solar 
tracking (and irradiation), and site-dependent variable weather conditions and factors. 
The following sections discuss the main factors above as reflected and applied in each of 
the CFD simulations. 
The transient simulation is of time steps of 1 hour (3600 seconds) and spans to 
744 time steps. This is equivalent to 1 month of real time. The time step span and 
simulation duration are taken as such to be consistent with the DOE-2/eQUEST and the 
Enhanced Model simulations. Similarly are the location, weather properties, and other 
factors.   
Energy 
The underlying equation of the multiphysics CFD simulation is the energy 
equation shown in equation 4-1. The energy equation allows considering the effect all of 
the following heat phenomena: 
- Convection in fluid 
- Conduction in solids 
- Thermal radiation 
- External heat gains 
ߜሺߩܧሻ
ߜݐ 		൅ 		׏. ሾߥԦሺߩܧ ൅ ܲሻሿ 		ൌ 		 ׏. ቂ݇௘௙௙Δܶ		 െ		෍݄௜ܬపሬԦ 		൅ 		߬̿௘௙௙. Ԧ߭ቃ 		൅ 		ܵ௛			ሺ4 െ 1ሻ 
 
 
 
Unsteady State  
(ρ Variation) 
Convection 
 
Conduction  Species  
diffusion 
Viscous 
dissipation 
Solar Radiation  
(Volumetric source) 
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Where: 
- keff = effective conductivity 
- ܬపሬԦ   = diffusion flux of species 
- Viscous dissipation: represents viscous heating, mostly seen in lubricants and 
other high viscosity fluids. This term is not activated in our simulations. 
- ܧ		 ൌ ݄ െ ௉ఘ ൅
௩మ
ଶ  
- ݄    = Sensible enthalpy for ideal gas 
A coupled momentum and pressure solver scheme is utilized. In addition, second order 
discretization is applied for momentum, energy, viscous dissipation rate, and turbulent 
kinetic energy. Pressure is treated by the Presto scheme available in Ansys Fluent. This 
scheme is usually utilized for swirling flows. Therefore, it is deemed suitable in particular 
due to the large existing number of minute cracks with variable shapes and flow paths. 
 
Solar Radiation 
  Accounting for solar radiation is essential for a multiphysics hygrothermal model. 
Solar radiation is also incorporated into the underlying energy equation as seen 
previously in equation 4-1. Solar loading is applied onto the CFD models through the 
solar ray tracing algorithm available in Fluent. The solar ray tracing functionality (Figure 
4-6) allows at each time step of the simulation (1 hour) the computation of incident solar 
radiation on the various surfaces of the building envelope. The resulting heat flux is 
consequently coupled into the simulation using the volumetric energy source (Sh) in the 
energy equation. 
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Figure 4-6: Defining the Radiation Model 
 
The solar calculator is used in conjunction with the solar ray tracing model to 
provide the hourly input necessary for the model. The global position (latitude, longitude, 
and time zone), desired start time and date, mesh orientation, solar irradiation method, 
and sunshine factor are all defined (Figure 4-7). The algorithm then calculates the sun 
direction vectors, sunshine fraction, and direct and diffuse solar irradiation necessary for 
the solar ray tracing algorithm computations. The choice of sunshine fraction was set to 
theoretical maximum due to the geographical location being considered and the increased 
ground reflectivity associated with the surrounding snow cover. Since January is the 
sampled month for these simulations, a snow cover is expected to be present in Fargo, 
North Dakota. This is confirmed by looking on recorded weather data. 
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Figure 4-7: Setting the Solar Ray Tracing Model 
Weather and ground Conditions 
Weather variables considerably influence the hygrothermal performance of a 
building envelope. Air temperature, air density, and wind velocity are the major 
influencing factors. These variables affect both the stack and wind pressures which 
constitute the driving force of air infiltration. To insure consistency in the CFD models in 
comparison with the other models in this research the wind velocity is taken as the fixed 
averaged wind velocity for the time span of the transient simulation. The averaged wind 
velocity is therefore taken as 6.3 m/s based on the recorded weather file for Fargo, North 
Dakota. 
Variable hourly air temperatures from the Fargo weather file are applied to the 
CFD models as for DOE-2/eQUEST and the Enhanced Model. This is done in Fluent 
through custom defined temperature profiles. An example is shown in Figure 4-8. The air 
temperature associated with each corresponding hour of simulation time is applied at the 
fluid velocity inlet boundary of the CFD models. 
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Figure 4-8: Sample Hourly Temperature Profile  
 
 Ground temperature is also considered due to its effect on the heat balance in a 
building envelope and on near-ground air layers’ temperature. The ground temperature is 
applied at the boundary constituting the bottom of the building envelope’s floor slab and 
on the ground surrounding the model (Figure 4-9). 
 
Figure 4-9: Applying Ground Temperature on the Defined Ground Boundary with Ground (Soil) Material 
Properties 
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eQUEST – DOE-2 Hourly Analysis 
Model Properties 
In order to isolate the effect of infiltration, the eQUEST model must be built to 
match the CFD finite elements models in all aspects and properties. These include: 
- Indoor air temperature 
- Wall properties and construction 
- Material properties 
- Building envelope orientation 
- Solar conditions and illumination/irradiation 
- Ground temperature and weather conditions: wind velocity, ambient temperature, 
wind angle…etc. 
- Building occupancy patterns 
- Infiltration multipliers 
- Heat source with no mechanical ventilation (no forced airflow) 
The following sections briefly discuss the properties implemented in the BDL definition 
of the building envelope in eQUEST. These measures are to insure consistency in 
simulation properties between the CFD and eQUEST models, and to isolate the effect of 
air infiltration in each. 
Indoor Temperature 
The design indoor temperature settings are set to maintain a 72oF (295.37 oK) indoor 
temperature at all times (Figure 4-10). This is in accordance with the “Fixed Value” of 
indoor fluid temperature of 295.37oK specified in the Fluent CFD analyses. 
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Figure 4-10: Thermostat Settings in eQUEST to Match 72F in CFD Analysis 
Walls and Construction 
Identical to the wall construction used in CFD analysis, brick walls are defined in 
eQUEST. The walls are of the same dimensions, thickness, and layers (Figure 4-11). The 
material properties of each of the layers are also held the same. 
 
Figure 4-11: Defining Cavity Brick Wall in eQUEST 
Orientation  
In the BDL description of the eQUEST models the building envelope is defined to be at 
an azimuth of 315o (- 45o) from the north as shown in Figure 4-12.  
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Figure 4-12: Defining Building Orientation in eQUEST to Match the CFD Analysis 
Weather conditions 
Weather conditions applied to the eQUEST models are also identical through custom 
profiles in the CFD analyses. The same Fargo Intl. weather file that is utilized to define 
the wind flow velocity, hourly temperature profiles, and other variables in the CFD 
analysis is applied to the eQUEST simulations. This insures that the component factors of 
both the stack and wind pressures which drive air leakage in the building envelope are 
uniform across all simulations and models. Identical ground temperatures are also defined 
in eQUEST (Figure 4-13). 
 
Figure 4-13: Defining Ground Temperature and Building Coordinates 
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Building Occupancy 
The DOE-2 engine allows considering the energy impact of building occupancy type, 
schedules, and number of occupants. However, in the CFD analysis air leakage is 
considered under ambient weather conditions and material leakage properties in the 
absence of any building occupancy effects. Consequently the same conditions are applied 
onto eQUEST as shown in Figure 4-14. For the same reasons no building closure or 
holidays are considered in eQUEST as shown in Figure 4-15. 
 
Figure 4-14: Building Operation set to 24 
Hours Daily 
 
Figure 4-15: No Holiday Defined, Continuous Building 
Operation 
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Simulation Time  
As in the multiphysics CFD analysis, the simulation span in eQUEST is taken to be one 
month. The simulation duration spans from January 1 to January 31 in hourly intervals 
(744 hours). 
Multipliers and Reduction Factors 
eQUEST applies infiltration schedules by default. These schedules consist of reduction 
factors that are applied to hourly calculated sensible infiltration heat loads. The 
multipliers reduce the calculated loads by up to 50 % depending on the time of the day 
and weekly schedule. No reductions are applied to infiltration heat loads obtained from 
the CFD analyses. Therefore, the built-in eQUEST reduction multipliers are overridden 
and disabled.  
HVAC System 
In order to maintain the indoor air temperature at 72oF it is essential to provide a form of 
heat input. In selecting the HVAC system it is important to define a system that will not 
create a forced airflow inside the building envelope, will not mechanically introduce 
outside air, and ill not mechanically expel air from the inside of the building envelope.  
The heating system is therefore defined in accordance with these constraints. The defined 
system consists of electric baseboards with no ventilation (Figures 4-16 and 4-17). No 
mechanical fans or other forms of forced air inflow or outflow are designed into the 
systems. 
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Figure 4-16: Defining Electric Baseboards for Heating 
 
 
Figure 4-17: Defined HVAC System for The Building Model 
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Infiltration Method 
As discussed earlier, the calculated infiltration loads in eQUEST are to be utilized 
and evaluated in comparison with those obtained through CFD analyses and through the 
proposed Enhanced Model. The infiltration methods available in DOE-2/eQUEST have 
been discussed elaborately in Chapter 2. The air change method is the default method 
used in performing a building energy analysis in eQUEST. It is only through “Detailed 
Interface” manipulations that the advanced user is able to specify an alternate method. 
Therefore, this method is by default the method applied in many of the energy 
simulations performed in eQUEST. For this reason it is selected as one of the methods to 
utilize in our analyses and comparisons. The air change method is applied through 2 
separate sets of simulations. Each set reflects one of the two alternative components of 
the air change equation. One set through specifying the number of air changes per hour 
(defined as ACH hereafter) and a second through specifying the infiltration airflow 
(defined as Basic Air Change method hereafter). ASHRAE Enhanced method is one for 
the latest additions to eQUEST and is considered to be among the most complex 
infiltration methods available in DOE-2/eQUEST. Therefore, it is selected as the third 
method to be used in simulations and analyses.  
Enhanced Model 
The developed Enhanced Model (Figure 4-18) is created as described in detail in 
Chapter 3. A Visual Basic program interface is built containing all the developed 
equations and algorithms.The Enhanced Model takes as input the following: 
- Building wall dimensions 
- Building material properties 
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- Material air leakage data 
- Other possible air leakage paths : plumbing openings or electrical outlets 
- Wind data : wind speed, wind pressure coefficient (Cp), and wind angle 
- Shielding class for the location based on surrounding terrain 
- Initial iteration startup values for surface temperature. 
 
Figure 4-18: Built Enhanced Model Input Interface 
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The Enhanced Model reads into its hourly calculations hourly output from the 
DOE-2/eQUEST engine. The read values are essential for calculating both the hourly 
infiltration mass flow rate and for the heat model calculations. The read hourly values are 
ambient air temperature, air density, incident solar radiation, and hourly conduction heat 
load. For comparison it also reads the hourly sensible infiltration heat loads calculated in 
eQUEST. These hourly variables are highlighted in red in Figure 4-19.  
Mass Flow Rate Model 
The first major component of the Enhanced Model is the proposed Mass Flow 
Rate model. Having a realistic evaluation of the infiltration mass flow rate is extremely 
essential for a model that evaluates the heat impact of this leakage flow. This importance 
was discussed elaborately in Chapters 2 and 3. The methodology and details of the 
developed Mass Flow Rate Model are also shown in Chapter 3. Figure 4-20 presents an 
example of the hourly output of the mass flow rate model. 
Infiltration Heat Load 
Hourly output from the Mass Flow Rate Model along with aforementioned hourly 
eQUEST data are read into the combined Enhanced Model. Following the equations 
developed in Chapter 3, the heat model calculates hourly infiltration heat loads while 
accounting for heat storage in the wall mass, variable hourly airflow rates; and the 
interaction between conduction, infiltration and incident solar radiation. A representation 
of the model’s interface and hourly calculations is shown in figure 4-21.The Enhanced 
Model output is then examined in comparison with the multiphysics CFD simulation 
output to verify the accuracy of the Enhanced Model’s calculations. Its output is also 
compared with the hourly infiltration heat load output of the various considered DOE-
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2/eQUEST built-in infiltration methods. Details of the output of the 3 methods and other 
corresponding models along with a detailed analysis of all output data is presented in 
detail in Chapter 5. 
 
  
Figure 4-19: Hourly DOE-2/eQUEST Input into the Enhanced Model 
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Figure 4-20: Built Interface for the Mass Flow Rate Calculation Model 
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Figure 4-21: BUILT Enhanced Model Output Interface 
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Chapter 5  
Results and Discussion 
 The main objective of this research is to develop a model that better evaluates the 
energy impact of air infiltration in building envelopes. The method has to account for the 
combined interaction effect of heat conduction in the building walls, air flow through 
leakage paths and the effect of incident solar loading. The developed method is to be 
applied onto prominent building energy simulation engines in an aim to demonstrate its 
effectiveness and improve these engines’ infiltration energy load calculations accuracy. 
Consequently, this improves the accuracy of their overall building energy simulations and 
energy audit calculations. 
 The Enhanced Model methodology and calculation flow was discussed in detail in 
Chapters 3 and 4. Similarly, the built multiphysics CFD models and their simulation 
process along with that of the eQUEST simulations were discussed in previous Chapters.  
 The hourly output of each of: The Enhanced Model, and the basic DOE-
2/eQUEST is presented and analyzed in this chapter. In conjunction, the hourly output 
obtained from CFD analyses is presented and incorporated into the analysis of the results 
and the verification of the Enhanced Model’s method and output.  
Analysis of obtained output data will be presented on a wall by wall basis. Subsequently 
the overall envelope results are presented and analyzed. 
Simulation Duration 
   The adopted simulation duration is 744 hours (time steps in CFD analysis). This 
corresponds to one full month of the year. Performing a full month simulation in 
eQUEST and the Enhanced Model is a fast process and non resource intensive. However, 
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the multiphysics CFD analysis for each of the CFD models is very resource intensive in 
terms of computing power. These simulations require extensive time durations to perform 
all necessary calculations and iterations. This issue is especially critical considering that 
each of the simulated CFD models contains more than 13 million elements and that 
simulations need to span a flow time of 31 days.  
 A full 31 day simulation was performed on the CFD model with Angular (zig-
zag) leakage cracks. The data obtained from the first 372 time steps (15 days of flow 
time) was extrapolated to predict cumulative infiltration data for 744 time steps (31 days 
of flow time). The extrapolated 31 day data was then compared against the actual 
simulation output of 31 days. As shown in Table 5-1. The cumulative full month (744 
hours) extrapolated output based on 15 days of flow time simulation (372 time steps) fell 
within -0.41 % and 1.58% of the actual 744 time steps cumulative output for all the 
components in the building envelope. Therefore, due to the extensive computing time 
necessary for performing a full 744 time steps CFD analysis it was decided to perform 
372 time steps (15 days) of flow time simulations for each of the remaining CFD models. 
The 15 day output is then extrapolated to obtain the full month cumulative output for 
each model. Based on the previously stated evaluation of extrapolated output data for the 
Angled (zig-zag) cracks model, extrapolation of data for the remaining CFD models is 
deemed accurate and reliable. 
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Table 5-1: Cumulative Extrapolated 31 Day Data versus Actual Cumulative 31 Day Data for CFD Analyses 
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Southwest Wall (SW) 
 Hourly data presented in Table 5-2 are for the calculated hourly infiltration heat 
load for: 
1. EQUEST  
a. Air Change Method (Basic : Airflow) 
b. Air Change Method (ACH : air changes per hour) 
c. ASHRAE Enhanced 
2. Enhanced Model 
3. Hygrothermal multiphysics CFD Analysis 
The data shown in Table 5-2 is an excerpt of the hourly output for the southwest wall. It 
corresponds to the first 12 hours (midnight to noon) on January 1 and the last 12 hours 
(noon to midnight) of simulation flow time on January 31st. The full tabulated data is 
presented in Appendix A. 
 
 The plot in Chart 5-1 shows the calculated hourly output of sensible infiltration 
heat load on the SW wall for each of the 3 considered DOE-2/eQUEST methods. It is 
evident from the plot that the output is largely inconsistent among these different 
methods themselves. Also significantly different is the peak infiltration heat load reported 
by each method. The peak load obtained from the base Air Change method is 63.952 
watts versus 97.002 watts obtained through Air Change method (ACH) and 238.63 from 
ASHRAE Enhanced. On the other hand, the peak hourly heat load calculated by the 
developed Enhanced Model is 1055.01 watts and compares very well against the peak 
hourly load of 1079.23 watts reported by the CFD analysis for the case of angled cracks. 
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Hourly Southwest (SW) Wall Data (Watts) 
 eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  
(no reduction multiplier) CFD Multiphysisc Simulation  
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks* 
Straight 
Cracks* 
1 27.841 12.382 78.440 562.563 1033.902 1001.086 990.942
2 28.263 12.570 79.632 764.879 1032.148 999.568 988.689
3 28.427 15.172 85.301 816.732 1031.288 997.784 987.061
4 33.504 14.901 103.464 868.444 1027.239 995.574 983.660
5 33.630 17.948 108.929 883.594 1025.149 993.470 981.911
6 42.192 11.259 136.746 858.155 1023.430 991.618 980.590
7 39.576 14.081 128.847 837.377 1021.008 989.738 980.309
8 45.585 20.274 151.554 830.891 1019.139 988.343 976.587
9 45.094 16.045 147.876 873.207 1020.458 991.931 979.906
10 37.357 16.615 122.458 881.855 1021.342 998.765 987.920
11 37.789 16.807 122.098 872.546 1025.298 1007.328 995.728
12 30.455 21.672 100.095 869.263 1027.725 1016.348 1005.657
 
  
  
  
 
733 14.610 19.493 55.866 1053.425 1030.938 1069.436 1064.581
734 11.944 19.123 51.364 1053.390 1034.757 1078.619 1076.438
735 13.016 19.683 54.011 1053.446 1035.416 1084.796 1083.577
736 15.210 20.294 58.740 1053.521 1036.224 1086.488 1084.065
737 20.371 19.932 68.917 1053.535 1034.587 1084.207 1081.982
738 20.063 19.631 68.312 1053.612 1031.302 1077.440 1075.818
739 35.181 12.518 106.956 1053.697 1030.366 1071.414 1069.026
740 37.148 9.913 112.348 1053.715 1027.498 1066.187 1062.234
741 39.079 6.952 117.834 1053.722 1026.245 1061.116 1057.834
742 40.683 10.856 124.034 1053.797 1023.751 1056.753 1053.215
743 41.173 14.649 127.170 1053.881 1023.359 1052.888 1048.771
744 33.906 18.096 107.430 1053.970 1020.565 1049.097 1045.088
 
Table 5-2: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load Data for Southwest Wall 
Note*: Last 12 Hourly CFD Data shown for Mixed and Straight Cracks in Table 5-2 are based on 
15 Days of Flow time Simulation. 
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Chart 5-1: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at the Southwest Wall by Various DOE-2/eQUEST Methods 
 
Charts 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4 plot the hourly calculated infiltration heat load for the 
Southwest wall by the 5 previously stated methods. A separate chart is shown including 
each of the Three CFD cases (angled cracks, mixed cracks and straight cracks) versus the 
remaining models.  
 
Chart 5-2: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at the Southwest Wall versus Angled (zig-zag) cracks CFD Output for 
the wall 
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Chart 5-3: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at the Southwest Wall versus Mixed cracks CFD Output for the wall 
 
 
Chart 5-4: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at Southwest Wall versus Straight cracks CFD Output for the wall 
 
The output of the Enhanced Model is the same for the various types and 
combinations of cracks. Even though it is dependent on DOE-2/eQUEST hourly values, 
its output is independent of and invariable with the various DOE-2/eQUEST infiltration 
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methods. The Enhanced Model was developed to be independent of previously existing 
infiltration heat load calculation methods. Also, as clear in the shown plots it is 
formulated to provide a highly accurate estimation of hourly infiltration loads without the 
need to specify or determine the type of cracks in the building envelope or the percentage 
of each type.  
 The cumulative heat load of infiltration is the major desired output and final 
objective of every energy analysis. It provides a quantifiable amount of the energy 
demand and expected energy costs over a measurable period of time. Table 5-3 presents 
an excerpt of the cumulative infiltration heat load calculated for the southwest wall by 
each of the methods and for the various crack types (CFD). A detailed hourly report is 
presented in Appendix A. 
 
The plots in Charts 5-5, 5-6 and 5-7 reflect the cumulative infiltration load for the 
Southwest wall for the different DOE-2/eQUEST methods versus the CFD simulation 
results for the various crack types and versus the Enhanced Model output. From the 
charts shown, a major underestimation of the infiltration heat load by the DOE-
2/eQUEST methods versus the CFD analysis is clearly observed. On the other hand, the 
output of the Enhanced Model is observed to be highly consistent with the results of the 
multiphysics hygrothermal CFD analysis. A summary of the cumulative results 
calculated by each method for the Southwest wall is shown in Table 5-4. 
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Cumulative Southwest (SW) Wall Data (Watts) 
 eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  
(no reduction multiplier) CFD Multiphysisc Simulation  
hou
r 
 Air 
Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhance
d 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks* 
Straight 
Cracks* 
1 27.841 12.382 78.440 562.563 1033.902 1001.086 990.942
2 56.104 24.952 158.072 1327.442 2066.050 2000.654 1979.632
3 84.531 40.124 243.374 2144.174 3097.338 2998.438 2966.693
4 118.035 55.025 346.837 3012.619 4124.577 3994.012 3950.352
5 151.665 72.973 455.766 3896.213 5149.727 4987.482 4932.263
6 193.857 84.232 592.512 4754.368 6173.157 5979.100 5912.853
7 233.433 98.314 721.360 5591.744 7194.165 6968.838 6893.162
8 279.017 118.587 872.913 6422.635 8213.304 7957.180 7869.749
9 324.112 134.632 1020.789 7295.842 9233.762 8949.111 8849.655
10 361.469 151.247 1143.247 8177.697 10255.104 9947.876 9837.575
11 399.258 168.054 1265.344 9050.244 11280.402 10955.204 10833.303
12 429.713 189.726 1365.440 9919.506 12308.128 11971.552 11838.960
 
  
  
  
 
733 17822.14 16273.10 55806.29 746490.21 766131.51 364067.22 362813.83
734 17834.09 16292.22 55857.66 747543.60 767166.27 365145.84 363890.27
735 17847.10 16311.90 55911.67 748597.04 768201.69 366230.64 364973.85
736 17862.31 16332.20 55970.41 749650.56 769237.91 367317.13 366057.91
737 17882.68 16352.13 56039.33 750704.10 770272.50 368401.33 367139.89
738 17902.75 16371.76 56107.64 751757.71 771303.80 369478.77 368215.71
739 17937.93 16384.28 56214.59 752811.41 772334.17 370550.19 369284.74
740 17975.07 16394.19 56326.94 753865.12 773361.66 371616.37 370346.97
741 18014.15 16401.14 56444.78 754918.84 774387.91 372677.49 371404.81
742 18054.84 16412.00 56568.81 755972.64 775411.66 373734.24 372458.02
743 18096.01 16426.65 56695.98 757026.52 776435.02 374787.13 373506.79
744 18129.92 16444.74 56803.41 758080.49 777455.58 375836.23 374551.88
 
Table 5-3: Cumulative Infiltration Heat Load Data for Southwest Wall 
Note*: Cumulative CFD Data for Mixed and Straight Cracks Simulation in Table 5-3 are based 
on 15 Days of Flow time Simulations. 
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Chart 5-5: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Southwest Wall versus Angled (zig-zag) cracks CFD 
Output for the Wall 
 
 
Chart 5-6: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Southwest Wall versus Mixed cracks CFD Output for 
the Wall 
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Chart 5-7: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Southwest Wall versus Straight cracks CFD Output 
for the Wall 
 
As shown in Table 5-4 a very high percentage of error in estimating the 
infiltration heat load is observed by the base Air Change method, Air Change (ACH), and 
ASHRAE Enhanced method. The underestimation error ranges between 91.66% and 
97.88%. In contrast, the output of the Enhanced Model is highly accurate in comparison 
with the complex CFD analysis. The underestimation error of the Enhanced Model 
ranges between 2.49% and 5.48 % only. It is extremely important to note the capability of 
the Enhanced Model to very closely match the output of the complex CFD analysis while 
requiring less than 1 % of the time required for running a CFD analysis for the same 
building envelope. This advantage will be discussed with further detail in the following 
sections. 
 
 
SW- Wall Full Month Summary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load V/s CFD 
Analysis 
Enhanced eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load 
V/s CFD Analysis 
DOE-
2/eQUEST 
(watts)
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
Enhanced 
Model (watts) 
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
A
n
g
l
e
d
 
(
z
i
g
-
z
a
g
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Air Change 
(base) 18129.92 777455.58
Under Estimate 
758080.49 777455.58
Under Estimate 
F
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l
l
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S
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l
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t
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n
 
97.67% 2.49% 
Air Change 
(ACH) 16444.74 777455.58 
Under Estimate 
758080.49 777455.58 Under Estimate 
97.88% 2.49% 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 56803.41 777455.58 
Under Estimate 
758080.49 777455.58 
Under Estimate 
by 
92.69% 2.49% 
        
M
i
x
e
d
 
C
r
a
c
k
s
 
Air Change 
(base) 10177.45 375836.23 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 375836.23 Under Estimate 
1
5
 
D
a
y
s
 
97.29% 5.81% 
Air Change 
(ACH) 8829.61 375836.23 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 375836.23 Under Estimate 
97.65% 5.81% 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 31247.49 375836.23 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 375836.23 Under Estimate 
91.69% 5.81% 
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C
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 Air Change 
(base) 10177.45 374551.88 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 374551.88 Under Estimate 
1
5
 
D
a
y
s
 
97.28% 5.48% 
Air Change 
(ACH) 8829.61 374551.88 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 374551.88 Under Estimate 
97.64% 5.48% 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 31247.49 374551.88 
Under Estimate 
354017.23 374551.88 Under Estimate 
91.66% 5.48% 
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Northwest Wall (NW) 
 Similar to the Southwest wall analyses discussed in the previous section in this 
section an analysis for the infiltration heat load calculations for the Northwest wall façade 
of the building envelope is presented. The data shown in Table 5-5 is an excerpt of the 
hourly infiltration heat load at the Northwest wall at the first 12 time steps and the final 
12 time steps of each hourly analysis. The full hourly data is presented in appendix B. 
 
The plot in Chart 5-8 shows the calculated hourly output of sensible infiltration 
heat load on the SW wall for each of the 3 considered DOE-2/eQUEST methods. As in 
the case of the Southwest wall, it is evident from the data plots that the output is largely 
inconsistent among these different methods themselves. Also significantly different is the 
peak infiltration heat load reported by each method. The peak load obtained from the 
base Air change method is 146 watts versus 344.31 watts obtained through Air Change 
(ACH) and 894.692 watts from ASHRAE Enhanced. On the other hand, the peak hourly 
load calculated by the developed Enhanced Model is 1055 watts and compares very well 
against the peak hourly load of 1007.212 watts reported by the CFD analysis for the case 
of angled cracks for example. 
Charts 5-9, 5-10 and 5-11 plot the hourly calculated infiltration heat load for the 
Northwest wall by the 5 previously stated methods. A separate chart is shown including 
each of the Three CFD cases (angled cracks, mixed cracks and straight cracks) versus the 
remaining models.  
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Hourly Northwest (NW) Wall Data (Watts) 
 eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  
(no reduction multiplier) CFD Multiphysisc Simulation  
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
1 56.029 24.919 157.860 525.783 954.536 867.704 916.750
2 54.852 24.395 154.544 746.408 953.216 866.990 915.432
3 65.523 34.970 196.614 805.611 951.399 865.908 914.195
4 60.664 26.981 187.338 805.096 950.079 864.373 912.754
5 69.586 37.138 225.392 821.346 946.745 862.458 909.881
6 42.192 11.259 136.746 826.700 944.771 860.788 908.104
7 58.600 20.850 190.787 823.588 942.659 859.075 906.221
8 45.585 20.274 151.554 819.754 941.388 857.656 905.070
9 45.094 16.045 147.876 818.078 942.205 860.151 907.145
10 64.774 28.809 212.331 841.410 944.555 864.975 912.290
11 59.864 26.625 193.424 854.493 947.400 871.483 918.960
12 74.712 53.166 245.551 862.263 950.602 878.035 926.349
 
  
  
  
 
733 103.980 138.737 397.612 1053.425 960.809 920.923 976.938
734 111.401 178.364 479.080 1053.390 963.164 927.357 982.118
735 110.269 166.744 457.551 1053.446 964.905 931.944 986.280
736 106.019 141.457 409.442 1053.521 964.809 933.747 986.164
737 91.655 89.681 310.087 1053.535 963.339 931.977 984.390
738 94.366 92.333 321.303 1053.612 960.226 927.629 979.750
739 54.141 19.264 164.595 1053.697 957.846 923.448 976.381
740 48.668 12.987 147.189 1053.715 957.264 919.926 972.738
741 43.294 7.702 130.546 1053.722 954.380 916.497 969.594
742 40.683 10.856 124.034 1053.797 953.315 912.969 967.552
743 41.173 14.649 127.170 1053.881 951.212 910.672 964.076
744 63.253 33.758 200.412 1053.970 951.220 907.971 961.581
 
Table 5-5: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load Data for Northwest Wall 
Note*: Last 12 Hourly CFD Data shown for Mixed and Straight Cracks in Table 5-5 are based on 
15 Days of Flow time Simulations. 
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Chart 5-8: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall by Various DOE-2/eQUEST Methods 
 
 
Chart 5-9: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Angled (zig-zag) cracks CFD Output for the 
Wall 
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Chart 5-10: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Mixed cracks CFD Output for the Wall 
 
 
Chart 5-11: Hourly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Straight cracks CFD Output for the Wall 
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Cumulative Southwest (SW) Wall Data (Watts) 
 eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  
(no reduction multiplier) CFD Multiphysisc Simulation  
hou
r 
 Air 
Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks* 
Straight 
Cracks* 
1 56.03 24.92 157.86 525.78 954.54 867.70 916.75
2 110.88 49.31 312.40 1272.19 1907.75 1734.69 1832.18
3 176.40 84.28 509.02 2077.80 2859.15 2600.60 2746.38
4 237.07 111.26 696.36 2882.90 3809.23 3464.98 3659.13
5 306.65 148.40 921.75 3704.24 4755.98 4327.43 4569.01
6 348.85 159.66 1058.49 4530.94 5700.75 5188.22 5477.12
7 407.45 180.51 1249.28 5354.53 6643.40 6047.30 6383.34
8 453.03 200.79 1400.84 6174.29 7584.79 6904.95 7288.41
9 498.12 216.83 1548.71 6992.36 8527.00 7765.10 8195.55
10 562.90 245.64 1761.04 7833.77 9471.55 8630.08 9107.84
11 622.76 272.26 1954.47 8688.27 10418.95 9501.56 10026.80
12 697.48 325.43 2200.02 9550.53 11369.55 10379.60 10953.15
 
  
  
  
 
733 39193.4 50492.8 147491.2 743970.2 713490.0 314865.5 333305.3
734 39304.8 50671.1 147970.3 745023.6 714453.2 315792.9 334287.5
735 39415.1 50837.9 148427.8 746077.1 715418.1 316724.8 335273.7
736 39521.1 50979.3 148837.3 747130.6 716382.9 317658.6 336259.9
737 39612.7 51069.0 149147.4 748184.1 717346.2 318590.5 337244.3
738 39707.1 51161.4 149468.7 749237.7 718306.5 319518.2 338224.0
739 39761.2 51180.6 149633.3 750291.4 719264.3 320441.6 339200.4
740 39809.9 51193.6 149780.4 751345.1 720221.6 321361.5 340173.2
741 39853.2 51201.3 149911.0 752398.9 721176.0 322278.0 341142.8
742 39893.9 51212.2 150035.0 753452.7 722129.3 323191.0 342110.3
743 39935.1 51226.8 150162.2 754506.5 723080.5 324101.7 343074.4
744 39998.3 51260.6 150362.6 755560.5 724031.7 325009.6 344036.0
 
Table 5-6: Cumulative Infiltration Heat Load Data for Northwest Wall 
Note*: Cumulative CFD Data for Mixed and Straight Cracks Simulation in Table 5-3 are based 
on 15 Days of Flow time Simulation. 
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Similar to what was presented for the Southwest wall, an excerpt of the 
cumulative infiltration heat load for the Northwest wall is shown in Table 5-6. The full 
data is presented in Appendix B. Charts 5-12, 5-13, and 5-14 present a plot of the 
cumulative DOE-2/eQUEST and Enhanced Model data in correspondence with the 
cumulative data for each crack type from the CFD models. 
 
 
Chart 5-12: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Angled (zig-zag) cracks CFD 
Output for the Wall 
 From the cumulative charts a major underestimation of the infiltration heat load 
by the various DOE-2/eQUEST methods versus finite elements analysis is observed in 
this case too. The output of the Enhanced Model is however observed to be highly 
consistent and very close to that of the hygrothermal CFD analysis. A very slight 
overestimation is observed by the Enhanced Model. A summary of the cumulative results 
is shown in Table 5-7.  
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Chart 5-13: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Mixed cracks CFD Output 
for the Wall 
 
 
 
Chart 5-14: Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load at Northwest Wall versus Straight cracks CFD Output 
for the Wall 
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 NW- Wall Full Month Summary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load V/s CFD 
Analysis 
Enhanced eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load 
V/s CFD Analysis 
DOE-
2/eQUEST 
(watts)
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
Enhanced 
Model (watts) 
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
A
n
g
l
e
d
 
(
z
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g
-
z
a
g
)
 Air Change 
(base) 39998.32 724031.70
Under Estimate 
755560.52 724031.70
Over Estimate  
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m
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l
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 94.48% 4.35%
Air Change 
(ACH) 51260.57 724031.70 
Under Estimate 
755560.52 724031.70 
Over Estimate 
92.92% 4.35%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 150362.61 724031.70 
Under Estimate 
755560.52 724031.70 
Over Estimate 
79.23% 4.35%
        
M
i
x
e
d
 
C
r
a
c
k
s
 
Air Change 
(base) 14854.99 325009.64 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 325009.64 
Over Estimate 
1
5
 
D
a
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s
 
95.43% 8.15%
Air Change 
(ACH) 17033.46 325009.64 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 325009.64 
Over Estimate 
94.76% 8.15%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 52691.29 325009.64 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 325009.64 
Over Estimate 
83.79% 8.15%
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s
 Air Change 
(base) 14854.99 344035.97 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 344035.97 
Over Estimate 
1
5
 
D
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y
s
 
95.68% 2.17%
Air Change 
(ACH) 17033.46 344035.97 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 344035.97 
Over Estimate  
95.05% 2.17%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 52691.29 344035.97 
Under Estimate 
351497.25 344035.97 
Over Estimate  
84.68% 2.17%
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 As in the case of the Southwest wall, a very high percentage of error in estimating 
the infiltration heat load is observed for the various DOE-2/eQUEST methods. The 
underestimation error ranges between 83.79 % and 95.68%. Instead, the output of the 
Enhanced Model is highly accurate. It had a slight tendency to overestimate the CFD 
analysis results in this case. However, this overestimation is limited to a maximum of 
8.15 %. This is while maintaining a high simulation speed and a high level of simplicity 
and ease of use. 
Discussion of Results 
The previous sections closely examined the hourly and cumulative differences in 
infiltration heat load output for the same building envelope using different methods. The 
results show a vast underestimation by the different the DOE-2 engine methods in 
comparison with a complex multiphysics hygrothermal CFD analysis. The proposed 
Enhanced Model on the other hand performed very favorably and matched the CFD 
output with high accuracy. The sections below discuss various observations on the 
performance and aspects of the Enhanced Combined Heat and Air Infiltration Simulation 
Model. Charts 5-15 and 5-16 show for different walls the cumulative difference in 
kilowatts between the DOE-2/eQUEST methods, Enhanced Model, and the CFD 
analyses.   
Heat Loading Error 
The foremost reason for performing a building energy analysis is to physically 
quantify with a good degree of accuracy the energy demands and associated expected 
energy costs of a building. In previous chapters we discussed the major problems that 
result from an inaccurate building energy analysis. Primarily, the impact it has on  
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Chart 5-15: Comparison of Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load for the Southwest Wall 
 
 
 
Chart 5-16: Comparison of Cumulative Monthly Infiltration Heat Load for the Northwest Wall 
Note*: Cumulative CFD Data for Mixed and Straight Cracks Simulation in Charts 5-15 and 5-16 are based 
on 15 Days of Flow time Simulations. 
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designing a building’s HVAC system. As discussed, an overdesigned system results in 
higher than needed initial costs and in reduced efficiency during operation throughout the 
lifespan of a building. This results in large quantities of wasted energy and money. On 
the other side an underestimation of the building energy demands results in an undersized 
HVAC system. Consequently, the system has to run continuously in order to meet the 
building heating and cooling demands. In addition to the increased cost of non-stop 
operation, this mode of operation has a heavy toll on the mechanical aspects of the 
HVAC system. It results in an increased and repeated need for maintenance along with 
the associated increased costs. It also shortens the life span of the HVAC system and 
necessitates its overhaul and replacement more frequently than planned for the building’s 
lifecycle. Table 5-8 shows in percentages and kilowatts the projected infiltration heat 
demand for the simulated building envelope over a month period (considering windward 
walls). The average overestimation error by the Enhanced Model ranges between 0.81 % 
and 4.5 %. While in DOE-2/eQUEST the error ranges between 85.70 % and 96.13 % of 
underestimation depending on the method used. In terms of watts, this represents a net 
error of 12.15 to 65.23 kilowatts versus an error of 1241.25 to 144.36 Kilowatts 
respectively. 
The shown error in estimating the infiltration heat load is for a 6feet cubed 
building envelope. Extrapolating this error onto a full size building highlights the 
immense misevaluation of the building’s energy demands that would be involved. For a 
full size family house or an office building the errors in estimating infiltration heat loads 
would therefore be immense. In particular when considering all the various material 
types, construction methods, and joints that are involved in a full size building. This error 
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reflects on the overall building energy analysis results and the dependent resulting HVAC 
system design. The proposed Enhanced Model gives users the accuracy of a complex 
multiphysics CFD analysis within a maximum error of 4.5 % while maintaining the high 
speed and ease of use of the common methods used in DOE-2 and other simulation 
engines. 
 Simulation Speed 
 The Enhanced Model supersedes current methods by accuracy as was shown 
through output analysis. But the additional characteristic feature of this model is the 
combination of both high calculation speed and high accuracy. Accurate methods such as 
the finite element CFD models developed in this research for verification purposes 
already exist. However as shown, these methods are extremely complex. The complexity 
is in all of their modeling aspects: geometry construction (cracks modeling…etc.), 
meshing, simulation, and extraction of results and necessary data. In the CFD models 
used in this research upwards of 13 million mesh elements were necessary per model in 
order to obtain a good quality solution. This number of elements is just for a cube-shaped 
building envelope with 6ft by 6ft walls. Simulating a full size building with the potential 
number of millions of elements required and the computing power necessary is self-
prohibitive and insurmountable. High Performance Computing (HPC) power was used in 
simulating the CFD models in this research. Nonetheless, 248 hours of simulation were 
required per model. With the same analogy, the required simulation and computing 
power for a full size building envelope multiphysics hygrothermal simulation would be 
immense and unaffordable. Such a simulation could easily require months and perhaps 
even years to complete depending on the building size. On the other hand escaping the 
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complexities of CFD analysis into faster and simplified methods has been shown to 
negatively affect the accuracy of simulation results and the overall building energy 
analysis validity in a drastic manner. 
 
The Enhanced Model combines the accuracy of a CFD analysis and the speed of 
current DOE-2 infiltration calculation methods. It is able to maintain a higher than 96 % 
level of accuracy in comparison with complex CFD analysis while requiring less than 1% 
of the time required for a full CFD analysis. As shown in Table 5-9 the Enhanced Model 
is 892,800 times faster than a multiphysics CFD analysis while maintaining an error 
range of less than 4.5 % and resulting in 91.63% increase in accuracy over existing 
methods used in DOE-2 and other simulation engines, or the numerous software they 
power. 
 
 Simulation Time Notes 
CFD Analysis 
248 hours on HPC 
Computing  
Excluding model geometry 
building & meshing time 
Enhanced Model < 1 minute 
- 892,800 times faster than CFD 
- Decreases  Error by > 91 % 
 
Table 5-8: Simulation Speed Comparison 
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Building Envelope Full Month Summary  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load V/s CFD 
Analysis 
Enhanced eQUEST/DOE-2 Infiltration Load 
V/s CFD Analysis 
DOE-
2/eQUEST 
(watts)
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
Enhanced 
Model (watts) 
Ansys 
(watts) 
Uner/over 
Estimate 
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 Air Change 
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58128.23 1501487.28 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1501487.28 Over Estimate 
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 96.13% 0.81%
Air Change 
(ACH) 
67705.31 1501487.28 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1501487.28 Over Estimate 
95.49% 0.81%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
207166.02 1501487.28 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1501487.28 Over Estimate 
86.20% 0.81%
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Air Change 
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58128.23 1448414.79 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1448414.79 Over Estimate 
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95.99% 4.50%
Air Change 
(ACH) 
67705.31 1448414.79 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1448414.79 Over Estimate 
95.33% 4.50%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
207166.02 1448414.79 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1448414.79 Over Estimate 
85.70% 4.50%
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 Air Change 
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58128.23 1485081.55 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1485081.55 Over Estimate 
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96.09% 1.92%
Air Change 
(ACH) 
67705.31 1485081.55 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1485081.55 Over Estimate 
95.44% 1.92%
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
207166.02 1485081.55 Under Estimate 1513641.01 1485081.55 Over Estimate 
86.05% 1.92%
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 Enhanced Model Ease of Use 
 The advantage of DOE-2, eQUEST, energyPlus, energyPro and others is their 
ease of use. Especially easy are the software with a GUI interface such as eQUEST. This 
ease of use is a major driving force behind making these software extremely popular and 
widely used in building energy analysis and design. 
 The Enhanced Model as shown in Figure 5-1 and in previous figures has a very 
easy to use and user friendly interface. It only requires basic and readily available input 
coefficients. In contrast, other methods (such as ASHRAE Enhanced) require input that 
can only be obtained through costly experimental testing of the fully built building. For 
optimal benefit, building energy analysis is however usually performed during the design 
phase of a building rather than post construction. This drives users and designers to resort 
to a limited list of tabulated generic coefficients and data for use in analyses input. And 
results in dramatic inaccuracies in studying the building energy performance as has been 
demonstrated in this research. 
In addition to the ease of use, simple interface, and quick simulation performance, 
the Enhanced Model can be easily integrated into existing simulation engines. The 
model’s enhanced algorithm can be adopted and integrated into the hourly calculations of 
DOE-2, eQUEST and other similar programs as demonstrated in this research. Especially 
that all the hourly input values necessary for the Enhanced Model’s calculations are 
already a part of the DOE-2 engine and other simulation engines’ hourly calculations 
rather than being an added calculation load. 
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Infiltration Heat Recovery 
The phenomenon of infiltration heat recovery was discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. 
Conductive heat flowing through the building envelope interacts with air infiltrating 
through leakage paths in the envelope walls. This heat exchange allows the heating of 
cold infiltrating outside air as it leaks through the envelope into the building interior. This 
effect is reversed during the cooling season as discussed in Chapter 2. By the time the 
infiltrating air reaches the building interior its temperature is considerably warmer than 
its original outside air temperature.  
The classical theory for evaluating infiltration heat loads was discussed in 
Chapters 1 and 2. It assumes that the temperature of infiltrating air remains equivalent to 
that of the outside air temperature. The outside ambient temperature is then used in 
calculating the inside/outside air temperature gradient used in calculating infiltration heat 
loads. However, due to the effect of heat recovery infiltrating air is expected to have a 
temperature closer to the indoor air temperature rather than the outside air temperature. 
Thus, using the outside air temperature in heat loading calculations results in errors in 
estimating the infiltration heat load. In our multiphysics hygrothermal CFD models we 
aimed at examining and validating the heat recovery phenomena. Our true multiphysics 
models allow a realistic evaluation of this phenomenon and its effect. Especially that 
these CFD simulations are of a full scale enclosed building envelope rather than of 
isolated portions of a standalone wall model.  
The presence of heat recovery is clearly observed in the CFD simulations. All 
temperature contour plots taken at various lateral sections across each of the CFD models 
reveal the presence of air heating as air infiltrates through the building envelope. As 
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infiltrating air approaches the inner surface of the building envelope its temperature is 
observed to be significantly higher than its original outside ambient air temperature. In 
some instances it’s observed to be very close and within few degrees from the indoor air 
temperature. A streamline is plot along the centerline of an individual straight crack 
across the building envelope. Chart 5-17 represents a plot of the rise in the infiltrating air 
temperature along this streamline as it flows across the building envelope. The variation 
in the flow velocity of the infiltrating air as it flows across the building envelope is shown 
in Chart 5-18. As shown in Chart 5-17, the air’s temperature rises to within 5 degrees 
from the indoor air temperature.  
 
Chart 5-17: Infiltrating Air Temperature Rise Across the Building Envelope 
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Figures 5-1 to 5-3 are of temperature contour plots for various CFD models of 
various crack types and at various lateral section heights. Examining the air temperature 
variation as it flows through the leakage cracks reveals a gradual rise in the infiltrating air 
temperature. This is particularly observed as the air flows past the inner wall cavity and 
through the inner layer of the cavity wall. In parallel, Figures 5-4 to 5-7 show examples 
of the velocity and airflow vectors highlight air leakage flow through the cracks in the 
building envelope into the building interior. Both, Lateral and Vertical sample section 
plots are presented. 
 
Chart 5-18: Infiltrating Air Velocity Drop Across the Building Envelope 
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Figure 5-1:  Lateral-Section Temperature Contour Plot Across a CFD Model with Angled (Zig-Zag) Cracks 
 
 
Figure 5-2: Lateral-Section Temperature Contour Plot Across a CFD Model with Mixed Cracks 
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Figure 5-3: Lateral-Section Temperature Contour Plot Across a CFD Model with Straight Cracks 
 
 
Figure 5-4: Lateral-Section Velocity Vector Plot Across a CFD Model with Angled (zig-zag) Cracks 
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Figure 5-5: Vertical-Section Velocity Vector Plot Across a CFD Model with Mixed Straight and Angled Cracks 
 
 
Figure 5-6: Vertical-Section Combined Velocity Vector and Temperature Contour Plot Across a CFD Model 
with Straight Cracks, with the Effect of Solar Heating Showing on the Envelope’s Southern Wall 
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Figure 5-7: Vortex Plot Revealing Air Leakage Across In-wall Caracks (1), Corner Cracks (2) and Ceiling Joint 
Cracks (3) 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions and Recommended Future Work 
 Energy efficiency in general and building energy efficiency and design 
sustainability in particular continue to emerge as an increasingly critical concern. This is 
leading to an increasing need for tools to evaluate the energy demand and life span 
energy costs in buildings. As a result a large number of building energy analysis 
programs have been and continue to be developed and improved. These tools range 
between simple databases, component specific analysis tools, spreadsheets, and full 
building energy analysis programs. Advanced programs among these various tools 
provide detailed hourly energy analyses in buildings. In their analyses they account for 
various heat transfer phenomena including convection, conduction and incident solar 
heat. The ease of use and quick simulation speeds make them very popular among 
building energy modelers. They facilitate obtaining an energy demand analysis and 
facilitate performing parametric analyses that compare the energy efficiency of various 
design alternatives. 
 The primary reason for performing a building energy analysis is to obtain a solid 
understanding of a building’s energy needs. This is particularly critical for designing an 
efficient HVAC system. As discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 5, it is extremely critical 
and cost-wise significant to have a properly sized HVAC system. Expected life cycle 
energy costs are a leading driver of the need for a building energy analysis. The ability to 
study the efficiency of various design alternatives on energy demand is extremely 
essential for designers. It permits designers to reach a design that meets the building’s 
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occupancy needs while optimizing its expected energy demand. This results in life time 
cost savings while insuring a comfortable living and working environment. 
 DOE-2 is a leading building energy analysis program. It is well known, widely 
used, and considered to be a standard for building energy simulation engines and 
software. DOE-2’s powerful simulation engine has also been evolved to be incorporated 
into later and similarly popular energy simulation programs. A prominent example is 
eQUEST. It is based on the DOE-2 engine and coupled with wizards and graphics that 
facilitate its use through a GUI interface. The widespread use of these programs makes 
them of high significance and impact. Most importantly, it highlights the need for a high 
level of accuracy and reliability in their building energy simulations. 
 Building air leakage is a natural uncontrolled phenomenon in buildings. Air 
infiltration and leakage in buildings depends on various aspects of the building envelope. 
Construction materials and adopted construction methods are a primary factor. They 
provide the paths that allow air leakage through the building envelope. Air infiltration is 
primarily driven by the wind pressure on a building face and by other factors compiled as 
a driving stack pressure (stack effect). As discussed in Chapter 2, the energy toll of 
infiltration can represent as much as 50 % of the total energy demand in a building. 
 The experimentally proven significant energy impact of air infiltration was a 
driving reason for investigate current methods for calculating air infiltration energy loads 
on buildings. A primary source of interest are the methods utilized in widely used 
simulation engines such as DOE-2. After these methods’ accuracy is evaluated, an 
enhanced infiltration load calculation method to improve accuracy was to be developed if 
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deemed necessary.  The developed Enhanced Model would also be easy to adopt and 
incorporate into other software and energy simulation models. 
 In order to verify the accuracy of both the existing models and the proposed 
model’s experimental data is necessary. Due to the lack of experimental data, a 
Multiphysics Hygrothermal CFD model was developed and used to provide the necessary 
verification data. The constructed model is based on actual experimentally obtained 
building properties and data. Hundreds of representative cracks were embedded into the 
various components of the building envelope. The cracks quantification is based on 
experimental databases such as the AIVC database, on data obtained from research on 
cracking in buildings, and on available ASHRAE data. Considered factors in the 
multiphysics CFD model include: solar radiation, variable outside temperature, wind 
velocity, variable material properties, thermostat settings, construction methods, and 
others. Three main CFD models are constructed reflecting the different variations of 
cracking patterns in building envelopes.  
 Transient hourly analysis on the CFD models versus DOE-2/eQUEST analyses 
results revealed large inaccuracies in calculated infiltration loading in these simulation 
engines. Several of the methods available in DOE-2 where simulated and compared with 
CFD analyses results. The methods ranged between the basic Air Change method and the 
more advanced ASHRAE Enhanced method. As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, 
underestimation of infiltration heat loading by these methods ranged between 85.70 % 
and 96.13 % (underestimation error). 
 Developing and enhanced infiltration load calculation model was therefore 
deemed necessary. The model has to improve infiltration heat loading calculations 
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accuracy. It also has to maintain the speed and ease of use advantage of current methods 
versus complex CFD analysis. A combined conduction, air infiltration, and solar 
radiation model was developed. The model accounts for heat recovery and exchange. 
This heat interaction occurs as air leaks through the walls of the building envelope. The 
Enhanced Model also considers the effect of solar air heat. Finally, it performs hourly 
heat load calculation in accordance with advanced full hourly building energy analysis 
programs such as DOE-2. 
 The Enhanced Model resulted in a 91.63% increase in the relative accuracy of 
calculated building infiltration loads. As discussed in details in Chapter 5, the relative 
error in heat loading calculations was reduced to a below 4.5 % when compared to all 
CFD analyses results. Another important aspect is the ability of the Enhanced Model to 
maintain the speed and ease of use characteristics of current methods. The Enhanced 
Model closely attains the simulation results of a complex multiphysics hygrothermal 
CFD analysis while requiring less than 1 % of the time necessary to run a CFD analysis. 
 In conclusion, the developed Enhanced Model for combined heat and air 
infiltration simulation is successful. It meets all the stated requirements of increased 
accuracy, ease of use, and speed of calculations. The developed algorithms are easy to 
apply into any other building energy simulation program in the same manner as 
demonstrated in this research on the DOE-2 engine through eQUEST.  
Improving by 91.63 % the relative accuracy of calculating a component that 
represents 40 % to 50 % of the energy demand in buildings is extremely significant. This 
improvement in calculating building infiltration heat loads will help designers design 
more efficient building HVAC systems. It also paves the path for incorporating more 
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sustainable building design practices and components. Examples include controllable 
ventilation rates, optimal insulation distribution, effective utilization of solar energy, 
healthier building indoor environments, and others. 
Fulfilled Research Objectives 
 The main objective of this research was broken down into five specific objectives 
that needed to be fulfilled to meet the main objective of this work. In Chapter 2 a 
comprehensive review of infiltration and how it is accounted for in current models and in 
prominent building energy simulation software was performed. Also was a study of the 
latest research on studying the interaction between infiltration, conduction and solar 
radiation. Objective two was also met by developing a Mass Flow rate model in Chapter 
3 and implementing it in the Visual Basic built program and interface we presented in 
Chapter 5. Similarly the third objective was met by building a Visual Basic program and 
interface based on the algorithms and equations of the Enhanced Model presented in 
Chapter 3. Another achievement of this research was to develop a geometry building 
technique, a meshing method, and a simulation approach for performing full 3D 
multiphysics hygrothermal CFD simulations of air leakage in building envelopes. This 
also allowed obtaining the data necessary to calibrate and validate the relative accuracy 
of the developed enhanced model in accordance with objective four of this research. In 
Chapter 5 the relative accuracy (versus the complex CFD analysis) of the developed 
Enhanced Model was compared to the relative accuracy of current DOE-2 methods in 
calculating infiltration heat loads. As discussed previously in detail, the Enhanced Model 
achieved less than 4.5% relative error versus the results of a complex CFD analysis while 
requiring less than 1 % of time necessary for performing a CFD analysis. This 
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represented up to 91.63 % improvement in relative accuracy versus currently available 
methods and a fulfillment of the fifth objective of this research. 
 
Recommended Future Work 
 In this research, the accuracy of the developed enhanced model was verified 
relative to a developed multiphysics hygrothermal CFD model. A critical follow up 
research to this work would be to perform experimental validation. The same test case 
simulated by the three models (DOE-2, Enhanced Model, and CFD) would be 
constructed with identical construction characteristics and material and then tested 
experimentally. The built envelope should be instrumented with necessary data collection 
devices to obtain all the required experimental data. This could be done in a full scale 
testing facility with capabilities to induce variable wind flow along with a heat source 
representing solar radiation. The Wall of Wind experimental testing facility at Florida 
International University is an ideal facility for performing these experimental tests. It 
allows subjecting a building envelope to a variable wind velocity, at variable wind angles 
(wind direction), with adjustable heat elements to represent solar radiation for variable 
longitudes and latitudes. The collected experimental data will help calibrate and validate 
the developed Enhanced Model. This is essential for supporting the use of the Enhanced 
Model as a new and more accurate method for evaluating infiltration heat loads. The 
experimental data can also be used to validate the CFD analyses performed. As discussed 
previously, special techniques for building, meshing and simulating 3D multiphysics 
hygrothermal CFD simulations of air infiltration were developed in this work. 
Experimentally validating this methodology for 3D CFD simulations of air infiltration 
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allows for higher confidence in the results of CFD analyses of air infiltration. Once 
validated experimentally these CFD analyses can be more confidently used in further 
research as a more cost and time efficient alternative to experimental testing. 
Further research also should include testing the enhanced model and also performing 
CFD analyses for a test case located in a different climate. The current test case was 
located in Fargo, North Dakota in a cold, windy and snowy climate. The location for a 
future test case could be in a city with a warmer or subtropical weather. This will help 
validate the relative accuracy of the Enhanced Model in various climates. Most 
importantly, it will also highlight the role of the solar radiation as part of the interaction 
of the various heat phenomena, as discussed in this research and defined in the Enhanced 
Model’s equations and algorithm. 
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Appendix A 
Hourly and Cumulative Data for Southwest Wall Obtained from the 
DOE-2/eQUEST, CFD Analyses, and Enhanced Model Simulations 
Supporting Data for Charts 5-1 to 5-7  
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Hourly Data for Southwest Wall 
 
Hourly Southwest (SW) Wall Data (Watts) 
     
      
  eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values 
CFD Multiphysisc Simulation 
  (no reduction multiplier)   
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
1 27.841 12.382 78.440 562.563 1033.902 1001.086 990.942
2 28.263 12.570 79.632 764.879 1032.148 999.568 988.689
3 28.427 15.172 85.301 816.732 1031.288 997.784 987.061
4 33.504 14.901 103.464 868.444 1027.239 995.574 983.660
5 33.630 17.948 108.929 883.594 1025.149 993.470 981.911
6 42.192 11.259 136.746 858.155 1023.430 991.618 980.590
7 39.576 14.081 128.847 837.377 1021.008 989.738 980.309
8 45.585 20.274 151.554 830.891 1019.139 988.343 976.587
9 45.094 16.045 147.876 873.207 1020.458 991.931 979.906
10 37.357 16.615 122.458 881.855 1021.342 998.765 987.920
11 37.789 16.807 122.098 872.546 1025.298 1007.328 995.728
12 30.455 21.672 100.095 869.263 1027.725 1016.348 1005.657
13 31.003 19.304 98.090 879.652 1032.188 1025.572 1016.419
14 33.623 20.936 104.793 923.966 1034.425 1033.401 1026.598
15 33.140 20.635 102.502 928.111 1035.710 1037.293 1032.240
16 39.703 24.721 123.741 920.548 1035.179 1036.331 1030.898
17 51.670 32.172 167.101 921.072 1030.190 1029.530 1024.118
18 54.900 29.300 177.824 945.536 1029.099 1023.798 1017.510
19 57.359 35.715 188.161 986.180 1026.581 1018.225 1010.697
20 54.216 33.758 181.594 967.011 1022.710 1013.398 1005.666
21 56.467 30.136 186.845 940.164 1022.880 1009.544 1001.527
22 44.114 23.544 144.947 921.302 1019.865 1006.109 997.716
23 58.983 36.726 197.562 936.365 1017.847 1003.242 994.831
24 56.467 30.136 186.845 961.769 1017.517 1000.521 991.415
25 61.865 38.521 208.631 948.632 1016.081 999.027 991.520
26 61.651 49.355 209.315 933.645 1016.429 997.093 987.507
27 60.742 43.224 205.166 924.793 1014.335 995.630 986.987
28 55.205 24.553 179.668 926.249 1014.685 994.700 986.410
29 57.022 30.433 184.697 930.246 1014.577 993.881 984.306
226 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
32 62.718 50.209 210.129 923.967 1013.996 992.880 984.674
33 57.345 40.807 185.834 922.689 1017.099 997.799 989.897
34 61.202 54.439 202.888 906.037 1021.823 1006.194 998.177
35 57.077 45.693 179.542 882.402 1025.969 1016.055 1008.670
36 54.767 48.715 172.951 864.225 1031.606 1026.018 1018.344
37 53.876 43.130 163.216 865.180 1035.119 1035.913 1031.268
38 52.581 42.094 156.828 913.238 1039.699 1043.261 1041.314
39 54.355 53.184 170.758 906.145 1041.136 1048.039 1047.856
40 52.562 46.754 158.789 885.759 1043.459 1049.599 1049.267
41 52.562 46.754 158.789 873.139 1041.362 1044.810 1042.675
42 53.656 52.500 167.368 871.524 1040.436 1039.970 1039.282
43 54.593 58.273 176.333 883.176 1038.711 1035.615 1033.630
44 51.278 41.051 150.520 882.670 1037.512 1031.985 1029.686
45 54.593 58.273 176.333 877.086 1038.150 1029.415 1025.853
46 54.008 72.060 194.144 872.217 1038.134 1027.226 1023.854
47 52.604 60.829 174.187 873.195 1037.653 1025.492 1022.282
48 53.352 66.440 183.927 883.424 1037.824 1023.542 1018.953
49 51.883 46.150 155.542 872.970 1037.013 1022.393 1018.989
50 52.955 51.815 164.001 858.710 1037.343 1021.213 1017.146
51 53.348 61.689 175.542 852.861 1037.407 1020.802 1015.986
52 51.105 59.095 164.966 887.296 1038.832 1020.960 1015.333
53 48.917 65.268 169.290 906.999 1038.689 1021.063 1016.116
54 46.985 50.152 142.594 889.213 1040.386 1021.163 1015.570
55 47.721 55.182 151.052 874.585 1040.425 1021.291 1016.310
56 47.721 55.182 151.052 868.966 1039.887 1021.293 1015.687
57 47.721 55.182 151.052 879.986 1043.882 1025.786 1020.501
58 44.474 39.560 123.990 891.985 1045.917 1033.622 1028.856
59 44.049 43.100 125.473 897.105 1050.950 1043.149 1037.060
60 38.033 33.831 101.514 897.750 1054.659 1053.101 1048.097
61 33.399 23.767 79.647 908.796 1060.105 1062.876 1060.499
62 34.925 31.066 89.013 939.435 1062.846 1070.106 1070.323
63 36.231 32.228 90.584 939.104 1066.339 1074.922 1076.928
64 36.231 32.228 90.584 918.288 1065.999 1075.554 1079.379
65 39.020 41.650 108.992 897.708 1063.702 1069.626 1069.800
66 39.814 38.956 107.923 900.724 1061.814 1064.381 1063.913
67 39.021 34.709 101.338 926.201 1060.793 1059.829 1059.282
68 39.021 34.709 101.338 912.169 1059.575 1055.667 1053.394
69 39.021 34.709 101.338 891.739 1058.219 1051.624 1049.742
227 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
70 35.905 19.163 84.802 878.612 1057.242 1048.471 1044.954
71 19.072 10.179 45.044 877.880 1056.849 1046.456 1043.551
72 16.263 10.127 38.032 887.916 1056.539 1044.808 1040.812
73 15.608 8.330 34.726 893.023 1056.217 1043.985 1040.622
74 7.529 8.036 20.530 891.277 1058.003 1043.882 1039.399
75 6.758 7.214 17.979 888.099 1057.828 1043.591 1039.478
76 5.638 7.021 16.730 903.968 1058.293 1042.632 1038.205
77 9.135 8.126 22.617 912.507 1058.472 1042.167 1037.599
78 7.269 7.759 19.660 911.357 1058.177 1041.672 1037.676
79 6.075 7.566 18.271 906.798 1058.290 1041.130 1036.522
80 7.529 8.036 20.530 901.171 1059.016 1040.834 1036.411
81 5.585 7.451 17.732 906.733 1061.681 1045.357 1040.873
82 5.178 6.909 16.247 910.173 1063.046 1052.685 1047.467
83 5.424 6.754 15.987 900.871 1066.891 1061.776 1056.596
84 5.213 6.491 15.261 883.197 1071.209 1070.837 1065.964
85 5.253 6.542 15.276 867.753 1074.840 1079.853 1076.733
86 5.776 6.166 14.855 886.048 1076.772 1086.399 1087.372
87 6.792 6.041 15.478 875.963 1078.106 1089.497 1093.414
88 7.645 6.800 17.990 848.479 1078.038 1088.511 1090.917
89 9.501 8.451 23.522 823.820 1074.751 1081.165 1083.912
90 10.461 9.306 26.663 807.704 1070.313 1074.321 1075.268
91 22.729 6.065 50.207 803.538 1068.490 1068.159 1066.724
92 21.750 7.738 49.124 799.680 1064.325 1061.736 1060.435
93 19.297 12.015 48.684 800.593 1062.282 1056.774 1054.707
94 27.544 12.250 66.112 806.198 1059.537 1052.257 1048.950
95 24.657 10.966 59.850 820.664 1056.533 1047.988 1045.467
96 37.321 16.599 92.590 840.110 1055.169 1044.670 1040.912
97 39.324 20.987 99.162 850.459 1052.304 1041.619 1037.555
98 43.275 30.794 115.343 859.202 1052.184 1039.470 1035.540
99 43.348 34.703 116.819 866.632 1050.675 1037.432 1032.500
100 43.348 34.703 116.819 900.801 1050.910 1036.054 1032.481
101 40.788 29.025 104.609 911.522 1049.445 1034.891 1031.238
102 41.557 29.572 105.524 907.667 1049.718 1034.066 1028.978
103 43.349 42.415 122.490 903.244 1049.338 1034.002 1030.044
104 41.818 48.357 125.350 902.529 1050.703 1033.889 1030.173
105 41.575 40.679 113.656 923.514 1051.441 1038.200 1032.917
106 41.070 47.492 122.244 920.919 1057.215 1046.523 1041.714
107 37.540 40.070 103.196 907.708 1059.660 1056.447 1052.080
228 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
108 34.754 34.006 88.559 900.302 1064.218 1066.303 1060.956
109 33.793 36.071 89.153 897.949 1068.897 1076.005 1072.583
110 32.545 31.843 80.646 911.648 1073.158 1083.300 1083.475
111 29.156 25.934 67.888 918.789 1073.714 1087.343 1090.343
112 29.430 18.324 60.750 916.893 1074.411 1086.789 1090.055
113 31.488 25.208 73.840 913.315 1069.697 1079.704 1080.191
114 23.609 12.600 52.528 917.520 1067.957 1073.520 1074.042
115 19.686 10.507 44.344 926.085 1064.662 1067.488 1067.047
116 21.107 11.265 49.278 905.707 1062.812 1062.199 1061.457
117 19.072 10.179 45.044 879.893 1060.086 1057.634 1055.539
118 26.560 11.813 62.303 861.595 1058.402 1053.460 1050.164
119 27.052 0.000 62.325 866.511 1057.629 1049.949 1047.157
120 23.191 8.251 54.317 892.801 1056.921 1046.943 1042.964
121 22.281 7.928 52.185 882.472 1053.779 1044.573 1040.624
122 26.560 0.000 60.444 868.698 1053.363 1042.755 1038.664
123 26.069 0.000 58.586 863.975 1052.716 1041.156 1037.081
124 19.072 10.179 45.044 900.734 1053.171 1039.949 1036.123
125 18.704 8.319 42.844 927.398 1052.774 1039.109 1034.968
126 21.003 7.473 46.846 924.035 1051.847 1038.336 1036.256
127 25.023 6.678 55.275 910.097 1052.073 1037.368 1032.032
128 20.568 7.318 46.455 899.465 1051.122 1036.664 1032.069
129 17.153 12.206 42.238 914.128 1053.739 1040.895 1036.091
130 12.233 9.793 30.544 910.370 1055.681 1048.061 1042.674
131 8.975 9.580 25.266 893.660 1059.733 1056.269 1051.432
132 7.562 9.417 23.496 877.231 1063.063 1065.487 1059.327
133 5.786 8.749 20.874 871.702 1066.389 1074.349 1071.319
134 6.002 8.009 19.285 893.844 1069.647 1081.091 1082.208
135 5.616 7.993 18.930 894.610 1070.738 1085.421 1086.806
136 5.215 7.422 17.392 891.513 1072.259 1085.946 1089.152
137 3.750 6.671 15.454 891.307 1068.928 1080.125 1082.305
138 4.177 7.060 16.390 895.441 1068.509 1074.893 1074.595
139 5.863 7.822 18.615 903.994 1066.046 1069.760 1069.904
140 11.604 8.257 26.759 895.992 1065.213 1065.439 1063.515
141 15.947 8.511 34.590 877.015 1063.452 1061.736 1059.742
142 13.695 12.182 33.907 851.519 1063.510 1058.919 1056.057
143 22.134 19.688 54.798 837.728 1062.602 1056.241 1053.529
144 33.028 29.379 81.770 837.163 1061.209 1053.774 1049.564
145 14.105 12.547 35.265 831.130 1061.456 1052.100 1048.774
229 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
146 4.592 7.353 17.228 823.873 1059.562 1050.326 1046.819
147 5.540 7.885 18.774 817.371 1060.471 1048.721 1044.083
148 5.739 8.167 19.550 836.587 1057.826 1047.001 1043.026
149 6.986 8.700 21.567 844.487 1058.090 1045.889 1042.531
150 5.739 8.167 19.550 1050.527 1058.321 1045.177 1041.557
151 5.344 7.606 18.014 1050.381 1058.271 1044.184 1040.661
152 7.118 8.230 20.586 1050.429 1057.374 1043.534 1038.511
153 7.792 8.317 21.420 1050.429 1059.282 1046.261 1041.730
154 8.714 10.076 25.203 1050.429 1061.593 1052.698 1047.078
155 9.451 13.450 32.878 1050.786 1061.683 1060.090 1055.594
156 6.835 13.984 33.835 1051.056 1063.767 1067.077 1061.481
157 5.207 10.652 25.976 1051.329 1064.860 1073.647 1070.954
158 5.859 11.465 28.087 1051.532 1065.437 1077.645 1077.523
159 6.772 12.649 31.307 1051.795 1064.653 1078.904 1080.910
160 8.662 13.869 35.206 1051.993 1061.788 1076.558 1078.198
161 9.436 20.144 50.561 1052.326 1056.299 1067.927 1068.814
162 6.789 14.493 36.464 1052.463 1052.455 1059.969 1060.682
163 8.177 16.001 40.692 1052.718 1048.320 1052.717 1051.730
164 9.650 17.167 44.416 1052.913 1045.828 1046.542 1045.257
165 9.085 16.970 43.607 1052.958 1042.459 1041.201 1040.219
166 16.611 23.641 64.774 1052.979 1039.794 1036.566 1033.093
167 11.698 17.690 47.511 1052.988 1038.449 1032.413 1028.702
168 12.219 18.478 50.057 1053.134 1035.735 1028.780 1025.137
169 17.190 18.348 58.825 1053.230 1034.409 1026.775 1022.778
170 15.912 18.400 56.303 1053.252 1032.699 1023.189 1019.386
171 16.872 19.511 60.045 1053.334 1030.825 1020.396 1016.050
172 19.996 19.565 67.216 1053.421 1028.990 1018.059 1013.548
173 27.537 22.045 87.884 1053.439 1027.365 1015.509 1011.025
174 31.740 19.763 98.924 1053.590 1026.774 1013.416 1008.694
175 30.277 16.159 93.769 1053.687 1024.190 1011.607 1006.244
176 30.277 16.159 93.769 1053.710 1024.542 1010.301 1005.288
177 26.116 18.584 82.819 1053.649 1024.339 1013.959 1008.700
178 25.550 20.454 81.543 1053.500 1027.657 1020.786 1016.113
179 26.414 18.796 81.290 1053.331 1031.422 1029.557 1023.501
180 25.490 15.872 75.788 1053.155 1035.592 1038.550 1033.693
181 27.841 12.382 78.440 1052.903 1038.205 1047.261 1044.651
182 26.179 13.972 74.699 1052.852 1041.171 1053.957 1053.518
183 21.841 15.542 64.099 1052.758 1042.661 1058.173 1060.358
230 
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184 21.841 15.542 64.099 1052.737 1041.751 1058.245 1061.026
185 31.127 13.844 88.482 1052.870 1040.000 1051.877 1052.858
186 33.079 11.770 94.014 1052.960 1036.327 1045.536 1045.289
187 34.475 9.200 100.000 1053.193 1034.379 1039.767 1038.840
188 35.036 12.466 103.073 1053.307 1032.402 1035.032 1032.247
189 32.901 11.706 96.792 1053.338 1031.523 1030.796 1029.114
190 37.742 0.000 108.941 1053.280 1029.880 1027.599 1024.636
191 33.268 11.837 96.217 1053.203 1029.871 1024.902 1020.858
192 31.782 11.308 91.124 1053.118 1028.468 1023.035 1019.920
193 30.814 10.964 86.797 1052.958 1029.368 1021.926 1018.388
194 26.638 14.217 76.669 1052.928 1027.951 1020.696 1017.455
195 30.017 13.350 85.327 1052.914 1029.057 1019.473 1015.720
196 34.750 15.455 97.031 1052.766 1027.689 1018.489 1013.411
197 28.699 12.764 80.135 1052.740 1028.504 1017.739 1013.219
198 32.194 8.591 88.494 1052.729 1027.810 1017.284 1012.448
199 31.126 11.075 85.301 1052.653 1028.789 1016.756 1011.951
200 27.319 12.150 75.592 1052.639 1029.206 1016.508 1011.617
201 33.742 12.005 91.605 1052.562 1031.332 1021.009 1015.986
202 30.904 8.247 82.552 1052.477 1033.767 1028.396 1023.926
203 29.663 10.554 78.998 1052.388 1039.281 1037.474 1033.407
204 29.318 7.824 76.782 1052.297 1042.321 1046.954 1040.400
205 24.608 10.944 64.294 1052.135 1046.055 1056.258 1054.619
206 23.673 10.529 60.612 1051.961 1049.021 1063.365 1063.984
207 21.086 13.129 55.369 1051.853 1050.931 1067.175 1068.674
208 25.401 13.557 67.351 1052.039 1049.422 1067.525 1069.975
209 25.875 13.809 69.269 1052.132 1048.101 1061.107 1062.738
210 24.719 15.391 68.028 1052.225 1046.338 1055.336 1054.738
211 19.761 14.062 55.601 1052.245 1042.765 1050.072 1049.939
212 19.761 14.062 55.601 1052.254 1042.343 1045.507 1042.717
213 19.761 14.062 55.601 1052.258 1041.148 1041.504 1039.608
214 23.223 16.526 65.343 1052.260 1040.776 1038.392 1036.300
215 19.132 18.720 58.823 1052.261 1038.301 1035.611 1031.759
216 19.132 18.720 58.823 1052.261 1037.982 1033.269 1029.259
217 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 1038.182 1031.984 1029.074
218 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 1037.201 1030.473 1026.450
219 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 1037.216 1028.771 1023.845
220 12.062 15.021 41.583 1052.262 1035.632 1027.130 1023.318
221 15.790 19.664 54.436 1052.262 1035.231 1025.865 1021.819
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222 15.790 19.664 54.436 1052.262 1036.176 1024.858 1020.734
223 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 1036.033 1023.981 1019.944
224 11.191 14.932 40.230 1052.262 1034.871 1023.321 1017.530
225 11.191 14.932 40.230 1052.262 1036.806 1026.334 1021.905
226 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 1038.037 1032.930 1027.867
227 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 1042.457 1041.289 1035.067
228 11.082 19.715 49.637 1052.262 1044.594 1050.572 1045.133
229 12.177 19.497 49.698 1052.190 1049.393 1059.294 1056.135
230 11.885 19.029 48.308 1052.108 1049.812 1065.267 1065.166
231 12.913 19.526 50.399 1052.163 1052.195 1068.423 1070.633
232 10.664 15.178 40.216 1052.309 1049.905 1067.708 1068.816
233 13.234 16.481 46.678 1052.548 1046.970 1060.350 1061.141
234 14.593 16.875 49.833 1052.664 1043.655 1053.897 1054.187
235 16.107 17.193 53.408 1052.766 1040.396 1047.427 1046.049
236 25.744 20.610 79.791 1053.005 1038.617 1041.889 1040.384
237 22.121 17.709 69.073 1053.122 1035.729 1036.503 1034.297
238 25.249 17.967 78.893 1053.367 1033.875 1031.833 1029.202
239 27.729 17.266 85.767 1053.486 1030.159 1027.676 1024.265
240 26.116 18.584 82.819 1053.590 1030.285 1024.323 1021.654
241 28.181 17.547 87.830 1053.616 1028.228 1021.514 1016.522
242 27.729 17.266 85.767 1053.556 1025.805 1018.921 1014.716
243 32.546 14.475 98.931 1053.621 1024.682 1016.764 1012.256
244 34.695 12.344 104.629 1053.630 1023.184 1015.037 1010.845
245 34.208 12.171 102.324 1053.562 1024.741 1014.718 1010.748
246 32.293 11.490 91.779 1053.125 1024.349 1015.063 1011.302
247 24.774 13.222 69.457 1052.768 1025.895 1015.572 1010.256
248 20.030 14.254 57.335 1052.548 1027.683 1016.204 1011.201
249 16.092 14.314 47.871 1052.348 1030.602 1021.462 1016.809
250 10.503 14.014 37.556 1052.229 1033.895 1028.992 1022.876
251 15.042 14.718 45.912 1052.196 1037.433 1039.049 1034.139
252 13.532 14.444 42.540 1052.110 1042.786 1048.093 1041.782
253 13.532 14.444 42.540 1052.093 1045.973 1058.073 1054.035
254 13.263 16.516 45.192 1052.085 1048.553 1066.684 1063.928
255 21.813 19.403 63.880 1052.081 1050.203 1072.488 1070.800
256 20.627 20.183 62.496 1052.080 1050.611 1074.268 1073.297
257 21.813 19.403 63.880 1052.079 1048.142 1066.333 1064.053
258 22.257 19.797 65.695 1052.150 1045.603 1059.295 1057.117
259 23.046 20.500 69.092 1052.304 1045.159 1053.394 1051.825
232 
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260 32.840 32.133 101.706 1052.331 1040.939 1047.877 1044.006
261 33.331 38.542 111.750 1052.415 1039.907 1043.118 1039.267
262 48.038 42.730 147.326 1052.574 1038.576 1039.273 1036.500
263 50.987 58.959 172.006 1052.533 1037.743 1036.162 1031.240
264 51.945 64.688 182.184 1052.535 1035.960 1033.475 1029.424
265 33.331 41.507 116.235 1052.465 1037.069 1031.631 1028.154
266 51.470 68.674 186.006 1052.382 1034.978 1030.427 1025.203
267 53.314 61.650 177.646 1052.366 1035.848 1028.627 1024.048
268 53.352 66.440 183.927 1052.288 1034.114 1027.142 1022.375
269 55.339 78.759 208.685 1052.345 1035.017 1026.134 1021.330
270 54.584 77.685 204.836 1052.278 1035.115 1025.208 1021.060
271 51.746 55.234 164.908 1052.269 1033.734 1024.381 1018.729
272 54.584 77.685 204.836 1052.265 1034.643 1023.895 1019.161
273 54.943 87.969 224.237 1052.192 1035.858 1028.337 1023.158
274 53.727 81.243 208.759 1052.109 1039.719 1036.686 1030.919
275 51.942 97.025 238.627 1051.807 1044.074 1046.685 1040.339
276 46.649 70.541 176.368 1051.612 1049.808 1056.266 1051.671
277 42.675 56.940 143.610 1051.280 1053.604 1067.322 1063.441
278 41.796 59.484 146.162 1051.072 1057.538 1076.558 1076.077
279 42.004 56.044 138.146 1050.878 1060.802 1083.161 1082.370
280 37.246 39.757 104.860 1050.761 1061.509 1085.683 1086.063
281 38.572 48.034 119.850 1050.730 1061.087 1082.304 1083.616
282 37.632 33.473 95.912 1050.644 1059.524 1076.125 1073.160
283 37.627 26.775 91.681 1050.841 1057.308 1070.328 1067.430
284 39.418 31.556 100.394 1050.938 1056.866 1065.428 1062.444
285 36.798 32.732 96.450 1050.890 1055.308 1061.472 1058.106
286 25.085 22.313 65.750 1050.888 1055.738 1058.186 1054.855
287 24.101 21.438 62.010 1050.745 1054.150 1054.988 1050.965
288 36.798 32.732 96.450 1050.865 1053.451 1052.201 1050.122
289 37.417 33.282 98.972 1050.949 1053.380 1050.567 1049.009
290 38.378 37.552 105.802 1050.966 1053.030 1047.619 1042.382
291 39.651 38.796 111.131 1051.116 1051.214 1045.315 1041.792
292 27.052 26.469 76.440 1051.213 1050.784 1043.766 1039.132
293 26.560 28.351 77.701 1051.164 1050.779 1042.728 1037.116
294 13.759 15.911 41.532 1051.021 1051.377 1042.968 1039.130
295 10.186 9.967 26.668 1050.570 1052.778 1043.095 1038.680
296 7.690 9.577 23.281 1050.421 1053.106 1043.638 1038.562
297 4.782 8.082 18.690 1050.161 1056.220 1049.153 1044.367
233 
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298 4.730 7.573 17.366 1049.964 1060.990 1057.716 1052.511
299 3.172 5.643 12.892 1049.775 1064.180 1067.612 1062.755
300 2.836 5.298 12.121 1049.661 1070.256 1077.478 1072.025
301 3.054 5.977 13.715 1049.559 1072.741 1087.613 1084.737
302 2.765 4.919 11.123 1049.463 1076.902 1095.383 1096.541
303 2.967 5.014 11.287 1049.441 1077.693 1100.210 1104.110
304 2.765 4.919 11.123 1049.431 1079.233 1101.777 1105.658
305 2.810 4.749 10.691 1049.426 1075.880 1097.303 1100.219
306 3.170 5.076 11.441 1049.495 1073.643 1089.352 1092.070
307 1.986 6.005 15.269 1050.147 1069.883 1081.827 1083.297
308 2.273 7.279 18.881 1050.680 1067.024 1074.829 1072.902
309 2.515 8.052 20.945 1051.009 1062.811 1068.235 1066.907
310 3.008 9.098 23.428 1051.308 1059.779 1062.172 1061.214
311 3.294 9.962 25.737 1051.594 1056.972 1057.046 1054.541
312 4.471 11.135 27.860 1051.731 1054.502 1053.003 1050.852
313 3.942 10.518 26.542 1051.700 1053.380 1049.345 1044.662
314 4.058 10.828 27.364 1051.778 1053.030 1046.045 1042.067
315 4.175 11.141 28.199 1051.863 1051.214 1042.636 1038.776
316 4.415 11.781 29.906 1052.024 1050.784 1039.256 1035.073
317 7.233 14.154 35.483 1052.268 1050.779 1036.375 1033.670
318 7.002 14.324 35.958 1052.387 1051.377 1033.757 1030.741
319 6.430 14.299 36.006 1052.490 1052.778 1031.134 1025.620
320 7.793 15.251 38.563 1052.587 1053.106 1029.073 1024.598
321 8.789 15.636 39.910 1052.610 1055.049 1032.197 1025.818
322 10.434 15.778 41.457 1052.549 1058.983 1037.850 1032.753
323 9.139 15.445 39.595 1052.542 1061.396 1046.837 1041.719
324 8.701 14.706 37.420 1052.397 1066.705 1054.916 1048.792
325 10.408 14.812 39.057 1052.301 1068.556 1064.648 1061.041
326 12.792 14.793 42.093 1052.208 1072.184 1072.361 1070.321
327 13.012 13.889 40.904 1052.116 1072.585 1077.654 1076.917
328 19.030 13.542 52.611 1052.095 1073.813 1078.049 1077.985
329 18.903 13.451 52.723 1052.157 1071.435 1072.815 1073.103
330 30.077 8.026 80.343 1052.378 1069.820 1065.515 1061.427
331 32.673 5.813 87.795 1052.487 1066.545 1058.545 1055.875
332 42.020 14.951 115.159 1052.586 1064.093 1052.877 1049.023
333 42.509 18.906 116.541 1052.538 1060.230 1047.507 1043.346
334 43.555 19.371 121.617 1052.680 1057.500 1043.205 1039.587
335 48.599 30.260 137.370 1052.560 1054.956 1039.724 1034.863
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336 51.278 41.051 150.520 1052.476 1052.714 1037.044 1032.664
337 49.142 34.969 139.468 1052.387 1051.289 1035.569 1030.551
338 51.883 46.150 155.542 1052.368 1049.070 1033.757 1029.199
339 53.872 57.504 172.847 1052.360 1047.403 1031.587 1026.748
340 53.150 56.733 169.382 1052.285 1044.372 1030.066 1025.227
341 53.538 57.147 170.618 1052.272 1043.298 1028.687 1023.398
342 54.282 62.769 179.743 1052.266 1041.380 1027.977 1023.259
343 54.331 67.658 186.217 1052.193 1039.509 1027.399 1022.662
344 53.240 66.300 181.414 1052.109 1038.332 1027.176 1021.716
345 52.962 75.376 194.868 1051.949 1038.391 1031.077 1026.243
346 52.697 74.998 193.893 1051.919 1041.157 1039.444 1033.804
347 51.492 77.865 196.476 1051.763 1043.268 1049.463 1043.348
348 49.364 65.865 169.893 1051.592 1046.637 1058.666 1053.999
349 48.146 68.522 171.873 1051.414 1049.550 1069.436 1064.581
350 45.506 48.574 134.125 1051.305 1051.998 1078.619 1076.438
351 43.988 46.953 127.717 1051.134 1053.440 1084.796 1083.577
352 43.494 50.294 131.286 1051.028 1052.038 1086.488 1084.065
353 41.863 40.961 114.444 1050.929 1050.818 1084.207 1081.982
354 42.721 49.401 128.056 1050.906 1046.854 1077.440 1075.818
355 33.825 18.052 78.970 1050.967 1045.344 1071.414 1069.026
356 31.984 22.760 79.581 1051.045 1043.247 1066.187 1062.234
357 34.406 18.363 81.260 1051.059 1041.061 1061.116 1057.834
358 40.583 25.269 100.272 1051.208 1039.445 1056.753 1053.215
359 40.133 21.419 99.083 1051.376 1038.345 1052.888 1048.771
360 35.876 15.956 88.044 1051.481 1038.961 1049.097 1045.088
361 34.194 15.208 86.648 1051.721 1036.854
362 31.408 11.175 81.182 1051.981 1036.367
363 27.247 9.694 70.425 1052.035 1036.676
364 31.971 0.000 82.380 1052.130 1035.286
365 31.895 8.511 82.693 1052.153 1036.497
366 30.987 0.000 78.191 1052.020 1035.639
367 26.763 9.522 68.469 1052.001 1035.552
368 30.428 10.826 77.038 1051.922 1036.387
369 29.020 0.000 70.077 1051.693 1037.357
370 26.227 9.332 63.583 1051.582 1042.053
371 19.960 10.653 49.806 1051.552 1044.943
372 25.649 6.844 60.259 1051.397 1051.088
373 21.039 7.486 48.108 1051.154 1053.484
235 
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374 21.750 7.738 49.124 1051.037 1057.787
375 22.238 9.890 50.939 1051.005 1058.970
376 18.171 9.698 41.930 1050.919 1061.352
377 25.085 13.388 57.882 1050.902 1059.615
378 20.386 7.254 45.471 1050.894 1059.052
379 23.465 4.174 50.866 1050.819 1055.883
380 19.915 7.086 43.855 1050.806 1054.829
381 10.703 9.521 27.797 1050.801 1053.890
382 9.259 9.884 26.273 1050.798 1052.974
383 11.448 10.183 30.007 1050.868 1051.610
384 10.029 9.813 27.418 1050.879 1049.547
385 17.328 9.248 40.457 1050.955 1047.317
386 8.642 9.993 26.086 1050.968 1047.225
387 12.679 11.278 34.747 1051.259 1043.537
388 23.207 10.321 58.807 1051.663 1042.282
389 26.088 9.282 65.354 1051.741 1042.174
390 26.717 9.506 65.494 1051.633 1041.740
391 32.446 8.658 78.016 1051.555 1041.261
392 39.687 21.181 97.982 1051.469 1040.451
393 39.094 20.865 95.479 1051.380 1042.918
394 43.696 38.868 118.714 1051.290 1046.681
395 42.035 33.651 109.145 1051.199 1049.823
396 42.272 37.601 112.828 1051.107 1055.054
397 41.001 32.823 104.424 1051.016 1057.498
398 36.492 19.476 84.204 1050.924 1060.458
399 35.877 19.147 81.802 1050.833 1063.394
400 13.310 10.656 33.235 1050.812 1063.531
401 12.977 11.543 34.014 1050.874 1062.639
402 11.864 11.608 32.707 1050.953 1061.771
403 18.886 13.440 48.437 1051.252 1059.980
404 12.769 15.901 41.721 1051.375 1058.283
405 10.185 16.307 40.376 1051.481 1057.326
406 8.486 12.078 30.604 1051.508 1056.564
407 10.398 17.574 43.719 1051.733 1056.445
408 7.405 13.173 32.826 1051.915 1053.916
409 10.873 19.343 48.535 1052.097 1054.715
410 7.233 14.154 35.483 1052.280 1051.904
411 7.605 14.881 37.521 1052.464 1050.652
236 
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412 8.878 16.583 42.482 1052.789 1048.159
413 10.092 17.954 46.766 1053.067 1047.707
414 12.453 19.939 53.977 1053.414 1047.099
415 15.069 21.447 61.247 1053.701 1047.116
416 18.907 21.863 69.596 1053.839 1045.974
417 18.907 21.863 69.596 1053.879 1049.177
418 18.563 21.465 67.953 1053.826 1051.279
419 18.221 21.070 66.331 1053.752 1054.891
420 23.765 19.026 76.393 1053.596 1058.956
421 22.293 17.847 70.639 1053.425 1061.865
422 27.967 14.926 83.241 1053.319 1065.293
423 25.365 15.793 76.026 1053.220 1066.891
424 21.489 17.203 67.099 1053.197 1066.728
425 20.429 18.172 65.437 1053.187 1064.972
426 27.087 21.685 85.828 1053.325 1061.988
427 19.406 25.892 74.575 1053.417 1059.519
428 20.507 27.362 79.977 1053.651 1057.168
429 16.266 28.937 77.408 1053.837 1054.721
430 17.769 30.031 81.896 1054.021 1053.139
431 11.950 22.322 59.696 1054.134 1049.613
432 11.330 23.179 61.631 1054.377 1049.426
433 12.423 24.311 65.418 1054.567 1045.502
434 12.423 24.311 65.418 1054.611 1044.247
435 14.167 25.203 69.426 1054.702 1040.668
436 13.379 24.992 68.053 1054.722 1039.207
437 11.583 24.729 66.078 1054.802 1035.742
438 11.798 25.186 67.462 1054.888 1033.082
439 11.798 25.186 67.462 1054.907 1029.231
440 11.416 25.386 67.880 1054.986 1028.350
441 12.014 25.647 68.860 1055.001 1027.557
442 12.660 25.901 69.940 1055.008 1030.229
443 12.014 25.647 68.860 1055.010 1032.011
444 11.209 24.927 66.505 1054.940 1035.544
445 11.798 25.186 67.462 1054.930 1037.735
446 11.209 24.927 66.505 1054.925 1040.420
447 12.655 24.765 66.822 1054.780 1041.541
448 12.059 23.598 63.676 1054.756 1041.882
449 11.202 22.917 61.249 1054.675 1038.812
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450 10.992 22.487 59.946 1054.587 1035.987
451 14.463 23.157 65.141 1054.497 1032.473
452 13.408 23.853 65.073 1054.478 1030.656
453 13.592 22.972 63.533 1054.469 1027.269
454 16.463 23.430 69.015 1054.465 1025.028
455 17.374 23.182 69.407 1054.250 1023.100
456 18.603 23.167 71.859 1054.215 1021.411
457 19.601 22.666 72.945 1054.128 1019.266
458 17.941 22.342 68.598 1054.039 1016.465
459 19.623 20.946 70.044 1053.948 1015.191
460 19.270 20.568 68.379 1053.857 1012.768
461 17.878 20.673 65.445 1053.836 1011.399
462 11.648 18.650 50.291 1053.542 1010.069
463 13.558 20.502 56.737 1053.635 1009.209
464 16.962 21.123 63.856 1053.708 1007.326
465 22.098 19.656 73.748 1053.719 1008.717
466 16.559 19.149 59.269 1053.510 1009.359
467 9.189 16.348 42.297 1053.122 1013.682
468 8.773 15.608 40.109 1052.909 1016.218
469 9.361 15.820 40.708 1052.712 1019.240
470 8.494 14.356 36.666 1052.523 1020.711
471 7.768 13.819 34.913 1052.408 1023.496
472 7.113 13.288 33.303 1052.307 1022.709
473 7.573 13.472 33.920 1052.282 1021.898
474 9.257 13.998 36.292 1052.271 1019.006
475 10.503 14.014 37.556 1052.194 1017.477
476 8.848 13.379 34.378 1052.110 1015.751
477 9.508 13.532 35.333 1052.092 1015.273
478 9.987 13.325 35.327 1052.013 1014.597
479 11.401 13.184 36.803 1051.927 1013.927
480 9.732 12.985 34.240 1051.909 1013.570
481 8.791 12.512 32.186 1051.830 1014.120
482 12.574 13.422 38.710 1051.815 1012.879
483 11.114 12.851 35.643 1051.809 1013.197
484 11.114 12.851 35.643 1051.806 1014.794
485 14.747 13.117 42.498 1051.876 1014.904
486 15.996 14.228 46.844 1052.029 1014.810
487 14.164 13.859 42.914 1052.057 1015.411
238 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
488 12.390 13.225 38.412 1051.926 1014.456
489 12.390 13.225 38.412 1051.909 1018.800
490 9.458 11.778 31.092 1051.616 1021.610
491 6.413 10.268 25.105 1051.354 1026.390
492 5.841 9.353 22.579 1051.085 1032.285
493 3.794 8.099 19.420 1050.812 1035.933
494 3.273 7.278 17.497 1050.681 1040.534
495 5.381 8.615 20.447 1050.643 1042.017
496 5.786 8.749 20.874 1050.626 1044.936
497 6.746 9.001 21.931 1050.619 1044.057
498 5.985 9.050 21.696 1050.687 1042.249
499 8.490 9.818 25.270 1050.768 1041.228
500 6.560 9.336 22.821 1050.855 1040.019
501 5.092 9.059 21.729 1050.944 1040.317
502 6.029 9.654 23.405 1051.035 1039.191
503 6.029 9.654 23.405 1051.055 1040.008
504 7.552 10.076 25.269 1051.064 1038.797
505 11.703 11.451 33.068 1051.210 1040.234
506 8.188 10.197 26.098 1051.092 1039.376
507 6.340 10.151 24.610 1051.080 1039.502
508 11.679 10.388 31.172 1051.075 1039.295
509 12.860 10.295 33.074 1051.073 1038.441
510 12.803 11.388 34.782 1051.214 1038.487
511 12.803 11.388 34.782 1051.236 1038.450
512 16.544 11.773 41.587 1051.175 1037.759
513 16.544 11.773 41.587 1051.168 1041.709
514 9.628 11.990 30.494 1051.022 1044.758
515 11.579 12.359 33.619 1051.070 1049.911
516 8.936 11.923 29.731 1050.999 1054.599
517 9.342 11.634 29.403 1050.917 1060.124
518 8.668 11.565 28.672 1050.900 1061.972
519 10.495 15.870 38.407 1050.893 1064.917
520 13.385 15.478 40.121 1050.890 1066.697
521 10.808 16.344 39.739 1050.960 1066.194
522 12.126 17.258 42.846 1051.113 1062.247
523 27.544 31.851 85.455 1051.283 1060.365
524 28.036 24.938 77.498 1051.389 1059.867
525 21.535 15.324 56.318 1051.487 1056.845
239 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
526 22.456 15.980 59.855 1051.653 1057.027
527 29.020 18.069 74.713 1051.614 1054.459
528 21.995 15.652 58.074 1051.618 1053.350
529 24.448 13.048 61.650 1051.619 1052.860
530 17.375 12.364 44.562 1051.406 1053.566
531 14.038 11.239 36.798 1051.301 1051.052
532 16.957 10.558 41.897 1051.275 1051.676
533 18.637 9.947 45.020 1051.263 1049.729
534 19.736 12.289 50.304 1051.472 1049.901
535 19.059 11.867 49.557 1051.646 1049.577
536 25.409 13.561 65.400 1051.754 1049.439
537 22.456 15.980 59.855 1051.710 1051.167
538 19.891 15.924 53.118 1051.497 1054.137
539 13.263 11.797 35.081 1051.108 1057.503
540 14.905 10.607 35.932 1050.894 1059.870
541 14.517 12.913 36.648 1050.626 1063.558
542 11.965 12.771 32.626 1050.425 1066.436
543 14.654 11.731 34.738 1050.377 1067.540
544 21.642 17.325 50.751 1050.284 1067.581
545 14.230 11.392 33.369 1050.263 1065.257
546 11.592 12.374 31.353 1050.254 1062.214
547 13.695 12.182 33.907 1050.321 1059.175
548 7.269 7.759 19.660 1050.259 1057.241
549 7.595 8.107 20.543 1050.252 1053.853
550 5.196 8.320 19.662 1050.463 1053.475
551 5.193 8.776 20.853 1050.638 1050.643
552 5.023 8.935 21.284 1050.746 1049.978
553 8.490 9.818 25.270 1050.774 1048.519
554 8.875 9.473 25.181 1050.786 1048.562
555 11.811 9.456 29.492 1050.792 1047.816
556 8.875 9.473 25.181 1050.794 1047.903
557 14.888 9.270 35.214 1050.866 1048.024
558 16.896 9.017 38.986 1050.878 1046.272
559 20.633 11.012 47.609 1050.883 1044.884
560 21.638 5.774 47.178 1050.814 1044.131
561 21.833 7.768 47.455 1050.733 1047.309
562 16.832 8.983 37.449 1050.646 1049.544
563 15.668 11.149 35.716 1050.414 1054.976
240 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
564 3.602 6.407 14.792 1050.087 1058.329
565 3.877 7.241 17.039 1050.379 1063.490
566 4.766 7.207 16.872 1050.265 1065.961
567 3.504 6.856 16.135 1050.326 1068.826
568 5.320 13.251 32.761 1050.974 1070.498
569 5.226 11.622 28.750 1051.577 1070.685
570 7.423 17.827 44.658 1051.917 1067.523
571 4.459 12.693 32.730 1052.292 1065.327
572 4.494 13.192 34.280 1052.520 1064.322
573 7.695 20.533 52.672 1052.651 1063.734
574 9.208 22.115 56.352 1052.832 1063.016
575 6.396 15.360 39.139 1052.872 1059.676
576 7.430 16.523 42.165 1053.032 1059.150
577 7.218 16.694 42.719 1053.134 1058.631
578 8.966 17.546 45.135 1053.159 1057.842
579 8.020 17.121 43.813 1053.170 1056.804
580 9.504 17.754 45.906 1053.174 1056.044
581 11.443 18.321 48.822 1053.177 1054.178
582 11.692 18.720 50.084 1053.249 1054.329
583 14.313 19.097 54.459 1053.261 1052.891
584 14.008 18.690 53.564 1053.337 1052.968
585 13.052 18.576 51.854 1053.351 1055.480
586 17.190 18.348 58.825 1053.286 1059.732
587 15.274 17.662 53.417 1053.134 1063.238
588 19.033 16.930 60.105 1053.037 1067.692
589 18.285 16.265 56.914 1052.871 1070.457
590 20.103 16.093 60.430 1052.767 1072.654
591 23.282 14.497 66.383 1052.669 1072.555
592 29.157 15.561 81.013 1052.575 1069.314
593 34.311 15.260 94.938 1052.625 1066.789
594 41.642 22.224 116.746 1052.627 1060.729
595 43.555 19.371 121.617 1052.699 1055.542
596 53.229 42.613 160.012 1052.711 1053.287
597 51.423 41.167 154.581 1052.716 1047.766
598 52.853 47.013 163.303 1052.718 1046.435
599 55.187 58.907 181.804 1052.719 1041.679
600 56.439 55.223 181.056 1052.791 1039.443
601 57.594 71.723 203.143 1052.660 1037.923
241 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
602 54.798 53.617 172.149 1052.571 1036.603
603 56.134 64.911 189.368 1052.552 1034.118
604 56.094 69.854 195.616 1052.472 1033.461
605 54.749 73.050 197.858 1052.386 1030.843
606 54.008 72.060 194.144 1052.297 1029.755
607 53.352 66.440 183.927 1052.277 1029.193
608 52.054 60.193 171.283 1052.197 1027.453
609 50.511 53.916 158.789 1052.111 1028.825
610 46.557 37.272 131.109 1052.022 1030.770
611 44.639 35.736 122.472 1051.788 1034.850
612 44.841 47.864 133.148 1051.461 1038.647
613 41.070 47.492 122.244 1050.969 1041.828
614 34.714 27.790 82.290 1050.517 1044.122
615 3.640 7.123 16.527 1050.061 1046.727
616 3.703 6.259 14.364 1049.961 1045.457
617 3.703 6.259 14.364 1049.916 1045.764
618 3.456 6.148 14.144 1049.896 1042.213
619 4.635 6.597 15.212 1049.887 1040.193
620 3.979 6.372 14.611 1049.883 1038.055
621 3.843 6.837 15.949 1050.167 1037.375
622 11.751 12.544 33.084 1050.567 1036.232
623 8.399 11.206 28.424 1051.071 1034.600
624 7.452 11.268 27.914 1051.244 1034.867
625 12.277 16.380 42.252 1051.443 1033.636
626 6.444 11.464 28.078 1051.491 1034.020
627 14.553 12.945 41.258 1051.654 1032.249
628 12.260 13.086 37.475 1051.686 1033.826
629 14.553 12.945 41.258 1051.701 1032.612
630 17.406 12.386 46.394 1051.707 1033.781
631 14.553 12.945 41.258 1051.710 1033.021
632 15.905 12.733 43.637 1051.711 1034.374
633 10.707 13.334 35.842 1051.783 1035.989
634 8.345 12.618 31.840 1051.723 1040.733
635 8.966 12.761 32.663 1051.717 1044.887
636 7.785 12.464 31.121 1051.714 1050.838
637 7.785 12.464 31.121 1051.713 1055.925
638 9.401 12.544 32.536 1051.641 1062.173
639 7.412 11.868 29.633 1051.701 1065.049
242 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
640 10.431 12.989 34.708 1051.707 1068.894
641 11.886 13.744 38.368 1051.852 1068.096
642 15.100 13.431 43.868 1051.947 1068.412
643 15.455 13.747 45.259 1052.041 1066.426
644 16.092 14.314 47.871 1052.204 1065.868
645 26.433 11.756 72.469 1052.450 1062.450
646 31.270 8.345 85.151 1052.569 1061.539
647 33.444 8.925 91.929 1052.673 1058.604
648 35.781 19.097 102.987 1052.842 1056.493
649 30.527 13.577 87.538 1052.947 1053.916
650 41.381 18.404 117.629 1052.903 1052.934
651 42.665 15.180 121.258 1052.974 1050.379
652 46.151 20.526 134.636 1053.128 1049.049
653 49.076 26.192 146.070 1053.228 1046.681
654 52.727 37.521 161.029 1053.180 1047.368
655 52.727 37.521 161.029 1053.179 1044.831
656 52.727 37.521 161.029 1053.179 1045.366
657 53.877 43.132 166.985 1053.107 1046.249
658 52.853 47.013 163.303 1052.811 1049.717
659 51.746 55.234 164.908 1052.404 1051.094
660 52.056 64.826 177.381 1052.182 1055.656
661 50.430 67.287 176.457 1051.911 1056.832
662 49.893 66.570 172.669 1051.709 1059.536
663 47.614 59.294 156.528 1051.588 1061.337
664 46.259 53.492 144.487 1051.484 1061.341
665 44.746 43.782 128.480 1051.458 1057.561
666 44.746 43.782 128.480 1051.446 1055.141
667 45.558 48.629 136.274 1051.441 1051.005
668 45.558 48.629 136.274 1051.439 1049.463
669 43.801 38.962 121.078 1051.438 1046.081
670 43.126 38.361 118.189 1051.366 1043.170
671 42.048 33.662 111.254 1051.355 1041.736
672 40.788 29.025 104.609 1051.350 1038.913
673 40.788 29.025 104.609 1051.347 1037.519
674 34.484 18.404 84.220 1051.346 1035.861
675 35.700 15.878 85.689 1051.346 1032.950
676 39.094 20.865 95.479 1051.346 1032.826
677 33.955 18.122 82.023 1051.274 1031.112
243 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
678 33.955 18.122 82.023 1051.263 1029.214
679 27.052 19.250 68.693 1051.258 1028.803
680 38.721 24.110 95.671 1051.256 1028.604
681 39.531 28.130 99.371 1051.183 1031.378
682 41.085 36.545 109.659 1051.100 1034.238
683 40.400 35.936 106.862 1051.013 1039.627
684 37.627 26.775 91.681 1050.923 1044.149
685 16.806 13.454 41.963 1050.832 1048.406
686 5.551 9.381 22.464 1050.883 1052.913
687 4.931 9.649 23.368 1051.171 1053.910
688 5.576 10.416 25.375 1051.359 1056.079
689 5.912 11.044 27.077 1051.545 1056.424
690 8.174 12.360 31.332 1051.729 1053.460
691 12.891 13.760 39.966 1051.842 1053.227
692 12.186 14.091 39.589 1051.943 1050.624
693 7.804 13.883 34.834 1052.110 1050.633
694 8.705 14.712 37.715 1052.428 1048.820
695 11.200 15.941 43.059 1052.631 1049.805
696 8.445 15.776 40.413 1052.823 1047.576
697 11.162 17.872 47.815 1053.153 1037.927
698 11.391 19.252 51.572 1053.503 1033.927
699 12.108 20.463 55.407 1053.792 1031.863
700 14.948 22.604 63.871 1054.001 1027.229
701 9.425 20.959 54.812 1054.054 1025.137
702 12.422 22.099 59.507 1054.077 1023.313
703 13.705 23.162 63.610 1054.230 1022.090
704 13.340 22.545 62.136 1054.328 1019.936
705 19.273 24.001 75.200 1054.352 1021.254
706 13.705 23.162 63.610 1054.291 1023.000
707 15.294 21.767 62.999 1054.142 1026.658
708 15.658 22.284 64.211 1054.045 1028.431
709 17.252 21.484 65.963 1054.022 1032.026
710 17.286 21.527 65.417 1053.869 1034.074
711 19.250 23.972 72.467 1053.771 1035.878
712 18.895 23.531 70.763 1053.676 1035.523
713 17.722 23.646 68.778 1053.654 1035.353
714 23.047 22.550 78.472 1053.645 1031.738
715 22.330 23.835 79.239 1053.783 1029.401
244 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
716 22.330 23.835 79.239 1053.804 1027.134
717 26.348 23.437 89.680 1053.956 1025.392
718 28.570 22.872 95.719 1054.054 1023.658
719 27.999 29.887 99.944 1053.934 1022.119
720 24.996 31.127 94.591 1053.851 1021.979
721 41.173 36.624 139.230 1053.905 1017.068
722 41.663 40.766 145.453 1053.980 1017.738
723 31.706 28.202 108.613 1054.065 1015.237
724 33.630 26.923 113.428 1054.153 1015.482
725 43.134 30.694 143.734 1054.243 1013.184
726 55.128 39.230 184.956 1054.334 1013.092
727 58.738 52.248 205.074 1054.355 1012.557
728 42.644 41.725 150.703 1054.221 1014.883
729 41.663 48.178 154.208 1054.059 1015.244
730 40.683 47.044 148.928 1053.886 1019.472
731 16.643 23.686 67.032 1053.707 1022.938
732 14.202 20.213 56.942 1053.597 1028.775
733 14.610 19.493 55.866 1053.425 1030.938
734 11.944 19.123 51.364 1053.390 1034.757
735 13.016 19.683 54.011 1053.446 1035.416
736 15.210 20.294 58.740 1053.521 1036.224
737 20.371 19.932 68.917 1053.535 1034.587
738 20.063 19.631 68.312 1053.612 1031.302
739 35.181 12.518 106.956 1053.697 1030.366
740 37.148 9.913 112.348 1053.715 1027.498
741 39.079 6.952 117.834 1053.722 1026.245
742 40.683 10.856 124.034 1053.797 1023.751
743 41.173 14.649 127.170 1053.881 1023.359
744 33.906 18.096 107.430 1053.970 1020.565
 
 
 
  
245 
 
Cumulative Data for Southwest Wall 
 
Cumulative Southwest (SW) Wall Data (Watts) 
     
       
  eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  
CFD Multiphysisc Simulation 
  (no reduction multiplier)   
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
1 27.84 12.38 78.44 562.56 1033.90 1001.09 990.94
2 56.10 24.95 158.07 1327.44 2066.05 2000.65 1979.63
3 84.53 40.12 243.37 2144.17 3097.34 2998.44 2966.69
4 118.03 55.02 346.84 3012.62 4124.58 3994.01 3950.35
5 151.66 72.97 455.77 3896.21 5149.73 4987.48 4932.26
6 193.86 84.23 592.51 4754.37 6173.16 5979.10 5912.85
7 233.43 98.31 721.36 5591.74 7194.17 6968.84 6893.16
8 279.02 118.59 872.91 6422.64 8213.30 7957.18 7869.75
9 324.11 134.63 1020.79 7295.84 9233.76 8949.11 8849.66
10 361.47 151.25 1143.25 8177.70 10255.10 9947.88 9837.58
11 399.26 168.05 1265.34 9050.24 11280.40 10955.20 10833.30
12 429.71 189.73 1365.44 9919.51 12308.13 11971.55 11838.96
13 460.72 209.03 1463.53 10799.16 13340.32 12997.12 12855.38
14 494.34 229.97 1568.32 11723.12 14374.74 14030.52 13881.98
15 527.48 250.60 1670.82 12651.24 15410.45 15067.82 14914.22
16 567.18 275.32 1794.57 13571.78 16445.63 16104.15 15945.12
17 618.85 307.49 1961.67 14492.86 17475.82 17133.68 16969.23
18 673.75 336.79 2139.49 15438.39 18504.92 18157.48 17986.74
19 731.11 372.51 2327.65 16424.57 19531.50 19175.70 18997.44
20 785.33 406.27 2509.25 17391.58 20554.21 20189.10 20003.11
21 841.79 436.40 2696.09 18331.75 21577.09 21198.64 21004.63
22 885.91 459.95 2841.04 19253.05 22596.96 22204.75 22002.35
23 944.89 496.67 3038.60 20189.41 23614.80 23207.99 22997.18
24 1001.36 526.81 3225.44 21151.18 24632.32 24208.52 23988.59
25 1063.22 565.33 3434.07 22099.81 25648.40 25207.54 24980.11
26 1124.87 614.68 3643.39 23033.46 26664.83 26204.64 25967.62
27 1185.62 657.91 3848.56 23958.25 27679.17 27200.27 26954.61
28 1240.82 682.46 4028.22 24884.50 28693.85 28194.97 27941.02
29 1297.84 712.89 4212.92 25814.74 29708.43 29188.85 28925.32
246 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
30 1358.02 750.37 4411.73 26743.47 30723.26 30181.91 29909.18
31 1421.98 801.56 4628.86 27669.47 31737.88 31174.62 30893.38
32 1484.69 851.77 4838.99 28593.44 32751.87 32167.50 31878.06
33 1542.04 892.58 5024.82 29516.13 33768.97 33165.30 32867.95
34 1603.24 947.02 5227.71 30422.17 34790.80 34171.50 33866.13
35 1660.32 992.71 5407.25 31304.57 35816.77 35187.55 34874.80
36 1715.08 1041.43 5580.20 32168.79 36848.37 36213.57 35893.15
37 1768.96 1084.56 5743.42 33033.97 37883.49 37249.48 36924.41
38 1821.54 1126.65 5900.25 33947.21 38923.19 38292.74 37965.73
39 1875.90 1179.84 6071.01 34853.36 39964.33 39340.78 39013.58
40 1928.46 1226.59 6229.79 35739.11 41007.79 40390.38 40062.85
41 1981.02 1273.34 6388.58 36612.25 42049.15 41435.19 41105.53
42 2034.68 1325.84 6555.95 37483.78 43089.58 42475.16 42144.81
43 2089.27 1384.12 6732.29 38366.95 44128.29 43510.78 43178.44
44 2140.55 1425.17 6882.81 39249.62 45165.81 44542.76 44208.12
45 2195.14 1483.44 7059.14 40126.71 46203.96 45572.18 45233.98
46 2249.15 1555.50 7253.28 40998.93 47242.09 46599.40 46257.83
47 2301.75 1616.33 7427.47 41872.12 48279.74 47624.89 47280.11
48 2355.10 1682.77 7611.40 42755.54 49317.57 48648.44 48299.07
49 2406.98 1728.92 7766.94 43628.51 50354.58 49670.83 49318.05
50 2459.94 1780.73 7930.94 44487.22 51391.92 50692.04 50335.20
51 2513.29 1842.42 8106.48 45340.09 52429.33 51712.84 51351.19
52 2564.39 1901.52 8271.45 46227.38 53468.16 52733.80 52366.52
53 2613.31 1966.78 8440.74 47134.38 54506.85 53754.87 53382.64
54 2660.29 2016.94 8583.33 48023.59 55547.24 54776.03 54398.20
55 2708.01 2072.12 8734.38 48898.18 56587.66 55797.32 55414.51
56 2755.74 2127.30 8885.43 49767.14 57627.55 56818.61 56430.20
57 2803.46 2182.48 9036.49 50647.13 58671.43 57844.40 57450.70
58 2847.93 2222.04 9160.48 51539.12 59717.35 58878.02 58479.56
59 2891.98 2265.14 9285.95 52436.22 60768.30 59921.17 59516.62
60 2930.01 2298.97 9387.46 53333.97 61822.96 60974.27 60564.71
61 2963.41 2322.74 9467.11 54242.77 62883.06 62037.15 61625.21
62 2998.34 2353.81 9556.12 55182.20 63945.91 63107.25 62695.54
63 3034.57 2386.03 9646.71 56121.31 65012.25 64182.17 63772.46
64 3070.80 2418.26 9737.29 57039.59 66078.25 65257.73 64851.84
65 3109.82 2459.91 9846.28 57937.30 67141.95 66327.35 65921.64
66 3149.63 2498.87 9954.21 58838.03 68203.76 67391.74 66985.56
67 3188.65 2533.58 10055.55 59764.23 69264.55 68451.56 68044.84
247 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
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(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
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 Angular 
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 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
68 3227.67 2568.29 10156.88 60676.40 70324.13 69507.23 69098.23
69 3266.70 2603.00 10258.22 61568.13 71382.35 70558.86 70147.97
70 3302.60 2622.16 10343.02 62446.75 72439.59 71607.33 71192.93
71 3321.67 2632.34 10388.07 63324.63 73496.44 72653.78 72236.48
72 3337.94 2642.46 10426.10 64212.54 74552.98 73698.59 73277.29
73 3353.54 2650.79 10460.83 65105.57 75609.20 74742.57 74317.91
74 3361.07 2658.83 10481.36 65996.84 76667.20 75786.46 75357.31
75 3367.83 2666.04 10499.34 66884.94 77725.03 76830.05 76396.79
76 3373.47 2673.07 10516.07 67788.91 78783.32 77872.68 77434.99
77 3382.60 2681.19 10538.68 68701.42 79841.79 78914.85 78472.59
78 3389.87 2688.95 10558.34 69612.77 80899.97 79956.52 79510.27
79 3395.95 2696.52 10576.61 70519.57 81958.26 80997.65 80546.79
80 3403.48 2704.55 10597.14 71420.74 83017.27 82038.48 81583.20
81 3409.06 2712.00 10614.87 72327.48 84078.96 83083.84 82624.08
82 3414.24 2718.91 10631.12 73237.65 85142.00 84136.53 83671.54
83 3419.66 2725.67 10647.11 74138.52 86208.89 85198.30 84728.14
84 3424.88 2732.16 10662.37 75021.72 87280.10 86269.14 85794.10
85 3430.13 2738.70 10677.65 75889.47 88354.94 87348.99 86870.83
86 3435.91 2744.86 10692.50 76775.52 89431.71 88435.39 87958.21
87 3442.70 2750.91 10707.98 77651.48 90509.82 89524.89 89051.62
88 3450.34 2757.71 10725.97 78499.96 91587.86 90613.40 90142.54
89 3459.84 2766.16 10749.49 79323.78 92662.61 91694.56 91226.45
90 3470.31 2775.46 10776.15 80131.48 93732.92 92768.89 92301.72
91 3493.03 2781.53 10826.36 80935.02 94801.41 93837.05 93368.44
92 3514.78 2789.27 10875.48 81734.70 95865.74 94898.78 94428.88
93 3534.08 2801.28 10924.17 82535.29 96928.02 95955.56 95483.58
94 3561.62 2813.53 10990.28 83341.49 97987.56 97007.81 96532.53
95 3586.28 2824.50 11050.13 84162.16 99044.09 98055.80 97578.00
96 3623.60 2841.10 11142.72 85002.27 100099.26 99100.47 98618.91
97 3662.93 2862.08 11241.88 85852.73 101151.56 100142.09 99656.47
98 3706.20 2892.88 11357.22 86711.93 102203.75 101181.56 100692.01
99 3749.55 2927.58 11474.04 87578.56 103254.42 102218.99 101724.51
100 3792.90 2962.28 11590.86 88479.36 104305.33 103255.05 102756.99
101 3833.69 2991.31 11695.47 89390.88 105354.78 104289.94 103788.22
102 3875.24 3020.88 11800.99 90298.55 106404.50 105324.00 104817.20
103 3918.59 3063.30 11923.48 91201.79 107453.83 106358.00 105847.25
104 3960.41 3111.65 12048.83 92104.32 108504.54 107391.89 106877.42
105 4001.99 3152.33 12162.49 93027.84 109555.98 108430.09 107910.34
248 
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106 4043.06 3199.82 12284.73 93948.76 110613.19 109476.62 108952.05
107 4080.60 3239.89 12387.93 94856.46 111672.85 110533.06 110004.13
108 4115.35 3273.90 12476.49 95756.77 112737.07 111599.37 111065.09
109 4149.14 3309.97 12565.64 96654.72 113805.97 112675.37 112137.67
110 4181.69 3341.81 12646.29 97566.36 114879.13 113758.67 113221.14
111 4210.84 3367.75 12714.18 98485.15 115952.84 114846.02 114311.49
112 4240.27 3386.07 12774.93 99402.05 117027.25 115932.80 115401.54
113 4271.76 3411.28 12848.77 100315.36 118096.95 117012.51 116481.73
114 4295.37 3423.88 12901.29 101232.88 119164.91 118086.03 117555.78
115 4315.06 3434.39 12945.64 102158.97 120229.57 119153.52 118622.82
116 4336.16 3445.65 12994.92 103064.67 121292.38 120215.72 119684.28
117 4355.23 3455.83 13039.96 103944.57 122352.47 121273.35 120739.82
118 4381.80 3467.64 13102.26 104806.16 123410.87 122326.81 121789.98
119 4408.85 3467.64 13164.59 105672.67 124468.50 123376.76 122837.14
120 4432.04 3475.90 13218.90 106565.47 125525.42 124423.70 123880.10
121 4454.32 3483.82 13271.09 107447.95 126579.20 125468.27 124920.73
122 4480.88 3483.82 13331.53 108316.64 127632.56 126511.03 125959.39
123 4506.95 3483.82 13390.12 109180.62 128685.28 127552.18 126996.47
124 4526.02 3494.00 13435.16 110081.35 129738.45 128592.13 128032.60
125 4544.72 3502.32 13478.01 111008.75 130791.22 129631.24 129067.56
126 4565.73 3509.79 13524.85 111932.78 131843.07 130669.58 130103.82
127 4590.75 3516.47 13580.13 112842.88 132895.14 131706.95 131135.85
128 4611.32 3523.79 13626.58 113742.35 133946.26 132743.61 132167.92
129 4628.47 3535.99 13668.82 114656.47 135000.00 133784.51 133204.01
130 4640.70 3545.79 13699.37 115566.84 136055.68 134832.57 134246.69
131 4649.68 3555.37 13724.63 116460.50 137115.42 135888.84 135298.12
132 4657.24 3564.78 13748.13 117337.74 138178.48 136954.32 136357.45
133 4663.03 3573.53 13769.00 118209.44 139244.87 138028.67 137428.76
134 4669.03 3581.54 13788.29 119103.28 140314.51 139109.76 138510.97
135 4674.64 3589.53 13807.22 119997.89 141385.25 140195.18 139597.78
136 4679.86 3596.96 13824.61 120889.41 142457.51 141281.13 140686.93
137 4683.61 3603.63 13840.06 121780.71 143526.44 142361.25 141769.24
138 4687.79 3610.69 13856.45 122676.15 144594.95 143436.15 142843.83
139 4693.65 3618.51 13875.07 123580.15 145660.99 144505.91 143913.73
140 4705.25 3626.77 13901.83 124476.14 146726.21 145571.35 144977.25
141 4721.20 3635.28 13936.42 125353.15 147789.66 146633.08 146036.99
142 4734.90 3647.46 13970.33 126204.67 148853.17 147692.00 147093.05
143 4757.03 3667.15 14025.12 127042.40 149915.77 148748.24 148146.58
249 
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144 4790.06 3696.53 14106.89 127879.57 150976.98 149802.02 149196.14
145 4804.16 3709.07 14142.16 128710.70 152038.44 150854.11 150244.92
146 4808.75 3716.43 14159.39 129534.57 153098.00 151904.44 151291.74
147 4814.29 3724.31 14178.16 130351.94 154158.47 152953.16 152335.82
148 4820.03 3732.48 14197.71 131188.53 155216.30 154000.16 153378.85
149 4827.02 3741.18 14219.28 132033.01 156274.39 155046.05 154421.38
150 4832.76 3749.34 14238.83 133083.54 157332.71 156091.23 155462.93
151 4838.10 3756.95 14256.84 134133.92 158390.98 157135.41 156503.59
152 4845.22 3765.18 14277.43 135184.35 159448.35 158178.95 157542.10
153 4853.01 3773.50 14298.85 136234.78 160507.63 159225.21 158583.84
154 4861.72 3783.57 14324.05 137285.21 161569.23 160277.91 159630.91
155 4871.18 3797.02 14356.93 138335.99 162630.91 161338.00 160686.51
156 4878.01 3811.01 14390.76 139387.05 163694.68 162405.07 161747.99
157 4883.22 3821.66 14416.74 140438.38 164759.54 163478.72 162818.94
158 4889.08 3833.13 14444.83 141489.91 165824.97 164556.36 163896.47
159 4895.85 3845.77 14476.13 142541.71 166889.63 165635.27 164977.38
160 4904.51 3859.64 14511.34 143593.70 167951.41 166711.83 166055.57
161 4913.95 3879.79 14561.90 144646.02 169007.71 167779.75 167124.39
162 4920.73 3894.28 14598.36 145698.49 170060.17 168839.72 168185.07
163 4928.91 3910.28 14639.06 146751.21 171108.49 169892.44 169236.80
164 4938.56 3927.45 14683.47 147804.12 172154.32 170938.98 170282.06
165 4947.65 3944.42 14727.08 148857.08 173196.78 171980.18 171322.28
166 4964.26 3968.06 14791.85 149910.06 174236.57 173016.75 172355.37
167 4975.96 3985.75 14839.36 150963.04 175275.02 174049.16 173384.07
168 4988.17 4004.23 14889.42 152016.18 176310.75 175077.94 174409.21
169 5005.36 4022.58 14948.25 153069.41 177345.16 176104.72 175431.99
170 5021.28 4040.98 15004.55 154122.66 178377.86 177127.91 176451.37
171 5038.15 4060.49 15064.59 155175.99 179408.69 178148.30 177467.42
172 5058.15 4080.05 15131.81 156229.41 180437.68 179166.36 178480.97
173 5085.68 4102.10 15219.69 157282.85 181465.04 180181.87 179492.00
174 5117.42 4121.86 15318.62 158336.44 182491.82 181195.29 180500.69
175 5147.70 4138.02 15412.39 159390.13 183516.01 182206.89 181506.93
176 5177.98 4154.18 15506.16 160443.84 184540.55 183217.19 182512.22
177 5204.09 4172.76 15588.98 161497.49 185564.89 184231.15 183520.92
178 5229.64 4193.22 15670.52 162550.99 186592.54 185251.94 184537.03
179 5256.06 4212.01 15751.81 163604.32 187623.97 186281.49 185560.54
180 5281.55 4227.88 15827.60 164657.47 188659.56 187320.04 186594.23
181 5309.39 4240.27 15906.04 165710.38 189697.76 188367.31 187638.88
250 
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182 5335.57 4254.24 15980.74 166763.23 190738.93 189421.26 188692.40
183 5357.41 4269.78 16044.84 167815.99 191781.59 190479.44 189752.75
184 5379.25 4285.32 16108.94 168868.73 192823.34 191537.68 190813.78
185 5410.37 4299.16 16197.42 169921.60 193863.34 192589.56 191866.64
186 5443.45 4310.93 16291.43 170974.56 194899.67 193635.09 192911.93
187 5477.93 4320.13 16391.43 172027.75 195934.05 194674.86 193950.77
188 5512.96 4332.60 16494.50 173081.06 196966.45 195709.89 194983.01
189 5545.86 4344.31 16591.30 174134.39 197997.98 196740.69 196012.13
190 5583.61 4344.31 16700.24 175187.67 199027.85 197768.29 197036.76
191 5616.87 4356.14 16796.45 176240.88 200057.73 198793.19 198057.62
192 5648.66 4367.45 16887.58 177293.99 201086.19 199816.23 199077.54
193 5679.47 4378.41 16974.37 178346.95 202115.56 200838.15 200095.93
194 5706.11 4392.63 17051.04 179399.88 203143.51 201858.85 201113.38
195 5736.12 4405.98 17136.37 180452.79 204172.57 202878.32 202129.10
196 5770.87 4421.44 17233.40 181505.56 205200.26 203896.81 203142.52
197 5799.57 4434.20 17313.54 182558.30 206228.76 204914.55 204155.73
198 5831.77 4442.79 17402.03 183611.03 207256.57 205931.83 205168.18
199 5862.89 4453.87 17487.33 184663.68 208285.36 206948.59 206180.13
200 5890.21 4466.02 17562.92 185716.32 209314.57 207965.10 207191.75
201 5923.95 4478.02 17654.53 186768.88 210345.90 208986.10 208207.74
202 5954.86 4486.27 17737.08 187821.36 211379.67 210014.50 209231.66
203 5984.52 4496.82 17816.08 188873.75 212418.95 211051.97 210265.07
204 6013.84 4504.65 17892.86 189926.04 213461.27 212098.93 211305.47
205 6038.45 4515.59 17957.15 190978.18 214507.32 213155.19 212360.09
206 6062.12 4526.12 18017.77 192030.14 215556.35 214218.55 213424.07
207 6083.21 4539.25 18073.14 193081.99 216607.28 215285.73 214492.75
208 6108.61 4552.80 18140.49 194134.03 217656.70 216353.25 215562.72
209 6134.48 4566.61 18209.76 195186.17 218704.80 217414.36 216625.46
210 6159.20 4582.01 18277.78 196238.39 219751.14 218469.70 217680.20
211 6178.96 4596.07 18333.38 197290.63 220793.90 219519.77 218730.14
212 6198.72 4610.13 18388.99 198342.89 221836.25 220565.27 219772.85
213 6218.48 4624.19 18444.59 199395.15 222877.39 221606.78 220812.46
214 6241.71 4640.72 18509.93 200447.41 223918.17 222645.17 221848.76
215 6260.84 4659.44 18568.75 201499.67 224956.47 223680.78 222880.52
216 6279.97 4678.16 18627.58 202551.93 225994.45 224714.05 223909.78
217 6297.90 4697.30 18684.73 203604.19 227032.64 225746.03 224938.86
218 6315.84 4716.44 18741.88 204656.45 228069.84 226776.51 225965.31
219 6333.77 4735.58 18799.03 205708.72 229107.05 227805.28 226989.15
251 
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220 6345.83 4750.61 18840.61 206760.98 230142.68 228832.41 228012.47
221 6361.62 4770.27 18895.05 207813.24 231177.92 229858.27 229034.29
222 6377.41 4789.93 18949.49 208865.50 232214.09 230883.13 230055.02
223 6390.57 4809.82 19001.05 209917.76 233250.12 231907.11 231074.97
224 6401.76 4824.75 19041.28 210970.02 234285.00 232930.43 232092.50
225 6412.95 4839.69 19081.51 212022.29 235321.80 233956.77 233114.40
226 6426.10 4859.57 19133.07 213074.55 236359.84 234989.70 234142.27
227 6439.25 4879.46 19184.64 214126.81 237402.29 236030.98 235177.34
228 6450.34 4899.18 19234.28 215179.07 238446.89 237081.56 236222.47
229 6462.51 4918.67 19283.97 216231.26 239496.28 238140.85 237278.60
230 6474.40 4937.70 19332.28 217283.37 240546.09 239206.12 238343.77
231 6487.31 4957.23 19382.68 218335.53 241598.29 240274.54 239414.40
232 6497.97 4972.41 19422.90 219387.84 242648.19 241342.25 240483.22
233 6511.21 4988.89 19469.58 220440.39 243695.16 242402.60 241544.36
234 6525.80 5005.76 19519.41 221493.05 244738.82 243456.49 242598.55
235 6541.91 5022.95 19572.82 222545.82 245779.22 244503.92 243644.60
236 6567.65 5043.56 19652.61 223598.83 246817.83 245545.81 244684.98
237 6589.77 5061.27 19721.68 224651.95 247853.56 246582.31 245719.28
238 6615.02 5079.24 19800.57 225705.31 248887.44 247614.15 246748.48
239 6642.75 5096.51 19886.34 226758.80 249917.59 248641.82 247772.74
240 6668.87 5115.09 19969.16 227812.39 250947.88 249666.15 248794.40
241 6697.05 5132.64 20056.99 228866.01 251976.11 250687.66 249810.92
242 6724.78 5149.90 20142.75 229919.56 253001.91 251706.58 250825.64
243 6757.32 5164.38 20241.69 230973.19 254026.59 252723.34 251837.89
244 6792.02 5176.72 20346.31 232026.82 255049.78 253738.38 252848.74
245 6826.23 5188.89 20448.64 233080.38 256074.52 254753.10 253859.49
246 6858.52 5200.38 20540.42 234133.50 257098.87 255768.16 254870.79
247 6883.29 5213.61 20609.87 235186.27 258124.76 256783.73 255881.05
248 6903.32 5227.86 20667.21 236238.82 259152.45 257799.94 256892.25
249 6919.42 5242.17 20715.08 237291.17 260183.05 258821.40 257909.06
250 6929.92 5256.19 20752.64 238343.39 261216.94 259850.39 258931.93
251 6944.96 5270.91 20798.55 239395.59 262254.38 260889.44 259966.07
252 6958.49 5285.35 20841.09 240447.70 263297.16 261937.53 261007.85
253 6972.03 5299.79 20883.63 241499.79 264343.14 262995.61 262061.89
254 6985.29 5316.31 20928.82 242551.88 265391.69 264062.29 263125.82
255 7007.10 5335.71 20992.70 243603.96 266441.89 265134.78 264196.62
256 7027.73 5355.90 21055.20 244656.04 267492.50 266209.05 265269.91
257 7049.54 5375.30 21119.08 245708.12 268540.64 267275.38 266333.97
252 
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258 7071.80 5395.10 21184.77 246760.27 269586.25 268334.67 267391.08
259 7094.85 5415.60 21253.87 247812.57 270631.41 269388.07 268442.91
260 7127.69 5447.73 21355.57 248864.90 271672.34 270435.95 269486.92
261 7161.02 5486.27 21467.32 249917.32 272712.25 271479.06 270526.18
262 7209.05 5529.00 21614.65 250969.89 273750.83 272518.34 271562.68
263 7260.04 5587.96 21786.65 252022.43 274788.57 273554.50 272593.92
264 7311.99 5652.65 21968.84 253074.96 275824.53 274587.97 273623.35
265 7345.32 5694.16 22085.07 254127.43 276861.60 275619.60 274651.50
266 7396.79 5762.83 22271.08 255179.81 277896.58 276650.03 275676.70
267 7450.10 5824.48 22448.72 256232.17 278932.43 277678.66 276700.75
268 7503.45 5890.92 22632.65 257284.46 279966.54 278705.80 277723.13
269 7558.79 5969.68 22841.34 258336.81 281001.56 279731.93 278744.46
270 7613.38 6047.36 23046.17 259389.08 282036.67 280757.14 279765.52
271 7665.12 6102.60 23211.08 260441.35 283070.41 281781.52 280784.25
272 7719.71 6180.28 23415.92 261493.62 284105.05 282805.42 281803.41
273 7774.65 6268.25 23640.15 262545.81 285140.91 283833.75 282826.56
274 7828.38 6349.49 23848.91 263597.92 286180.63 284870.44 283857.48
275 7880.32 6446.52 24087.54 264649.73 287224.70 285917.13 284897.82
276 7926.97 6517.06 24263.91 265701.34 288274.51 286973.39 285949.49
277 7969.64 6574.00 24407.52 266752.62 289328.11 288040.71 287012.94
278 8011.44 6633.48 24553.68 267803.69 290385.65 289117.27 288089.01
279 8053.44 6689.53 24691.83 268854.57 291446.45 290200.43 289171.38
280 8090.69 6729.28 24796.69 269905.33 292507.96 291286.12 290257.45
281 8129.26 6777.32 24916.54 270956.06 293569.05 292368.42 291341.06
282 8166.89 6810.79 25012.45 272006.70 294628.57 293444.55 292414.22
283 8204.52 6837.57 25104.13 273057.54 295685.88 294514.87 293481.65
284 8243.94 6869.12 25204.52 274108.48 296742.75 295580.30 294544.10
285 8280.73 6901.85 25300.97 275159.37 297798.05 296641.77 295602.20
286 8305.82 6924.17 25366.72 276210.26 298853.79 297699.96 296657.06
287 8329.92 6945.61 25428.73 277261.01 299907.94 298754.95 297708.02
288 8366.72 6978.34 25525.18 278311.87 300961.39 299807.15 298758.14
289 8404.13 7011.62 25624.15 279362.82 302014.77 300857.71 299807.15
290 8442.51 7049.17 25729.96 280413.78 303067.80 301905.33 300849.53
291 8482.16 7087.97 25841.09 281464.90 304119.02 302950.65 301891.33
292 8509.21 7114.44 25917.53 282516.11 305169.80 303994.41 302930.46
293 8535.77 7142.79 25995.23 283567.28 306220.58 305037.14 303967.57
294 8549.53 7158.70 26036.76 284618.30 307271.96 306080.11 305006.70
295 8559.72 7168.66 26063.43 285668.87 308324.73 307123.20 306045.38
253 
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296 8567.41 7178.24 26086.71 286719.29 309377.84 308166.84 307083.95
297 8572.19 7186.32 26105.40 287769.45 310434.06 309216.00 308128.31
298 8576.92 7193.90 26122.77 288819.42 311495.05 310273.71 309180.82
299 8580.09 7199.54 26135.66 289869.19 312559.23 311341.32 310243.58
300 8582.93 7204.84 26147.78 290918.85 313629.48 312418.80 311315.60
301 8585.99 7210.81 26161.49 291968.41 314702.22 313506.41 312400.34
302 8588.75 7215.73 26172.62 293017.87 315779.13 314601.80 313496.88
303 8591.72 7220.75 26183.90 294067.31 316856.82 315702.01 314600.99
304 8594.48 7225.67 26195.03 295116.74 317936.05 316803.78 315706.65
305 8597.29 7230.42 26205.72 296166.17 319011.93 317901.09 316806.87
306 8600.46 7235.49 26217.16 297215.67 320085.58 318990.44 317898.94
307 8602.45 7241.50 26232.43 298265.81 321155.46 320072.27 318982.24
308 8604.72 7248.78 26251.31 299316.49 322222.48 321147.10 320055.14
309 8607.24 7256.83 26272.26 300367.50 323285.29 322215.33 321122.05
310 8610.24 7265.93 26295.68 301418.81 324345.07 323277.50 322183.26
311 8613.54 7275.89 26321.42 302470.40 325402.05 324334.55 323237.80
312 8618.01 7287.02 26349.28 303522.13 326456.55 325387.55 324288.65
313 8621.95 7297.54 26375.82 304573.83 327509.93 326436.90 325333.31
314 8626.01 7308.37 26403.19 305625.61 328562.96 327482.94 326375.38
315 8630.18 7319.51 26431.39 306677.48 329614.17 328525.58 327414.16
316 8634.60 7331.29 26461.29 307729.50 330664.95 329564.83 328449.23
317 8641.83 7345.45 26496.77 308781.77 331715.73 330601.21 329482.90
318 8648.83 7359.77 26532.73 309834.15 332767.11 331634.97 330513.64
319 8655.26 7374.07 26568.74 310886.64 333819.89 332666.10 331539.26
320 8663.06 7389.32 26607.30 311939.23 334872.99 333695.17 332563.86
321 8671.84 7404.96 26647.21 312991.84 335928.04 334727.37 333589.68
322 8682.28 7420.73 26688.67 314044.39 336987.03 335765.22 334622.43
323 8691.42 7436.18 26728.26 315096.93 338048.42 336812.06 335664.15
324 8700.12 7450.88 26765.68 316149.33 339115.13 337866.97 336712.94
325 8710.53 7465.70 26804.74 317201.63 340183.68 338931.62 337773.98
326 8723.32 7480.49 26846.83 318253.84 341255.87 340003.98 338844.31
327 8736.33 7494.38 26887.74 319305.95 342328.45 341081.64 339921.22
328 8755.36 7507.92 26940.35 320358.05 343402.26 342159.69 340999.21
329 8774.26 7521.37 26993.07 321410.21 344473.70 343232.50 342072.31
330 8804.34 7529.40 27073.42 322462.59 345543.52 344298.02 343133.74
331 8837.01 7535.21 27161.21 323515.07 346610.06 345356.56 344189.61
332 8879.03 7550.16 27276.37 324567.66 347674.16 346409.44 345238.64
333 8921.54 7569.07 27392.91 325620.20 348734.39 347456.94 346281.98
254 
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334 8965.10 7588.44 27514.53 326672.88 349791.89 348500.15 347321.57
335 9013.70 7618.70 27651.90 327725.44 350846.84 349539.87 348356.43
336 9064.97 7659.75 27802.42 328777.91 351899.56 350576.92 349389.10
337 9114.12 7694.72 27941.89 329830.30 352950.85 351612.49 350419.65
338 9166.00 7740.87 28097.43 330882.67 353999.92 352646.24 351448.85
339 9219.87 7798.37 28270.27 331935.03 355047.32 353677.83 352475.59
340 9273.02 7855.11 28439.66 332987.31 356091.69 354707.90 353500.82
341 9326.56 7912.25 28610.27 334039.58 357134.99 355736.58 354524.22
342 9380.84 7975.02 28790.02 335091.85 358176.37 356764.56 355547.48
343 9435.17 8042.68 28976.23 336144.04 359215.88 357791.96 356570.14
344 9488.41 8108.98 29157.65 337196.15 360254.21 358819.14 357591.86
345 9541.37 8184.36 29352.52 338248.10 361292.60 359850.21 358618.10
346 9594.07 8259.35 29546.41 339300.02 362333.76 360889.66 359651.90
347 9645.56 8337.22 29742.89 340351.78 363377.03 361939.12 360695.25
348 9694.93 8403.08 29912.78 341403.38 364423.66 362997.79 361749.25
349 9743.07 8471.61 30084.65 342454.79 365473.21 364067.22 362813.83
350 9788.58 8520.18 30218.78 343506.09 366525.21 365145.84 363890.27
351 9832.57 8567.13 30346.49 344557.23 367578.65 366230.64 364973.85
352 9876.06 8617.43 30477.78 345608.26 368630.69 367317.13 366057.91
353 9917.92 8658.39 30592.22 346659.19 369681.51 368401.33 367139.89
354 9960.64 8707.79 30720.28 347710.09 370728.36 369478.77 368215.71
355 9994.47 8725.84 30799.25 348761.06 371773.71 370550.19 369284.74
356 10026.45 8748.60 30878.83 349812.10 372816.95 371616.37 370346.97
357 10060.86 8766.96 30960.09 350863.16 373858.01 372677.49 371404.81
358 10101.44 8792.23 31060.36 351914.37 374897.46 373734.24 372458.02
359 10141.58 8813.65 31159.45 352965.75 375935.80 374787.13 373506.79
360 10177.45 8829.61 31247.49 354017.23 376974.76 375836.23 374551.88
361 10211.64 8844.81 31334.14 355068.95 378011.62
362 10243.05 8855.99 31415.32 356120.93 379047.98
363 10270.30 8865.68 31485.75 357172.97 380084.66
364 10302.27 8865.68 31568.13 358225.10 381119.95
365 10334.17 8874.20 31650.82 359277.25 382156.44
366 10365.15 8874.20 31729.01 360329.27 383192.08
367 10391.92 8883.72 31797.48 361381.27 384227.63
368 10422.34 8894.54 31874.52 362433.19 385264.02
369 10451.36 8894.54 31944.59 363484.89 386301.38
370 10477.59 8903.88 32008.18 364536.47 387343.43
371 10497.55 8914.53 32057.98 365588.02 388388.37
255 
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372 10523.20 8921.37 32118.24 366639.42 389439.46
373 10544.24 8928.86 32166.35 367690.57 390492.95
374 10565.99 8936.60 32215.47 368741.61 391550.73
375 10588.23 8946.49 32266.41 369792.61 392609.70
376 10606.40 8956.19 32308.34 370843.53 393671.05
377 10631.48 8969.57 32366.23 371894.43 394730.67
378 10651.87 8976.83 32411.70 372945.33 395789.72
379 10675.33 8981.00 32462.56 373996.15 396845.61
380 10695.25 8988.09 32506.42 375046.95 397900.43
381 10705.95 8997.61 32534.21 376097.75 398954.32
382 10715.21 9007.49 32560.49 377148.55 400007.30
383 10726.66 9017.67 32590.49 378199.42 401058.91
384 10736.69 9027.49 32617.91 379250.30 402108.46
385 10754.02 9036.74 32658.37 380301.25 403155.77
386 10762.66 9046.73 32684.45 381352.22 404203.00
387 10775.34 9058.01 32719.20 382403.48 405246.53
388 10798.54 9068.33 32778.01 383455.14 406288.82
389 10824.63 9077.61 32843.36 384506.88 407330.99
390 10851.35 9087.12 32908.86 385558.52 408372.73
391 10883.80 9095.77 32986.87 386610.07 409413.99
392 10923.48 9116.96 33084.86 387661.54 410454.44
393 10962.58 9137.82 33180.33 388712.92 411497.36
394 11006.27 9176.69 33299.05 389764.21 412544.04
395 11048.31 9210.34 33408.19 390815.41 413593.86
396 11090.58 9247.94 33521.02 391866.52 414648.92
397 11131.58 9280.76 33625.45 392917.53 415706.42
398 11168.07 9300.24 33709.65 393968.46 416766.87
399 11203.95 9319.39 33791.45 395019.29 417830.27
400 11217.26 9330.04 33824.69 396070.10 418893.80
401 11230.24 9341.59 33858.70 397120.98 419956.44
402 11242.10 9353.19 33891.41 398171.93 421018.21
403 11260.99 9366.63 33939.84 399223.18 422078.19
404 11273.76 9382.54 33981.57 400274.56 423136.47
405 11283.94 9398.84 34021.94 401326.04 424193.80
406 11292.43 9410.92 34052.55 402377.55 425250.36
407 11302.83 9428.49 34096.27 403429.28 426306.81
408 11310.23 9441.67 34129.09 404481.19 427360.72
409 11321.10 9461.01 34177.63 405533.29 428415.44
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410 11328.34 9475.16 34213.11 406585.57 429467.34
411 11335.94 9490.05 34250.63 407638.03 430517.99
412 11344.82 9506.63 34293.11 408690.82 431566.15
413 11354.91 9524.58 34339.88 409743.89 432613.86
414 11367.36 9544.52 34393.85 410797.30 433660.96
415 11382.43 9565.97 34455.10 411851.01 434708.07
416 11401.34 9587.83 34524.70 412904.84 435754.05
417 11420.25 9609.69 34594.30 413958.72 436803.23
418 11438.81 9631.16 34662.25 415012.55 437854.50
419 11457.03 9652.23 34728.58 416066.30 438909.39
420 11480.80 9671.26 34804.97 417119.90 439968.35
421 11503.09 9689.10 34875.61 418173.32 441030.22
422 11531.06 9704.03 34958.85 419226.64 442095.51
423 11556.42 9719.82 35034.88 420279.86 443162.40
424 11577.91 9737.02 35101.98 421333.06 444229.13
425 11598.34 9755.20 35167.41 422386.25 445294.10
426 11625.43 9776.88 35253.24 423439.57 446356.09
427 11644.83 9802.77 35327.82 424492.99 447415.61
428 11665.34 9830.13 35407.79 425546.64 448472.77
429 11681.60 9859.07 35485.20 426600.47 449527.50
430 11699.37 9889.10 35567.10 427654.50 450580.63
431 11711.32 9911.42 35626.79 428708.63 451630.25
432 11722.65 9934.60 35688.42 429763.01 452679.67
433 11735.08 9958.92 35753.84 430817.57 453725.18
434 11747.50 9983.23 35819.26 431872.19 454769.42
435 11761.67 10008.43 35888.69 432926.89 455810.09
436 11775.05 10033.42 35956.74 433981.61 456849.30
437 11786.63 10058.15 36022.82 435036.41 457885.04
438 11798.43 10083.34 36090.28 436091.30 458918.12
439 11810.22 10108.52 36157.74 437146.21 459947.35
440 11821.64 10133.91 36225.62 438201.19 460975.70
441 11833.65 10159.56 36294.48 439256.19 462003.26
442 11846.31 10185.46 36364.42 440311.20 463033.49
443 11858.33 10211.10 36433.28 441366.21 464065.50
444 11869.54 10236.03 36499.79 442421.15 465101.04
445 11881.34 10261.22 36567.25 443476.08 466138.78
446 11892.54 10286.14 36633.75 444531.01 467179.20
447 11905.20 10310.91 36700.58 445585.79 468220.74
257 
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448 11917.26 10334.51 36764.25 446640.54 469262.62
449 11928.46 10357.42 36825.50 447695.22 470301.43
450 11939.45 10379.91 36885.45 448749.80 471337.42
451 11953.91 10403.07 36950.59 449804.30 472369.89
452 11967.32 10426.92 37015.66 450858.78 473400.55
453 11980.91 10449.89 37079.19 451913.25 474427.82
454 11997.38 10473.32 37148.21 452967.71 475452.85
455 12014.75 10496.50 37217.62 454021.96 476475.95
456 12033.36 10519.67 37289.47 455076.18 477497.36
457 12052.96 10542.34 37362.42 456130.31 478516.62
458 12070.90 10564.68 37431.02 457184.34 479533.09
459 12090.52 10585.62 37501.06 458238.29 480548.28
460 12109.79 10606.19 37569.44 459292.15 481561.05
461 12127.67 10626.86 37634.89 460345.99 482572.45
462 12139.32 10645.52 37685.18 461399.53 483582.52
463 12152.87 10666.02 37741.91 462453.16 484591.72
464 12169.84 10687.14 37805.77 463506.87 485599.05
465 12191.93 10706.80 37879.52 464560.59 486607.77
466 12208.49 10725.95 37938.79 465614.10 487617.13
467 12217.68 10742.29 37981.08 466667.22 488630.81
468 12226.46 10757.90 38021.19 467720.13 489647.03
469 12235.82 10773.72 38061.90 468772.84 490666.27
470 12244.31 10788.08 38098.57 469825.37 491686.98
471 12252.08 10801.90 38133.48 470877.78 492710.47
472 12259.19 10815.18 38166.78 471930.08 493733.18
473 12266.77 10828.66 38200.70 472982.36 494755.08
474 12276.02 10842.65 38237.00 474034.63 495774.09
475 12286.53 10856.67 38274.55 475086.83 496791.56
476 12295.37 10870.05 38308.93 476138.94 497807.31
477 12304.88 10883.58 38344.26 477191.03 498822.59
478 12314.87 10896.91 38379.59 478243.04 499837.18
479 12326.27 10910.09 38416.39 479294.97 500851.11
480 12336.00 10923.07 38450.63 480346.88 501864.68
481 12344.79 10935.59 38482.82 481398.71 502878.80
482 12357.37 10949.01 38521.53 482450.53 503891.68
483 12368.48 10961.86 38557.17 483502.33 504904.88
484 12379.60 10974.71 38592.82 484554.14 505919.67
485 12394.34 10987.83 38635.31 485606.02 506934.57
258 
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486 12410.34 11002.06 38682.16 486658.05 507949.38
487 12424.50 11015.92 38725.07 487710.10 508964.80
488 12436.89 11029.14 38763.48 488762.03 509979.25
489 12449.28 11042.37 38801.90 489813.94 510998.05
490 12458.74 11054.14 38832.99 490865.55 512019.66
491 12465.15 11064.41 38858.09 491916.91 513046.05
492 12470.99 11073.76 38880.67 492967.99 514078.34
493 12474.79 11081.86 38900.09 494018.80 515114.27
494 12478.06 11089.14 38917.59 495069.49 516154.80
495 12483.44 11097.76 38938.04 496120.13 517196.82
496 12489.23 11106.50 38958.91 497170.76 518241.76
497 12495.97 11115.51 38980.84 498221.37 519285.81
498 12501.96 11124.56 39002.54 499272.06 520328.06
499 12510.45 11134.37 39027.81 500322.83 521369.29
500 12517.01 11143.71 39050.63 501373.68 522409.31
501 12522.10 11152.77 39072.36 502424.63 523449.63
502 12528.13 11162.42 39095.76 503475.66 524488.82
503 12534.16 11172.08 39119.17 504526.72 525528.83
504 12541.71 11182.15 39144.44 505577.78 526567.62
505 12553.41 11193.60 39177.50 506628.99 527607.86
506 12561.60 11203.80 39203.60 507680.08 528647.23
507 12567.94 11213.95 39228.21 508731.16 529686.73
508 12579.62 11224.34 39259.38 509782.24 530726.03
509 12592.48 11234.63 39292.46 510833.31 531764.47
510 12605.28 11246.02 39327.24 511884.52 532802.96
511 12618.09 11257.41 39362.02 512935.76 533841.41
512 12634.63 11269.18 39403.61 513986.93 534879.16
513 12651.17 11280.96 39445.20 515038.10 535920.87
514 12660.80 11292.95 39475.69 516089.13 536965.63
515 12672.38 11305.30 39509.31 517140.19 538015.54
516 12681.32 11317.23 39539.04 518191.19 539070.14
517 12690.66 11328.86 39568.44 519242.11 540130.27
518 12699.33 11340.43 39597.12 520293.01 541192.24
519 12709.82 11356.30 39635.52 521343.90 542257.15
520 12723.21 11371.78 39675.64 522394.79 543323.85
521 12734.02 11388.12 39715.38 523445.75 544390.05
522 12746.14 11405.38 39758.23 524496.87 545452.29
523 12773.69 11437.23 39843.68 525548.15 546512.66
259 
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524 12801.72 11462.17 39921.18 526599.54 547572.52
525 12823.26 11477.49 39977.50 527651.03 548629.37
526 12845.71 11493.47 40037.36 528702.68 549686.40
527 12874.73 11511.54 40112.07 529754.29 550740.86
528 12896.73 11527.19 40170.14 530805.91 551794.21
529 12921.18 11540.24 40231.79 531857.53 552847.07
530 12938.55 11552.60 40276.35 532908.94 553900.63
531 12952.59 11563.84 40313.15 533960.24 554951.68
532 12969.55 11574.40 40355.05 535011.51 556003.36
533 12988.18 11584.35 40400.07 536062.78 557053.09
534 13007.92 11596.64 40450.37 537114.25 558102.99
535 13026.98 11608.50 40499.93 538165.89 559152.57
536 13052.39 11622.06 40565.33 539217.65 560202.01
537 13074.84 11638.04 40625.19 540269.36 561253.17
538 13094.73 11653.97 40678.30 541320.85 562307.31
539 13108.00 11665.76 40713.38 542371.96 563364.81
540 13122.90 11676.37 40749.32 543422.86 564424.68
541 13137.42 11689.28 40785.96 544473.48 565488.24
542 13149.38 11702.06 40818.59 545523.91 566554.68
543 13164.04 11713.79 40853.33 546574.28 567622.22
544 13185.68 11731.11 40904.08 547624.57 568689.80
545 13199.91 11742.50 40937.45 548674.83 569755.05
546 13211.50 11754.88 40968.80 549725.08 570817.27
547 13225.20 11767.06 41002.71 550775.41 571876.44
548 13232.47 11774.82 41022.37 551825.67 572933.68
549 13240.06 11782.93 41042.91 552875.92 573987.54
550 13245.26 11791.25 41062.57 553926.38 575041.01
551 13250.45 11800.02 41083.43 554977.02 576091.65
552 13255.47 11808.96 41104.71 556027.76 577141.63
553 13263.96 11818.77 41129.98 557078.54 578190.15
554 13272.84 11828.25 41155.16 558129.32 579238.71
555 13284.65 11837.70 41184.65 559180.12 580286.53
556 13293.52 11847.18 41209.84 560230.91 581334.43
557 13308.41 11856.45 41245.05 561281.78 582382.46
558 13325.31 11865.46 41284.04 562332.65 583428.73
559 13345.94 11876.48 41331.64 563383.54 584473.61
560 13367.58 11882.25 41378.82 564434.35 585517.74
561 13389.41 11890.02 41426.28 565485.08 586565.05
260 
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562 13406.24 11899.00 41463.73 566535.73 587614.60
563 13421.91 11910.15 41499.44 567586.14 588669.57
564 13425.51 11916.56 41514.23 568636.23 589727.90
565 13429.39 11923.80 41531.27 569686.61 590791.39
566 13434.16 11931.01 41548.15 570736.87 591857.35
567 13437.66 11937.86 41564.28 571787.20 592926.18
568 13442.98 11951.11 41597.04 572838.17 593996.68
569 13448.21 11962.74 41625.79 573889.75 595067.36
570 13455.63 11980.56 41670.45 574941.67 596134.88
571 13460.09 11993.26 41703.18 575993.96 597200.21
572 13464.58 12006.45 41737.46 577046.48 598264.53
573 13472.28 12026.98 41790.13 578099.13 599328.27
574 13481.49 12049.10 41846.48 579151.96 600391.28
575 13487.88 12064.46 41885.62 580204.83 601450.96
576 13495.31 12080.98 41927.79 581257.87 602510.11
577 13502.53 12097.67 41970.51 582311.00 603568.74
578 13511.50 12115.22 42015.64 583364.16 604626.58
579 13519.52 12132.34 42059.45 584417.33 605683.39
580 13529.02 12150.09 42105.36 585470.50 606739.43
581 13540.46 12168.42 42154.18 586523.68 607793.61
582 13552.15 12187.14 42204.27 587576.93 608847.94
583 13566.47 12206.23 42258.73 588630.19 609900.83
584 13580.48 12224.92 42312.29 589683.53 610953.79
585 13593.53 12243.50 42364.14 590736.88 612009.27
586 13610.72 12261.85 42422.97 591790.16 613069.01
587 13625.99 12279.51 42476.38 592843.30 614132.24
588 13645.02 12296.44 42536.49 593896.33 615199.94
589 13663.31 12312.70 42593.40 594949.20 616270.39
590 13683.41 12328.80 42653.83 596001.97 617343.05
591 13706.69 12343.29 42720.22 597054.64 618415.60
592 13735.85 12358.86 42801.23 598107.22 619484.92
593 13770.16 12374.12 42896.17 599159.84 620551.71
594 13811.80 12396.34 43012.91 600212.47 621612.43
595 13855.36 12415.71 43134.53 601265.17 622667.98
596 13908.59 12458.32 43294.54 602317.88 623721.26
597 13960.01 12499.49 43449.12 603370.59 624769.03
598 14012.86 12546.50 43612.43 604423.31 625815.46
599 14068.05 12605.41 43794.23 605476.03 626857.14
261 
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Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
600 14124.49 12660.63 43975.29 606528.82 627896.59
601 14182.08 12732.36 44178.43 607581.48 628934.51
602 14236.88 12785.97 44350.58 608634.05 629971.11
603 14293.02 12850.88 44539.95 609686.60 631005.23
604 14349.11 12920.74 44735.56 610739.08 632038.69
605 14403.86 12993.79 44933.42 611791.46 633069.53
606 14457.87 13065.85 45127.56 612843.76 634099.29
607 14511.22 13132.29 45311.49 613896.04 635128.48
608 14563.27 13192.48 45482.77 614948.23 636155.93
609 14613.78 13246.40 45641.56 616000.34 637184.76
610 14660.34 13283.67 45772.67 617052.37 638215.53
611 14704.98 13319.40 45895.14 618104.15 639250.38
612 14749.82 13367.27 46028.29 619155.62 640289.03
613 14790.89 13414.76 46150.54 620206.58 641330.85
614 14825.60 13442.55 46232.83 621257.10 642374.98
615 14829.24 13449.67 46249.35 622307.16 643421.70
616 14832.95 13455.93 46263.72 623357.12 644467.16
617 14836.65 13462.19 46278.08 624407.04 645512.92
618 14840.11 13468.34 46292.22 625456.94 646555.14
619 14844.74 13474.94 46307.44 626506.82 647595.33
620 14848.72 13481.31 46322.05 627556.71 648633.39
621 14852.56 13488.14 46338.00 628606.87 649670.76
622 14864.32 13500.69 46371.08 629657.44 650706.99
623 14872.72 13511.89 46399.51 630708.51 651741.59
624 14880.17 13523.16 46427.42 631759.76 652776.46
625 14892.44 13539.54 46469.67 632811.20 653810.10
626 14898.89 13551.01 46497.75 633862.69 654844.12
627 14913.44 13563.95 46539.01 634914.34 655876.36
628 14925.70 13577.04 46576.48 635966.03 656910.19
629 14940.25 13589.98 46617.74 637017.73 657942.80
630 14957.66 13602.37 46664.13 638069.44 658976.58
631 14972.21 13615.31 46705.39 639121.15 660009.60
632 14988.12 13628.05 46749.03 640172.86 661043.98
633 14998.82 13641.38 46784.87 641224.64 662079.97
634 15007.17 13654.00 46816.71 642276.36 663120.70
635 15016.14 13666.76 46849.37 643328.08 664165.59
636 15023.92 13679.22 46880.49 644379.79 665216.42
637 15031.70 13691.69 46911.62 645431.51 666272.35
262 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
638 15041.11 13704.23 46944.15 646483.15 667334.52
639 15048.52 13716.10 46973.78 647534.85 668399.57
640 15058.95 13729.09 47008.49 648586.56 669468.46
641 15070.84 13742.83 47046.86 649638.41 670536.56
642 15085.93 13756.26 47090.73 650690.36 671604.97
643 15101.39 13770.01 47135.99 651742.40 672671.40
644 15117.48 13784.33 47183.86 652794.60 673737.27
645 15143.91 13796.08 47256.33 653847.05 674799.72
646 15175.19 13804.43 47341.48 654899.62 675861.25
647 15208.63 13813.35 47433.41 655952.29 676919.86
648 15244.41 13832.45 47536.39 657005.14 677976.35
649 15274.94 13846.02 47623.93 658058.08 679030.27
650 15316.32 13864.43 47741.56 659110.99 680083.20
651 15358.98 13879.61 47862.82 660163.96 681133.58
652 15405.14 13900.14 47997.46 661217.09 682182.63
653 15454.21 13926.33 48143.53 662270.32 683229.31
654 15506.94 13963.85 48304.56 663323.50 684276.68
655 15559.67 14001.37 48465.58 664376.67 685321.51
656 15612.39 14038.89 48626.61 665429.85 686366.88
657 15666.27 14082.02 48793.60 666482.96 687413.13
658 15719.12 14129.04 48956.90 667535.77 688462.84
659 15770.87 14184.27 49121.81 668588.17 689513.94
660 15822.93 14249.10 49299.19 669640.36 690569.59
661 15873.36 14316.38 49475.65 670692.27 691626.42
662 15923.25 14382.95 49648.32 671743.98 692685.96
663 15970.86 14442.25 49804.84 672795.56 693747.30
664 16017.12 14495.74 49949.33 673847.05 694808.64
665 16061.87 14539.52 50077.81 674898.51 695866.20
666 16106.61 14583.30 50206.29 675949.95 696921.34
667 16152.17 14631.93 50342.57 677001.39 697972.35
668 16197.73 14680.56 50478.84 678052.83 699021.81
669 16241.53 14719.52 50599.92 679104.27 700067.89
670 16284.66 14757.88 50718.11 680155.64 701111.06
671 16326.71 14791.54 50829.36 681206.99 702152.80
672 16367.49 14820.57 50933.97 682258.34 703191.71
673 16408.28 14849.59 51038.58 683309.69 704229.23
674 16442.77 14868.00 51122.80 684361.04 705265.09
675 16478.47 14883.88 51208.49 685412.38 706298.04
263 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
676 16517.56 14904.74 51303.97 686463.73 707330.86
677 16551.52 14922.86 51385.99 687515.00 708361.98
678 16585.47 14940.99 51468.01 688566.26 709391.19
679 16612.52 14960.24 51536.71 689617.52 710419.99
680 16651.24 14984.35 51632.38 690668.78 711448.60
681 16690.78 15012.48 51731.75 691719.96 712479.98
682 16731.86 15049.02 51841.41 692771.06 713514.21
683 16772.26 15084.96 51948.27 693822.07 714553.84
684 16809.89 15111.73 52039.95 694873.00 715597.99
685 16826.69 15125.19 52081.91 695923.83 716646.40
686 16832.24 15134.57 52104.38 696974.71 717699.31
687 16837.17 15144.22 52127.74 698025.88 718753.22
688 16842.75 15154.63 52153.12 699077.24 719809.30
689 16848.66 15165.68 52180.20 700128.79 720865.72
690 16856.84 15178.04 52211.53 701180.52 721919.18
691 16869.73 15191.80 52251.49 702232.36 722972.41
692 16881.91 15205.89 52291.08 703284.30 724023.03
693 16889.72 15219.77 52325.92 704336.41 725073.67
694 16898.42 15234.48 52363.63 705388.84 726122.49
695 16909.62 15250.42 52406.69 706441.47 727172.29
696 16918.07 15266.20 52447.11 707494.29 728219.87
697 16929.23 15284.07 52494.92 708547.45 729257.79
698 16940.62 15303.32 52546.49 709600.95 730291.72
699 16952.73 15323.79 52601.90 710654.74 731323.58
700 16967.68 15346.39 52665.77 711708.74 732350.81
701 16977.10 15367.35 52720.58 712762.80 733375.95
702 16989.53 15389.45 52780.09 713816.87 734399.26
703 17003.23 15412.61 52843.70 714871.10 735421.35
704 17016.57 15435.16 52905.84 715925.43 736441.29
705 17035.84 15459.16 52981.04 716979.78 737462.54
706 17049.55 15482.32 53044.65 718034.07 738485.54
707 17064.84 15504.09 53107.64 719088.22 739512.20
708 17080.50 15526.37 53171.86 720142.26 740540.63
709 17097.75 15547.85 53237.82 721196.28 741572.66
710 17115.04 15569.38 53303.24 722250.15 742606.73
711 17134.29 15593.35 53375.70 723303.92 743642.61
712 17153.18 15616.88 53446.47 724357.60 744678.13
713 17170.90 15640.53 53515.24 725411.25 745713.49
264 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
714 17193.95 15663.08 53593.72 726464.90 746745.22
715 17216.28 15686.91 53672.95 727518.68 747774.62
716 17238.61 15710.75 53752.19 728572.48 748801.76
717 17264.96 15734.19 53841.87 729626.44 749827.15
718 17293.53 15757.06 53937.59 730680.49 750850.81
719 17321.53 15786.94 54037.54 731734.43 751872.93
720 17346.52 15818.07 54132.13 732788.28 752894.91
721 17387.70 15854.69 54271.36 733842.18 753911.97
722 17429.36 15895.46 54416.81 734896.16 754929.71
723 17461.07 15923.66 54525.42 735950.23 755944.95
724 17494.70 15950.59 54638.85 737004.38 756960.43
725 17537.83 15981.28 54782.59 738058.62 757973.62
726 17592.96 16020.51 54967.54 739112.96 758986.71
727 17651.70 16072.76 55172.62 740167.31 759999.26
728 17694.34 16114.48 55323.32 741221.53 761014.15
729 17736.00 16162.66 55477.53 742275.59 762029.39
730 17776.69 16209.70 55626.45 743329.48 763048.86
731 17793.33 16233.39 55693.49 744383.18 764071.80
732 17807.53 16253.60 55750.43 745436.78 765100.58
733 17822.14 16273.10 55806.29 746490.21 766131.51
734 17834.09 16292.22 55857.66 747543.60 767166.27
735 17847.10 16311.90 55911.67 748597.04 768201.69
736 17862.31 16332.20 55970.41 749650.56 769237.91
737 17882.68 16352.13 56039.33 750704.10 770272.50
738 17902.75 16371.76 56107.64 751757.71 771303.80
739 17937.93 16384.28 56214.59 752811.41 772334.17
740 17975.07 16394.19 56326.94 753865.12 773361.66
741 18014.15 16401.14 56444.78 754918.84 774387.91
742 18054.84 16412.00 56568.81 755972.64 775411.66
743 18096.01 16426.65 56695.98 757026.52 776435.02
744 18129.92 16444.74 56803.41 758080.49 777455.58
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Hourly and Cumulative Data for Northwest Wall Obtained from the 
DOE-2/eQUEST, CFD Analyses, and Enhanced Model Simulations 
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Hourly Data for Northwest Wall 
 
Hourly Northwest (NW) Wall Data (Watts) 
     
      
  eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values 
CFD Multiphysisc Simulation 
  (no reduction multiplier)   
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
1 56.029 24.919 157.860 525.783 954.536 867.704 916.750
2 54.852 24.395 154.544 746.408 953.216 866.990 915.432
3 65.523 34.970 196.614 805.611 951.399 865.908 914.195
4 60.664 26.981 187.338 805.096 950.079 864.373 912.754
5 69.586 37.138 225.392 821.346 946.745 862.458 909.881
6 42.192 11.259 136.746 826.700 944.771 860.788 908.104
7 58.600 20.850 190.787 823.588 942.659 859.075 906.221
8 45.585 20.274 151.554 819.754 941.388 857.656 905.070
9 45.094 16.045 147.876 818.078 942.205 860.151 907.145
10 64.774 28.809 212.331 841.410 944.555 864.975 912.290
11 59.864 26.625 193.424 854.493 947.400 871.483 918.960
12 74.712 53.166 245.551 862.263 950.602 878.035 926.349
13 67.624 42.106 213.952 868.778 953.916 884.995 932.466
14 56.624 35.257 176.479 877.865 956.870 890.961 938.016
15 56.113 34.939 173.557 899.262 957.854 894.329 940.576
16 39.703 24.721 123.741 906.931 956.940 894.628 939.172
17 31.480 19.601 101.808 914.507 954.134 889.560 933.638
18 29.937 15.978 96.969 910.030 951.371 885.008 929.334
19 27.180 16.924 89.162 914.855 948.677 880.678 925.349
20 33.825 21.061 113.295 927.686 948.055 876.501 922.078
21 31.300 16.705 103.571 921.476 945.406 873.477 919.130
22 44.114 23.544 144.947 913.276 944.517 870.692 916.915
23 28.478 17.732 95.387 907.334 942.667 868.363 914.771
24 31.300 16.705 103.571 920.200 941.435 866.306 912.772
25 26.285 16.367 88.643 925.721 941.842 865.147 912.357
26 22.367 17.906 75.939 921.773 940.196 863.722 911.316
27 25.466 18.122 86.016 918.444 940.068 862.233 910.127
28 31.675 14.088 103.090 917.329 939.593 861.620 909.504
29 27.558 14.708 89.261 921.973 939.384 860.834 909.065
267 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
30 25.054 15.600 82.765 923.959 939.520 860.380 908.712
31 19.786 15.840 67.177 923.155 940.121 860.105 909.373
32 19.090 15.282 63.957 921.372 940.145 860.240 909.215
33 23.037 16.393 74.654 914.168 943.046 863.867 913.357
34 15.591 13.869 51.686 896.036 946.949 870.127 920.039
35 16.057 12.855 50.510 874.360 951.813 877.950 928.547
36 15.529 13.813 49.039 857.968 956.320 885.531 936.222
37 14.448 11.567 43.771 841.326 961.226 892.898 944.449
38 13.821 11.064 41.221 831.687 963.997 899.484 951.081
39 10.791 10.559 33.900 849.936 966.618 903.758 953.925
40 11.762 10.463 35.535 855.459 967.685 905.847 954.231
41 11.762 10.463 35.535 857.480 967.015 902.294 950.331
42 10.535 10.308 32.861 861.351 965.634 898.644 947.806
43 9.484 10.124 30.635 871.802 965.724 895.416 945.376
44 13.202 10.569 38.754 874.792 963.386 892.458 943.665
45 9.484 10.124 30.635 871.686 964.258 890.748 941.589
46 8.061 10.756 28.978 867.954 963.588 888.903 940.572
47 9.636 11.142 31.906 865.702 963.586 887.446 939.213
48 8.796 10.954 30.324 867.023 962.475 886.138 938.394
49 11.484 10.215 34.429 861.357 963.982 885.271 937.656
50 10.281 10.060 31.840 851.339 963.030 884.315 937.350
51 7.996 9.246 26.310 848.488 964.697 884.066 937.272
52 7.381 8.536 23.827 844.254 965.418 884.392 937.377
53 6.705 8.946 23.203 856.770 965.494 884.468 937.900
54 8.871 9.469 26.924 864.491 965.777 884.734 938.305
55 8.046 9.304 25.469 865.169 966.023 884.796 938.524
56 8.046 9.304 25.469 865.127 967.091 884.825 938.663
57 8.046 9.304 25.469 872.848 968.891 888.363 942.551
58 10.643 9.467 29.673 888.357 972.688 894.168 948.342
59 9.034 8.839 25.732 896.172 976.470 901.230 955.606
60 12.650 11.252 33.763 898.358 981.472 909.246 963.791
61 13.673 9.729 32.605 902.750 984.998 916.299 972.140
62 10.918 9.712 27.828 913.144 989.081 922.753 977.473
63 7.366 6.552 18.417 922.061 990.873 927.443 981.056
64 7.366 6.552 18.417 907.839 991.661 928.308 980.373
65 6.326 6.752 17.669 890.289 989.341 923.778 975.554
66 7.522 7.360 20.391 866.384 987.478 919.932 972.671
67 8.412 7.482 21.845 862.035 986.230 916.426 968.874
268 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
68 8.412 7.482 21.845 873.034 985.480 913.243 966.444
69 8.412 7.482 21.845 872.977 983.763 910.223 963.600
70 15.036 8.025 35.512 871.356 983.056 907.742 961.256
71 45.542 24.306 107.562 874.179 983.178 905.770 960.018
72 47.776 29.748 111.724 885.444 983.099 904.683 958.977
73 45.878 24.485 102.074 892.412 982.846 904.001 958.720
74 62.783 67.015 171.199 891.404 983.819 903.871 958.870
75 59.345 63.346 157.880 887.864 985.016 903.904 959.116
76 62.464 77.787 185.362 887.729 985.138 903.304 958.512
77 58.312 51.869 144.368 897.420 985.313 903.134 958.236
78 61.646 65.801 166.733 902.696 985.060 902.865 958.107
79 64.968 80.904 195.379 901.718 984.837 902.532 957.881
80 62.783 67.015 171.199 898.385 985.406 902.418 957.734
81 66.334 88.506 210.618 902.173 987.667 905.716 961.046
82 63.743 85.049 199.989 905.398 991.063 911.208 966.760
83 61.199 76.212 180.394 896.181 994.065 917.995 973.693
84 59.926 74.626 175.452 877.663 998.385 924.914 980.976
85 57.952 72.169 168.527 851.815 1000.959 931.507 987.767
86 54.635 58.318 140.502 840.118 1004.137 937.154 992.953
87 49.948 44.429 113.829 841.821 1004.240 940.607 995.234
88 53.156 47.282 125.082 828.233 1003.737 940.117 993.192
89 57.294 50.963 141.848 810.639 999.289 934.412 986.988
90 60.203 53.551 153.440 796.296 997.050 929.261 981.769
91 31.641 8.444 69.893 790.532 993.335 924.095 977.159
92 36.229 12.890 81.827 789.929 990.621 919.239 972.356
93 52.360 32.602 132.100 793.831 988.078 915.027 968.278
94 27.544 12.250 66.112 801.292 985.426 911.450 964.798
95 37.439 16.651 90.875 811.065 983.085 907.946 961.748
96 19.710 8.766 48.897 828.908 981.946 905.307 958.581
97 17.463 9.320 44.035 843.348 979.618 902.870 956.360
98 14.076 10.016 37.517 854.863 978.354 900.754 954.382
99 11.906 9.532 32.086 860.670 977.676 899.034 953.595
100 11.906 9.532 32.086 862.017 977.558 897.739 951.837
101 12.690 9.030 32.547 882.990 976.725 896.929 951.371
102 10.785 7.674 27.385 892.812 976.309 896.179 950.638
103 8.775 8.586 24.794 895.311 977.424 896.231 950.888
104 6.318 7.306 18.938 894.903 977.247 896.011 951.003
105 6.591 6.449 18.018 892.141 979.616 899.419 954.099
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 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
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 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
106 6.113 7.069 18.196 898.847 983.294 905.367 960.659
107 5.899 6.296 16.216 896.794 988.757 912.788 968.490
108 5.892 5.765 15.014 894.501 991.859 920.499 975.894
109 4.883 5.212 12.883 891.079 996.714 927.541 983.347
110 5.240 5.127 12.985 899.424 998.982 933.792 989.427
111 7.997 7.113 18.621 910.328 1001.090 937.877 993.074
112 8.734 5.438 18.028 911.537 1000.347 938.429 990.991
113 10.599 8.485 24.856 909.831 996.933 932.814 985.312
114 23.609 12.600 52.528 911.207 994.534 928.334 980.465
115 36.389 19.421 81.968 914.198 992.575 923.357 976.407
116 38.017 20.290 88.759 895.264 989.526 919.179 972.760
117 45.542 24.306 107.562 871.610 988.098 915.476 968.919
118 26.560 11.813 62.303 854.984 985.489 911.853 965.596
119 27.052 0.000 62.325 843.055 984.927 909.166 963.151
120 37.799 13.449 88.532 849.075 982.596 906.610 960.706
121 40.332 14.350 94.465 857.616 981.810 904.957 958.990
122 26.560 0.000 60.444 858.589 981.162 903.305 957.582
123 26.069 0.000 58.586 859.912 980.451 902.340 956.447
124 45.542 24.306 107.562 859.054 980.681 901.071 955.771
125 44.705 19.883 102.403 884.846 980.523 900.510 955.124
126 21.003 7.473 46.846 902.204 980.082 899.702 954.809
127 20.575 5.491 45.449 898.389 979.625 899.036 954.114
128 39.517 14.060 89.254 891.877 979.401 898.603 953.423
129 17.153 12.206 42.238 883.783 981.194 901.541 956.869
130 58.995 47.228 147.304 885.382 984.187 906.850 961.964
131 66.202 70.665 186.381 880.069 986.862 912.945 968.187
132 70.135 87.339 217.922 870.799 991.400 920.129 975.576
133 73.218 110.716 264.166 859.157 993.813 926.456 982.813
134 68.892 91.920 221.348 862.443 996.222 932.218 987.110
135 68.107 96.931 229.575 877.823 999.295 936.116 990.189
136 65.501 93.222 218.450 884.583 998.798 937.349 990.136
137 67.718 120.472 279.079 888.605 996.850 933.085 985.359
138 68.390 115.583 268.348 893.309 995.008 928.925 982.057
139 65.559 87.473 208.159 897.776 993.722 925.047 978.256
140 53.302 37.930 122.913 889.597 992.402 921.562 975.500
141 41.214 21.996 89.397 870.388 991.201 918.958 972.807
142 45.620 40.579 112.944 844.273 990.674 916.572 970.887
143 22.134 19.688 54.798 826.535 990.071 914.371 969.161
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144 9.915 8.820 24.548 824.220 989.873 912.617 968.002
145 46.340 41.220 115.857 821.787 988.619 911.144 966.185
146 70.956 113.609 266.192 818.448 988.166 909.779 964.958
147 70.179 99.880 237.818 815.049 987.178 908.515 963.665
148 71.487 101.741 243.536 810.595 987.607 907.316 962.716
149 69.876 87.017 215.722 820.211 986.000 906.247 961.961
150 71.487 101.741 243.536 1050.527 987.070 905.857 961.166
151 68.864 98.007 232.125 1050.381 986.071 905.196 961.156
152 65.789 76.075 190.281 1050.429 985.341 904.362 960.002
153 63.911 68.219 175.691 1050.429 987.235 906.844 962.170
154 8.714 10.076 25.203 1050.429 988.519 911.423 967.191
155 9.451 13.450 32.878 1050.786 990.934 917.024 971.956
156 6.835 13.984 33.835 1051.056 991.288 922.012 977.551
157 91.576 187.352 456.876 1051.329 992.741 926.548 981.189
158 93.483 182.939 448.171 1051.532 992.141 929.805 984.263
159 96.525 180.304 446.252 1051.795 990.979 931.613 984.076
160 94.986 152.082 386.073 1051.993 988.078 929.807 981.303
161 9.436 20.144 50.561 1052.326 983.969 923.031 973.717
162 109.059 232.820 585.774 1052.463 978.981 916.742 967.163
163 110.759 216.746 551.210 1052.718 975.509 910.584 961.733
164 110.368 196.345 507.995 1052.913 973.013 905.616 957.174
165 111.941 209.101 537.331 1052.958 969.689 901.094 952.914
166 16.611 23.641 64.774 1052.979 967.880 897.422 949.547
167 104.666 158.271 425.081 1052.988 965.082 893.785 946.020
168 106.925 161.687 438.022 1053.134 963.141 891.216 942.985
169 94.945 101.345 324.914 1053.230 962.213 889.247 941.439
170 98.500 113.901 348.522 1053.252 960.012 886.378 938.751
171 97.683 112.956 347.628 1053.334 959.503 884.110 936.405
172 90.842 88.885 305.362 1053.421 956.934 882.197 934.647
173 27.537 22.045 87.884 1053.439 955.745 880.220 932.801
174 31.740 19.763 98.924 1053.590 954.097 878.460 931.171
175 67.792 36.181 209.954 1053.687 953.380 876.882 928.929
176 67.792 36.181 209.954 1053.710 951.926 875.577 927.877
177 77.519 55.163 245.831 1053.649 953.772 878.036 930.359
178 25.550 20.454 81.543 1053.500 955.711 883.371 935.841
179 26.414 18.796 81.290 1053.331 960.171 889.952 942.897
180 68.133 42.423 202.574 1053.155 963.315 897.013 949.741
181 56.029 24.919 157.860 1052.903 966.621 903.194 956.688
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182 60.654 32.371 173.073 1052.852 969.357 909.041 961.727
183 70.874 50.434 208.005 1052.758 970.240 913.192 965.358
184 70.874 50.434 208.005 1052.737 969.863 913.604 963.897
185 31.127 13.844 88.482 1052.870 967.036 908.552 958.859
186 33.079 11.770 94.014 1052.960 965.082 903.557 953.514
187 46.836 12.498 135.856 1053.193 962.833 899.139 949.543
188 35.036 12.466 103.073 1053.307 960.815 895.198 946.029
189 53.070 18.882 156.126 1053.338 959.373 891.879 942.880
190 37.742 0.000 108.941 1053.280 959.281 889.175 941.160
191 48.341 17.200 139.810 1053.203 957.546 887.091 938.916
192 50.623 18.012 145.146 1053.118 957.701 885.794 937.659
193 49.609 17.651 139.740 1052.958 957.109 884.734 937.374
194 61.231 32.679 176.237 1052.928 957.793 883.683 936.446
195 30.017 13.350 85.327 1052.914 957.223 882.868 935.982
196 24.563 10.924 68.586 1052.766 958.376 882.151 935.119
197 28.699 12.764 80.135 1052.740 957.185 881.567 934.488
198 32.194 8.591 88.494 1052.729 958.038 881.252 934.475
199 31.126 11.075 85.301 1052.653 957.556 881.091 934.352
200 53.771 23.915 148.784 1052.639 958.605 880.613 934.002
201 26.407 9.396 71.690 1052.562 960.097 884.245 937.818
202 30.904 8.247 82.552 1052.477 963.217 889.633 943.398
203 29.663 10.554 78.998 1052.388 967.107 896.792 950.578
204 40.791 10.885 106.829 1052.297 970.553 903.944 958.003
205 50.604 22.506 132.216 1052.135 974.456 910.906 964.981
206 49.483 22.008 126.698 1051.961 977.809 917.019 970.614
207 21.086 13.129 55.369 1051.853 978.455 920.721 973.342
208 25.401 13.557 67.351 1052.039 978.100 921.378 972.298
209 25.875 13.809 69.269 1052.132 975.813 916.363 967.256
210 24.719 15.391 68.028 1052.225 973.592 911.647 962.584
211 67.390 47.955 189.612 1052.245 972.057 907.674 959.171
212 67.390 47.955 189.612 1052.254 970.430 904.063 956.309
213 67.390 47.955 189.612 1052.258 970.298 901.095 953.312
214 23.223 16.526 65.343 1052.260 968.492 898.397 951.318
215 19.132 18.720 58.823 1052.261 968.440 896.302 949.064
216 19.132 18.720 58.823 1052.261 966.952 894.706 947.926
217 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 966.676 893.325 946.730
218 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 966.605 892.158 945.716
219 17.933 19.142 57.151 1052.262 965.682 891.177 944.229
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220 88.819 110.606 306.195 1052.262 965.850 889.877 943.163
221 15.790 19.664 54.436 1052.262 964.850 888.826 943.499
222 15.790 19.664 54.436 1052.262 964.470 888.160 941.576
223 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 964.293 887.511 941.491
224 91.242 121.740 327.992 1052.262 964.608 886.712 940.607
225 91.242 121.740 327.992 1052.262 965.485 889.224 943.000
226 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 968.524 894.259 948.206
227 13.152 19.888 51.565 1052.262 970.874 900.442 953.790
228 11.082 19.715 49.637 1052.262 973.874 907.326 961.125
229 12.177 19.497 49.698 1052.190 976.583 913.718 968.051
230 11.885 19.029 48.308 1052.108 979.789 918.816 972.237
231 12.913 19.526 50.399 1052.163 979.157 922.138 974.427
232 94.563 134.583 356.599 1052.309 978.172 921.862 972.501
233 92.974 115.781 327.931 1052.548 974.246 916.353 966.283
234 91.046 105.282 310.911 1052.664 971.598 910.989 961.538
235 88.686 94.664 294.059 1052.766 968.818 905.878 956.717
236 25.744 20.610 79.791 1053.005 966.348 901.320 952.937
237 79.366 63.537 247.822 1053.122 964.487 897.079 948.356
238 76.222 54.240 238.161 1053.367 961.603 893.245 945.003
239 71.173 44.316 220.136 1053.486 959.255 889.872 941.637
240 77.519 55.163 245.831 1053.590 957.706 887.077 939.372
241 71.772 44.689 223.689 1053.616 956.222 884.805 936.584
242 71.173 44.316 220.136 1053.556 955.368 882.539 935.053
243 59.623 26.517 181.238 1053.621 953.608 881.050 933.852
244 53.641 19.086 161.767 1053.630 953.180 879.288 931.535
245 53.141 18.908 158.955 1053.562 953.197 879.055 931.548
246 47.345 16.846 134.559 1053.125 955.144 879.311 932.319
247 60.854 32.478 170.607 1052.768 955.311 879.636 932.552
248 70.349 50.061 201.366 1052.548 956.724 880.102 933.750
249 77.602 69.028 230.857 1052.348 959.761 884.535 938.066
250 91.721 122.379 327.956 1052.229 963.253 890.151 943.600
251 79.088 77.384 241.392 1052.196 967.328 897.729 951.831
252 81.430 86.918 255.984 1052.110 971.529 904.965 958.662
253 81.430 86.918 255.984 1052.093 974.350 911.294 965.515
254 82.180 102.340 280.028 1052.085 977.620 917.183 971.711
255 58.382 51.931 170.971 1052.081 978.468 921.473 974.599
256 61.682 60.353 186.881 1052.080 978.964 922.833 974.376
257 58.382 51.931 170.971 1052.079 976.415 917.366 969.038
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258 59.008 52.488 174.174 1052.150 973.342 912.848 964.171
259 60.101 53.460 180.180 1052.304 972.287 908.368 960.099
260 32.840 32.133 101.706 1052.331 970.898 904.332 956.857
261 33.331 38.542 111.750 1052.415 968.293 901.260 953.313
262 18.916 16.826 58.014 1052.574 967.294 898.327 951.434
263 14.568 16.846 49.146 1052.533 966.292 895.760 948.824
264 13.494 16.804 47.326 1052.535 965.944 893.907 946.951
265 33.331 41.507 116.235 1052.465 964.986 892.581 946.051
266 11.947 15.941 43.177 1052.382 965.450 891.485 944.892
267 9.879 11.423 32.916 1052.366 964.263 890.423 943.736
268 8.796 10.954 30.324 1052.288 964.821 889.322 943.100
269 7.608 10.828 28.689 1052.345 963.853 888.560 942.977
270 7.415 10.553 27.825 1052.278 964.289 888.040 941.752
271 10.597 11.312 33.773 1052.269 964.127 887.365 941.205
272 7.415 10.553 27.825 1052.265 963.687 886.983 940.902
273 6.207 9.939 25.334 1052.192 966.448 890.269 944.230
274 6.528 9.871 25.364 1052.109 969.298 896.355 950.617
275 4.356 8.136 20.010 1051.807 973.565 903.618 958.095
276 8.204 12.406 31.019 1051.612 978.277 911.496 966.426
277 8.487 11.324 28.560 1051.280 982.371 918.946 975.248
278 7.386 10.513 25.831 1051.072 986.175 925.794 980.813
279 5.066 6.760 16.663 1050.878 988.953 930.465 985.110
280 9.359 9.989 26.347 1050.761 989.826 932.755 985.777
281 7.872 9.803 24.460 1050.730 989.571 930.675 983.375
282 7.883 7.012 20.091 1050.644 988.147 926.594 979.414
283 11.019 7.841 26.849 1050.841 986.182 922.474 975.524
284 10.053 8.048 25.604 1050.938 986.231 919.086 973.067
285 11.949 10.628 31.319 1050.890 984.332 916.448 969.933
286 25.085 22.313 65.750 1050.888 984.348 914.042 968.620
287 24.101 21.438 62.010 1050.745 983.893 911.978 966.309
288 11.949 10.628 31.319 1050.865 982.599 909.977 965.175
289 12.298 10.939 32.529 1050.949 982.628 908.952 963.400
290 11.219 10.977 30.929 1050.966 981.132 906.740 962.114
291 11.879 11.623 33.295 1051.116 980.313 905.084 959.646
292 27.052 26.469 76.440 1051.213 979.843 903.817 958.690
293 26.560 28.351 77.701 1051.164 979.707 902.863 957.843
294 58.468 67.610 176.486 1051.021 980.667 903.267 958.607
295 57.247 56.014 149.875 1050.570 981.155 903.276 959.008
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296 62.333 77.624 188.699 1050.421 983.855 904.050 959.519
297 64.846 109.594 253.461 1050.161 985.684 908.539 963.998
298 61.269 98.099 224.965 1049.964 989.631 915.222 971.300
299 61.884 110.092 251.523 1049.775 994.294 922.829 979.089
300 60.956 113.864 260.493 1049.661 997.971 930.589 987.373
301 58.489 114.457 262.616 1049.559 1002.672 938.214 994.554
302 57.433 102.175 231.040 1049.463 1005.163 944.179 1000.589
303 56.873 96.118 216.386 1049.441 1006.867 949.336 1004.492
304 57.433 102.175 231.040 1049.431 1007.212 951.432 1005.206
305 57.308 96.855 218.043 1049.426 1005.797 948.132 1001.141
306 58.167 93.132 209.929 1049.495 1001.680 942.443 994.823
307 78.212 236.536 601.449 1050.147 997.964 936.430 989.354
308 88.576 283.640 735.742 1050.680 995.636 930.625 984.042
309 93.487 299.364 778.677 1051.009 991.446 925.455 979.098
310 97.695 295.460 760.817 1051.308 988.251 920.269 974.044
311 102.482 309.939 800.701 1051.594 985.411 916.109 969.276
312 101.068 251.721 629.815 1051.731 983.086 912.338 966.457
313 100.680 268.665 677.989 1051.700 982.628 909.227 962.932
314 102.218 272.770 689.356 1051.778 981.132 906.409 960.449
315 103.752 276.863 700.731 1051.863 980.313 903.800 958.392
316 106.806 285.015 723.500 1052.024 979.843 901.014 954.365
317 104.114 203.742 510.763 1052.268 979.707 898.467 952.355
318 106.612 218.114 547.530 1052.387 980.667 896.289 950.313
319 110.056 244.740 616.250 1052.490 981.155 894.128 947.417
320 108.117 211.576 534.989 1052.587 983.855 892.173 945.943
321 105.345 187.410 478.347 1052.610 984.585 894.457 947.679
322 98.913 149.573 393.018 1052.549 987.759 898.479 952.208
323 102.518 173.261 444.177 1052.542 991.701 904.695 958.747
324 100.027 169.051 430.164 1052.397 994.683 910.967 966.233
325 93.423 132.960 350.585 1052.301 998.799 917.317 971.185
326 85.350 98.695 280.844 1052.208 1000.823 922.425 976.582
327 82.878 88.465 260.538 1052.116 1002.179 926.366 979.332
328 66.127 47.056 182.815 1052.095 1002.260 926.703 978.308
329 68.343 48.633 190.619 1052.157 1001.770 923.239 973.859
330 42.387 11.311 113.226 1052.378 998.254 918.179 969.134
331 32.673 5.813 87.795 1052.487 995.002 912.773 963.876
332 25.665 9.132 70.336 1052.586 993.055 908.315 960.420
333 24.077 10.708 66.009 1052.538 989.195 904.488 956.393
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334 24.984 11.112 69.762 1052.680 986.276 901.269 953.493
335 17.247 10.739 48.750 1052.560 983.677 898.819 951.877
336 13.202 10.569 38.754 1052.476 981.559 896.868 949.592
337 14.558 10.360 41.318 1052.387 979.275 895.611 949.228
338 11.484 10.215 34.429 1052.368 978.196 894.229 947.415
339 9.253 9.876 29.686 1052.360 976.010 892.964 946.646
340 9.023 9.631 28.754 1052.285 973.465 891.631 945.116
341 8.588 9.167 27.368 1052.272 972.294 890.764 944.664
342 7.754 8.966 25.675 1052.266 969.894 890.210 943.925
343 6.894 8.585 23.627 1052.193 968.426 889.970 943.800
344 7.073 8.809 24.103 1052.109 966.877 890.016 943.733
345 5.298 7.541 19.495 1051.949 967.887 893.004 946.850
346 5.596 7.964 20.589 1051.919 969.125 899.141 953.354
347 4.859 7.348 18.541 1051.763 972.230 906.325 960.922
348 5.159 6.884 17.756 1051.592 974.882 913.931 968.579
349 4.438 6.316 15.843 1051.414 978.005 920.923 976.938
350 6.355 6.784 18.732 1051.305 980.406 927.357 982.118
351 5.972 6.374 17.338 1051.134 981.084 931.944 986.280
352 5.482 6.339 16.548 1051.028 981.045 933.747 986.164
353 6.268 6.133 17.134 1050.929 978.333 931.977 984.390
354 5.305 6.135 15.902 1050.906 975.600 927.629 979.750
355 12.077 6.445 28.195 1050.967 973.017 923.448 976.381
356 9.603 6.834 23.894 1051.045 971.400 919.926 972.738
357 12.426 6.632 29.347 1051.059 969.347 916.497 969.594
358 11.878 7.396 29.347 1051.208 968.037 912.969 967.552
359 14.469 7.722 35.723 1051.376 967.400 910.672 964.076
360 16.578 7.373 40.684 1051.481 966.500 907.971 961.581
361 18.340 8.157 46.474 1051.721 966.184
362 24.166 8.598 62.462 1051.981 966.003
363 27.247 9.694 70.425 1052.035 965.345
364 31.971 0.000 82.380 1052.130 965.180
365 27.303 7.286 70.787 1052.153 965.251
366 30.987 0.000 78.191 1052.020 964.611
367 26.763 9.522 68.469 1052.001 965.786
368 23.232 8.266 58.818 1051.922 965.422
369 29.020 0.000 70.077 1051.693 967.051
370 34.930 12.428 84.681 1051.582 971.077
371 52.375 27.953 130.693 1051.552 974.943
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372 25.649 6.844 60.259 1051.397 978.812
373 40.067 14.256 91.620 1051.154 982.781
374 36.229 12.890 81.827 1051.037 986.186
375 34.869 15.508 79.872 1051.005 988.088
376 44.327 23.657 102.282 1050.919 988.945
377 25.085 13.388 57.882 1050.902 989.726
378 38.162 13.578 85.119 1050.894 986.618
379 27.733 4.934 60.118 1050.819 985.751
380 37.613 13.383 82.829 1050.806 984.022
381 63.252 56.262 164.266 1050.801 982.944
382 67.270 71.805 190.873 1050.798 981.253
383 63.039 56.073 165.232 1050.868 980.152
384 66.988 65.545 183.131 1050.879 977.886
385 48.534 25.903 113.312 1050.955 976.890
386 72.711 84.080 219.479 1050.968 974.804
387 68.919 61.303 188.876 1051.259 973.332
388 48.920 21.757 123.963 1051.663 971.656
389 40.901 14.553 102.462 1051.741 970.968
390 35.428 12.605 86.848 1051.633 970.779
391 24.134 6.440 58.029 1051.555 970.212
392 14.969 7.989 36.957 1051.469 970.204
393 14.591 7.787 35.635 1051.380 972.498
394 8.385 7.459 22.782 1051.290 974.901
395 9.205 7.369 23.902 1051.199 979.805
396 7.895 7.023 21.074 1051.107 982.974
397 8.278 6.627 21.084 1051.016 986.866
398 12.291 6.560 28.362 1050.924 989.353
399 11.938 6.371 27.219 1050.833 991.900
400 13.310 10.656 33.235 1050.812 992.861
401 12.977 11.543 34.014 1050.874 991.382
402 11.864 11.608 32.707 1050.953 989.330
403 18.886 13.440 48.437 1051.252 987.927
404 12.769 15.901 41.721 1051.375 987.864
405 10.185 16.307 40.376 1051.481 985.805
406 84.309 119.989 304.042 1051.508 985.072
407 10.398 17.574 43.719 1051.733 984.445
408 96.624 171.895 428.352 1051.915 984.294
409 10.873 19.343 48.535 1052.097 983.117
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410 104.114 203.742 510.763 1052.280 981.667
411 106.788 208.975 526.900 1052.464 979.291
412 110.663 206.713 529.546 1052.789 978.125
413 112.845 200.752 522.910 1053.067 976.575
414 113.692 182.033 492.784 1053.414 976.487
415 111.973 159.361 455.095 1053.701 975.462
416 103.146 119.274 379.682 1053.839 975.894
417 103.146 119.274 379.682 1053.879 977.336
418 102.250 118.237 374.305 1053.826 980.011
419 101.347 117.194 368.942 1053.752 983.927
420 82.206 65.811 264.247 1053.596 987.297
421 82.595 66.122 261.710 1053.425 990.935
422 64.949 34.663 193.313 1053.319 993.133
423 70.337 43.796 210.824 1053.220 994.658
424 81.125 64.945 253.315 1053.197 994.747
425 84.074 74.785 269.302 1053.187 993.446
426 27.087 21.685 85.828 1053.325 989.834
427 19.406 25.892 74.575 1053.417 987.615
428 20.507 27.362 79.977 1053.651 984.827
429 16.266 28.937 77.408 1053.837 984.102
430 17.769 30.031 81.896 1054.021 980.772
431 128.073 239.236 639.781 1054.134 978.916
432 135.363 276.934 736.342 1054.377 976.516
433 136.027 266.193 716.285 1054.567 974.642
434 136.027 266.193 716.285 1054.611 972.216
435 133.029 236.659 651.923 1054.702 970.229
436 135.221 252.587 687.791 1054.722 966.980
437 142.074 303.301 810.465 1054.802 964.630
438 143.331 305.986 819.589 1054.888 961.421
439 143.331 305.986 819.589 1054.907 958.781
440 146.249 325.224 869.623 1054.986 956.273
441 144.585 308.661 828.726 1055.001 956.650
442 142.785 292.120 788.799 1055.008 957.952
443 144.585 308.661 828.726 1055.010 960.816
444 144.970 322.378 860.111 1054.940 963.344
445 143.331 305.986 819.589 1054.930 965.880
446 144.970 322.378 860.111 1054.925 968.052
447 137.237 268.562 724.664 1054.780 969.819
278 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
448 138.896 271.808 733.421 1054.756 969.485
449 139.428 285.250 762.380 1054.675 967.843
450 138.158 282.653 753.489 1054.587 964.423
451 126.642 202.768 570.399 1054.497 961.552
452 129.578 230.522 628.883 1054.478 958.685
453 129.065 218.128 603.277 1054.469 956.886
454 121.076 172.316 507.573 1054.465 953.828
455 112.975 150.738 451.307 1054.250 951.599
456 109.555 136.430 423.181 1054.215 949.018
457 104.924 121.329 390.477 1054.128 948.162
458 107.690 134.107 411.758 1054.039 945.770
459 101.153 107.972 361.067 1053.948 943.727
460 100.283 107.043 355.860 1053.857 942.335
461 104.157 120.442 381.287 1053.836 940.839
462 114.077 182.650 492.521 1053.542 939.210
463 112.470 170.072 470.649 1053.635 937.735
464 104.851 130.571 394.724 1053.708 937.164
465 90.555 80.549 302.210 1053.719 937.495
466 100.408 116.108 359.383 1053.510 939.590
467 111.649 198.625 513.894 1053.122 942.176
468 109.098 194.087 498.769 1052.909 945.635
469 103.754 175.352 451.209 1052.712 947.763
470 102.458 173.160 442.266 1052.523 949.754
471 102.624 182.570 461.246 1052.408 950.811
472 102.592 191.638 480.307 1052.307 951.975
473 101.313 180.236 453.793 1052.282 949.397
474 96.627 146.115 378.838 1052.271 947.717
475 91.721 122.379 327.956 1052.194 946.193
476 94.468 142.851 367.065 1052.110 944.903
477 92.630 131.831 344.214 1052.092 943.521
478 89.436 119.331 316.366 1052.013 943.539
479 83.640 96.717 269.990 1051.927 943.193
480 88.284 117.794 310.599 1051.909 943.532
481 89.042 126.726 325.993 1051.830 942.911
482 78.513 83.806 241.703 1051.815 943.197
483 82.579 95.491 264.842 1051.809 943.393
484 82.579 95.491 264.842 1051.806 943.599
485 74.328 66.115 214.206 1051.876 944.989
279 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
486 74.573 66.333 218.387 1052.029 944.710
487 79.671 77.954 241.384 1052.057 944.938
488 80.887 86.339 250.770 1051.926 945.559
489 80.887 86.339 250.770 1051.909 947.670
490 81.605 101.623 268.273 1051.616 952.700
491 84.497 135.289 330.786 1051.354 956.135
492 80.506 128.899 311.183 1051.085 961.056
493 80.622 172.113 412.700 1050.812 965.886
494 80.211 178.371 428.838 1050.681 968.914
495 74.344 119.034 282.511 1050.643 972.953
496 73.218 110.716 264.166 1050.626 972.752
497 70.544 94.124 229.331 1050.619 973.306
498 74.524 112.692 270.157 1050.687 970.894
499 69.412 80.265 206.602 1050.768 970.243
500 76.645 109.082 266.643 1050.855 969.268
501 82.591 146.930 352.437 1050.944 969.370
502 81.843 131.039 317.697 1051.035 969.297
503 81.843 131.039 317.697 1051.055 968.765
504 77.605 103.546 259.674 1051.064 968.594
505 69.774 68.271 197.156 1051.210 968.747
506 75.834 94.437 241.706 1051.092 969.422
507 80.979 129.656 314.343 1051.080 969.155
508 66.119 58.813 176.476 1051.075 968.481
509 62.831 50.299 161.586 1051.073 968.376
510 66.713 59.342 181.246 1051.214 967.535
511 66.713 59.342 181.246 1051.236 967.376
512 54.439 38.739 136.846 1051.175 967.250
513 54.439 38.739 136.846 1051.168 970.594
514 69.966 87.130 221.601 1051.022 974.032
515 66.398 70.873 192.783 1051.070 978.699
516 71.892 95.922 239.183 1050.999 984.427
517 68.900 85.802 216.845 1050.917 987.891
518 70.778 94.436 234.131 1050.900 991.613
519 65.692 99.336 240.398 1050.893 993.586
520 57.649 66.663 172.802 1050.890 995.715
521 66.681 100.832 245.167 1050.960 993.470
522 66.735 94.978 235.802 1051.113 992.377
523 27.544 31.851 85.455 1051.283 989.374
280 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
524 28.036 24.938 77.498 1051.389 987.853
525 47.992 34.151 125.508 1051.487 986.590
526 49.148 34.974 130.998 1051.653 984.897
527 29.020 18.069 74.713 1051.614 984.257
528 48.571 34.564 128.245 1051.618 982.333
529 41.743 22.278 105.262 1051.619 982.001
530 55.847 39.741 143.228 1051.406 981.682
531 63.273 50.654 165.856 1051.301 981.494
532 55.151 34.340 136.267 1051.275 980.016
533 50.474 26.938 121.926 1051.263 980.063
534 52.997 32.999 135.079 1051.472 978.698
535 58.605 36.491 152.388 1051.646 979.023
536 42.792 22.838 110.142 1051.754 978.378
537 49.148 34.974 130.998 1051.710 980.115
538 50.705 40.592 135.405 1051.497 982.630
539 59.850 53.237 158.310 1051.108 986.037
540 51.556 36.688 124.287 1050.894 989.060
541 47.054 41.855 118.785 1050.626 991.875
542 50.436 53.836 137.532 1050.425 994.232
543 42.951 34.385 101.818 1050.377 995.424
544 21.642 17.325 50.751 1050.284 995.089
545 42.272 33.841 99.129 1050.263 993.622
546 49.613 52.957 134.187 1050.254 989.983
547 45.620 40.579 112.944 1050.321 988.436
548 61.646 65.801 166.733 1050.259 984.972
549 60.737 64.831 164.275 1050.252 983.019
550 72.997 116.875 276.206 1050.463 981.110
551 76.728 129.675 308.120 1050.638 980.584
552 79.063 140.653 335.036 1050.746 978.411
553 69.412 80.265 206.602 1050.774 978.230
554 68.341 72.948 193.910 1050.786 977.474
555 60.168 48.168 150.235 1050.792 977.781
556 68.341 72.948 193.910 1050.794 976.999
557 53.464 33.290 126.453 1050.866 976.200
558 47.878 25.552 110.476 1050.878 976.206
559 37.477 20.001 86.476 1050.883 974.692
560 32.816 8.757 71.549 1050.814 973.653
561 30.415 10.822 66.110 1050.733 975.753
281 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
562 42.473 22.668 94.497 1050.646 979.670
563 40.129 28.556 91.476 1050.414 983.118
564 66.270 117.895 272.164 1050.087 987.661
565 74.809 139.740 328.814 1050.379 991.805
566 68.611 103.751 242.875 1050.265 995.938
567 73.986 144.784 340.728 1050.326 997.327
568 5.320 13.251 32.761 1050.974 998.961
569 98.965 220.074 544.382 1051.577 997.993
570 7.423 17.827 44.658 1051.917 995.859
571 113.688 323.603 834.452 1052.292 995.339
572 117.299 344.317 894.692 1052.520 993.118
573 7.695 20.533 52.672 1052.651 992.997
574 9.208 22.115 56.352 1052.832 990.320
575 117.571 282.365 719.510 1052.872 989.812
576 118.400 263.294 671.897 1053.032 987.717
577 120.844 279.479 715.184 1053.134 987.558
578 115.979 226.960 583.815 1053.159 986.306
579 118.613 253.216 647.974 1053.170 985.808
580 114.481 213.847 552.943 1053.174 984.325
581 109.087 174.660 465.436 1053.177 984.102
582 110.246 176.516 472.250 1053.249 983.004
583 102.952 137.365 391.721 1053.261 983.138
584 105.657 140.973 404.022 1053.337 982.488
585 108.315 154.155 430.307 1053.351 984.586
586 94.945 101.345 324.914 1053.286 988.572
587 96.569 111.668 337.726 1053.134 992.466
588 84.252 74.943 266.064 1053.037 995.287
589 82.623 73.494 257.169 1052.871 998.577
590 75.711 60.611 227.594 1052.767 1000.722
591 65.008 40.477 185.354 1052.669 1000.231
592 46.801 24.978 130.036 1052.575 997.603
593 34.311 15.260 94.938 1052.625 993.447
594 26.089 13.924 73.142 1052.627 988.676
595 24.984 11.112 69.762 1052.699 984.011
596 14.133 11.314 42.486 1052.711 979.934
597 16.159 12.936 48.576 1052.716 976.954
598 14.555 12.947 44.972 1052.718 973.049
599 11.938 12.743 39.329 1052.719 971.099
282 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
600 11.574 11.324 37.128 1052.791 967.608
601 8.198 10.209 28.916 1052.660 966.640
602 10.294 10.073 32.340 1052.571 964.605
603 8.796 10.172 29.674 1052.552 962.690
604 7.801 9.715 27.206 1052.472 961.802
605 8.269 11.033 29.884 1052.386 960.363
606 8.061 10.756 28.978 1052.297 959.104
607 8.796 10.954 30.324 1052.277 957.584
608 9.447 10.924 31.087 1052.197 956.084
609 10.134 10.817 31.856 1052.111 957.612
610 13.525 10.827 38.086 1052.022 960.132
611 12.546 10.044 34.421 1051.788 963.112
612 8.145 8.694 24.185 1051.461 967.103
613 6.113 7.069 18.196 1050.969 969.650
614 8.025 6.424 19.023 1050.517 973.614
615 64.303 125.835 291.970 1050.061 973.942
616 64.126 108.377 248.719 1049.961 975.538
617 64.126 108.377 248.719 1049.916 973.346
618 64.815 115.306 265.265 1049.896 970.824
619 61.532 87.573 201.934 1049.887 968.799
620 63.358 101.443 232.633 1049.883 966.994
621 71.181 126.631 295.394 1050.167 965.827
622 11.751 12.544 33.084 1050.567 964.802
623 78.970 105.366 267.254 1051.071 963.655
624 83.467 126.215 312.664 1051.244 962.822
625 12.277 16.380 42.252 1051.443 963.499
626 89.993 160.099 392.119 1051.491 962.347
627 71.146 63.284 201.699 1051.654 962.319
628 77.528 82.754 236.982 1051.686 962.126
629 71.146 63.284 201.699 1051.701 963.398
630 63.204 44.976 168.462 1051.707 962.496
631 71.146 63.284 201.699 1051.710 963.340
632 67.383 53.944 184.872 1051.711 963.072
633 83.710 104.245 280.221 1051.783 966.542
634 88.425 133.712 337.396 1051.723 969.511
635 86.695 123.384 315.812 1051.717 974.181
636 89.983 144.073 359.728 1051.714 979.452
637 89.983 144.073 359.728 1051.713 986.304
283 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
638 83.623 111.574 289.398 1051.641 990.464
639 91.020 145.733 363.871 1051.701 994.681
640 82.619 102.886 274.916 1051.707 996.419
641 82.291 95.157 265.635 1051.852 997.197
642 75.207 66.897 218.493 1051.947 996.213
643 76.079 67.672 222.796 1052.041 995.747
644 77.602 69.028 230.857 1052.204 993.715
645 54.382 24.187 149.092 1052.450 991.931
646 42.773 11.414 116.474 1052.569 989.193
647 38.578 10.295 106.042 1052.673 987.004
648 35.781 19.097 102.987 1052.842 984.426
649 52.261 23.243 149.864 1052.947 983.706
650 29.501 13.121 83.860 1052.903 980.672
651 29.101 10.354 82.707 1052.974 979.343
652 27.271 12.129 79.556 1053.128 977.603
653 25.031 13.359 74.501 1053.228 976.943
654 19.896 14.158 60.762 1053.180 975.305
655 19.896 14.158 60.762 1053.179 974.557
656 19.896 14.158 60.762 1053.179 974.481
657 17.566 14.063 54.445 1053.107 975.823
658 14.555 12.947 44.972 1052.811 977.791
659 10.597 11.312 33.773 1052.404 980.901
660 8.401 10.462 28.626 1052.182 983.105
661 7.094 9.465 24.822 1051.911 986.041
662 5.609 7.484 19.413 1051.709 987.555
663 7.122 8.869 23.414 1051.588 989.396
664 7.599 8.787 23.734 1051.484 987.994
665 9.295 9.095 26.690 1051.458 985.914
666 9.295 9.095 26.690 1051.446 982.188
667 8.385 8.950 25.080 1051.441 979.963
668 8.385 8.950 25.080 1051.439 976.528
669 10.355 9.211 28.623 1051.438 974.173
670 10.069 8.956 27.594 1051.366 971.679
671 11.277 9.028 29.839 1051.355 969.332
672 12.690 9.030 32.547 1051.350 967.662
673 12.690 9.030 32.547 1051.347 966.046
674 19.761 10.546 48.262 1051.346 963.862
675 18.396 8.182 44.156 1051.346 962.252
284 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced
Enhanced 
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Cracks 
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676 14.591 7.787 35.635 1051.346 960.573
677 19.310 10.306 46.646 1051.274 960.207
678 19.310 10.306 46.646 1051.263 958.861
679 27.052 19.250 68.693 1051.258 957.592
680 13.966 8.696 34.507 1051.256 957.934
681 12.013 8.549 30.199 1051.183 960.287
682 9.227 8.208 24.628 1051.100 964.088
683 8.952 7.963 23.680 1051.013 968.178
684 11.019 7.841 26.849 1050.923 972.904
685 46.266 37.038 115.522 1050.832 977.645
686 79.453 134.280 321.530 1050.883 980.613
687 88.622 173.426 420.000 1051.171 983.724
688 90.548 169.141 412.067 1051.359 984.516
689 93.334 174.343 427.436 1051.545 984.689
690 90.761 137.245 347.893 1051.729 982.536
691 79.492 84.851 246.446 1051.842 980.977
692 83.317 96.344 270.685 1051.943 979.975
693 99.235 176.539 442.962 1052.110 978.941
694 103.726 175.303 449.410 1052.428 978.536
695 100.488 143.016 386.316 1052.631 977.831
696 111.866 208.961 535.304 1052.823 977.617
697 111.721 178.877 478.565 1053.153 965.331
698 118.501 200.274 536.486 1053.503 963.073
699 122.070 206.306 558.616 1053.792 958.890
700 117.873 178.243 503.645 1054.001 957.002
701 133.247 296.310 774.924 1054.054 954.030
702 124.904 222.206 598.338 1054.077 952.671
703 125.044 211.331 580.390 1054.230 949.916
704 127.913 216.180 595.799 1054.328 949.421
705 111.399 138.726 434.657 1054.352 949.711
706 125.044 211.331 580.390 1054.291 951.936
707 116.911 166.389 481.577 1054.142 954.840
708 114.044 162.308 467.684 1054.045 957.324
709 109.608 136.496 419.093 1054.022 960.182
710 105.803 131.757 400.387 1053.869 963.137
711 98.484 122.643 370.757 1053.771 963.845
712 97.615 121.561 365.563 1053.676 964.517
713 100.882 134.602 391.520 1053.654 963.188
285 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
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714 86.060 84.206 293.024 1053.645 960.630
715 91.765 97.950 325.632 1053.783 957.751
716 91.765 97.950 325.632 1053.804 955.556
717 84.289 74.976 286.890 1053.956 954.029
718 79.961 64.013 267.898 1054.054 952.245
719 77.839 83.086 277.847 1053.934 951.344
720 84.345 105.035 319.186 1053.851 950.072
721 41.173 36.624 139.230 1053.905 947.405
722 41.663 40.766 145.453 1053.980 946.151
723 71.232 63.361 244.016 1054.065 945.744
724 67.731 54.222 228.442 1054.153 944.196
725 43.134 30.694 143.734 1054.243 943.939
726 30.721 21.862 103.071 1054.334 942.475
727 26.673 23.726 93.123 1054.355 943.127
728 42.644 41.725 150.703 1054.221 943.502
729 41.663 48.178 154.208 1054.059 946.290
730 40.683 47.044 148.928 1053.886 948.855
731 103.885 147.850 418.420 1053.707 953.136
732 108.824 154.879 436.319 1053.597 957.078
733 103.980 138.737 397.612 1053.425 960.809
734 111.401 178.364 479.080 1053.390 963.164
735 110.269 166.744 457.551 1053.446 964.905
736 106.019 141.457 409.442 1053.521 964.809
737 91.655 89.681 310.087 1053.535 963.339
738 94.366 92.333 321.303 1053.612 960.226
739 54.141 19.264 164.595 1053.697 957.846
740 48.668 12.987 147.189 1053.715 957.264
741 43.294 7.702 130.546 1053.722 954.380
742 40.683 10.856 124.034 1053.797 953.315
743 41.173 14.649 127.170 1053.881 951.212
744 63.253 33.758 200.412 1053.970 951.220
 
 
  
286 
 
Cumulative Data for Northwest Wall 
 
Cumulative Northwest (NW) Wall Data (Watts) 
            
  eUEST/DOE-2 Hourly Values  CFD Multiphysisc Simulation 
  (no reduction multiplier)   
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
1 56.03 24.92 157.86 525.78 954.54 867.70 916.75
2 110.88 49.31 312.40 1272.19 1907.75 1734.69 1832.18
3 176.40 84.28 509.02 2077.80 2859.15 2600.60 2746.38
4 237.07 111.26 696.36 2882.90 3809.23 3464.98 3659.13
5 306.65 148.40 921.75 3704.24 4755.98 4327.43 4569.01
6 348.85 159.66 1058.49 4530.94 5700.75 5188.22 5477.12
7 407.45 180.51 1249.28 5354.53 6643.40 6047.30 6383.34
8 453.03 200.79 1400.84 6174.29 7584.79 6904.95 7288.41
9 498.12 216.83 1548.71 6992.36 8527.00 7765.10 8195.55
10 562.90 245.64 1761.04 7833.77 9471.55 8630.08 9107.84
11 622.76 272.26 1954.47 8688.27 10418.95 9501.56 10026.80
12 697.48 325.43 2200.02 9550.53 11369.55 10379.60 10953.15
13 765.10 367.54 2413.97 10419.31 12323.47 11264.59 11885.62
14 821.72 402.79 2590.45 11297.17 13280.34 12155.55 12823.63
15 877.84 437.73 2764.01 12196.44 14238.19 13049.88 13764.21
16 917.54 462.45 2887.75 13103.37 15195.13 13944.51 14703.38
17 949.02 482.05 2989.55 14017.87 16149.27 14834.07 15637.02
18 978.96 498.03 3086.52 14927.90 17100.64 15719.08 16566.35
19 1006.14 514.96 3175.69 15842.76 18049.32 16599.75 17491.70
20 1039.96 536.02 3288.98 16770.44 18997.37 17476.26 18413.78
21 1071.26 552.72 3392.55 17691.92 19942.78 18349.73 19332.91
22 1115.38 576.27 3537.50 18605.20 20887.29 19220.42 20249.82
23 1143.86 594.00 3632.89 19512.53 21829.96 20088.79 21164.59
24 1175.16 610.70 3736.46 20432.73 22771.40 20955.09 22077.37
25 1201.44 627.07 3825.10 21358.45 23713.24 21820.24 22989.72
26 1223.81 644.98 3901.04 22280.22 24653.43 22683.96 23901.04
27 1249.27 663.10 3987.05 23198.67 25593.50 23546.20 24811.17
28 1280.95 677.19 4090.14 24116.00 26533.10 24407.82 25720.67
287 
 
hour  Air Change 
 Air 
Change 
(ACH) 
ASHRAE 
Enhanced 
Enhanced 
Model 
 Angular 
Cracks 
 Mixed 
Cracks 
Straight 
Cracks 
29 1308.51 691.89 4179.41 25037.97 27472.48 25268.65 26629.73
30 1333.56 707.49 4262.17 25961.93 28412.00 26129.03 27538.45
31 1353.35 723.33 4329.35 26885.09 29352.12 26989.13 28447.82
32 1372.44 738.61 4393.31 27806.46 30292.27 27849.37 29357.03
33 1395.47 755.01 4467.96 28720.63 31235.31 28713.24 30270.39
34 1411.06 768.88 4519.65 29616.66 32182.26 29583.37 31190.43
35 1427.12 781.73 4570.16 30491.02 33134.07 30461.32 32118.98
36 1442.65 795.54 4619.19 31348.99 34090.39 31346.85 33055.20
37 1457.10 807.11 4662.97 32190.32 35051.62 32239.75 33999.65
38 1470.92 818.17 4704.19 33022.00 36015.62 33139.23 34950.73
39 1481.71 828.73 4738.09 33871.94 36982.23 34042.99 35904.65
40 1493.47 839.20 4773.62 34727.40 37949.92 34948.84 36858.88
41 1505.24 849.66 4809.16 35584.88 38916.93 35851.13 37809.22
42 1515.77 859.97 4842.02 36446.23 39882.57 36749.77 38757.02
43 1525.25 870.09 4872.65 37318.03 40848.29 37645.19 39702.40
44 1538.46 880.66 4911.41 38192.82 41811.68 38537.65 40646.06
45 1547.94 890.78 4942.04 39064.51 42775.94 39428.40 41587.65
46 1556.00 901.54 4971.02 39932.46 43739.52 40317.30 42528.23
47 1565.64 912.68 5002.92 40798.17 44703.11 41204.75 43467.44
48 1574.43 923.64 5033.25 41665.19 45665.59 42090.88 44405.83
49 1585.92 933.85 5067.68 42526.55 46629.57 42976.15 45343.49
50 1596.20 943.91 5099.52 43377.88 47592.60 43860.47 46280.84
51 1604.20 953.16 5125.83 44226.37 48557.29 44744.53 47218.11
52 1611.58 961.69 5149.66 45070.63 49522.71 45628.93 48155.49
53 1618.28 970.64 5172.86 45927.40 50488.21 46513.40 49093.39
54 1627.15 980.11 5199.78 46791.89 51453.98 47398.13 50031.69
55 1635.20 989.41 5225.25 47657.06 52420.01 48282.93 50970.22
56 1643.25 998.72 5250.72 48522.18 53387.10 49167.75 51908.88
57 1651.29 1008.02 5276.19 49395.03 54355.99 50056.11 52851.43
58 1661.93 1017.49 5305.86 50283.39 55328.68 50950.28 53799.77
59 1670.97 1026.33 5331.59 51179.56 56305.15 51851.51 54755.38
60 1683.62 1037.58 5365.36 52077.92 57286.62 52760.76 55719.17
61 1697.29 1047.31 5397.96 52980.67 58271.62 53677.06 56691.31
62 1708.21 1057.02 5425.79 53893.81 59260.70 54599.81 57668.78
63 1715.58 1063.57 5444.21 54815.87 60251.57 55527.25 58649.84
64 1722.94 1070.12 5462.62 55723.71 61243.23 56455.56 59630.21
65 1729.27 1076.88 5480.29 56614.00 62232.57 57379.34 60605.77
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66 1736.79 1084.24 5500.68 57480.38 63220.05 58299.27 61578.44
67 1745.20 1091.72 5522.53 58342.42 64206.28 59215.70 62547.31
68 1753.61 1099.20 5544.37 59215.45 65191.76 60128.94 63513.76
69 1762.02 1106.68 5566.22 60088.43 66175.52 61039.16 64477.36
70 1777.06 1114.71 5601.73 60959.79 67158.58 61946.91 65438.61
71 1822.60 1139.01 5709.29 61833.97 68141.76 62852.68 66398.63
72 1870.38 1168.76 5821.02 62719.41 69124.86 63757.36 67357.61
73 1916.26 1193.25 5923.09 63611.82 70107.70 64661.36 68316.33
74 1979.04 1260.26 6094.29 64503.23 71091.52 65565.23 69275.20
75 2038.39 1323.61 6252.17 65391.09 72076.54 66469.13 70234.31
76 2100.85 1401.39 6437.53 66278.82 73061.68 67372.44 71192.82
77 2159.16 1453.26 6581.90 67176.24 74046.99 68275.57 72151.06
78 2220.81 1519.06 6748.63 68078.93 75032.05 69178.44 73109.17
79 2285.78 1599.97 6944.01 68980.65 76016.89 70080.97 74067.05
80 2348.56 1666.98 7115.21 69879.04 77002.29 70983.39 75024.78
81 2414.89 1755.49 7325.83 70781.21 77989.96 71889.10 75985.83
82 2478.63 1840.54 7525.82 71686.61 78981.02 72800.31 76952.59
83 2539.83 1916.75 7706.21 72582.79 79975.09 73718.31 77926.28
84 2599.76 1991.38 7881.66 73460.45 80973.47 74643.22 78907.26
85 2657.71 2063.54 8050.19 74312.27 81974.43 75574.73 79895.03
86 2712.35 2121.86 8190.69 75152.38 82978.57 76511.88 80887.98
87 2762.29 2166.29 8304.52 75994.21 83982.81 77452.49 81883.21
88 2815.45 2213.57 8429.60 76822.44 84986.54 78392.60 82876.41
89 2872.74 2264.54 8571.45 77633.08 85985.83 79327.02 83863.39
90 2932.95 2318.09 8724.89 78429.37 86982.88 80256.28 84845.16
91 2964.59 2326.53 8794.79 79219.90 87976.22 81180.37 85822.32
92 3000.82 2339.42 8876.61 80009.83 88966.84 82099.61 86794.68
93 3053.18 2372.02 9008.71 80803.67 89954.92 83014.64 87762.95
94 3080.72 2384.27 9074.82 81604.96 90940.34 83926.09 88727.75
95 3118.16 2400.93 9165.70 82416.02 91923.43 84834.03 89689.50
96 3137.87 2409.69 9214.60 83244.93 92905.38 85739.34 90648.08
97 3155.33 2419.01 9258.63 84088.28 93884.99 86642.21 91604.44
98 3169.41 2429.03 9296.15 84943.14 94863.35 87542.96 92558.82
99 3181.32 2438.56 9328.24 85803.81 95841.02 88442.00 93512.42
100 3193.22 2448.09 9360.32 86665.83 96818.58 89339.74 94464.26
101 3205.91 2457.12 9392.87 87548.82 97795.31 90236.66 95415.63
102 3216.70 2464.80 9420.25 88441.63 98771.61 91132.84 96366.26
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103 3225.47 2473.38 9445.05 89336.94 99749.04 92029.07 97317.15
104 3231.79 2480.69 9463.99 90231.84 100726.29 92925.09 98268.16
105 3238.38 2487.14 9482.00 91123.98 101705.90 93824.50 99222.25
106 3244.49 2494.21 9500.20 92022.83 102689.20 94729.87 100182.91
107 3250.39 2500.50 9516.42 92919.62 103677.95 95642.66 101151.40
108 3256.28 2506.27 9531.43 93814.13 104669.81 96563.16 102127.30
109 3261.17 2511.48 9544.31 94705.20 105666.53 97490.70 103110.64
110 3266.41 2516.61 9557.30 95604.63 106665.51 98424.49 104100.07
111 3274.41 2523.72 9575.92 96514.96 107666.60 99362.37 105093.15
112 3283.14 2529.16 9593.95 97426.49 108666.94 100300.80 106084.14
113 3293.74 2537.64 9618.80 98336.33 109663.88 101233.61 107069.45
114 3317.35 2550.24 9671.33 99247.53 110658.41 102161.95 108049.91
115 3353.74 2569.66 9753.30 100161.73 111650.98 103085.30 109026.32
116 3391.75 2589.95 9842.06 101057.00 112640.51 104004.48 109999.08
117 3437.30 2614.26 9949.62 101928.61 113628.61 104919.96 110968.00
118 3463.86 2626.07 10011.92 102783.59 114614.10 105831.81 111933.59
119 3490.91 2626.07 10074.25 103626.64 115599.02 106740.98 112896.75
120 3528.71 2639.52 10162.78 104475.72 116581.62 107647.59 113857.45
121 3569.04 2653.87 10257.24 105333.33 117563.43 108552.54 114816.44
122 3595.60 2653.87 10317.69 106191.92 118544.59 109455.85 115774.02
123 3621.67 2653.87 10376.27 107051.84 119525.04 110358.19 116730.47
124 3667.21 2678.18 10483.84 107910.89 120505.72 111259.26 117686.24
125 3711.92 2698.06 10586.24 108795.74 121486.25 112159.77 118641.37
126 3732.92 2705.53 10633.09 109697.94 122466.33 113059.47 119596.17
127 3753.49 2711.02 10678.54 110596.33 123445.95 113958.51 120550.29
128 3793.01 2725.08 10767.79 111488.21 124425.36 114857.11 121503.71
129 3810.16 2737.29 10810.03 112371.99 125406.55 115758.65 122460.58
130 3869.16 2784.52 10957.33 113257.37 126390.74 116665.50 123422.54
131 3935.36 2855.18 11143.71 114137.44 127377.60 117578.45 124390.73
132 4005.50 2942.52 11361.63 115008.24 128369.00 118498.58 125366.31
133 4078.71 3053.24 11625.80 115867.40 129362.81 119425.03 126349.12
134 4147.61 3145.16 11847.15 116729.84 130359.03 120357.25 127336.23
135 4215.71 3242.09 12076.72 117607.66 131358.33 121293.36 128326.42
136 4281.21 3335.31 12295.17 118492.24 132357.13 122230.71 129316.56
137 4348.93 3455.78 12574.25 119380.85 133353.98 123163.80 130301.91
138 4417.32 3571.37 12842.60 120274.16 134348.99 124092.72 131283.97
139 4482.88 3658.84 13050.76 121171.93 135342.71 125017.77 132262.23
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140 4536.18 3696.77 13173.67 122061.53 136335.11 125939.33 133237.73
141 4577.40 3718.77 13263.07 122931.92 137326.31 126858.29 134210.54
142 4623.02 3759.35 13376.02 123776.19 138316.99 127774.86 135181.42
143 4645.15 3779.03 13430.81 124602.73 139307.06 128689.23 136150.58
144 4655.07 3787.85 13455.36 125426.95 140296.93 129601.85 137118.59
145 4701.41 3829.07 13571.22 126248.73 141285.55 130512.99 138084.77
146 4772.36 3942.68 13837.41 127067.18 142273.71 131422.77 139049.73
147 4842.54 4042.56 14075.23 127882.23 143260.89 132331.29 140013.39
148 4914.03 4144.30 14318.76 128692.83 144248.50 133238.60 140976.11
149 4983.91 4231.32 14534.49 129513.04 145234.50 134144.85 141938.07
150 5055.39 4333.06 14778.02 130563.57 146221.57 135050.71 142899.24
151 5124.26 4431.07 15010.15 131613.95 147207.64 135955.90 143860.39
152 5190.05 4507.14 15200.43 132664.38 148192.98 136860.27 144820.40
153 5253.96 4575.36 15376.12 133714.80 149180.22 137767.11 145782.57
154 5262.67 4585.44 15401.32 134765.23 150168.74 138678.53 146749.76
155 5272.12 4598.89 15434.20 135816.02 151159.67 139595.56 147721.71
156 5278.96 4612.87 15468.04 136867.08 152150.96 140517.57 148699.26
157 5370.53 4800.23 15924.91 137918.40 153143.70 141444.12 149680.45
158 5464.02 4983.16 16373.08 138969.94 154135.84 142373.92 150664.72
159 5560.54 5163.47 16819.33 140021.73 155126.82 143305.54 151648.79
160 5655.53 5315.55 17205.41 141073.72 156114.90 144235.34 152630.10
161 5664.96 5335.69 17255.97 142126.05 157098.87 145158.37 153603.81
162 5774.02 5568.51 17841.74 143178.51 158077.85 146075.11 154570.98
163 5884.78 5785.26 18392.95 144231.23 159053.36 146985.70 155532.71
164 5995.15 5981.60 18900.95 145284.14 160026.37 147891.31 156489.88
165 6107.09 6190.71 19438.28 146337.10 160996.06 148792.41 157442.80
166 6123.70 6214.35 19503.05 147390.08 161963.94 149689.83 158392.34
167 6228.37 6372.62 19928.13 148443.07 162929.02 150583.62 159338.36
168 6335.29 6534.31 20366.15 149496.20 163892.16 151474.83 160281.35
169 6430.24 6635.65 20691.07 150549.43 164854.38 152364.08 161222.79
170 6528.74 6749.55 21039.59 151602.68 165814.39 153250.46 162161.54
171 6626.42 6862.51 21387.22 152656.02 166773.89 154134.57 163097.94
172 6717.26 6951.39 21692.58 153709.44 167730.82 155016.77 164032.59
173 6744.80 6973.44 21780.46 154762.88 168686.57 155896.98 164965.39
174 6776.54 6993.20 21879.39 155816.47 169640.67 156775.44 165896.56
175 6844.33 7029.38 22089.34 156870.15 170594.05 157652.33 166825.49
176 6912.12 7065.56 22299.30 157923.86 171545.97 158527.90 167753.37
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177 6989.64 7120.72 22545.13 158977.51 172499.74 159405.94 168683.73
178 7015.19 7141.18 22626.67 160031.01 173455.45 160289.31 169619.57
179 7041.60 7159.97 22707.96 161084.34 174415.63 161179.26 170562.46
180 7109.74 7202.40 22910.53 162137.50 175378.94 162076.28 171512.21
181 7165.77 7227.32 23068.40 163190.40 176345.56 162979.47 172468.89
182 7226.42 7259.69 23241.47 164243.25 177314.92 163888.51 173430.62
183 7297.29 7310.12 23449.47 165296.01 178285.16 164801.70 174395.98
184 7368.17 7360.56 23657.48 166348.75 179255.02 165715.31 175359.88
185 7399.29 7374.40 23745.96 167401.62 180222.06 166623.86 176318.73
186 7432.37 7386.17 23839.97 168454.58 181187.14 167527.42 177272.25
187 7479.21 7398.67 23975.83 169507.77 182149.97 168426.56 178221.79
188 7514.25 7411.13 24078.90 170561.08 183110.79 169321.75 179167.82
189 7567.32 7430.02 24235.03 171614.42 184070.16 170213.63 180110.70
190 7605.06 7430.02 24343.97 172667.70 185029.44 171102.81 181051.86
191 7653.40 7447.22 24483.78 173720.90 185986.99 171989.90 181990.78
192 7704.02 7465.23 24628.93 174774.02 186944.69 172875.69 182928.44
193 7753.63 7482.88 24768.67 175826.98 187901.80 173760.43 183865.81
194 7814.86 7515.56 24944.90 176879.90 188859.59 174644.11 184802.26
195 7844.88 7528.91 25030.23 177932.82 189816.81 175526.98 185738.24
196 7869.44 7539.83 25098.82 178985.58 190775.19 176409.13 186673.36
197 7898.14 7552.60 25178.95 180038.32 191732.38 177290.70 187607.84
198 7930.33 7561.19 25267.45 181091.05 192690.41 178171.95 188542.32
199 7961.46 7572.26 25352.75 182143.71 193647.97 179053.04 189476.67
200 8015.23 7596.18 25501.53 183196.35 194606.57 179933.65 190410.67
201 8041.64 7605.57 25573.22 184248.91 195566.67 180817.90 191348.49
202 8072.54 7613.82 25655.77 185301.38 196529.89 181707.53 192291.89
203 8102.20 7624.37 25734.77 186353.77 197496.99 182604.32 193242.47
204 8142.99 7635.26 25841.60 187406.07 198467.55 183508.27 194200.47
205 8193.60 7657.77 25973.82 188458.20 199442.00 184419.17 195165.45
206 8243.08 7679.77 26100.51 189510.16 200419.81 185336.19 196136.07
207 8264.17 7692.90 26155.88 190562.02 201398.27 186256.91 197109.41
208 8289.57 7706.46 26223.23 191614.06 202376.37 187178.29 198081.71
209 8315.44 7720.27 26292.50 192666.19 203352.18 188094.65 199048.96
210 8340.16 7735.66 26360.53 193718.41 204325.77 189006.30 200011.55
211 8407.55 7783.62 26550.14 194770.66 205297.83 189913.97 200970.72
212 8474.94 7831.57 26739.75 195822.91 206268.26 190818.04 201927.03
213 8542.33 7879.53 26929.37 196875.17 207238.56 191719.13 202880.34
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214 8565.56 7896.05 26994.71 197927.43 208207.05 192617.53 203831.66
215 8584.69 7914.77 27053.53 198979.69 209175.49 193513.83 204780.72
216 8603.82 7933.49 27112.36 200031.96 210142.44 194408.54 205728.65
217 8621.75 7952.63 27169.51 201084.22 211109.12 195301.86 206675.38
218 8639.69 7971.78 27226.66 202136.48 212075.73 196194.02 207621.09
219 8657.62 7990.92 27283.81 203188.74 213041.41 197085.20 208565.32
220 8746.44 8101.52 27590.00 204241.00 214007.26 197975.07 209508.48
221 8762.23 8121.19 27644.44 205293.26 214972.11 198863.90 210451.98
222 8778.02 8140.85 27698.88 206345.53 215936.58 199752.06 211393.56
223 8791.17 8160.74 27750.44 207397.79 216900.87 200639.57 212335.05
224 8882.41 8282.48 28078.43 208450.05 217865.48 201526.28 213275.66
225 8973.66 8404.22 28406.43 209502.31 218830.96 202415.51 214218.66
226 8986.81 8424.11 28457.99 210554.57 219799.49 203309.77 215166.86
227 8999.96 8444.00 28509.56 211606.83 220770.36 204210.21 216120.65
228 9011.04 8463.71 28559.19 212659.10 221744.24 205117.53 217081.78
229 9023.22 8483.21 28608.89 213711.29 222720.82 206031.25 218049.83
230 9035.10 8502.24 28657.20 214763.39 223700.61 206950.07 219022.07
231 9048.02 8521.76 28707.60 215815.56 224679.77 207872.21 219996.49
232 9142.58 8656.35 29064.20 216867.87 225657.94 208794.07 220968.99
233 9235.55 8772.13 29392.13 217920.41 226632.18 209710.42 221935.28
234 9326.60 8877.41 29703.04 218973.08 227603.78 210621.41 222896.81
235 9415.29 8972.07 29997.10 220025.84 228572.60 211527.29 223853.53
236 9441.03 8992.68 30076.89 221078.85 229538.95 212428.61 224806.47
237 9520.40 9056.22 30324.71 222131.97 230503.43 213325.69 225754.82
238 9596.62 9110.46 30562.87 223185.34 231465.04 214218.93 226699.83
239 9667.79 9154.78 30783.01 224238.83 232424.29 215108.80 227641.46
240 9745.31 9209.94 31028.84 225292.42 233382.00 215995.88 228580.84
241 9817.08 9254.63 31252.53 226346.03 234338.22 216880.69 229517.42
242 9888.25 9298.94 31472.66 227399.59 235293.59 217763.22 230452.47
243 9947.88 9325.46 31653.90 228453.21 236247.20 218644.27 231386.32
244 10001.52 9344.55 31815.67 229506.84 237200.38 219523.56 232317.86
245 10054.66 9363.45 31974.62 230560.40 238153.57 220402.62 233249.41
246 10102.00 9380.30 32109.18 231613.53 239108.72 221281.93 234181.73
247 10162.86 9412.78 32279.79 232666.30 240064.03 222161.56 235114.28
248 10233.21 9462.84 32481.16 233718.84 241020.75 223041.67 236048.03
249 10310.81 9531.87 32712.01 234771.19 241980.51 223926.20 236986.09
250 10402.53 9654.24 33039.97 235823.42 242943.77 224816.35 237929.69
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251 10481.62 9731.63 33281.36 236875.62 243911.09 225714.08 238881.53
252 10563.05 9818.55 33537.35 237927.73 244882.62 226619.05 239840.19
253 10644.48 9905.47 33793.33 238979.82 245856.97 227530.34 240805.70
254 10726.66 10007.80 34073.36 240031.90 246834.59 228447.52 241777.41
255 10785.04 10059.74 34244.33 241083.98 247813.06 229369.00 242752.01
256 10846.72 10120.09 34431.21 242136.06 248792.02 230291.83 243726.39
257 10905.10 10172.02 34602.18 243188.14 249768.44 231209.20 244695.43
258 10964.11 10224.51 34776.35 244240.29 250741.78 232122.04 245659.60
259 11024.21 10277.97 34956.53 245292.60 251714.07 233030.41 246619.70
260 11057.05 10310.10 35058.24 246344.93 252684.97 233934.74 247576.55
261 11090.38 10348.64 35169.99 247397.34 253653.26 234836.00 248529.87
262 11109.30 10365.47 35228.00 248449.92 254620.55 235734.33 249481.30
263 11123.87 10382.31 35277.15 249502.45 255586.84 236630.09 250430.12
264 11137.36 10399.12 35324.48 250554.99 256552.79 237524.00 251377.08
265 11170.69 10440.63 35440.71 251607.45 257517.77 238416.58 252323.13
266 11182.64 10456.57 35483.89 252659.83 258483.22 239308.06 253268.02
267 11192.52 10467.99 35516.80 253712.20 259447.49 240198.49 254211.75
268 11201.31 10478.94 35547.13 254764.49 260412.31 241087.81 255154.85
269 11208.92 10489.77 35575.82 255816.83 261376.16 241976.37 256097.83
270 11216.34 10500.32 35603.64 256869.11 262340.45 242864.41 257039.58
271 11226.93 10511.64 35637.42 257921.38 263304.58 243751.77 257980.79
272 11234.35 10522.19 35665.24 258973.64 264268.27 244638.76 258921.69
273 11240.55 10532.13 35690.57 260025.84 265234.71 245529.03 259865.92
274 11247.08 10542.00 35715.94 261077.94 266204.01 246425.38 260816.54
275 11251.44 10550.13 35735.95 262129.75 267177.58 247329.00 261774.63
276 11259.64 10562.54 35766.97 263181.36 268155.85 248240.49 262741.06
277 11268.13 10573.86 35795.53 264232.64 269138.22 249159.44 263716.31
278 11275.52 10584.38 35821.36 265283.72 270124.40 250085.23 264697.12
279 11280.58 10591.14 35838.02 266334.59 271113.35 251015.70 265682.23
280 11289.94 10601.13 35864.37 267385.35 272103.18 251948.46 266668.01
281 11297.81 10610.93 35888.83 268436.08 273092.75 252879.13 267651.38
282 11305.70 10617.94 35908.92 269486.73 274080.90 253805.72 268630.79
283 11316.71 10625.78 35935.77 270537.57 275067.08 254728.20 269606.32
284 11326.77 10633.83 35961.37 271588.51 276053.31 255647.28 270579.39
285 11338.72 10644.46 35992.69 272639.40 277037.64 256563.73 271549.32
286 11363.80 10666.77 36058.44 273690.28 278021.99 257477.77 272517.94
287 11387.90 10688.21 36120.45 274741.03 279005.88 258389.75 273484.25
294 
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288 11399.85 10698.84 36151.77 275791.90 279988.48 259299.73 274449.42
289 11412.15 10709.78 36184.30 276842.84 280971.11 260208.68 275412.82
290 11423.37 10720.75 36215.23 277893.81 281952.24 261115.42 276374.94
291 11435.25 10732.38 36248.52 278944.93 282932.55 262020.51 277334.58
292 11462.30 10758.85 36324.96 279996.14 283912.39 262924.32 278293.27
293 11488.86 10787.20 36402.66 281047.30 284892.10 263827.19 279251.12
294 11547.33 10854.81 36579.15 282098.32 285872.77 264730.45 280209.72
295 11604.57 10910.82 36729.02 283148.89 286853.92 265633.73 281168.73
296 11666.91 10988.44 36917.72 284199.31 287837.78 266537.78 282128.25
297 11731.75 11098.04 37171.18 285249.48 288823.46 267446.32 283092.25
298 11793.02 11196.14 37396.15 286299.44 289813.09 268361.54 284063.55
299 11854.91 11306.23 37647.67 287349.22 290807.39 269284.37 285042.64
300 11915.86 11420.09 37908.17 288398.88 291805.36 270214.96 286030.01
301 11974.35 11534.55 38170.78 289448.44 292808.03 271153.17 287024.56
302 12031.79 11636.72 38401.82 290497.90 293813.19 272097.35 288025.15
303 12088.66 11732.84 38618.21 291547.34 294820.06 273046.69 289029.65
304 12146.09 11835.02 38849.25 292596.77 295827.27 273998.12 290034.85
305 12203.40 11931.87 39067.29 293646.20 296833.07 274946.25 291035.99
306 12261.57 12025.00 39277.22 294695.69 297834.75 275888.69 292030.82
307 12339.78 12261.54 39878.67 295745.84 298832.71 276825.13 293020.17
308 12428.36 12545.18 40614.41 296796.52 299828.35 277755.75 294004.21
309 12521.84 12844.54 41393.09 297847.53 300819.80 278681.20 294983.31
310 12619.54 13140.00 42153.90 298898.84 301808.05 279601.47 295957.35
311 12722.02 13449.94 42954.60 299950.43 302793.46 280517.58 296926.63
312 12823.09 13701.67 43584.42 301002.16 303776.54 281429.92 297893.09
313 12923.77 13970.33 44262.41 302053.86 304759.17 282339.15 298856.02
314 13025.99 14243.10 44951.76 303105.64 305740.30 283245.56 299816.47
315 13129.74 14519.96 45652.49 304157.50 306720.62 284149.36 300774.86
316 13236.54 14804.98 46375.99 305209.52 307700.46 285050.37 301729.22
317 13340.66 15008.72 46886.76 306261.79 308680.17 285948.84 302681.58
318 13447.27 15226.83 47434.29 307314.18 309660.83 286845.13 303631.89
319 13557.33 15471.57 48050.54 308366.67 310641.99 287739.25 304579.31
320 13665.44 15683.15 48585.53 309419.26 311625.84 288631.43 305525.25
321 13770.79 15870.56 49063.87 310471.87 312610.43 289525.88 306472.93
322 13869.70 16020.13 49456.89 311524.42 313598.19 290424.36 307425.14
323 13972.22 16193.39 49901.07 312576.96 314589.89 291329.06 308383.89
324 14072.25 16362.44 50331.23 313629.35 315584.57 292240.03 309350.12
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325 14165.67 16495.40 50681.82 314681.66 316583.37 293157.34 310321.31
326 14251.02 16594.10 50962.66 315733.86 317584.19 294079.77 311297.89
327 14333.90 16682.56 51223.20 316785.98 318586.37 295006.13 312277.22
328 14400.02 16729.62 51406.01 317838.07 319588.63 295932.84 313255.53
329 14468.37 16778.25 51596.63 318890.23 320590.40 296856.07 314229.39
330 14510.75 16789.56 51709.86 319942.61 321588.66 297774.25 315198.52
331 14543.43 16795.38 51797.65 320995.10 322583.66 298687.03 316162.40
332 14569.09 16804.51 51867.99 322047.68 323576.71 299595.34 317122.82
333 14593.17 16815.22 51934.00 323100.22 324565.91 300499.83 318079.21
334 14618.15 16826.33 52003.76 324152.90 325552.18 301401.10 319032.70
335 14635.40 16837.07 52052.51 325205.46 326535.86 302299.92 319984.58
336 14648.60 16847.64 52091.26 326257.94 327517.42 303196.79 320934.17
337 14663.16 16858.00 52132.58 327310.32 328496.69 304092.40 321883.40
338 14674.64 16868.21 52167.01 328362.69 329474.89 304986.63 322830.82
339 14683.90 16878.09 52196.70 329415.05 330450.90 305879.59 323777.46
340 14692.92 16887.72 52225.45 330467.34 331424.37 306771.22 324722.58
341 14701.51 16896.89 52252.82 331519.61 332396.66 307661.98 325667.24
342 14709.26 16905.85 52278.50 332571.87 333366.55 308552.19 326611.17
343 14716.15 16914.44 52302.12 333624.07 334334.98 309442.16 327554.97
344 14723.23 16923.24 52326.23 334676.18 335301.86 310332.18 328498.70
345 14728.52 16930.79 52345.72 335728.13 336269.74 311225.18 329445.55
346 14734.12 16938.75 52366.31 336780.04 337238.87 312124.32 330398.90
347 14738.98 16946.10 52384.85 337831.81 338211.10 313030.65 331359.83
348 14744.14 16952.98 52402.61 338883.40 339185.98 313944.58 332328.41
349 14748.58 16959.30 52418.45 339934.81 340163.99 314865.50 333305.34
350 14754.93 16966.08 52437.18 340986.12 341144.39 315792.86 334287.46
351 14760.90 16972.46 52454.52 342037.25 342125.48 316724.80 335273.74
352 14766.39 16978.80 52471.07 343088.28 343106.52 317658.55 336259.91
353 14772.65 16984.93 52488.20 344139.21 344084.85 318590.53 337244.30
354 14777.96 16991.06 52504.11 345190.12 345060.45 319518.16 338224.05
355 14790.04 16997.51 52532.30 346241.08 346033.47 320441.61 339200.43
356 14799.64 17004.34 52556.19 347292.13 347004.87 321361.53 340173.16
357 14812.06 17010.97 52585.54 348343.19 347974.22 322278.03 341142.76
358 14823.94 17018.37 52614.89 349394.40 348942.26 323191.00 342110.31
359 14838.41 17026.09 52650.61 350445.77 349909.66 324101.67 343074.39
360 14854.99 17033.46 52691.30 351497.25 350876.16 325009.64 344035.97
361 14873.33 17041.62 52737.77 352548.98 351842.34
296 
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362 14897.50 17050.22 52800.23 353600.96 352808.34
363 14924.74 17059.91 52870.66 354652.99 353773.69
364 14956.71 17059.91 52953.04 355705.12 354738.87
365 14984.02 17067.20 53023.82 356757.27 355704.12
366 15015.00 17067.20 53102.01 357809.29 356668.73
367 15041.77 17076.72 53170.48 358861.30 357634.52
368 15065.00 17084.99 53229.30 359913.22 358599.94
369 15094.02 17084.99 53299.38 360964.91 359566.99
370 15128.95 17097.42 53384.06 362016.49 360538.06
371 15181.32 17125.37 53514.75 363068.04 361513.01
372 15206.97 17132.21 53575.01 364119.44 362491.82
373 15247.04 17146.47 53666.63 365170.60 363474.60
374 15283.27 17159.36 53748.46 366221.63 364460.79
375 15318.14 17174.87 53828.33 367272.64 365448.87
376 15362.46 17198.52 53930.61 368323.56 366437.82
377 15387.55 17211.91 53988.49 369374.46 367427.55
378 15425.71 17225.49 54073.61 370425.35 368414.16
379 15453.44 17230.42 54133.73 371476.17 369399.91
380 15491.06 17243.81 54216.56 372526.98 370383.94
381 15554.31 17300.07 54380.83 373577.78 371366.88
382 15621.58 17371.87 54571.70 374628.58 372348.13
383 15684.62 17427.95 54736.93 375679.44 373328.29
384 15751.61 17493.49 54920.06 376730.32 374306.17
385 15800.14 17519.40 55033.38 377781.28 375283.06
386 15872.85 17603.48 55252.85 378832.25 376257.87
387 15941.77 17664.78 55441.73 379883.50 377231.20
388 15990.69 17686.54 55565.69 380935.17 378202.85
389 16031.59 17701.09 55668.15 381986.91 379173.82
390 16067.02 17713.69 55755.00 383038.54 380144.60
391 16091.15 17720.13 55813.03 384090.10 381114.81
392 16106.12 17728.12 55849.99 385141.57 382085.02
393 16120.71 17735.91 55885.62 386192.95 383057.51
394 16129.10 17743.37 55908.41 387244.24 384032.42
395 16138.30 17750.74 55932.31 388295.44 385012.22
396 16146.20 17757.76 55953.38 389346.54 385995.19
397 16154.48 17764.39 55974.46 390397.56 386982.06
398 16166.77 17770.95 56002.83 391448.48 387971.41
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399 16178.70 17777.32 56030.05 392499.31 388963.31
400 16192.01 17787.98 56063.28 393550.13 389956.17
401 16204.99 17799.52 56097.30 394601.00 390947.55
402 16216.86 17811.13 56130.00 395651.95 391936.89
403 16235.74 17824.57 56178.44 396703.21 392924.81
404 16248.51 17840.47 56220.16 397754.58 393912.68
405 16258.70 17856.77 56260.54 398806.06 394898.48
406 16343.00 17976.76 56564.58 399857.57 395883.55
407 16353.40 17994.34 56608.30 400909.30 396868.00
408 16450.03 18166.23 57036.65 401961.22 397852.29
409 16460.90 18185.58 57085.19 403013.32 398835.41
410 16565.01 18389.32 57595.95 404065.60 399817.08
411 16671.80 18598.29 58122.85 405118.06 400796.37
412 16782.47 18805.01 58652.40 406170.85 401774.49
413 16895.31 19005.76 59175.31 407223.92 402751.07
414 17009.00 19187.79 59668.09 408277.33 403727.55
415 17120.97 19347.15 60123.18 409331.03 404703.02
416 17224.12 19466.43 60502.87 410384.87 405678.91
417 17327.27 19585.70 60882.55 411438.75 406656.25
418 17429.52 19703.94 61256.85 412492.57 407636.26
419 17530.86 19821.13 61625.80 413546.33 408620.18
420 17613.07 19886.94 61890.04 414599.92 409607.48
421 17695.67 19953.06 62151.75 415653.35 410598.42
422 17760.61 19987.73 62345.07 416706.67 411591.55
423 17830.95 20031.52 62555.89 417759.89 412586.21
424 17912.08 20096.47 62809.21 418813.08 413580.95
425 17996.15 20171.25 63078.51 419866.27 414574.40
426 18023.24 20192.94 63164.34 420919.59 415564.23
427 18042.64 20218.83 63238.91 421973.01 416551.85
428 18063.15 20246.19 63318.89 423026.66 417536.68
429 18079.42 20275.13 63396.30 424080.50 418520.78
430 18097.19 20305.16 63478.19 425134.52 419501.55
431 18225.26 20544.39 64117.97 426188.65 420480.47
432 18360.62 20821.33 64854.31 427243.03 421456.98
433 18496.65 21087.52 65570.60 428297.60 422431.62
434 18632.68 21353.71 66286.88 429352.21 423403.84
435 18765.71 21590.37 66938.81 430406.91 424374.07
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436 18900.93 21842.96 67626.60 431461.63 425341.05
437 19043.00 22146.26 68437.06 432516.44 426305.68
438 19186.33 22452.25 69256.65 433571.32 427267.10
439 19329.66 22758.23 70076.24 434626.23 428225.88
440 19475.91 23083.46 70945.86 435681.22 429182.15
441 19620.50 23392.12 71774.59 436736.22 430138.80
442 19763.28 23684.24 72563.39 437791.22 431096.76
443 19907.87 23992.90 73392.11 438846.24 432057.57
444 20052.84 24315.28 74252.22 439901.18 433020.92
445 20196.17 24621.26 75071.81 440956.11 433986.80
446 20341.14 24943.64 75931.92 442011.03 434954.85
447 20478.37 25212.20 76656.59 443065.81 435924.67
448 20617.27 25484.01 77390.01 444120.57 436894.15
449 20756.70 25769.26 78152.39 445175.24 437861.99
450 20894.86 26051.91 78905.88 446229.83 438826.42
451 21021.50 26254.68 79476.28 447284.33 439787.97
452 21151.08 26485.20 80105.16 448338.80 440746.65
453 21280.14 26703.33 80708.44 449393.27 441703.54
454 21401.22 26875.65 81216.01 450447.74 442657.37
455 21514.19 27026.38 81667.32 451501.99 443608.97
456 21623.75 27162.81 82090.50 452556.20 444557.98
457 21728.67 27284.14 82480.97 453610.33 445506.15
458 21836.36 27418.25 82892.73 454664.37 446451.92
459 21937.51 27526.22 83253.80 455718.32 447395.64
460 22037.80 27633.26 83609.66 456772.17 448337.98
461 22141.95 27753.71 83990.95 457826.01 449278.82
462 22256.03 27936.36 84483.47 458879.55 450218.03
463 22368.50 28106.43 84954.12 459933.19 451155.76
464 22473.35 28237.00 85348.84 460986.90 452092.93
465 22563.91 28317.55 85651.05 462040.61 453030.42
466 22664.32 28433.66 86010.43 463094.13 453970.01
467 22775.97 28632.28 86524.33 464147.25 454912.19
468 22885.06 28826.37 87023.10 465200.16 455857.82
469 22988.82 29001.72 87474.30 466252.87 456805.59
470 23091.28 29174.88 87916.57 467305.39 457755.34
471 23193.90 29357.45 88377.82 468357.80 458706.15
472 23296.49 29549.09 88858.12 469410.11 459658.13
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473 23397.80 29729.32 89311.92 470462.39 460607.52
474 23494.43 29875.44 89690.75 471514.66 461555.24
475 23586.15 29997.82 90018.71 472566.85 462501.43
476 23680.62 30140.67 90385.78 473618.96 463446.33
477 23773.25 30272.50 90729.99 474671.06 464389.86
478 23862.69 30391.83 91046.36 475723.07 465333.39
479 23946.33 30488.55 91316.35 476775.00 466276.59
480 24034.61 30606.34 91626.94 477826.91 467220.12
481 24123.65 30733.07 91952.94 478878.74 468163.03
482 24202.17 30816.87 92194.64 479930.55 469106.23
483 24284.74 30912.36 92459.48 480982.36 470049.62
484 24367.32 31007.85 92724.32 482034.17 470993.22
485 24441.65 31073.97 92938.53 483086.04 471938.21
486 24516.22 31140.30 93156.92 484138.07 472882.92
487 24595.90 31218.26 93398.30 485190.13 473827.86
488 24676.78 31304.60 93649.07 486242.05 474773.42
489 24757.67 31390.94 93899.84 487293.96 475721.09
490 24839.27 31492.56 94168.11 488345.58 476673.79
491 24923.77 31627.85 94498.90 489396.93 477629.92
492 25004.28 31756.75 94810.08 490448.02 478590.98
493 25084.90 31928.86 95222.78 491498.83 479556.86
494 25165.11 32107.23 95651.62 492549.51 480525.78
495 25239.46 32226.27 95934.13 493600.15 481498.73
496 25312.67 32336.98 96198.30 494650.78 482471.48
497 25383.22 32431.11 96427.63 495701.40 483444.79
498 25457.74 32543.80 96697.78 496752.09 484415.68
499 25527.15 32624.06 96904.39 497802.85 485385.93
500 25603.80 32733.14 97171.03 498853.71 486355.19
501 25686.39 32880.07 97523.47 499904.65 487324.56
502 25768.23 33011.11 97841.16 500955.69 488293.86
503 25850.08 33142.15 98158.86 502006.74 489262.63
504 25927.68 33245.70 98418.53 503057.81 490231.22
505 25997.45 33313.97 98615.69 504109.02 491199.97
506 26073.29 33408.41 98857.40 505160.11 492169.39
507 26154.27 33538.06 99171.74 506211.19 493138.54
508 26220.39 33596.88 99348.22 507262.26 494107.02
509 26283.22 33647.18 99509.80 508313.33 495075.40
300 
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510 26349.93 33706.52 99691.05 509364.55 496042.94
511 26416.64 33765.86 99872.29 510415.79 497010.31
512 26471.08 33804.60 100009.14 511466.96 497977.56
513 26525.52 33843.34 100145.99 512518.13 498948.16
514 26595.49 33930.47 100367.59 513569.15 499922.19
515 26661.89 34001.34 100560.37 514620.22 500900.89
516 26733.78 34097.26 100799.55 515671.22 501885.32
517 26802.68 34183.06 101016.40 516722.14 502873.21
518 26873.46 34277.50 101250.53 517773.04 503864.82
519 26939.15 34376.84 101490.93 518823.93 504858.41
520 26996.80 34443.50 101663.73 519874.82 505854.12
521 27063.48 34544.33 101908.90 520925.78 506847.59
522 27130.21 34639.31 102144.70 521976.89 507839.97
523 27157.76 34671.16 102230.15 523028.17 508829.34
524 27185.79 34696.10 102307.65 524079.56 509817.19
525 27233.78 34730.25 102433.16 525131.05 510803.78
526 27282.93 34765.22 102564.16 526182.70 511788.68
527 27311.95 34783.29 102638.87 527234.32 512772.94
528 27360.52 34817.86 102767.12 528285.94 513755.27
529 27402.27 34840.13 102872.38 529337.55 514737.27
530 27458.11 34879.87 103015.61 530388.96 515718.96
531 27521.39 34930.53 103181.46 531440.26 516700.45
532 27576.54 34964.87 103317.73 532491.54 517680.47
533 27627.01 34991.81 103439.65 533542.80 518660.53
534 27680.01 35024.81 103574.73 534594.27 519639.23
535 27738.61 35061.30 103727.12 535645.92 520618.25
536 27781.41 35084.13 103837.26 536697.67 521596.63
537 27830.55 35119.11 103968.26 537749.38 522576.74
538 27881.26 35159.70 104103.67 538800.88 523559.37
539 27941.11 35212.94 104261.98 539851.99 524545.41
540 27992.67 35249.62 104386.26 540902.88 525534.47
541 28039.72 35291.48 104505.05 541953.51 526526.35
542 28090.16 35345.32 104642.58 543003.93 527520.58
543 28133.11 35379.70 104744.40 544054.31 528516.00
544 28154.75 35397.03 104795.15 545104.59 529511.09
545 28197.02 35430.87 104894.28 546154.86 530504.71
546 28246.63 35483.82 105028.47 547205.11 531494.70
301 
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547 28292.25 35524.40 105141.41 548255.43 532483.13
548 28353.90 35590.20 105308.14 549305.69 533468.10
549 28414.64 35655.03 105472.42 550355.94 534451.12
550 28487.63 35771.91 105748.62 551406.41 535432.23
551 28564.36 35901.59 106056.74 552457.04 536412.82
552 28643.42 36042.24 106391.78 553507.79 537391.23
553 28712.84 36122.50 106598.38 554558.56 538369.46
554 28781.18 36195.45 106792.29 555609.35 539346.93
555 28841.34 36243.62 106942.53 556660.14 540324.71
556 28909.69 36316.57 107136.44 557710.93 541301.71
557 28963.15 36349.86 107262.89 558761.80 542277.91
558 29011.03 36375.41 107373.37 559812.68 543254.12
559 29048.50 36395.41 107459.84 560863.56 544228.81
560 29081.32 36404.17 107531.39 561914.38 545202.46
561 29111.73 36414.99 107597.50 562965.11 546178.22
562 29154.21 36437.66 107692.00 564015.76 547157.89
563 29194.34 36466.21 107783.47 565066.17 548141.00
564 29260.61 36584.11 108055.64 566116.26 549128.66
565 29335.42 36723.85 108384.45 567166.63 550120.47
566 29404.03 36827.60 108627.33 568216.90 551116.41
567 29478.01 36972.38 108968.05 569267.23 552113.74
568 29483.33 36985.63 109000.81 570318.20 553112.70
569 29582.30 37205.71 109545.20 571369.78 554110.69
570 29589.72 37223.53 109589.85 572421.69 555106.55
571 29703.41 37547.14 110424.31 573473.99 556101.89
572 29820.71 37891.45 111319.00 574526.50 557095.01
573 29828.40 37911.99 111371.67 575579.16 558088.00
574 29837.61 37934.10 111428.02 576631.99 559078.32
575 29955.18 38216.47 112147.53 577684.86 560068.13
576 30073.58 38479.76 112819.43 578737.89 561055.85
577 30194.43 38759.24 113534.61 579791.03 562043.41
578 30310.40 38986.20 114118.43 580844.18 563029.71
579 30429.02 39239.42 114766.40 581897.35 564015.52
580 30543.50 39453.26 115319.35 582950.53 564999.85
581 30652.59 39627.92 115784.78 584003.70 565983.95
582 30762.83 39804.44 116257.03 585056.95 566966.95
583 30865.78 39941.80 116648.75 586110.21 567950.09
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584 30971.44 40082.78 117052.77 587163.55 568932.58
585 31079.76 40236.93 117483.08 588216.90 569917.17
586 31174.70 40338.28 117808.00 589270.19 570905.74
587 31271.27 40449.94 118145.72 590323.32 571898.20
588 31355.52 40524.89 118411.79 591376.36 572893.49
589 31438.14 40598.38 118668.95 592429.23 573892.07
590 31513.86 40658.99 118896.55 593482.00 574892.79
591 31578.86 40699.47 119081.90 594534.67 575893.02
592 31625.66 40724.45 119211.94 595587.24 576890.62
593 31659.98 40739.71 119306.88 596639.87 577884.07
594 31686.06 40753.63 119380.02 597692.49 578872.75
595 31711.05 40764.74 119449.78 598745.19 579856.76
596 31725.18 40776.06 119492.26 599797.90 580836.69
597 31741.34 40788.99 119540.84 600850.62 581813.65
598 31755.90 40801.94 119585.81 601903.34 582786.70
599 31767.83 40814.68 119625.14 602956.06 583757.79
600 31779.41 40826.01 119662.27 604008.85 584725.40
601 31787.61 40836.22 119691.19 605061.51 585692.04
602 31797.90 40846.29 119723.53 606114.08 586656.65
603 31806.70 40856.46 119753.20 607166.63 587619.34
604 31814.50 40866.18 119780.41 608219.10 588581.14
605 31822.77 40877.21 119810.29 609271.49 589541.50
606 31830.83 40887.96 119839.27 610323.78 590500.61
607 31839.62 40898.92 119869.59 611376.06 591458.19
608 31849.07 40909.84 119900.68 612428.26 592414.27
609 31859.21 40920.66 119932.53 613480.37 593371.89
610 31872.73 40931.49 119970.62 614532.39 594332.02
611 31885.28 40941.53 120005.04 615584.18 595295.13
612 31893.42 40950.22 120029.23 616635.64 596262.23
613 31899.53 40957.29 120047.42 617686.61 597231.88
614 31907.56 40963.72 120066.45 618737.13 598205.50
615 31971.86 41089.55 120358.42 619787.19 599179.44
616 32035.99 41197.93 120607.14 620837.15 600154.98
617 32100.11 41306.31 120855.86 621887.06 601128.32
618 32164.93 41421.61 121121.12 622936.96 602099.15
619 32226.46 41509.19 121323.06 623986.85 603067.95
620 32289.82 41610.63 121555.69 625036.73 604034.94
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621 32361.00 41737.26 121851.08 626086.90 605000.77
622 32372.75 41749.80 121884.17 627137.47 605965.57
623 32451.72 41855.17 122151.42 628188.54 606929.22
624 32535.19 41981.38 122464.08 629239.78 607892.05
625 32547.46 41997.76 122506.34 630291.22 608855.55
626 32637.46 42157.86 122898.45 631342.71 609817.89
627 32708.60 42221.15 123100.15 632394.37 610780.21
628 32786.13 42303.90 123337.14 633446.05 611742.34
629 32857.28 42367.19 123538.83 634497.75 612705.74
630 32920.48 42412.16 123707.30 635549.46 613668.23
631 32991.63 42475.45 123909.00 636601.17 614631.57
632 33059.01 42529.39 124093.87 637652.88 615594.64
633 33142.72 42633.64 124374.09 638704.67 616561.19
634 33231.14 42767.35 124711.49 639756.39 617530.70
635 33317.84 42890.73 125027.30 640808.11 618504.88
636 33407.82 43034.81 125387.02 641859.82 619484.33
637 33497.81 43178.88 125746.75 642911.53 620470.63
638 33581.43 43290.45 126036.15 643963.17 621461.10
639 33672.45 43436.18 126400.02 645014.87 622455.78
640 33755.07 43539.07 126674.94 646066.58 623452.20
641 33837.36 43634.23 126940.57 647118.43 624449.40
642 33912.56 43701.12 127159.07 648170.38 625445.61
643 33988.64 43768.80 127381.86 649222.42 626441.36
644 34066.24 43837.82 127612.72 650274.63 627435.07
645 34120.63 43862.01 127761.81 651327.08 628427.00
646 34163.40 43873.43 127878.28 652379.65 629416.20
647 34201.98 43883.72 127984.33 653432.32 630403.20
648 34237.76 43902.82 128087.31 654485.16 631387.63
649 34290.02 43926.06 128237.18 655538.11 632371.33
650 34319.52 43939.18 128321.04 656591.01 633352.00
651 34348.62 43949.54 128403.74 657643.98 634331.35
652 34375.89 43961.66 128483.30 658697.11 635308.95
653 34400.92 43975.02 128557.80 659750.34 636285.89
654 34420.82 43989.18 128618.56 660803.52 637261.20
655 34440.72 44003.34 128679.32 661856.70 638235.75
656 34460.61 44017.50 128740.09 662909.88 639210.24
657 34478.18 44031.56 128794.53 663962.99 640186.06
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658 34492.73 44044.51 128839.50 665015.80 641163.85
659 34503.33 44055.82 128873.28 666068.20 642144.75
660 34511.73 44066.28 128901.90 667120.38 643127.86
661 34518.83 44075.75 128926.72 668172.29 644113.90
662 34524.44 44083.23 128946.14 669224.00 645101.45
663 34531.56 44092.10 128969.55 670275.59 646090.85
664 34539.16 44100.89 128993.28 671327.07 647078.84
665 34548.45 44109.98 129019.97 672378.53 648064.76
666 34557.75 44119.08 129046.66 673429.98 649046.95
667 34566.13 44128.03 129071.74 674481.42 650026.91
668 34574.52 44136.98 129096.82 675532.86 651003.44
669 34584.87 44146.19 129125.45 676584.30 651977.61
670 34594.94 44155.14 129153.04 677635.66 652949.29
671 34606.22 44164.17 129182.88 678687.02 653918.62
672 34618.91 44173.20 129215.43 679738.37 654886.28
673 34631.60 44182.23 129247.97 680789.71 655852.33
674 34651.36 44192.78 129296.23 681841.06 656816.19
675 34669.75 44200.96 129340.39 682892.41 657778.44
676 34684.35 44208.75 129376.02 683943.75 658739.02
677 34703.66 44219.05 129422.67 684995.03 659699.22
678 34722.97 44229.36 129469.32 686046.29 660658.08
679 34750.02 44248.61 129538.01 687097.55 661615.67
680 34763.98 44257.30 129572.52 688148.80 662573.61
681 34776.00 44265.85 129602.71 689199.99 663533.90
682 34785.22 44274.06 129627.34 690251.09 664497.98
683 34794.18 44282.02 129651.02 691302.10 665466.16
684 34805.20 44289.87 129677.87 692353.02 666439.07
685 34851.46 44326.90 129793.39 693403.85 667416.71
686 34930.91 44461.18 130114.92 694454.74 668397.32
687 35019.54 44634.61 130534.92 695505.91 669381.05
688 35110.09 44803.75 130946.99 696557.27 670365.56
689 35203.42 44978.09 131374.43 697608.81 671350.25
690 35294.18 45115.34 131722.32 698660.54 672332.79
691 35373.67 45200.19 131968.77 699712.38 673313.77
692 35456.99 45296.53 132239.45 700764.33 674293.74
693 35556.22 45473.07 132682.41 701816.44 675272.68
694 35659.95 45648.38 133131.82 702868.86 676251.22
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695 35760.44 45791.39 133518.14 703921.50 677229.05
696 35872.30 46000.35 134053.44 704974.32 678206.67
697 35984.02 46179.23 134532.01 706027.47 679172.00
698 36102.53 46379.50 135068.49 707080.98 680135.07
699 36224.60 46585.81 135627.11 708134.77 681093.96
700 36342.47 46764.05 136130.76 709188.77 682050.96
701 36475.72 47060.36 136905.68 710242.82 683004.99
702 36600.62 47282.57 137504.02 711296.90 683957.66
703 36725.66 47493.90 138084.41 712351.13 684907.58
704 36853.58 47710.08 138680.21 713405.46 685857.00
705 36964.98 47848.81 139114.86 714459.81 686806.71
706 37090.02 48060.14 139695.25 715514.10 687758.65
707 37206.93 48226.53 140176.83 716568.24 688713.49
708 37320.97 48388.83 140644.51 717622.29 689670.81
709 37430.58 48525.33 141063.61 718676.31 690630.99
710 37536.38 48657.09 141463.99 719730.18 691594.13
711 37634.87 48779.73 141834.75 720783.95 692557.98
712 37732.48 48901.29 142200.31 721837.62 693522.49
713 37833.37 49035.89 142591.83 722891.28 694485.68
714 37919.43 49120.10 142884.86 723944.92 695446.31
715 38011.19 49218.05 143210.49 724998.70 696404.06
716 38102.96 49316.00 143536.12 726052.51 697359.62
717 38187.24 49390.97 143823.01 727106.46 698313.65
718 38267.21 49454.99 144090.91 728160.52 699265.89
719 38345.04 49538.07 144368.76 729214.45 700217.24
720 38429.39 49643.11 144687.94 730268.30 701167.31
721 38470.56 49679.73 144827.17 731322.21 702114.71
722 38512.23 49720.50 144972.63 732376.19 703060.87
723 38583.46 49783.86 145216.64 733430.25 704006.61
724 38651.19 49838.08 145445.08 734484.40 704950.81
725 38694.32 49868.78 145588.82 735538.65 705894.75
726 38725.04 49890.64 145691.89 736592.98 706837.22
727 38751.72 49914.36 145785.01 737647.34 707780.35
728 38794.36 49956.09 145935.71 738701.56 708723.85
729 38836.02 50004.27 146089.92 739755.62 709670.14
730 38876.71 50051.31 146238.85 740809.50 710618.99
731 38980.59 50199.16 146657.27 741863.21 711572.13
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732 39089.42 50354.04 147093.59 742916.81 712529.21
733 39193.40 50492.78 147491.20 743970.23 713490.02
734 39304.80 50671.14 147970.28 745023.62 714453.18
735 39415.07 50837.89 148427.83 746077.07 715418.09
736 39521.09 50979.34 148837.27 747130.59 716382.90
737 39612.74 51069.02 149147.36 748184.12 717346.24
738 39707.11 51161.36 149468.66 749237.73 718306.46
739 39761.25 51180.62 149633.26 750291.43 719264.31
740 39809.92 51193.61 149780.45 751345.15 720221.57
741 39853.21 51201.31 149911.00 752398.87 721175.95
742 39893.89 51212.16 150035.03 753452.67 722129.27
743 39935.07 51226.81 150162.20 754506.55 723080.48
744 39998.32 51260.57 150362.61 755560.52 724031.70
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